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Foreword by the Author

is abridged electronic edition of Queens of Sicily 1061-1266 differs from
the original print edition in several ways, but not in any that will detract
from your reading experience. Indeed, my objective is to improve your
enjoyment in reading about Sicily’s �rst medieval queens.

While the text of the preface, introduction, aerword (epilogue),
timeline (chronology) and chapters has been preserved in its entirety, there
are no endnotes/footnotes, which in the print edition numbered over seven
hundred, with some running to a page in length. Many of those notes were
simple reference citations but some were explanatory while others provided
the original Latin text of passages translated into English for the main
narrative. In this electronic edition, a few of those notes, such as the one
citing (in its entirety) omas Becket’s letter to Queen Margaret, have been
incorporated into the main text.

e bibliography has been reduced to a concise format mentioning most
of the medieval sources consulted, without listing all of the numerous
modern (secondary) works, such as monographs and articles. Some of the
photographs of the print edition are not present in this one. An example is
the picture of the last remaining wall of the castle of San Marco d’Alunzio.

is ebook is intended for general readers and students, not for hardcore
researchers formulating doctoral dissertations to be “defended” or for
professors writing arcane academic papers to be delivered at conferences or
published in specialized journals. One of the appendices in the �rst (print)
edition consisted of both codices of the Assizes of Ariano in the original
Latin, something of little use to the greater number of readers.

Realistically, the majority of readers may not be very interested in an
overwhelming amount of supporting information, much of it in Latin or
even Sicilian. Because Queens of Sicily 1061-1266 was the very �rst
compendium of biographies of these women — not only in English but in
any language — it was necessarily quite lengthy at 740 pages and it had to
present certain information of interest to scholars. Readers seeking extensive



background details beyond those included in this ebook may wish to read
the print edition and its informative supplement, Sicilian Queenship, which
also offers some observations regarding the historiography and research
methodology involved in writing Queens of Sicily 1061-1266 and Margaret,
Queen of Sicily.

Yet the essential maps remain, along with the genealogical tables and
those important features one expects to �nd in the biography of a medieval
queen.

e genealogical table for each queen follows the chapter dedicated to
her, along with a few photographs, but there is also a separate section of
general charts pertaining to Sicily’s �rst dynasties and a few allied families.

Most of this work re�ects original scholarship, such as the �rst English
translation of the Sicilian rite of coronation ever published. It is the result of
research conducted over a few years in several countries. Most of Chapter 8
was excerpted from Margaret, Queen of Sicily, of which an abridged
electronic edition was published as Queen Margaret of Sicily.

In Sicilian Queenship, I explain how it was many years ago, in 1994, that I
�rst attended an academic conference here in Sicily about our Norman-
Swabian sovereigns, at which most of the queens were overlooked. For two
decades thereaer, I considered writing the biography of Margaret of
Navarre, which nobody else had written. Margaret was Sicily’s most
important medieval queen, or at least the one about whom the most is
known — far more than Constance, the mother of Frederick II, one of our
greatest medieval kings. Yet she was ignored even in the lengthy
encyclopedic references of important medieval women published by major
academic presses in the twenty-�rst century. Finally, I wrote Margaret’s
biography and the other stories in this book, not that every other Sicilian
countess or queen had been ignored altogether. In fact, there were �ne
biographies of a few of the others, and Sicilian Queenship has a chapter
recognizing that scholarship.

is is the compendium that should have been written at least �y years
ago about the queens and countesses of Sicily.

A great advantage of this electronic edition is its ready availability to
libraries which might not normally acquire the printed book. I hope you
enjoy this one.



— C. Jacqueline Alio



Preface

“One life is all we have and we live it as we believe in living it.”

— Joan of Arc

ey are the semi-forgotten women of history. Some of them are little more
than names mentioned in passing in medieval chronicles or charters. Only a
few stand out, and only because they were called upon to step into roles
more important, more visible, than what was otherwise envisaged for them.
In an age when the typical woman could aspire to nothing more grandiose
than a convent or a kitchen, queens were very special indeed, destined to
confront challenges beyond �eld and forge. Queens consort, regnant and
regent were a breed apart.

To ignore queenhood is to overlook an important part of the history of
womanhood.

Queenship always engendered a certain mystique, a quasi-mysticism,
and Walter Bagehot famously observed that, “we must not let in daylight
upon magic.” Yet the reality of queenly life could be very different from
popular perceptions. In the following pages, we shall see how dangerous,
indeed fatal, it could be to stand so closely to the seat of power, or even to
wield that power.

In widowhood, three of these women actually ruled Sicily as regents:
Adelaide del Vasto, Margaret of Navarre, Constance of Hauteville.

We shall seek to discover something of their personalities. Conventional
wisdom suggests that women are more inclined than men to use force of
argument instead of the argument of force. Was that the case of Sicily’s
queens? Sometimes, perhaps, but history tells us that Margaret of Navarre,
probably the most powerful of the women pro�led here, and one of the most
fondly remembered, was willing to imprison criminals and adversaries
without batting an eye, even when their guilt was questionable. Indeed, there
is credible evidence to suggest that she acted to target a few of her husband’s



opponents for assassination following a baronial revolt. When Joanna of
England learned that her brother, Richard Lionheart, had been killed by an
arrow, she had the archer who loosed it tortured to death. Here we �nd the
queen not as shrinking violet but she-wolf.

Sicily’s �rst queen, Elvira, achieved her reginal status with the coronation
of her husband, Roger II, as the �rst Sicilian king in 1130. Amongst the
women whose stories are told here are the three who were wed to Roger I,
the father of Roger II. is is why we look to 1061, the signal year the
Hauteville brothers of Normandy came to Sicily and the year Roger I
married Judith of Evreux, as the beginning of our journey, even though
Judith was never a queen.

at path shall take us through Sicily’s Norman period, and thence
through the Swabian era of the Hohenstaufens, from the Battle of Messina in
1061 to the Battle of Benevento in 1266, key events in the rise and fall of
these dynasties. e polyglot Regnum Siciliae, the Kingdom of Sicily
founded by Roger II, encompassed not only the island from which it took its
name but most of the Italian peninsula south of Rome, along with Malta
and, at times, a chunk of Africa. It was one of Europe’s most prosperous
realms, and an experiment in multiculturalism.

Queens were all but ignored by omas Fazello, author of the �rst
general history of Sicily, a lengthy, post-incunable tome published between
1558 and 1560, where Margaret, as regent for William II, is conceded just a
few sparse lines. She is one of only four Sicilian queens before 1266 whose
stories have been the subject of detailed biographies worthy of their dignity,
the others being Joanna and Isabella “Plantagenet” of England (in 1850) and
Helena Angelina of Epirus (in 1791). It is this book’s objective to �ll a void
by bringing to light the others, whose stories have been largely neglected.
Along the way, we shall explore some of the intricacies and nuances of
queenship into the middle years of the thirteenth century, particularly in the
Kingdom of Sicily.

e legacy of these eighteen women is inextricable from the cultural
heritage of southern Italy.

None of these women chose to be queen, and in youth few foresaw being
crowned, but each rose to face the challenges of complexity, even adversity,
that the duties of queenship entailed.



Here we shall celebrate the distinctly feminine virtue of perseverance.

Seven centuries was a long time to wait.
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Introduction

“Whatever women do they must do twice as well as men to be thought half
as good.”

— Charlotte Whitton

For too long have the voices of medieval women gone unheard or unheeded.
e women whose stories are told in this book deserve to be remembered as
something more than footnotes to history. How we remember them is nearly
as important as why we remember them. is is a plea not for idolatry but
for accuracy.

is work is about the women who stood at the apex of society in the
Kingdom of Sicily, and in a few cases actually governed it. It is obvious
enough that any study of this era must also consider the history of the
society itself, and that includes its kings.

However, this is not an exhaustive history of the Kingdom of Sicily, its
kings and institutions, about which many volumes have been written. At
best, we can consider these when it is necessary or appropriate. Our focus
shall be the queens and the world they knew. True, this era is framed by the
battles of Messina (1061) and Benevento (1266), but a book such as this one
is not the venue for detailed accounts of such events.

We shall venture into largely uncharted territory, for only a few of our
countesses or queens have ever been the subject of a biography.

What is presented in these pages is not intended to be explicitly
analytical, anthropological, revisionist or even monarchist. It is, �rst and
foremost, factual, historical and biographical. So much the better if a certain
queen’s story makes for an interesting narrative.

“Narrative is the lifeblood of history,” declared Barbara Tuchman in
Practicing History. “To offer a mass of undigested facts, of names not
identi�ed and places not located, is of no use to the reader and is simple



laziness on the part of the author, or pedantry to show how much he has
read. To discard the unnecessary requires courage and also extra work.”

Whilst a historical work may have “entertainment value,” most of us read
history out of curiosity, to learn something from it. Ideally, it should be
interesting, even enlightening, and perhaps inspiring, avoiding the semantic
and the pedantic. Some works are purely pedagogical.

Medieval biography should be treated as a sub�eld of medieval history.
Many scholarly histories published nowadays include commentary
regarding historiography, such as earlier scholars’ observations about, for
example, the life of Eleanor of Aquitaine. Since very little has ever been
published about most of the women whose stories appear here, the author
has elected, for the most part, to place such commentary and references in
the endnotes rather than the main narrative text, where tangential or
parenthetical remarks about sources or prior research might prove
distracting to the reader more immediately interested in reginal biography
than scholarship and methodology. Such an approach differs somewhat
from that of the typical dissertation-cum-monograph because this work is
intended for consultation by thousands of scholars, reginaphiles and
Siculophiles rather than perusal by a doctoral committee of three or four
professors followed by a few dozen more who may read it over the next
decade.

In keeping with that modus operandi, these prefatory pages, rather than
those in the numbered chapters, consider a few concepts germane to this
work, either as integral components of medieval Sicilian history or our
means of studying it. e commonality of these otherwise disparate topics is
their relevance to the status and place, and even the historiography and
sociology, of medieval Sicilian reginal biography.

e Journey

Historical biography, by its nature, breathes life into what otherwise
would be a scattering of cold facts and details about the personal experience
of somebody who is not here to tell her own story. In this noble endeavor
the remote past, most oen, is less cooperative than the recent past,
rendering the biographical treatment of Queen Cleopatra more intrinsically



challenging than one about Queen Victoria. Sometimes, of course, it is the
very abundance of information that complicates the task of writing a
biography, just as sorting through an entire deck of cards to �nd the queen
of diamonds is harder than selecting a random card from a stack of �ve or
six.

In a perfect world, a biography would be more than the sum of the parts
of a woman’s life. It would express something of her personality.
Unfortunately, that is not always possible.

Despite the challenges inherent in unearthing the story of a medieval
queen, this author’s experience does not support the theory, espoused by
twentieth-century historians such as Kenneth Bruce McFarlane, that a
meaningful biography of a medieval �gure is impossible to write. Nowadays
medieval studies are increasingly multidisciplinary, involving such
traditional �elds as art and literature but also newer ones like forensic
genetic (DNA) analysis, historical climatology and phylogeography, to
mention just three.

Much is unsaid or understated. Sometimes, however, the existing record
vouchsafes us a touch of emotion, telling us that Isabella of England, whilst
riding in a cortege along a winding street to meet her future husband, pulled
back the hood of her cloak to reveal her stunning beauty to a cheering
crowd of onlookers clamoring to see her face, or that Margaret of Navarre
shed a tear of disappointment when unjusti�ably reproved by a nasty
kinsman.

One may take solace in the fact that these biographies of women were
written by a woman, but all of our principal contemporaneous sources are
the work of men, many of them monks. To this implicitly patriarchal
fraternity, the young aristocratic woman was an ethereal creature, a swan
among crows, unless she was called upon to govern a kingdom. enceforth,
depending on the sycophancy of the chronicler or annalist, she might be
subjected to the same harsh criticism as a king, almost as if she assumed
male gender by stepping into a role usually �lled by a man.

Yet there was still a “double standard,” articulating one norm for men
and another for women. Rumor mongers dared to “slut shame” Queen
Margaret for an imagined sexual liaison simply because she smiled at a
certain man, who was her cousin. No contemporary Sicilian chronicler



criticized Sicily’s kings in this manner, despite the numerous bastards
spawned by them.

It falls to the biographer to separate likely fact from likely �ction
surrounding the life of her subject. Even the simplest facts and their
implications might be viewed differently by two or three biographers writing
about the same historical �gure. In interpreting essential facts, the
biographer should consider such factors as historical context with an eye to
making presentation of her subject’s experience clear, understandable,
readable. But nothing must ever be embellished to the point that it becomes
historical �ction. Jumping to conclusions means jumping into an abyss.

One such abyss is a queen’s “private life,” the modern phrase oen being
a euphemism for references to sexual activity or sometimes even gender
identity. Like any other aspect of the subject’s life, this must be based on fact
and context rather than speculation. It is not always easy to glean personal
details from what were essentially public sources.

A veil of mystery shrouds much about life in the Middle Ages. For better
or worse, perceptions of some important queens have been shaped in the
public mind by erroneous “facts” or even �ctional accounts. If just a few of
the women whose stories are told in these pages have fallen victim to this
phenomenon it is only because so little has been written about most of them
at length, in detail, or in English.

A woman writing about another woman may bring a sympathetic,
sisterly perspective to her telling of the story. at being the case, objectivity
must not be subverted by passion, for biography’s noblest purpose is the
expression of truth.

e modern study of queenship inevitably dovetails with the most
essential tenets of what we now call feminism, an ideal of equality between
men and women, and it is inextricably linked to our efforts to evince the
unencumbered female spirit. Feminism should not be de�ned by woman’s
oppression but by her triumphs. It should not be equivocal or ambivalent.
e fact that a book about queens is read by far more women than men tells
us that we still have far to travel in achieving a more balanced equilibrium
between sisters and brothers, wives and husbands, queens and kings.

We shall know our queens by mononyms: Elvira, Margaret, Joanna.



Was Sicilian queenship a movement or just a moment?

It was, at the very least, a lingering moment, but if we think of a woman’s
leadership style as an art, even as an embodiment of self, it transcends facile
de�nition. It is unique to each woman who assumes it, whether she is
Margaret of Navarre or Margaret atcher. It is cause for contemplation, if
not celebration.

Sicily, of course, had many queens aer the Hauteville and Hohenstaufen
reigns, but only a few of them lived on the island and fewer still actually
governed the kingdom as regents.

Points of View

Objectivity is an elusive holy grail of historiography.

ere is no sole “arbiter” of history. History is not religion. Like science,
it has experts but no “authorities.”

Historicity is sometimes difficult to establish. In historiography, the
aphorism, favored by the astrophysicist Carl Sagan, that “absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence” is occasionally appropriate where
prosopography or context strongly support a thesis under discussion but for
which a res ipsa loquitur evidentiary model is lacking. is is relevant where,
for example, a particular charter or letter refers to an earlier one that has not
been preserved for posterity; we may reasonably presume the �rst letter’s
existence.

In general, the author has sought to avoid overzealous speculation of the
kind one sometimes encounters in academic papers (in social science),
where a theory may be built upon a supposition in turn based on a
speculative presupposition, leaving us with a fragile house of cards lacking a
supporting foundation. An academic paper may wander into a subtle
existentialism when a scholar feels compelled to �nd a neoteric angle in a
historical subject; consequently, some topics have been studied to death yet
much that is written about them lacks perspicuity. Moreover, medieval Sicily
has become a rather popular academic theme, yielding a plethora of
dissertations, ranging from the recondite to the pedestrian, during the
present century. is could lead one to conclude that past scholarship has
been surpassed by recent papers; it has not, for most of the work of long-



deceased scholars like the distinguished Evelyn Jamison (1877-1972) has
withstood the test of time. e same could be said of the work of scholars
like her student, Marjorie Chibnall (1915-2012).

Unlike Jamison, who had to travel to Italian archives and libraries to
consult certain sources, many scholars working outside southern Italy today
have not spent sufficient time in the regions that comprised the Kingdom of
Sicily to write about it very adroitly; this is clear from a review of their work,
which may lack a clear sense of the most rudimentary ethnography. For
example, although the language of the Sicilian School of poetry that enjoyed
the patronage of Frederick II has changed over time (and has local dialects),
listening to its modern form, which is still spoken by some Sicilians, affords
the researcher insight into the nuances of this tongue.

Beyond the investigation of ethnography, on-site investigation offers
advantages in many aspects of research, such as gauging the distance, and
hence travel time, between the locations mentioned in chronicles and letters.
It also facilitates the accurate identi�cation of certain places, which
sometimes proves elusive even in the efforts of seasoned scholars. A sense of
space is also important, providing us with (for example) an idea of the
vertical distance traversed by the arrow that killed a son of Queen Margaret
during a revolt outside Palermo’s royal palace or the area covered by
Monreale’s mosaics. For the historian, the altitude and terrain of the
mountains crowned by the castles of Taormina and Troina is something that
should be seen �rsthand. (Although it could be argued that no medieval
European society was truly isolated, one may well justify a highly localized
emphasis if a study’s focus were, for example, the women of a speci�c city; of
course, most of our queens traveled around the kingdom and their lives
were in�uenced by events that occurred far beyond its borders.)

In other words, experiencing the places known to her subject(s) is one of
many things that inform a biographer’s knowledge and point of view.
Biography must be more than a chimeric concept. ere cannot be a
foreground without a background.

Biography is not physics. It offers us few unifying theories beyond the
essential realities of birth, con�ict, struggle and death. If the queens of Sicily
were united by a single ideology or “world view,” it was simply raw grit and
daily survival. e Sicilian court was unique but it was never Camelot.



We need not be obsessed with “established” or “conventional” views of a
series of women about whom, with two or three exceptions, too little has
been published to form the basis for rigid opinions. In that regard, more has
been written about the kings than the queens, with much of the traditional
criticism of the Hauteville and Hohenstaufen (Staufen) monarchs emanating
from a certain city on the Tiber.

Papal interference in Sicilian affairs, though by no means unknown
during the Norman era, intensi�ed under Swabian rule aer 1198 with the
looming possibility that Frederick II, the young King of Sicily likely to
become Holy Roman Emperor, might end up ruling most of the Italian
peninsula, effectively surrounding the territory controlled directly by
pontiffs for centuries. By 1220 Frederick’s Sicilian and Imperial dominions
did indeed encircle the Papal State. Yet beyond its immediate political
considerations, papal policy in�uenced longstanding attitudes in what is
now Italy. Some of those attitudes survived into the twentieth century.

e Battle of Benevento of 1266 was a turning point, its outcome merely
con�rmed by the ultimate demise of Hohenstaufen power at the Battle of
Tagliacozzo two years later. ese losses le the defeated Hohenstaufens and
their Ghibelline supporters disparaged by the Angevins and Guelphs. In
succeeding generations, the popular work of Dante, himself a Guelph, and
contemporaries like Boccaccio ensured that this egregiously slanted point of
view became ingrained in Italian culture, indeed shaping much of its ethos.

Nobody could prophesy this in the thirteenth century. It is one of the
reasons, but (as we shall see) not the only one, for the absence of substantial
biographies of the queens of Sicily’s Norman-Swabian era.

Reginal Culture in the Kingdom of Sicily

Despite some striking similarities between one kingdom and another,
and extensive contact between certain courts, European queenship was
inseparable from local culture, social norms and law. Joanna of England may
have encouraged the veneration of omas Becket in Sicily, but Monreale,
the Sicilian cathedral where the saint’s earliest public image was rendered in
mosaic as an icon, is unlike anything she could have known in England or
Normandy. Whatever could be said of Joanna’s father, Henry II, his court



did not have a harem guarded by eunuchs. Clearly, certain things were
different in the Kingdom of Sicily, which seems to have been far wealthier
than any realm from whence her foreign queens came.

Even if it is not our chief focus, a consideration of queenly life as it
existed elsewhere is at least tangentially relevant to our studies because most
of our queens’ marriages were “exogamous.” With few exceptions, these
women hailed from lands far beyond the Italian peninsula. Among our
queens, the most obvious example of a life spent in several countries is
Constance of Aragon; though born in Portugal she was raised in Spain, and
she wed the King of Hungary before marrying Frederick. She knew life at
three courts.

As we shall see, the Italian realms known to our countesses and queens
underwent much change between 1061 and 1266. What began as a
patchwork of duchies and counties became a multicultural kingdom in 1130,
yet by the end of Norman-Swabian rule in 1266 it was well on its way to
becoming a monocultural European state with its own language. e Arabs,
Byzantines and Jews contributed greatly to this, but the Sicilian, Apulian and
Neapolitan cultures that we have inherited, clearly manifested in the
southern Italian kingdoms that existed into the nineteenth century, were
born of Norman and Swabian rule.

Apart from art, architecture, chattels and charters, a few subtle traces of
the Norman presence remain, some more evident than others, in the people
themselves. ere are the genetic haplogroups, of course, along with obvious
physical traits like red hair and rosacea. e Sicilian language has a few
words from Norman French, along with others from Greek, Arabic and
German.

e Norman-Swabian era coincided with what we now call the “age of
chivalry,” itself part of what has been termed a “twelh-century renaissance.”
Sicily’s queens witnessed this European movement �rsthand. As a patron of
the island’s greatest monastery, with its striking Norman, Fatimid,
Comnenian and Provençal in�uences, Queen Margaret actively,
purposefully fostered it. Her daughter-in-law, Joanna of England, learned
about chivalric culture at her mother’s court in Poitiers.

True, her sexuality, and especially the ability to produce heirs, ensured a
noblewoman’s place in society, but it was her inner strength that sustained



her. Courtly chivalry was expressed in Sicily in the Contrasto of Cielo of
Alcamo, a poem he may have intended as something of a parody of what
already existed elsewhere. Cielo’s contemporary, Giacomo of Lentini, in
daily life a royal notary, is credited with inventing the sonnet.

Literary chivalry was much romanticized, re�ecting, among other
things, a conventional, masculine, cisgendered view that gave rise to the
enduring, if oen deceptive, image of the damsel as a submissive, albeit
beguiling, object of desire endowed with great beauty and charm but little
intellect of her own. Like so many other clichés of the Middle Ages, this one
is largely divorced from reality. Even for the woman who became a queen,
life was oen precarious and difficult. e role of Constance of Aragon, who
oversaw matters in Sicily during her husband’s absence, was not very
different from that of a baroness managing a feudal estate whilst her spouse
was away �ghting.

Chivalry’s jousts, tournaments and pageantry glamorized the cult of the
mounted warrior, but unlike knights, nobles and kings, men charged with
the dirty business of sustaining the tenuous status quo, troubadours and
minstrels sold dreams. ey were entertainers, expressing loy ideals in a
cruel, unforgiving, imperfect world. Romantic love itself was little more than
a myth where it presupposed that courtship culminated in a wedding;
marriages within every social class were arranged by parental consent, or in
any case could not be contracted without it. e eloquent knight courting a
lady was as rare as the marriage arranged on the basis of love rather than
expedience.

When they weren’t kow-towing to the king or coercing serfs, knights
were killing, raping and pillaging. Morality was the purview of churchmen,
who were known to engage in some occasional mischief of their own.

Until around 1200, the vernacular language of the Sicilian court was
Norman French, even though some courtiers spoke Arabic or Greek as their
mother tongue. German made inroads during the brief Sicilian reign of
Henry VI, father of Frederick II. By the second or third decade of Frederick’s
reign, the earliest form of the Sicilian language was in common use in
everyday speech. is was the tongue of poets like Cielo of Alcamo and
Giacomo of Lentini, and Frederick himself composed a few poems in
Middle Sicilian.



Cielo’s Contrasto (which appears in translation in this book) is the
lengthiest surviving poem written in Sicilian. e oldest extant copy of it,
like much early poetry of the Sicilian School that �ourished at Frederick’s
court, bears the linguistic in�uence of later copyists, hence its similarity to
Tuscan. For Middle Sicilian in its purest form we must look to a later work.

Written around 1290, the account of the War of the Vespers of 1282
from the point of view of John of Procida, onetime chancellor of King
Manfred and a planner of the revolt, is the oldest surviving narrative work
written in an Italian language, yet it appeared in English only during the
twenty-�rst century; few scholars outside Italy have ever heard of it.

e memoir of John of Procida, Lu Rebellamentu di Sichilia contra Re
Carlu, brings us such words as these, addressed to Peter III of Aragon and
referring to Constance Hohenstaufen (“your consort, our sovereign lady”),
Manfred’s daughter:

“Ricomandamunj a la vostra signuria et a la signura vostra muglerj, la quali è
la nostra donna a ccui nuj divimu purtari liancza, mandamuvj prigandu chi
vui ni digiatj liberari e trayri et livari di li manu di nostri et di li vostri
nimichi, sì comu liberau Moises lu populu di li mani di Faraguni, actali chi nuj
poczamu tiniri li vostri figloli per signurj et divinjari di li perfidi lupi malvasi
devoraturj.”

Which is to say:

“We wish to submit our fealty to your authority and that of your consort,
our sovereign lady, to whom we dutifully convey our homage, praying that
you may deign to free us of our enemies just as Moses delivered his people
from the hands of the Pharaoh, so that we may ensure our children’s future,
secure from the deceitful, devouring wolves.”

Not everything of length written in Middle Sicilian deals with con�ict,
and here a good example is the Contrasto, mentioned earlier. e focus of
most poetry of the Sicilian School was love. Dante recognized the
signi�cance of the Middle Sicilian language expressed in Cielo’s poem,
though he discerned in it no particular beauty:



Et dicimus quod, si vulgare sicilianum accipere volumus secundum quod
prodit a terrigenis mediocribus, ex ore quorum iudicium eliciendum
videtur, prelationis honore minime dignum est, quia non sine quodam
tempore profertur, ut puta ibi: Tragemi de’ste focora, se t’este a boluntate.

Aer 1282, the island of Sicily was separated from the peninsula
politically, if occasionally united with it through dynastic marriages, and its
society was essentially monocultural. By 1300, Italy’s last Muslim
communities, at places like Lucera in Apulia, were little more than a
memory. In truth, this latinization was a gradual but real process of
acculturation that had begun the moment the Normans conquered Palermo,
but the “Latin” culture one identi�es with southern Italy today is rooted in
the society that existed by the dawn of the fourteenth century, when the
Aragonese ruled Sicily and the Angevins ruled the southern part of the
peninsula. Nevertheless, the society that emerged in southern Italy was more
portmanteau than palimpsest, for it re�ected the in�uence of the cultures
present here during Norman and Swabian rule.

One of the things that distinguished the Hauteville and Hohenstaufen
reigns was the population itself. ere was diversity in faith, language and
thought. Science and philosophy thrived. Sicily’s queens were familiar with
this world; those who governed as regents actively promoted it.

It is this eclectic mix that characterized, and perhaps even de�ned, the
Sicilian environment during the Norman and Swabian eras. Such diversitude
is generally appreciated more in our time than it was in times past;
Salvadore Morso and Michele Amari, whose earliest treatises appeared in
the �rst half of the nineteenth century, were Sicily’s �rst modern Arabists of
note.

In these pages, we are concerned with the Kingdom of Sicily in its
European and Mediterranean contexts. If any of the queens whose stories
are told here referred to “Italy” it was in purely geographical terms. Oen,
the so-called “Lombards” were simply peninsular Italians of the landed
nobility, despite the gentilic originally being intended to identify those
descended from the Longobards who established Italy’s �rst medieval
monarchies.



Sources and Scholarship

As we shall see, the study of Sicilian medieval queenship straddles
several �elds and disciplines. Unfortunately, a good deal of what little, until
the present century, has been published about Sicily’s �rst few queens is
simply incorrect.

A review of the existing research (secondary literature) is important in
this kind of work. However, this book is not an appropriate forum in which
to rebut other scholars’ �awed research �ndings or the increasingly
hypothetical, whimsical theories advanced in the papers presented at
academic conferences and in specialized journals. Some studies blatantly
violate the heuristic principle of lex parsimoniae advocated by William of
Ockham that the simplest explanation of an event about which little is
known is usually the most likely one.

For various reasons, many papers and monographs published today,
even when peer-reviewed, focus on what is sometimes called “microhistory,”
resulting in the verbose study of a single charter, icon, object, chattel, church
or localized event. In this volume such topics are presented in the
appendices and notes.

It is not this monograph’s purpose to focus on etiology or prolix analyses
for their own sake.

e reasoning behind this is simple. Some weeds blossom into
wild�owers, but others remain mere weeds, serving no greater purpose than
to occupy space in an otherwise virtuous �ower bed. e author has sought
to bring you an orderly garden, not an untamed jungle. Let us leave the
weeds to thrive someplace else.

At all events, the author’s research was based overwhelmingly, nay
almost entirely, on contemporary “primary” sources (chronicles, charters,
letters, architecture) rather than secondary literature. is is amply set forth
in the bibliography and appendices.

e chronicle of Hugh Falcandus was published in the sixteenth century,
that of Romuald of Salerno in the eighteenth. A few sources sometimes cited
by historians, such as the chronicle attributed to “Matthew Spinelli of
Giovinazzo” and the Arabic letters “discovered” by the abbot Giuseppe Vella,



are forgeries; this problem also plagues the diplomatic record, where we
occasionally �nd apocryphal or unauthorized charters.

Few chronicles written in the Kingdom of Sicily were published in
English translation until the twenty-�rst century. Much of what is affirmed
in chronicles is attested in charters as to persons, places and dates, if not
other details, thus bringing us a certain concordance. Like the synoptic
gospels, different chronicles sometimes offer us slightly varying accounts of
the same events; this is the case of the descriptions of the deeds of Richard I
of England and Philip II of France at Messina in 1190, when Queen Joanna
was released from captivity.

e author’s archival research was augmented by visits to the places
where some of our queens were raised, such as certain localities in England,
France and Spain, as well as Italy.

Only a few original manuscript sources were available for digital
download; two rare examples are the invaluable Historia Bizantina (or
“Synopsis of Histories”) of John Skylitzes, copied in Greek in Palermo
during the middle of the twelh century and kept in the Biblioteca Nacional
de España in Madrid, and the Liber ad Honorem Augusti of Peter of Eboli,
written in Latin verse at the royal court and retained at the Burgerbibliothek
in Berne. ese codices are unique, each existing in its entirety in only one
precious copy.

e general scarcity of detailed information about medieval queens can
be attributed to the rather obvious nature of the available sources. Unless a
queen ruled in her own right, became a regent, or somehow played a
prominent role in a historical event, there was little need to mention her in a
chronicle or charter. Under most circumstances, the birth of a king’s
daughter was less likely to be recorded than the birth of the same king’s son,
who inherited a place of precedence in the line of succession under the
principles of Salic Law. In most cases, royal daughters (princesses) are not
mentioned explicitly, by name, until their betrothals, which made these
women “newsworthy” in the eyes of the men writing about them.

In rarer cases, a few of a queen’s letters survive. Enough of the
correspondence of Eleanor of Aquitaine (1122-1204) is conserved to offer us
a clear impression of her opinions, and Anna Comnena (1083-1153) wrote a
history expressing, amongst many other things, her thoughts about the



Normans who reached the Byzantine Empire, not that queens were the only
women writing anything during the twelh century.

Greater information is available when a woman like Adelaide, Margaret
or Constance was a regent. ese women also issued charters (decrees), of
which some survive, and a small photographic sampling appears in this
volume. Several �ne compilations of reginal charters and decrees have been
published. Noteworthy among these is eo Kölzer’s Urkunden und Kanzlei
der Kaiserin Konstanze, Königin von Sizilien 1195-1198 in the �ne
Monumenta Germaniae Historica series.

Most of the extant charters issued by Sicily’s regents fall into either of
two broad categories. Some deal with the rights of monasteries while others
concern such matters as feudal rights (manors, privileges, serfs). Charters
are informative, but only to a certain degree, for they do not typically
concern sweeping issues or major events. e chronicles provide us with far
more information, even in those cases, such as that of Hugh Falcandus,
where the chronology of events is occasionally inexact.

Veracity is the most important element in this kind of research. Being
our chief sources, chronicles, letters and charters should, in a perfect world,
corroborate presumed facts. In some cases a fact or conclusion is attested by
more than one source. Where slightly contradictory accounts exist regarding
such details as dates, these are rarely matters of great import. Of far greater
concern are those particulars that involve events, especially where there is
little or no corroboration.

Certain sources have become known to us rather recently. A series of
letters between Frederick II and his heir, Conrad, was rediscovered in a
library during the present century and published in 2017. e Assizes of
Ariano (1140) and the Ferraris Chronicle (1228) were found during the
nineteenth century. Yet historians already suspected that such manuscripts
likely existed; the onetime existence of the letters was surmised from other
sources, the Assizes were sometimes alluded to over the centuries as “Roger’s
laws,” and part of the Ferraris Chronicle was extracted from a lost (complete)
version of the chronicle of Falco of Benevento, of which contemporaneous
copies survive.

So solid is the framework of sources supporting our knowledge of
Sicilian history into the thirteenth century that no hypothetical discovery of



long-lost documentation is likely to alter it signi�cantly. at having been
said, it would be encouraging to �nd information about the regents Adelaide
and Constance beyond what we already have.

We know the most about Margaret, hence the exceptional breadth and
depth of the chapter dedicated to her. e comparatively extensive
information known about Margaret lends to her story a quasi-literary
“narrative arc” that makes it especially interesting.

In such exhaustive detail is Margaret’s regency chronicled that for this
reason alone her story overshadows all the others. It may be stated,
arguendo, that much more is known about Margaret than any other
European queen regent of her century, making the fact that her �rst
biography was written only a few years ago all the more astounding.

In recent years, much has been written about Leonor (Eleanor) of
England, Joanna’s sister, who wed Alfonso VIII of Castile, and while little of
that work seems to shed new light on her life, it is far more voluminous than
what has been published about Joanna.

e signi�cance of much that is presented in this volume transcends
Sicilian history. e documents relative to Joanna’s betrothal are a rare
treasure, and an object lesson in how reginal marriages, dowries and dowers
were conceived and formulated during the twelh century.

Another interesting case is Joanna’s niece, Isabella of England, about
whom we know something beyond the typical facts thanks to certain
records kept about her as a maiden during the reign of her brother, Henry
III. Here is the perfect example of the attestation of statements by
chroniclers like Roger of Wendover in such resources as the Close Rolls and
Patent Rolls preserved in Britain.

Much is made of the biased tone of chroniclers like Hugh Falcandus and
perhaps Matthew Paris, yet it is remarkable that they are so accurate so
much of the time. is re�ects more than serendipity in the case of
Falcandus, who was actually present at the royal court in Palermo.

e dates of death of some queens were drawn from necrologies
compiled at monasteries or elsewhere. It should be noted, however, that
certain medieval sources, such as annals, occasionally recorded incorrect
dates.



An obvious — if isolated — case of a solution to the problem posed by
missing documentary records is the epitaph over Margaret’s tomb in
Monreale, which offers us a �ne example of the importance of researching in
situ instead of relying exclusively on works consulted in a library or on the
internet. As stated earlier, visiting the places known in youth to the women
destined to become Sicily’s queens has taken the author across western
Europe. As queens, most of these women resided principally in Palermo, the
kingdom’s capital. Anybody seeking to gain more than a super�cial
knowledge of them owes it to herself to discover this fascinating city.
Palermo boasts more surviving churches, chapels and castles from the
twelh century than any other city in Europe; for information on these the
reader is commended to the author’s concise guide Norman-Arab-Byzantine
Palermo, Monreale and Cefalù (available as an ebook as well as a print
edition).

For an informed comparison, the more curious reader (or serious
scholar) is also advised to visit certain regions of northern and southern
Spain, speci�cally Navarre, Aragon, Catalonia and Andalusia, whose
multicultural medieval history is rather similar to what one �nds in Sicily.
With good reason, medieval writers sometimes compared Norman-Arab
Bal’harm (Palermo) to the cities of Andalusia; Malaga has a similar
geographic situation along rivers running through a valley encircled by
mountains near a coast, while Granada, Cordoba and even Seville had a
rather similar layout and architecture. Some of the gardens and pools at the
Alhambra (Granada) and the Alcazar (Seville) evoke something of the
atmosphere of those that once existed in Palermo, especially in the parks
surrounding the Zisa and Cuba palaces. Except for a particularly arid part of
Andalusia’s Almería province near Tabernas, the topography and agriculture
of these Spanish regions is strikingly similar to what one �nds in southern
Italy.

Compared to her more re�ned sister cities in Spain, modern Palermo,
the city as we see it today, is a diamond in the rough, crude and unpolished.
e Sicilian capital is noisy and chaotic, but unlike her Iberian siblings she
still has her tenth-century souk, now an unkempt street market called
Ballarò.



Although we must work with whatever information, however limited or
limiting, is available to us (hence the brevity of some biographies that appear
in these pages), a woman’s life is worth more than a few words on a piece of
parchment. e diplomatic record may be sufficient in the writing of a
prosaic academic paper or even in formulating a dissertation suitable for
eventual incarnation as a monograph, yet an accurate, insightful biography
necessitates work far beyond the consultation and study, however diligent, of
chronicles and chartularies. is is even truer when writing a collection of
biographies.

With one or two exceptions, most obviously Elisabeth of Bavaria, all of
these women shared the experience of living in southern Italy, and some
died here.

Visiting the places in countries, besides Italy, where Sicily’s countesses
and queens lived in girlhood was highly informative to the writing of this
book, but even more useful is a familiarity with the most important
localities of the Regnum Siciliae known to these women as adults. Naturally,
this includes Palermo, as we have seen, but also Salerno, Bari, Messina,
Catania and Naples as well as Potenza, Brindisi, Acerra, Andria and San
Marco d’Alunzio, amongst many others. A knowledge of the kingdom’s
hinterland — its castles, abbeys, towns, mountains, forests, �elds and
agriculture — is also highly advantageous: Cava, Caccamo, Cosenza, Gerace,
Lecce, Lucera, Stilo, Sicignano, Mel�, Maniace, Mussomeli and countless
others.

It is a very honest, pragmatic, human approach to biography to learn as
much as possible about how the subject lived, what she saw, what she ate, the
people and places she knew. Even costume, regalia, iconography, mosaicry,
numismatics and heraldry are relevant. is is nothing less than the context
that transforms a name on the page into a person about whom we want to
learn more.

e physical appearance of some queens is known to us, if only in a very
general way, from how they are depicted in contemporary illuminations or
otherwise described; Joanna “Plantagenet” of England had blonde hair and
Constance Hauteville had reddish hair. e entombed remains of some
queens shed light on their physical nature. Constance of Aragon seems to
have been reasonably slender; the same can be said of Margaret of Navarre if



the image of her engraved on a pendant is accurate, most of what was le of
her body being destroyed in a �re, along with the porphyry tomb that
preserved her until a fateful bolt of lightning struck Monreale’s splendid
church in 1811.

Among the secondary literature of greatest value were studies on very
specialized topics, such as a particular chronicle or the monastery endowed
by Queen Margaret at Maniace. A rare treasure is the detailed biographical
study of Helena Angelina of Epirus published at Naples in 1791. In Italy,
biographies of any women other than saints were all but unknown until the
twentieth century.

e research strategies and methods that resulted in this volume are
conventional and transparent enough. is work re�ects no “agenda” or
“mission” apart from the author’s intent to present accurate history in a
rigorous manner.

Queenship and Identity

Beyond its historical lessons, important as they are, how relevant is
medieval queenhood? In a society dominated by men, women were long
viewed not only as the weaker sex but the less intelligent, less motivated one.
In view of serious research, those perceptions have gradually fallen by the
wayside.

Much of it has to do with personhood and what is now called “female
agency,” the natural right of a woman to entertain her own views and to
shape her own destiny. is empowerment is feminism in its purist form.

Medieval women’s roles were highly de�ned by female bodies, and there
weren’t many choices. Depending on the social stratum into which she was
born, a woman might be valued chie�y for bearing children, working on a
farm, performing household chores, or having sex. What was normal was
not usually regarded as particularly humiliating, for societal norms were —
and still are — overwhelming. Rare was the woman who felt free enough to
bridle at the duties imposed upon her, or the way she was exploited.

In passing, we may note that such conditions were not much different in
the Muslim world than in Christian dominions.



e fact that a woman encumbered by such conditions, indeed de�ned
by them, might be a great thinker had little to do with it. In short, it was a
man’s world, and few women escaped its rigid limitations. In this patriarchy,
the woman who achieved her intrinsic social or intellectual potential was the
uncommon exception, and typically she was an aristocrat or a nun (or both).

Yet Sicily seems to have been slightly more enlightened than other
realms where fundamental women’s rights were concerned. Under Arab
in�uence, there was somewhat higher literacy among girls than what one
encountered in northern Europe, and by around 1140 the Normans had
codi�ed a law making rape a serious crime, though principally for assaults
on nuns. Despite the enduring historical image of chivalrous knights, sexual
predation was fairly frequent in every social class.

How does a woman separate her true self from the conditions thrust
upon her? Even a queen, a woman of society’s most privileged caste, might
be forced to compromise.

Queens, being one of the very few classes of medieval women afforded
the opportunity to reach their intellectual and social potential as thinkers
and doers, offer us a great deal to study.

Signi�cantly, queenship was the only role of the medieval European
woman de�ned chie�y by its public function.

Only one of the queens in our elite sorority was born in Sicily. Most
oen, the princess who married a foreign king le her natal family and
homeland, never to see them again. Crowned in a far country, she embraced
its people, culture and traditions as her own.

e medieval concept of monarchy was inextricably linked to a
rudimentary precursor of what today would be called national identity, even
ethnicity. is involves, among other things, a distinct culture and language
associated with a certain place, and here an example similar to Sicily is
Catalonia; during the fourteenth century both were part of the “Crown of
Aragon,” and the modern Sicilian language bears distinct traces of Catalan.
Today both regions, though belonging to larger nations, enjoy a fair degree
of political autonomy, a fact that recognizes their medieval heritage.
Normally subdued, the Sicilians’ sense of independence rises from the ashes
every now and then, if discreetly.



In medieval monarchies, queens and kings were the symbolic
embodiment of nationhood, a status nurtured in Sicily by the Normans and
then the Swabians.

In a perfect world, it would be gratifying to learn something about the
wives of Sicily’s emirs, especially the consorts of the local Kalbids. Alas, we
know very little about them.

As an emirate, Sicily was part of the Fatimid Empire. As a kingdom, it
was a sovereign country. e emirate knew prosperity, the kingdom knew
greatness. at greatness owed more than a little to a few stout-hearted
queens.

e fact remains that we can learn and know only so much about them,
much less their emotions and motivations.

Were any of these women even more than an archetypal she-wolf,
perhaps attaining the character of a natural leader, an “alpha” female?
Clearly, the regents rose to face adversity, and Joanna showed great strength
following her husband’s death. Only Constance, the daughter of Roger II,
was a true heiress, and her self-con�dence is obvious enough from her
actions. e personality of her namesake and successor, Constance of
Aragon, also seems to have been a strong one, certainly by the time she wed
Frederick II.

Here one is reminded of the overzealous, misdirected attempt by Ernst
Kantorowicz to paint Frederick as a “modern” monarch, an idea that later
had to be debunked by more judicious scholars.

ough surely exceptional in some ways, most of our queens were
nothing more or less than women of their time. Looking back across the
dense mists of centuries, many aspects of day-to-day life were very different
from what we experience today. Even prosperous Sicily was essentially an
agrarian society. Although the Arabs and Templars devised an early form of
the check, coins were the chief currency, with barter the preferred method of
exchange for many everyday transactions. Life spans were generally shorter.
Disease was rife and efficacious treatments rare. Girls could be married at
the age of fourteen and were expected to bear children by twenty. Childbirth
was oen fatal to the mother, even (as we shall see) when she was a queen.
Infant mortality rates were high, with superstition governing what usually
passed for the practice of medicine. Children born outside marriage were



stigmatized and persons having physical impairments were mocked. e
class into which a woman was born marked her for life, with a clear social
line drawn between noble damsels and common wenches. (For the reader
less than conversant with the realities of European medieval life, the author
suggests Morris Bishop’s book, e Middle Ages, as a suitable primer.)

Objectives

is work is not a general disquisition on queenship or the role of
women in medieval society, important as both topics are, although it
provides source material for scholars writing about these subjects. Nor is it
intended as a detailed study of peripheral topics such as the endowment of a
speci�c monastery by a Sicilian queen or the political reasons, real or
imaginary, behind this or that royal marriage, subjects more suited to a
concise paper, article or chapter than a tiresome treatise or a whole book.
e marriage of Isabella of England to Frederick II was certainly part of a
strategy by both her brother and her husband to curtail the ambitions of the
King of France, and this was widely known at the time, but few of us are
inclined to dedicate an entire dissertation or monograph to such a subject.

While the nature of queenship, with special reference to the queens of
Sicily in the context of Norman and Swabian tradition, is considered from
time to time, this volume is essentially a biographical reference work.
ough queenship, feminism and gender identity are certainly, immediately
pertinent to our study, and must not be overlooked, they are not, as an
object of exhaustive analysis, the central focus of this work.

More generally, the study of queenship as a social or anthropological
phenomenon sometimes sits uneasily with traditional biography, adding to
it an unnecessary layer of conjecture or hypothesis.

Geographically, the essential orientation is southern Italy. By necessity,
much is presented about this region and the characteristics that distinguish
it from others, both socially and geographically. Because such context is
important, the Kingdom of Sicily might be considered a silent, omnipresent
“character” or a unifying, underlying theme in the story of these queens.

Whereas the author’s Margaret, Queen of Sicily was presented in a
narrative style more akin to storytelling, a format likely to garner criticism



in academic circles, this book, by comparison, makes for slightly less
engaging, if no less interesting, reading. Like Margaret, however, it presents
reginal biographical information never before published, not even in Italian.

It is our intent to focus on queens without being myopic or misandric.
By necessity, many facts about their husbands’ reigns are considered, but an
effort has been made to avoid such details overshadowing the stories of the
queens themselves. Here one obvious example amongst many is the complex
relationship of Sicily’s kings with the popes, a subject about which volumes
have been written, works to which the reader is referred for further
elucidation. e alternative to this, and something that the author has
eschewed, would have been lengthy forays into complex topics which,
though peripherally relevant, could prove distracting in a biography. Entire
treatises have been dedicated to the implications and effects of the apostolic
legateship granted to the rulers of Sicily; for our purposes a succinct
explanation suffices.

Biography presents certain challenges not always encountered in other
forms of history writing. It is human nature for different people to perceive
dissimilar qualities in the same person, most oen (in daily life) based on
that person’s relationship to them as parent, spouse, child, sibling, friend,
mentor or colleague. Naturally, it is possible for biographers to diverge in
their views of the same historical �gure. Indeed, it could be argued that this
is sometimes preferable so that one biographer’s account is not “�at,” and
identical to another’s, and therefore lacking in individuality. e major
biographies of Frederick II written during the twentieth century
(Kantorowicz, Van Cleve, Abula�a) by historians born and educated in
different countries (Germany, the United States, Great Britain) clearly re�ect
differences in thesis, emphasis and tone. Language sometimes accounts for
part of this, especially where a translator seeks to capture not only the literal
meaning but the actual, intended sense or tenor of an author’s words. e
biographer’s personal background and world view also come into play,
informed by the era in which she lives. Her knowledge of the subject’s social
and physical environment is required if some sense of reality and empathy is
to be conveyed, lending accuracy and verisimilitude to the writing. e
present work could not have been undertaken competently without a
knowledge of, for example, particular faiths, languages, customs and places.



ese challenges are not indifferent, and each biographer confronts
them in her own way. In writing the following eighteen biographies, which
vary greatly in length and detail, the author has sought to avoid excessive
psychological or anthropological speculation about why a woman did (or
did not do) something, seeking instead to concentrate on the known facts,
context and circumstances without arbitrarily ascribing a modern
personality or mentality to somebody living in a multiethnic, medieval
Mediterranean monarchy.

Feminism and Multiculturalism

e most obviously feminist element in our study is, quite simply, the
empowerment of a few women in an age of entrenched patriarchy. In that
respect, Sicily’s queens were hardly unique for women of their special rank
and status, as there are many contemporaneous examples of strong regents
and consorts in the Norman, Iberian, German and Byzantine spheres, all of
which touched Sicily. Studies published during the last few decades have
revealed such realities, even if this is the �rst one to do it for Sicilian queens
collectively.

Sicily’s queens regent navigated this environment with the help of
familiares (trusted counsellors), prelates and indeed an array of advisors and
various experts.

Until now, what was missing, in view of the dearth of serious reginal
studies (explained later), was solid support for the thesis that, based on her
actions and importance, one Sicilian queen may have stood above the
others. Modern scholars are sometimes reluctant to declare a single �gure of
a certain era to stand out from her peers, but in certain cases the evidence
speaks for itself.

Aer years of study, it is the author’s contention that in the Norman-
Swabian Kingdom of Sicily the evidence constrains us to recognize Margaret
of Navarre as the realm’s most distinguished queen, with Constance
Hauteville, who was likely her protégée, as a close second.

Be it agreed that a paradigm of feminism is intrinsic to a proper study of
Sicilian queens, multiculturalism (or diversity) is equally relevant in any
study involving medieval Sicily.



Norman-Fatimid-Byzantine-Swabian Sicily was nothing if not a
multicultural society, albeit more so at its apogee than during its senescence.
e author co-wrote a book introducing it, e Peoples of Sicily: A
Multicultural Legacy. Among the many facts presented in that volume
intended for a general readership, mention is made of the Arabs’
introduction of Hindu-Arabic numerals and paper, the former from India
and the latter from China, probably via the Silk Road. Both developments,
incidentally, facilitated education at a rate greater in Sicily and Spain than in
most other parts of Europe.

e Sicilians themselves were diverse in faith, customs, language, law
and even cuisine. Medieval Sicily was in�uenced by Africa and Asia as well
as Europe.

Woe betide the queen who failed to grasp the complexities of this
polyglot milieu.

In no other part of Europe, not even in the Iberian lands, do we see such
a rich tapestry woven of such varied threads existing in the same society. We
must look to contemporary Jerusalem (until 1187) to �nd something
recognizably similar to Palermo’s twelh-century multicultural mosaic; the
stout Romanesque architecture of the Holy Sepulchre Church, a vestige of
that era, vaguely resembles the syncretic Norman-Arab ecclesial style seen in
Sicily.

As we have said, the greater number of women in Norman-Swabian
Sicily were afforded more rights and opportunities than the majority of their
sisters elsewhere in Europe because Muslim society fostered a higher rate of
literacy among girls, while the legal codes (of 1140 and 1231) addressed the
rights of women in some measure.

e lessons of Sicily’s multicultural experiment transcend Eurocentrism,
touching a place in the human spirit where what unites us is far greater than
whatever might divide us. One need not be a European Christian, or even a
woman, to appreciate the stories of Sicily’s queens.

Gender identity, or our view of it, has become ever more complex, at
some times recognizing equality but at others celebrating the differences
between the sexes. is is re�ected in language. In English, a tongue
generally lacking gendered nouns, “neutral” words such as actor, following
the format of doctor, are making actress, adulteress and directress obsolete,



even in British usage. ese words, of course, are rooted in Latin, whose
structure is retained in dominatrix and testatrix. Words like emperor and
empress have not vanished, and in Italian we still �nd dottoressa, studentessa
and senatrice. King and queen, re and regina, könig and königin remain
unchanged.

Beyond gender, medieval society has le its mark on language in such
words as peasant, bastard, jester and rogue. at the literal meanings of these
terms are so oen overlooked in our times can make it difficult for the
modern reader to appreciate some of the situations and facts presented in a
work such as this one.

But feminism and equality have always been about much more than
language.

Certain medieval queens, particularly the regents, exempli�ed a kind of
protofeminism. Some degree of intersectionality, the multifaceted identity of
a queen as woman, wife, mother, leader and symbol, was inherent in her
status, and in these pages an effort has been made to present Sicily’s
countesses and queens with an eye to describing these various roles. ere
may have been other facets; Margaret, for example, was the de facto
protector of the kingdom’s religious minorities, the Muslims and Jews. More
than a re�ection of one or another form of feminist theory, these
biographies, considered collectively, are a simple expression of women’s
history. Little of this is truly “revisionist,” for one cannot revise histories that,
for the most part, had not yet been written in much detail. At all events, it is
always important to view each woman in the context of her era, not ours.

It is equally important to recognize what each woman actually did.
Following the death of Roger I, his widow, Adelaide, continued his policies.
As regent, Margaret, who had to govern a much larger territory than
Adelaide, clearly supported some policies at variance to those of her
husband, William I. e regency of Constance Hauteville was too brief to
offer us much insight into her divergence from the policies of her husband,
Henry VI, with whom she seems to have differed occasionally. Each regent
was assisted by competent, if sometimes controversial, courtiers.

We know more about irrepressible Joanna’s life aer the death of her �rst
husband, William II, than during his reign, but she was never a regent.
Joanna’s niece, Isabella, also seems to have had a rather independent spirit,



and we know something of her life in England before marrying Frederick II.
In the veins of both ladies coursed the blood of Eleanor of Aquitaine who, as
it happened, visited Sicily twice.

Movements

Reginal biography is hardly new, but today it is much more than it ever
was, its rapid evolution an outgrowth of the “second wave” of feminism that
arrived around 1960. is was the women’s movement expressed through
the pioneering work of such �gures as Betty Friedan (1921-2006) and, in
popular culture, the late Mary Tyler Moore (1936-2017). Here in Italy, the
movement’s essential ideology was echoed by proponents such as Carla
Lonzi (1931-1982) and Oriana Fallaci (1929-2006).

In academe, the movement supported the advent of “social history” to
complement, even supplant, the exclusively “political history” that had
dominated historiography until that era. We may well debate the degree to
which reginal biography could or should be considered part of a
historiographical trend that sought to draw attention to the experience of
“ordinary,” and theretofore overlooked, people rather than “great women”
and momentous events. However, the sub�eld of reginal biography has
derived some stimulus from the wider �eld of women’s history, certainly in
nations where social history has prevailed as a pragmatic means for
examining our past.

Retrospect permits us to discern a division or transition of sorts.
Speaking broadly, the writings of historians such as Charles Haskins (1870-
1937) about the Norman Kingdom of Sicily virtually ignored its queens,
while those of John Julius Norwich (1929-2018) at least considered their
in�uence. Today, works such as this book seek to approach history with an
eye to both its political and social contexts, without choosing one over the
other, instead viewing them as two sides of the same coin or perhaps two
facets of a multifaceted gemstone. Not only are we concerned with a queen’s
public persona expressed in charters and decrees (the political history), but
with the everyday situations and challenges she faced, as well as the culture,
art and religion that colored her life (the social history), which were
exceptionally sophisticated in the polyglot Kingdom of Sicily.



e wider effects of second-wave feminism as a social phenomenon and
shaper of attitudes are the subject of analysis, criticism and even
deconstruction, some of it rather complex; here the author is simply
recognizing the movement’s bene�cial impact in prompting historians to
research and publish more about medieval women. Ideally, the study of
queens and other prominent women would be seamlessly integrated into the
general study of history.

rough biography we can come to know the suppressed, forgotten
voices seeking to be heard, not as a doctrine or manifesto but as an
expression of the unsung women who were always among us, even when we
did not see them. Apart from feminism, the writing of reginal biography has
been in�uenced, to a greater or lesser extent, by literary movements such as
modernism (Virginia Woolf) and narrative journalism (Tom Wolfe).

As perspectives about independent, single women have evolved over
time, so have our views of queens, especially regents. Largely gone are the
tautology, atavism and condescension that characterized many of the
biographies of medieval queens written (usually by men) before the middle
of the twentieth century. Nowadays, these historical women, and studies
about them, are more oen accorded the gravitas they deserve, with proper
attention paid to the facts and implications of the gender disparity that
typi�ed medieval life.

e last few decades have seen the �owering of insightful, sophisticated
scholarship of a kind that reveals the true nature of European medieval
queens as �gures far more powerful, in�uential and multidimensional than
what was formerly presented in print. Rather than offering us a strictly
revisionist paradigm, the diverse corpus of work (much of which is
published �rstly in English) emerging from such study affords us the
opportunity to complete or complement prior research, which tended to
overlook the importance of women generally. Viewed in that context, books
like this one are part of a wider trend.

Despite such progress, the fact remains that very few studies or
biographies of value have been published (even here in Italy) which do
justice to the women whose stories are told in this volume. Contrarily,
overstatement can be a risk. In cases where scarcely enough is known about



a queen to write even a brief chapter, qui nimis probat nihil probat, “she who
proves too much actually proves nothing.”

To reiterate an earlier observation, if few Sicilian queens were overtly
glori�ed or disparaged by historians, it is because most were ignored
altogether. By contrast, scholarly compendia such as Alison Weir’s recent
Queens of the Conquest bring us biographies that revise some longstanding
perceptions regarding England’s Norman queens, about whom much has
been published over the centuries, an earlier example being Agnes
Strickland’s epic series Lives of the Queens of England of 1840.

Our �eld touches several areas: Sicilian studies, women’s studies,
monarchical studies, multiculturalism, and more. Although our focus is
queens, the more general status of all women into the middle decades of the
thirteenth century merits our attention. is is not simply “gender politics”
or “identity politics,” nor can it be de�ned merely as a dialectic reaction to
the centuries-long views that instinctively and automatically glori�ed
patriarchy, usually at the expense of the female half of the population.

If a case can be advanced that the populations of parts of what is now
Italy boasted higher general literacy in the twelh century than in the
nineteenth, one could likewise be postulated that many of the women
(besides queens) in these places had greater personal rights in the middle of
the thirteenth century than they did in the middle of the twentieth. As the
existing medieval evidence for this is, by its very nature, exiguous, such a
thesis, however tenable, is never easy to quantify or prove.

Certainly, the rights of Italian women into the twentieth century were
abysmal compared to those enjoyed in an earlier age when females were
accepted to Salerno’s distinguished medical school (Trota), protected in law
by the Constitutions of Mel�, commanded troops (Sichelgaita), governed
nations (Margaret), oversaw construction projects (Judith), and could bring
cases for divorce and rape.

at chess, a game introduced in Sicily by the Arabs, �nds the queen as
the most versatile piece on the board seems appropriately emblematic of the
signi�cance of the reginal role. Yet for centuries historians generally
overlooked the function of queens, even regents, in medieval society.

Pitfalls



Because our study involves the queens of a speci�c part of Europe, a few
words about past studies in this unique place are in order, just as they would
be if our focus were England or anywhere else. e difference is that the
essential character of English historiography is generally known, whereas
the idiosyncrasies encountered in Sicilian historical studies are little known
outside Italy.

Only a few readers — mostly Sicilians — need to consider these
observations at length.

In this volume we shall avoid the “Sicilianist” views that taint many
works published (in Italian) by scholars here in Sicily. A single,
commonplace example is sufficient to illustrate the effects of this kind of
provincialism, which is hardly unique to a single part of the world.

Local historians like to refer to the curiae generales called by Roger II in
1130 as Sicily’s �rst “parliament,” in this way claiming antiquity over the
English parliament established during the next century. Lacking legislative
authority, these early “great councils” of Sicilian barons were, in reality,
nothing like true parliaments.

In former times, such a meeting of barons was sometimes referred to
colloquially as a parlamentu, a Middle Sicilian word which in its most
common parlance was synonymous with conversation (compare pinsamentu,
meaning an idea or plan).

e �rst Sicilian parliament, facilitating the baronial election of
Frederick of Aragon as King of Sicily, began in late 1295. Aside from
developments like the Magna Carta (in 1215), the inception of an effective
parliament in England is generally dated to 1258; interestingly, it was
prompted by baronial opposition to the support of a proposed papal-
sponsored invasion of Sicily by King Henry III, whose late sister, Isabella,
had been a Sicilian queen.

It must be said, in the interest of fairness, that we Sicilians are not alone
in accepting erroneous “facts” about medieval history. Historical clichés
abound in many populations.

It falls to the historian, using an evidentiary model based on sound
epistemology, to correctly revise the more serious, widespread errors, which



may be rooted in ethnocentrism, nationalism or sexism. It is logic, not blind
iconoclasm, that should guide these efforts.

Dearth of Sicilian Reginal Studies Explained

at there is a dearth of reliable biographical work published about
Sicily’s medieval queens is an inconvenient truth. A few specialized papers
published in Italy during the last century focus on such things as the
monasteries endowed by Sicily’s regents. e �rst scholarly biography of
Roger II was published in English only in 2002.

In English, the �rst detailed biographies of Joanna and Isabella
“Plantagenet” were published in the middle of the nineteenth century. e
author’s biography of Joanna’s mother-in-law, Margaret of Navarre, is the
�rst book (in any language) written about that queen regent. e �rst
substantial biography written in Italian about a Sicilian queen was
Domenico Forges Davanzati’s eighteenth-century study of Helena Angelina
of Epirus and her children.

A few reasons for the absence of a Sicilian reginal canon are worth
mentioning, pro forma and succinctly, because the reader deserves at least a
perfunctory explanation for why there are so many biographies about
Margaret’s contemporary and consuocera (co-mother-in-law), Eleanor of
Aquitaine, yet only one book on the woman who was, arguably, Sicily’s most
important queen.

As we have seen, the greatest impetus for reginal studies derived from
the more general women’s movement that blossomed in the years aer 1960
in the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, with early effects in
Scandinavia. is initial wave of social, economic and intellectual change
arrived with some delay in Italy, where it was little more than a ripple.
Consequentially, a few decades passed before the scholarly study of queens,
or of any Italian women, gained much momentum in this country.

ere are, however, other reasons for the absence, some rooted in
phenomena that occurred a century before the birth of the women’s
movement that began around 1960.

With the uni�cation of the Italian peninsula, along with Sicily and
Sardinia, into a nation in 1860, histories of most of the former kingdoms



that comprised the new state were suppressed in the public mind in an
attempt to focus on Italy as a whole. is subtle but real censorship
discouraged the publication of modern biographies of monarchs like Roger
II and his grandson Frederick II. e trend, which only worsened under
Fascism, was aggravated by a development mentioned earlier.

As we have seen, the Norman-Swabian Kingdom of Sicily was the
subject of warped historiography long before the nineteenth century.
Unfortunately, the successful efforts of the Guelphs in disparaging Frederick,
and to a lesser degree even his Norman grandfather, the two greatest
medieval monarchs in what is now Italy, resulted in problematical, if
unforeseen, consequences. Most obviously, the pertinacious defamation of
these kings that festered for centuries le the hapless Italians without a
credible medieval hero when uni�cation �nally arrived. Spain embraced El
Cid, France had Louis IX and Joan of Arc (and Hugh Capet and Charles
Martel), Germany claimed Charlemagne and then Frederick II. Conversely,
the Italian uni�cationists’ feeble attempts to elevate a few medieval Savoys to
this illustrious pantheon met with dismal failure, for none of those rustic
counts could rival the intellectual and political stature of Roger and
Frederick, whose achievements in Europe and the Mediterranean eclipsed
anything that could be mustered by other Italian rulers of the Middle Ages.

Roger and Frederick were both “native sons” born in Italy, yet the chief
biographies about them published in Italian before the present century are
translations of works from German, French and English.

Freedom of expression �nally arrived in Sicily in 1943 with the Allies,
who granted Italian women the right to vote just in time for the referendum
that ousted the monarchy three years later.

In succeeding decades it became possible, for the �rst time since
national uni�cation, to publish books and papers about Sicily’s medieval
golden age as a sovereign kingdom without risking the censorship that
poisoned intellectual life in the erstwhile dictatorship. A conference was
held on Frederick II in 1950, followed by one on Roger II in 1954, both in
Palermo.

At that postwar juncture, however, other beasts reared their ugly heads
to threaten the �eld of reginal studies. e Italian academy was never very
meritocratic. Sadly, raccomandazioni (preferments), nepotism, cronyism and



plagiarism are still commonplace, prompting many of the nation’s best
minds to seek academic careers abroad, where they �nd greater
opportunities.

In tandem with these conditions, a lingering misogyny prevails, hence
the paucity of women professors until recently. Of the twenty-four papers
presented in December 1972 at the �rst truly international conference held
in Palermo on the Normans in medieval Sicily, exactly one was authored by
a woman. By comparison, the British academy already boasted female
medievalists specialized in the Norman era of the calibre and renown of
Evelyn Jamison and Marjorie Chibnall. at �elds such as Women’s Studies
are all but unknown in Italian universities re�ects the wider status of women
in Italy.

Equally disquieting is the ubiquitous survival of bizarre “Italian” views of
history unduly in�uenced by Catholicism on the one hand and rather
extreme political movements, from le to right, on the other. One also sees
this in the distorted reporting of international events by the Italian press.

Because conformity is the rule among Italian academics, these various
phenomena transcend the �eld of medieval royal biography.
Understandably, teachers and professors, being employees of the Italian
state, are reluctant to contradict what has long been taught as “fact,” even
where it is a vestige of Fascist propaganda.

e endogamy of Sicily’s professoriate nourishes a complaisance
bordering on sycophancy, ensuring a long life for tired clichés like the
“parliament of 1130,” which one hears parroted by teachers and tour guides.

We need not wade into deeper waters than these. e author shall leave
that to others.

Clearly, however, all of these factors in�uence historiography,
determining whether monographs about certain subjects are published in
Italy. e cumulative effect of this situation is that very little of legitimate
scholarly value has been written by Italians about Sicily’s �rst few medieval
queens.

is is anomalous, for we expect the �rst, lengthiest, most signi�cant
biography of a historical queen to be written at a reasonably early date in the
country where she was crowned. Would it not seem strange to us if the �rst



biography of Elizabeth I of England, who died in 1603, were written in
Italian and published four centuries later?

Whatever its causes, for the biographer the dearth of previous
biographies is at once daunting and liberating, for while it obviates the need
for an exhaustive study of the sketchy secondary literature about the queens’
lives, it imposes upon the historian the responsibility of de�ning how these
women’s stories should be evaluated and presented, setting the stage for
subsequent work on the topic by others. Future biographers may choose to
embrace the outline of a �rst biography or to deconstruct it, but they cannot
ignore it.

Until now, the absence of a compendium such as this one meant that any
reader interested in learning about these women collectively had to consult
numerous works or rely on the (oen inaccurate) information available on
the internet.

Lost Kingdom

As we have said, the Kingdom of Sicily was politically divided in 1282,
despite some later monarchs who ruled the peninsular part of it (which
became the Kingdom of Naples) in successive centuries continuing to call
themselves kings or queens of Sicily, whether they actually controlled the
island or not. Yet the twin crowns were sometimes borne on the same royal
head in what historians call a “personal union,” and in 1816, under the
House of Bourbon, both realms were united to form the Kingdom of the
Two Sicilies, its very name a reminder that in the thirteenth century rival
monarchs in Palermo and Naples claimed the Mediterranean’s largest island.
It was the Bourbons who were displaced by the Savoys in 1860.

In reading about the queens of a country that has long lacked a
monarchy, one risks losing a sense of historical continuity because there is
no living point of reference to link the past to the present.

Has anybody in living memory actually met a Queen of Sicily? Yes, and
this volume includes an interview with a princess of Sicily’s last royal
dynasty. e appendix on Queen Maria Sophia, who died in 1925, is an
unusual excursus relevant to the continuity of a very general concept of
queenship in Sicily over the centuries, and also to the fact of the kingdom



itself surviving almost until our times. at a woman of her dynasty had
become Queen of Sicily in 1250 lends a certain conjunction to this.
Unexpected in a book about medieval queens, Maria Sophia’s story is a
reminder that for many centuries monarchy was thoroughly woven into the
social fabric of Sicily, much as it was elsewhere in Europe. She was the last
woman in a long continuum.

Ultimately, it was the cataclysm of the Second World War that brought
an end to monarchy in Italy, beginning with catastrophic military defeats in
Africa and Russia but soon reaching the very doorsteps of ordinary Italian
citizens. at discourse lies beyond the scope of this work, but for its dire
consequences one need only consider that the �rst major Allied bombing
run over Palermo, in February 1943, destroyed most of the structures
behind Piazza Magione, in the process killing nearly a hundred civilians and
severely damaging a splendid church erected during the twelh century.
Many deaths followed as the carpet bombing continued for months.

As a sobering footnote, in 1947 her misadventures earned dystopic Italy
the dubious distinction of becoming the �rst nation to admit committing
crimes against humanity (in places like Ethiopia). e atrocities perpetrated
at home and abroad in the name of Italy’s monarch assured the beggared
kingdom’s descent into the darkest depths of infamy.

By 1950, a new wave of Italians was emigrating, seeking a chance at a
better life in the United States, Canada, Britain, France, Germany and
Australia. Sixty years later, there were more Italian-born Italians in greater
London than in the city of Bologna.

Amidst postwar misery and bitter memories, few Italians were openly
nostalgic for the monarchy, and for the next two generations most schools
avoided the subject of Fascism altogether, teaching about Italian history as it
unfolded up to 1920 but no further. In view of eclectic political currents,
antipathy toward the very institution of monarchy did little to encourage the
study of royalty here in Italy throughout the remainder of the twentieth
century. Yet the last two decades have witnessed a growing interest in the
history of the House of the Two Sicilies as well as our earlier dynasties.

at royalty, monarchy and aristocracy are becoming anachronistic
concepts need not concern us except where this makes it difficult for readers
of later generations to appreciate the social subtleties intrinsic in such



institutions. Understandably, ideas like “legitimacy” are scarcely even
marginal in modern society, with its births-outside-marriage and even the
rede�ning of marriage, along with anonymous gamete donation and other
developments unimagined by our medieval forebears.

Two of the Sicilian kings mentioned in this volume, Tancred and
Manfred, were born “illegitimately.”

Queens and queenship are essential to the indelible identity, indeed the
dignity, of a kingdom, or even an ex-kingdom, and its people past and
present. Everything about the �rst queens of Sicily is indispensable to the
cultural heritage of southern Italy. Queenship, with its mystique and
customs and trappings, is one of the elements that makes the place and its
people unique. e same principle would be just as valid were we
considering the consorts of the high kings of Ireland or the emperors of
Japan, not only because being the highest-ranking woman in a hereditary
monarchy entails special responsibilities but because each place has its own
historical norms, ideas that make it Sicilian, Irish or Japanese. Or Ethiopian
or Russian or Chinese. It may be a special coronation rite or a certain kind
of crown, or the national language. is is what makes each society
something unto itself and not identical to others. Its medieval queens, or our
remembrance of them, is one of the things that makes southern Italy Sicilian
or Neapolitan, and not simply, generically “Italian” or “European.” Our
queens are part of us.

ough southern Italy is no longer a sovereign kingdom, the legacy of
our queens is a subtle but real element of what contemporary
anthropologists sometimes call “cultural sovereignty,” the prerogative of a
people to explicate its own cultural identity based on its communal
historical knowledge and patrimony accrued over many generations.
Re�ecting, in its most rudimentary form, the intrinsic right of a population
to de�ne itself rather than to let outsiders de�ne it, this need not lead to
political discord. In its essence, it is simply the God-given right of each of us
to tell our own story.

rough the following pages this Sicilian legacy endures.

Definitions



e usage of certain terms brings us medieval connotations, some
unique to the Kingdom of Sicily.

A dower was land given to a bride by her husband (for our queens this
was Mount Saint Angelo in Apulia), whereas a dowry was held by the bride
as a gi from her father and perhaps given to her husband at marriage.

A monastery was a community of monks, while an abbey was a larger
monastery overseen by an abbot or (for nuns) an abbess. A cathedral, for
which Italians sometimes prefer the word duomo, was the seat of a bishop,
while a basilica was a church (though not necessarily a large cathedral)
having a certain status in canon law; Palermo’s Magione is a basilica even
though it is not very large.

Under Roger I the island of Sicily was a “great county.” In theory, a
principality or duchy encompassed numerous counties consisting of baronies
composed of manors. In fact, certain principalities and duchies established
by the Byzantines or Lombards before the Norman era (Amal�, Capua,
Gaeta), though smaller than the Normans’ Duchy of Apulia, were
prosperous and at times sovereign. By the twelh century, some counties
were larger than certain duchies. Duke �nds its origin in the Latin dux, but
the Longobards introduced the title of gastald.

e holder of a manor (or “�ef ”) within a barony was typically an
enfeoffed knight; in the Kingdom of Sicily the chief feudal roll was the
Catalogus Baronum. e military (crusading) knightly orders founded in the
twelh century were also present, having preceptories and commanderies
where knights lived like monks. e feudal norms of the Regnum Siciliae
were based on two distinct traditions.

Aside from the fact that royal (or “demesnial” or “crown”) lands
belonged to the king, whilst feudal (“manorial”) estates were held “in fee” by
a baron, knight, bishop or abbot, two parallel systems existed, namely the
Frankish system (inheritance of an estate by a baron’s eldest son) favored by
the Normans, versus the Longobard system (inheritance by all the sons of a
baron) which le estates divided into moieties. A manor such as a barony
was administered by a baron or enfeoffed knight, whereas a royal town was
governed by a bailiff (or governor); barons and bailiffs both answered to the
king. In Sicily, feudal estates usually had at least some serfs, while certain
royal lands did not.



Titles like familiaris (royal counsellor), for which Sicily’s Greeks
preferred archon, as well as the Arabic caïd (chie�y a title of respect), had
speci�c meanings. For familiaris the author uses familiare. ough it may
share the same root, an amiratus was much more than an admiral.

At times the queens of Sicily found themselves involved with dominions
having other customs and therefore different titles and ranks. We shall use
the local nomenclature so that Greek despots and Arab emirs retain their
native dignity. e Holy Roman Empire also had its own hierarchy and
ranks.

A distinction is drawn between serfs, who were tied to the land, and
other members of the peasantry.

Almost all of our contemporaneous sources are to be found in Latin,
Arabic or Greek, those in Norman French or Middle Sicilian being rare.
Certain Latin terms are open to interpretation depending upon context,
where castrum may be a remote castle or a forti�ed town. We �nd the term
comes (count) more oen than baronis (baron), with the latter sometimes
inferred from context (though seigneur is used in French) when it refers to a
landed noble who had several knights under his feudal authority. e word
miles, sometimes milites refers to a knight. In this volume baronage usually
refers to landed nobles collectively, regardless of their rank as counts, barons
or enfeoffed knights.

Ecclesiastical terms such as archimandrite have speci�c meanings in the
Orthodox Church (the eastern church aer 1054).

An attempt has been made to avoid the errors of past historians. Walter
“of the Mill” owes his Anglice nickname to the belief that he was English (he
was actually Norman) and that offamilias, which denoted his status as a
familiare, referred to a mill. He became Primate of Sicily.

e tarì was a small gold coin introduced by the Arabs. e ducat was a
silver coin introduced by Roger II at Ariano in 1140. e augustale was a
gold coin inaugurated by Frederick II with the Constitutions of Mel� in
1231. e various weights of the follaris, or follis, were copper.

In a few cases, Sicilian refers not only to the islanders but to all the
inhabitants of the Kingdom of Sicily, though this potentially confusing usage



has generally been avoided. Sicily, rather than terms like Regnum Siciliae,
usually denotes the island alone.

Translations

Except where it is otherwise noted, all of the translations in this volume
are the work of the author. In a few instances, they are the �rst translations
of certain passages ever published in English.

Translating these sometimes gives birth to ideas. e author’s translation
of the Ferraris Chronicle made it possible for her to advance the theory of
that codex being the �rst history of the Kingdom of Sicily, and not merely a
chronicle or annal.

Dissemination

One never knows the precise extent to which a [printed] book will be
distributed, especially in an age that �nds electronic editions [such as this
one] supplanting paper volumes in some quarters. Public and university
libraries are by no means “obligated” to purchase works such as this one, and
the publisher made an effort to keep the paperback edition’s price affordable
to students, the ebook even more so.

As some readers may know, there was initially no digital preview of this
volume on the internet and no immediate publication of an ebook.

Discovery

Some remarks about the structure of this work are appropriate.

e chapters of this book are chronological as well as topical because it is
important to mention the major events that occurred during each woman’s
lifetime. erefore, the conquest of Messina in 1061 is found in the chapter
on Judith, and some observations about queenship and coronations are
presented in the chapter on Elvira, Sicily’s �rst queen.

e monographic biography of a single personage lends itself to the
simple �ow of history (what historians sometimes call its “chronology”),
whereas in a book such as this one it is oen necessary to revisit events



already mentioned or to allude to those yet to occur at a future point in the
narrative’s natural chronology.

In other words, there are some instances of a certain queen’s story
overlapping that of her predecessor or successor. (See the chart following
this introduction.)

e stories of Beatrice of Rethel and Joanna of England necessarily
encompass their time as queen mother (Beatrice) or queen dowager (Joanna)
because as young widows both lived long aer their formal “reigns”
(queenhood) ended, surviving into the reigns of their successors. For that
reason, Beatrice’s chapter inevitably deals with certain events that occurred
aer her tenure as queen consort because she lived into the reign of her
contemporary and successor, Margaret. Beatrice, queen consort until 1154,
died in 1185; Margaret, queen consort and then regent until 1171, died in
1183. At all events, an attempt was made to avoid excessive redundancy.

Because the genealogical charts are intended to show ancestry, kinship
and marriage as simply as possible, such details as birth dates and even birth
order are not always indicated. For visual clarity (and to avoid drawing lines
that confusingly cross over other lines), an elder sibling may occasionally be
placed where the reader would normally expect to �nd a younger one, or a
�rst spouse positioned where the reader might reasonably presume to see a
second one.

Some of the genealogical tables include coats of arms even where these
were assumed aer the lifetime of the countess or queen indicated. As the
use of armorial heraldry in most of western Europe arrived in the second
half of the twelh century, it is clear that Elvira of Castile never saw the coat
of arms later associated with her dynasty. e Hautevilles did not make use
of a coat of arms or heraldic insignia as we understand the term; the blazon
azure a bend checky argent and gules is apocryphal.

e section of the bibliography dedicated to secondary literature [in the
print edition] lists works consulted which were found informative or at least
relevant and therefore worthy of mention; it does not re�ect an attempt to
list every monograph or paper, whether useful or not. Hard-copy (printed)
papers and studies were generally given precedence over those available
exclusively in digital (electronic) format via websites.



Amongst the topics treated rather �eetingly is cuisine. e author’s book
Sicilian Queenship has a chapter on Sicily’s medieval culinary history.

e crown shown on the title page is an adaptation of those worn by
Elvira, Beatrice and Constance in the illuminated chronicle of Peter of Eboli
completed early in the thirteenth century.

Some passages of text published in the following pages previously
appeared in books or articles the author wrote and for which she holds the
exclusive copyright. Likewise, a few maps, genealogical tables and
photographs presented in this volume were �rst published in the author’s
Margaret, Queen of Sicily or e Ferraris Chronicle. Several previously
appeared in e Peoples of Sicily or Sicilian Studies. While one seeks to
publish completely original work at every turn, in certain instances there is
no need to “reinvent the wheel.” As this work is the result of years of
research by the author into the history of medieval Sicily, it is logical that a
few parts of it have already been published elsewhere in some form.

Most of the photographs that appear in this book were taken by the
author during her numerous research trips around Europe.

Except for scholarly citations, the opinions and positions expressed in
this book are those of the author.

In consulting a reference work such as this one, the reader is entitled to
know something of the author’s background, which may inform views and
biases. e author resides in Sicily and her ancestral roots are unabashedly
Sicilian. She is not affiliated with any political party or organized movement.
Like the queens, she is Roman Catholic. e costs (such as travel expenses)
entailed in the research necessary to complete this monograph were borne
by the author herself, not being defrayed by the publisher, a university, a
foundation or any other source of funding.

As we have said, it is impossible to understand much about the lives
lived by Sicily’s queens without knowing something of Sicily itself. Let us
meet the queens of the �rst Sicilian monarchy. First, let us visit the lands that
became the Kingdom of Sicily, the Regnum Siciliae.
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Chapter 1

Backstory

It was never just an island.

At 26,711 square kilometers (10,313 square miles), Sicily is larger than
Wales and slightly smaller than Massachusetts, but more mountainous than
either. Majestic Mount Etna, Europe’s largest active volcano and greatest
natural wonder, rises to a variable 3,329 meters (10,922 feet) above sea level.
e island’s next highest peak is rocky Pizzo Carbonara (at 1,979 meters), in
the Madonian Mountains visible from the environs of Palermo; like Etna, it
is covered by snow for part of the year. Mount Soro, in the greener
Nebrodian range, stands at 1,847 meters.

In addition to Sicily, the kingdom we shall encounter in these pages
embraced most of peninsular Italy south of Rome, its territory more or less
coterminous to that of ancient Magna Graecia. e temples standing at
Segesta, Paestum and elsewhere are a silent testament to this Greek legacy.

e most northern point of the mainland territory was around Ancona
(nominally part of Apulia in Norman times) on the Adriatic side and
Terracina, in the southern part of what is now Lazio (essentially the ancient
Latium) on the peninsula’s Tyrrhenian side.

Except for a few notable plains, such as the area around Lecce in
southern Apulia in the heel of the Italian boot, most of this part of Italy is
mountainous.

ere are a number of impressive chains, like the Sila of Calabria and the
Gran Sasso of western Abruzzi, that are part of the Apennine range for
which Italy is famous. e highest peak is Corno Grande near Teramo in
Abruzzi, at 2912 meters. Of course, the most famous mountain in the
southern part of the peninsula is Vesuvius, the ominous volcano that casts
its shadow over Naples. It is 1281 meters high. Like Etna, it boasts a very
long recorded history useful to geologists.



is peninsular part of the kingdom extended over an area of
approximately 85,000 square kilometers (32,819 square miles); for
comparison, Scotland is around 80,000.

e entire kingdom (the peninsula plus Sicily) was around 112,000
square kilometers which, as a point of reference, may be compared to
England’s 130,000.

For now, we shall focus on the island of Sicily.

Neolithic Sicily

e island boasts a few dolmens and cave drawings, but the earliest
distinct civilization identi�ed with Sicily is that of the indigenous Sicanians,
whose forebears built Europe’s �rst megalithic temples on Malta before 3500
BC (BCE). Impressive as it was, this was not the �rst achievement of its
kind.

at distinction belongs to Göbekli Tepe, near Urfa, formerly Edessa, in
Anatolia (Turkey), where the �rst such structures known to us were erected
around 9000 BC. e cave drawings at Addaura, outside Palermo, and
Levanzo, in Sicily’s Aegadian Islands, have been dated to approximately the
same era. Indeed, the cave paintings on Levanzo are the oldest such art in
Italy.

By way of comparison, Stonehenge, in England, and Egypt’s earliest
pyramids were probably erected around 2800 BC.

Clearly, the Proto Sicanians of Malta and neighboring Gozo were �ne
builders for their era, standing at the vanguard of architectural technology,
but they also invented a precursor of the wheel, a development destined to
change the course of history. is apparatus was a stone carved into a ball
and positioned into the semicircular groove of a larger, square stone.

e shore of the Gulf of Palermo was probably the site of a Sicanian
village. Farther eastward along the coast, the foundation of a Sicanian
temple, later modi�ed by the Greeks, stands atop the rocky mountain
overlooking Cefalù.

In antiquity, Sicily was an idyllic refuge of forests populated by deer,
boar, hare, hedgehogs, wolves, foxes and striped cats, along with storks, the



purple swamp hen and the northern bald ibis. Sparkling streams full of �sh
meandered through lush meadows. Mount Etna dominated the east,
overlooking the scenic Nebrodian, Peloritan and Madonian ranges, where �r
trees reached like spires toward the heavens. e Nebrodian Mountains take
their very name from nebros, the Greek word for the deer that thrived there.
Eagles and hawks soared above them, while grouse populated the bush lands
of the foothills. Wild artichokes grew in the �elds.

at the island is very different today is the result of rampant
deforestation — which began in earnest with the Roman demand for grain
but worsened in the Middle Ages with the need for timber for ship building
— and overpopulation, as well as poor land management for the last few
centuries. ere is far less precipitation, and the average annual mean
temperature is higher.

e Bronze Age

e inception of Sicily’s Bronze Age, characterized by the use of copper
tools, can be dated to around 2500 BC (BCE).

By 2000 BC, Mycenaean and Late Minoan (Cretan and Aegean) cultures
were present in isolated eastern localities of Sicily, especially near the Ionian
coast, and by this time Malta’s last temple builders, identi�ed with the
Tarxien Culture, had le Malta, with some perhaps settling in southeastern
Sicily, in effect returning to the land of their ancestors. e Ausonians, an
Italic people, traded with the Aeolian islanders and other communities in
the northeast, around Messina.

It was probably the Mycenaeans or Minoans who planted the �rst
domesticated olive trees in Sicily, and a Kalamata cultivar from this era has
been genetically identi�ed.

Here dates are imprecise, but at some point not long before 1200 BC the
indigenous Sicanians had been joined by the Italic Sikels in the east, and the
Elymians, of Anatolian origin, in the northwest. ese three societies seem
to have coexisted peacefully, though our knowledge about them is sketchy at
best. Sicily’s name comes to us from the gentilics for two of these early
civilizations, hence Sicania and Sikelia. By this time, the Iron Age had
already begun in the Greek world.



Greeks and Phoenicians

e Phoenicians, who are identi�ed with the Biblical Canaanites,
probably founded Carthage around 840 BC (BCE). Within a few decades,
the Phoenicians and Greeks began to colonize Sicily as part of their
burgeoning empires.

Of course, there were Phoenician in�uences long before this. eir
alphabet, the basis for the lettering systems of Greek and Latin, is the most
obvious example. Some of the art they le in Sicily bears Egyptian motifs.

e Phoenicians established emporia in the island’s west, especially at
Motya (Mozia), Solunto and Zis (now Palermo).

For its unusual geographical position in a plain at the mouths of rivers
surrounded by rocky mountains near a coast, Palermo might be compared
to Malaga (the ancient Malaka), a city founded by Phoenicians during the
same era. Sicily and Andalusia share rather similar topography and
agriculture.

e Greeks founded colonies at Naxos (near Taormina), Agrigento,
Catania, Selinunte, Hymera, Messina, Gela and, most importantly, Syracuse
(Siracusa). e Elymians, whose major cities were Egesta (Segesta) and Eryx
(Erice), readily assimilated with the Greeks.

Compared to the Elymians, the Sicanians had far less affinity with Greek
culture but seem not to have actively resisted to a great degree. e Sikels, on
the other hand, fought a series of battles against the Greeks, and the last
isolated pockets of Sikelian resistance were defeated only around 450 BC.

When Phoenicia fell to the Chaldean (Neo-Babylonian) Empire in 612,
Carthage, in what is now coastal Tunisia, became the Phoenicians’ major
city. With the emergence of Carthage as perhaps the wealthiest and most
powerful metropolis in the Mediterranean, the Greeks turned their attention
to this potential adversary. What followed was a complex series of wars over
several centuries involving a tangled web of alliances with participants as far
away as Persia. In 480 BC the Carthaginians (exhorted to �ght the Greeks by
Xerxes of Persia who had won victories in Greece) were defeated by Gelon
of Syracuse at the �rst Battle of Hymera east of Palermo. e Persians,
meanwhile, were defeated at the Battle of Salamis.



A few years later, in 474, the Syracusans won a decisive naval victory
over the Etruscans at Cumae, but the Etruscans’ Latin successors, the
Romans, would one day pose a far greater threat to Greek hegemony.
Visiting Syracuse some eight decades later, Plato suggested Sicily as a
potential model for his utopian society, an idea that must have �attered the
proud Siceliots, as Greek Sicilians were known.

Raging from 431 to 404, the Peloponnesian War was particularly bitter,
leading to the Athenians’ invasion of eastern Sicily where, fortunately, the
Syracusans defeated them in 413.

Another Carthaginian war broke out in Sicily, lasting from 346 to 341.
Following an ephemeral peace, there was a Carthaginian incursion into a
few Greek-controlled areas in 311. Not without reason, the Siceliots were
tiring of incessant problems with their contentious Punic neighbors.

In 310, the Greeks under Agathocles invaded some Carthaginian
territories of the African coast. A treaty signed in 306 established the
Halycos (Platani) River as the Greco-Punic boundary in Sicily.

e Greeks of antiquity endowed civilization with a priceless body of
literature, philosophy and law. Greek culture has given us Sophocles,
Aristotle, Plato, Aesop and (in Sicily) Archimedes, Empedocles, eocritus,
Philistus, Stesichorus, Timaeus, Aeschylus and Diodorus Siculus.

Sicily boasts a number of Greek temples, such as those at Segesta and
Agrigento, and large theatres at Taormina, Siracusa and Segesta (the theatre
at Agrigento is being excavated). Unlike Greece’s white Parthenon, these are
constructed of brownish local stone, but they are equally impressive.

Sicily was not their only territory. e Greeks colonized much of
southern Italy, which they ruled for almost as long as they controlled Sicily.
Aer a few centuries, the Italic peoples challenged their power. Fending off
the Etruscans was not too difficult, but the burgeoning society of Rome, in
Latium, posed a greater threat.

Roman Sicily

On the pretext of curtailing the Carthaginians’ in�uence in northeastern
Sicily, the ambitious Romans invaded in 264 BC (BCE). e Punic Wars,



which would continue for another century, were essentially a territorial
power struggle rather than an ideological con�ict, but the enmity was real.

e Siceliot city of Syracuse, still the island’s largest metropolis, made a
tenuous peace with Rome. However, during a successive Punic War, the
Syracusans reneged on this agreement by siding with the Carthaginians.
is decision provoked an invasion by Rome. When Syracuse fell in 212 BC,
Archimedes, the greatest scientist and engineer of his age, was killed. Much
of Sicily’s Greek culture died with him, yet Greek remained the island’s chief
vernacular language.

Although the Romans imposed heavy taxes, Sicily, the �rst Roman
province, �ourished. Public order was occasionally punctuated by slave
revolts, but the long Roman period was essentially a peaceful and
prosperous one for Sicily. Indeed, the island emerged as an important
crossroads in the sprawling Empire. Yet historians’ references to it as “the
bread basket of the Roman Empire” may manifest a slightly exaggerated
perception, even though (as mentioned above) the Romans deforested many
areas to make room for wheat cultivation.

In 70 BC, Cicero prosecuted Verres, the province’s corrupt governor,
who �ed following the great orator’s opening argument.

Lasting from 27 BC until AD (CE) 180, the Pax Romana was a
prosperous interlude, yet it saw Jesus put to death around AD 33.

Paul of Tarsus preached in Syracuse en route to Rome to stand trial
around AD 59. At this early date, the Romans generally viewed Christianity
as little more than a nuisance, an eccentric sect of Judaism.

Before long, the new religion came to be viewed as something more
troublesome, at least from what was then the prevailing Roman point of
view. Christians were regarded with raw contempt. Saint Agatha was
martyred in 251 and Saint Lucy suffered the same fate some �y years later
during the rule of infamous Diocletian, who excelled at persecuting
Christians.

Lucy’s death in 304 came at the end of a long and wicked trend.
Armenia, at the Empire’s eastern fringe, had made Christianity its official
religion three years earlier, and the Emperor Constantine, whose rule began
in 306, brought about a more tolerant treatment of Christians. In 313, his



Edict of Milan legalized the open practice of the new religion. In 325 the
Council of Nicaea established a uniformity in the faith’s fundamental
precepts, and it was the Empire’s official faith by 380. Before long, even some
foreign peoples beyond the Empire’s frontiers began to adopt Christianity.
is included the Vandals and Goths.

In 395, following the death of eodosius I, the Roman Empire
de�nitively split into Western (“Latin”) and Eastern (“Byzantine”)
administrations. Sicily began in the West but would vacillate between the
two. Seven years later, the capital of the Western Empire was transferred
from Rome to Ravenna. Eastern administration was based at
Constantinople, the former Byzantium.

It was probably around this time that the Doric temple of Athena, at
Syracuse, �rst began to be used as a church, though the architectural
conversion occurred later. Now the cathedral, its pillars are still visible.

Myriad in�uences combined to weaken the mighty Empire, whose
decline cannot be attributed to just one or two factors. In the event, Sicily
was one of the last provinces to fall to external elements.

Vandals, Goths and Longobards

In 378, a Roman army was defeated at the Battle of Adrianople, now
Edirne in European Turkey, by the ravenous Goths, a Germanic people who
had been forced into Roman territory by the migrating Huns. Clearly,
circumstances were changing, even if bureaucrats in Constantinople and
Rome were initially reluctant to acknowledge the political implications of
the debacle that took place at this outpost.

When the Vandals, Sueves, Burgundians and other tribes crossed the
Rhine in 406, the “Great Invasion” had well and truly begun. Alaric’s
Visigoths sacked Rome four years later.

In 429 the Vandals occupied the Roman province of Africa, within
striking distance of Sicily. An invasion in 440 led to mass raids in Sicily, but
the Vandalic incursions were halted by the Byzantines in 441.

What followed was a series of migrations and invasions. Attila’s Huns
invaded northern Italy in 452. Following the pattern established by the
Visigoths, the Vandals sacked Rome in 455, returning to Sicily in a long



series of raids in 461. By 468 they were masters of the island. e
Christianized Vandals le most of the existing administration in place but
destroyed the synagogue of Syracuse.

Odoacer deposed the last Western Roman Emperor in 476, and the
beginning of the Middle Ages is usually dated from this time. e Vandal
king Genseric, meanwhile, concluded a “perpetual” peace with
Constantinople.

In 491 the Ostrogoths achieved complete control of Sicily, ousting the
Vandals, who retreated to their kingdom in Tunisia.

While most of the peoples who conquered ancient and medieval Sicily
le something of value behind, the legacy of the Vandals and Ostrogoths is
more difficult to quantify, apart from some genes for blondish hair and blue
eyes. eir rule de�ned a brief interlude bridging the gap between what are
now identi�ed as the ancient and medieval epochs.

e Ostrogoth leader eodoric the Great managed to keep his people
uni�ed against the Byzantines. His death in 526 brought an end to decades
of peace.

Ascending the Byzantine throne as “Roman” Emperor in 527, Justinian
already had his eye on Italy. Nobody in Constantinople seemed willing to
assent to a jewel — and a territory of strategic importance to commercial
shipping — like Sicily remaining in Ostrogoth hands.

In a series of bloody battles from 533 to 535, the Byzantine Greeks under
Belisarius defeated the Vandals in Tunisia and the Ostrogoths in Sicily,
annexing both regions to the Byzantine Empire and assimilating these
aggrieved Germanic peoples into it.

e Byzantine Empire could afford such campaigns. A vestige of this
prosperity is the grand basilica dedicated to Saint Sophia, erected in
Constantinople in 537. e world’s largest church epitomized Byzantine
wealth and culture.

Back in Italy, the tenacious Goths did not succumb easily. e Ostrogoth
leader Totila raided Sicily in 550 in an attempt to reclaim it for his people.
is was little more than a lengthy incursion. Totila’s defeat by Byzantine
forces at the Battle of Taginae two years later signalled the end of
Ostrogothic in�uence in Italy.



Following the Byzantine victories over the Ostrogoths in the bloody
Gothic War, another Germanic people, the Longobards, invaded Italy en
masse in 568, eventually reaching the south.

Coming to be called Lombards (and lending their name to a region of
northern Italy), they handily con�scated rural areas, where they introduced
something vaguely resembling rudimentary feudalism. e Byzantines, for
their part, were generally content to rule the more important centers, leaving
the rest for the Lombards, but over the next few centuries there were
occasional con�icts. A decisive factor in Byzantine military campaigns at
this time had little to do with strategy itself. For a generation or two, the
problem was raising troops. An epidemic of bubonic plague in 541
decimated the population of the Byzantine Empire, rendering a reconquest
of Italy all but impossible.

What soon emerged in southern Italy was a complex checkerboard of
manorial and ecclesiastical dominions. Bari remained essentially Byzantine,
while Salerno became the seat of a Lombard principality. Rome was held by
the popes as the cornerstone of a ponti�cal state. e Greek in�uence was
greatest in Apulia and Calabria; major Latin abbeys like Cassino and Cava
answered to Rome.

Christianity was soon to lose its monopoly on the western world.
Mohammed, the founder of Islam as its Prophet, was born in Mecca in 570.

e Byzantine Greeks

In 660, the Byzantine Emperor, Constans II, established his court at
Syracuse with an eye to crossing into Calabria and invading the Lombard
lands. is plan never materialized, and by the end of his reign eight years
later Constantinople had, for the time being, given up any hope for such a
conquest.

Now Latin, which appears never to have been the chief spoken language
in the majority of Sicilian communities during the Roman era, was almost
completely eclipsed by Greek, which was also the language of liturgy.
Christianity would openly split only much later, with the Great Schism in
1054, but by the seventh century, with the distinctions between East and
West little more than an arcane nuance, subtle differences were already



growing between the two spheres of in�uence, namely Rome and
Constantinople. (ese would eventually provoke the Iconoclast
Controversy.) For the present, however, there were greater differences
between Christians, on the one hand, and Muslims on the other.

e Byzantine Empire, which was the medieval Greeks’ continuation of
the Eastern Roman Empire, survived in some form until 1453, when the
Ottoman Turks �nally took Constantinople. While there were inspired
pockets of learning in Europe’s monasteries as far a�eld as Ireland, until the
eleventh century the greatest �owering of Christian culture was to be found
in the Byzantine world.

e Arabs

Mohammed’s death in 632 signalled a new onslaught. Despite divisive
differences within Islam between what came to be known as the Shia and
Sunni denominations, the Muslim Arabs conquered Carthage in 698,
working their way westward and invading Spain in 711, seizing islands like
Pantelleria. An Arab force was defeated by Charles Martel at Tours in 732,
but this did not impede the general expansion of Islam. Syracuse, still Sicily’s
largest city, was attacked in 740 and again in 752.

Internecine disputes characterized the expansion. e Berbers, in
particular, oen resented the Arabian leadership. By 800 there were Berber
traders in Sicily, particularly at Sciacca, Marsala and Mazara.

In 826, Euphemius, a Sicilian general disgruntled with the Byzantine
Emperor Michael II, offered control of Sicily to the Aghlabids, the regnant
dynasty of Ifriqiya (Tunisia), in return for political asylum. ey accepted,
but in the event Euphemius, who lent military support to the Aghlabids, was
killed by Byzantine loyalists.

In July of the following year, the �rst major Arab-Berber incursion —
over ten thousand troops, including some Persians, sailing from Tunisia —
arrived under Asad ibn al-Furat, the general appointed by Emir Ziyadat
Allah I ibn Ibrahim of Ifriqiya. Mazara was the �rst city to be occupied.

e facile �rst stage of the conquest belied difficulties to come. In
September 831 Bal’harm (Palermo) was �nally conquered by the Aghlabids
following a year-long siege. is city was destined to become the capital of



the Emirate of Sicily, but it took the better part of seventy years for the
Aghlabids to bring all of the island, including the Greek areas of the east,
under their control.

Peninsular Italy was not overlooked, and by 900 there was a small Arab
trading settlement at the mouth of the Gagliano River on the Tyrrhenian
near the town of Minturno. Lying near the papal domain, this was, arguably,
Lombard territory, but Rome took an interest in it as the settlement grew in
size over the next decade.

Meanwhile, in 909 the Fatimids had succeeded the Aghlabids in Tunisia
and Sicily. It was to this new dynasty that the settlers on the Gagliano
answered. In the spirit of Fatimid zeal, the settlers began to raid small towns
in the immediate vicinity. At �rst they did so with impunity, exploiting the
fact that the Lombards’ dominion was little more than a loose federation of
baronial estates lacking a large standing army. By 915, the papacy could no
longer tolerate this nuisance. In that year, in a rare expression of unity, a
joint army of Papal, Lombard and Byzantine troops attacked the Muslims
and expelled them.

Back in Sicily, the Fatimids had problems of their own. As recently as
964, a battle was fought at the forti�ed Greek town of Rometta, near
Messina, against a large force sent from Constantinople to bring Sicily back
into the Byzantine fold, and this was a costly victory for the Arabs.

In medieval times, the ethnonym Arab came to refer to speakers of
Arabic generally, and by the ninth century Islam was inextricably linked to
Arab culture. e Koran was written in Arabic, and to this day translations
into other languages are regarded as “interpretations” because the word of
God was revealed to the Prophet in the Arabic language.

e arrival of the Arabs portended great changes in society. e Arabs
instituted a period of religious tolerance, though giving precedence to Islam
and converting a number of churches, including the cathedrals of Syracuse
and Palermo, to mosques. ey founded numerous towns, introduced
Hindu-Arabic numerals and paper (from China), superior irrigation
systems, and schools for girls as well as boys.

Mathematics and various sciences �ourished under the Arabs; the word
algebra itself comes to us from Arabic. While some of these ideas originated



in India, China or Greece, it was the Arabs who re�ned and propagated
them.

Agriculture was revolutionized. Sugar cane, rice, mulberries (for silk
making as well as consumption), citrus fruits, cotton and various crops were
cultivated. e basis of much of Sicilian cuisine was formed during this era.
Halal and kosher dietary observances made their in�uence felt, a fact which
may account for the dearth of traditional pork recipes.

Bal’harm became a marvelous city rivalled in its beauty only by Baghdad
and Cordoba.

e Fatimids ruled Sicily until 948 when, moving their center of power
eastward, they entrusted the island to the Kalbid dynasty in a kind of
suzerainty.

Like the Fatimids, the Kalbids were Shiites. e Aghlabids, conversely,
were Sunnis who had introduced principles of Maliki law in Sicily. It has
been suggested that this may have in�uenced English common law in the
twelh century when contact between Palermo and London was frequent.

Jawhar al-Siqilli, thought to be a Sicilian, founded the Fatimid city of Al-
Qahira (Cairo) in 976. Signi�cantly, the Fatimids brought Sicily into a wide
orbit of trade and prosperity extending from the Iberian peninsula to what is
now Pakistan.

Like Sicily’s Christians, who by the twelh century found themselves
divided between Byzantines and Latins, the Muslims were a diverse
population. Not only were there Sunnis and Shia, but an Ibadi community
�ourished at Kasr’Janni (Enna) and perhaps elsewhere.

e Normans

On the Italian peninsula, Lombard power was on the wane, or at least
less potent than it had once been. e Byzantine Greeks controlled southern
Apulia and most of Calabria, the Lombards retaining much of the hinterland
to the north and Salerno.

Chroniclers have suggested that by 1000 the Lombards of Salerno were
paying tribute to the Fatimids. Witnessing this extortion, some visiting
Norman knights chased off the Arabs collecting it. Before long, this story



goes, the grateful Lombard leader, Guaimar III, was employing Norman
mercenaries.

Other accounts of the Normans’ arrival in Sicily complement this.

In 1016, a band of Normans was employed by Melus, a Lombard lord
who was trying to recapture the city of Bari, which he had seized from the
Byzantines but then lost. Augmented by other Norman knights, this
company joined the Lombard campaign.

Following early victories against the catapan Leo Tornikios Kontoleon in
the spring of 1017, a combined Norman-Lombard force suffered a decisive
defeat at the hands of the catapan Basil Boioannes in the autumn of the
same year.

Among Basil’s troops were knights of the Varangian Guard, Norsemen
(Vikings) in the service of Constantinople. e Normans were themselves
the descendants of Norsemen who had settled on the Cotentin Peninsula,
marrying women of the region that came to be called Normandy. Although
they spoke a brand of French, the Normans in Apulia knew of their link to
these distant Scandinavian cousins.

As “knights errant” (actually mercenaries), the Normans served the
highest bidder. At Troia they brie�y manned the garrison of the Byzantine
catapan against whom they had fought.

Holding onto Apulia was one thing, but the Byzantine Greeks were
seriously considering a reconquest of Sicily. With this objective in mind,
they launched an invasion in 1038. ese ambitions were quashed four years
later, but not before George Maniakes occupied parts of eastern Sicily. His
army was composed of Byzantines as well as Normans, Lombards and the
Norse Varangian Guard under Harald “Hardrada” Sigurdsson, who went on
to glory as King of Norway and defeat as invader of Saxon England. e
Normans, more than the others, viewed Sicily as a place they might like to
possess for themselves.

By now, the island was beset by the rivalries of jealous emirs. Separating
it into four qadits, or administrative districts, in 1044, seemed not to help
matters. In 1053, following the death of Hasan as-Samsam and the
extinction of the Kalbid dynasty, three emirs divided control of Sicily’s more
important districts, but growing discord led to the eventual establishment of



several minor emirates around the island over the next few years. At least
one emir decided to seek help further a�eld, and not necessarily from fellow
Muslims.

e Normans established themselves at several towns in parts of
Calabria, Lucania (Basilicata) and Apulia that were essentially Byzantine.
Mel� was an important stronghold. Mileto, in Calabria, became the
dominion and base of the many sons of Tancred, the lord of the small
Norman town of Hauteville.

From Calabria, the Hauteville brothers began to eye the large island
across the Strait of Messina. ey wanted Sicily. Its capital, opulent Palermo,
the richest city of what is now Italy, was the jewel in the crown.

Pope Nicholas II (Gérard de Bourgogne) also coveted the island. In 1059
he invested Robert “Guiscard,” the eldest of the Hauteville brothers, as the de
jure lord of Apulia, Calabria and Sicily. Rome, obviously enough, wanted the
Muslims christianized, but she also wished to see Sicily’s Greek “Orthodox”
Christians under the papal yoke rather than Constantinople’s ecclesiastical
jurisdiction.

If the military conquest enjoyed papal support, the interests of the
Hautevilles were more worldly than spiritual. e Normans wanted Sicilian
territory as much as the papacy wanted its souls. Both would get what they
wished for.

e unplanned result was a multicultural kingdom.



Chapter 2

Judith of Evreux

Noted for its splendid Gothic cathedral, Evreux lies to the west of the Seine
in what is now the department of Eure in Normandy. Here the local lords
were a family descended from Richard I “the Fearless,” the Duke of
Normandy, who died in 996. To this grandson of the famous Norse warrior
Hrolf (Rollo) is usually credited the introduction of manorialism in this part
of France. Ruling �rst as counts and then dukes, Richard’s family was the
royal dynasty of Normandy.

Royal Lineage

One of Richard’s sons, Robert, became Count of Evreux and Archbishop
of Rouen as a rare “secular” prelate.

Around 1040, Robert’s son, William of Evreux, wed Hawisa of
Echauffour, the widow of his comrade Robert of Grandmesnil
(Grantmesnil), who was felled in battle during a civil war between Norman
factions over the royal succession of young William “the Bastard.” Like
Robert of Grandmesnil, William of Evreux supported the Bastard.

Before her widowhood, Hawisa, the daughter of the Breton lord Giroie
of Echauffour, had already given birth to three sons and three daughters.

By William she bore but one surviving child, a daughter named Judith,
around 1042, who the chronicler Orderic Vitalis mentions in passing in
telling us something of Hawisa’s family.

Orderic tells us virtually nothing about Judith except for her eventual
marriage. He does, however, mention, that her elder half-brother, Robert of
Grandmesnil (named for his father), took the habit of the Benedictine
monks of Saint Evroul Abbey, a monastery endowed by Hawisa’s family,
around 1050. is followed the young man’s service for �ve years as an
esquire of William the Bastard, aer which he was knighted.



Judith seems to have been born and raised at Evreux. It would be easy to
dismiss her parents’ marriage as the attempt of a knight to care for his fallen
friend’s widow, yet it seems that William and Hawisa were very much in
love. Orderic recounts the story of William secretly taking a beautiful psalter
from his father, the Archbishop of Rouen, and giving it to Hawisa, “to whom
he was so much attached that he sought every means of pleasing her.”

Education of a Lady

What do we know of Judith’s childhood in Evreux? Her education was
not unlike that of the other ladies we shall meet.

Medieval society distinguished between the privileged aristocratic lady,
or noblewoman, and the ordinary “common” woman.

Aristocratic girls were educated, for the most part, in convents. Living
with the nuns, they learned piety and devotion. Boys might spend a few
formative years at the castle of a neighboring baron, where they would serve
as pages and then esquires. Following his martial training, a boy of
aristocratic parentage would be knighted around the age of twenty.

Even the castle of a petty baron might assume the character of a royal
court in miniature, and Judith’s father was anything but a minor baron.

Many noblewomen were better-educated than their brothers.

Lessons included languages, especially Latin, and simple arithmetic,
along with penmanship. e rudiments of botany and agriculture were
studied. Poetry and theology were important. Parts of the Bible were
studied, perhaps memorized. Some sense of canon law was inculcated into
the children’s minds. ere might be a touch of music, and such studies as
alchemy.

e children learned how to play chess, and the girls were taught to let
the boys win.

Queens were inevitably sacri�ced to kings, but there was a healthy
respect for unpredictable knights, avaricious bishops and ambitious pawns.
Royalty, the highest aristocracy, was mindful of the potential power of the
nobility, the clergy and the common folk. e children were taught to



appreciate the complexities of human nature as these were perceived in the
medieval mind.

Horsemanship was important, even for a girl. is began with ponies
and ended with palfreys. A knowledge of history, geography, genealogy,
architecture, iconography and coinage was part of a young aristocrat’s
education.

e girls were taught how to recognize good fruit and luxurious fabric,
and how to cook and weave. Even if a noble lady never had to butcher a goat
or shear a sheep, her place as the directress of an important household made
it necessary for her to be able to oversee those who did.

An unspoken but very real part of the education of a young lady
involved learning about morality and responsibility. As she became an adult,
she came to understand what was expected of her, something she must
accept without question or complaint. e most important part of her role
was easily summed up in two words: marriage and motherhood.

Damsel

When she was around �een, Judith met the youngest brother of a large
family of siblings. Some nine years her senior, this knight hailed from a
village to the west of Evreux, beyond hills, woods and pastures.

Hauteville, now Hauteville-la-Guichard, said to have been founded by a
Norseman named Hiallt around 920, less than a decade aer Charles the
Simple ceded Normandy to the Norse warlord Hrolf. Here one of Hiallt’s
descendants named Tancred sired many sons and a few daughters. e
youngest boy, Roger, was born around 1031; he barely knew his father, who
died a decade later.

Because the Hauteville lands could not be divided into an in�nite
number of moieties among siblings, Roger, like most of his brothers, decided
to venture to Italy as a knight errant. One of his brothers, Robert, who had
already made a name for himself in the Italian south, was expecting Roger’s
arrival. is was not at all surprising, for Roger had been raised on tales of
his older brothers’ exploits in the land beyond the Alps.

Judith had occasion to meet Roger of Hauteville around 1055 during his
travels eastward across Normandy, through Evreux and thence to Italy.



While in this part of Normandy, he was one of many witnesses to an act of
her half-brother, Robert, who became the abbot of Saint Evroul Abbey.

Roger was described as tall, eloquent, and inclined to take decisions
wisely following serious contemplation. He was kind to all, a sincere
comrade, but also a formidable man-at-arms.

e young knight was immediately smitten by the beautiful maiden, but
as the landless son of a minor lord he had little to offer a young lady whose
social status was comparable to that of royalty, or at least what passed for it
in austere Normandy. Here was the timeless story of an ambitious but, for
the moment, comparatively poor man who longed to wed a beautiful girl
born into a higher social station than his own. Judith, aer all, was a second
cousin of William, Duke of Normandy, with whom she shared a great
grandfather, Richard the Fearless (see the genealogical table).

Normandy’s feudal families were not unlike a loose network of clans. But
even though there was no dearth of young suitors vying for pretty Judith’s
hand, neither was there any urgency in choosing one just yet. Social realities
were complex, unpredictable, ever �uid, capable of changing from one
month to the next. Friendships and alliances, even when sealed by bonds of
blood, rarely enjoyed anything like permanence.

Nevertheless, the Hauteville brothers’ rise to power in southern Italy did
not go unnoticed in Normandy. ere was such a large, steady stream of
young knights from Normandy to Italy that many families had a personal
stake in these fortunes.

Vicissitudes

In Calabria, Roger found himself conquering territory alongside his
brother, Robert “Guiscard.” rough these adventures, and despite fathering
a son, Jordan, outside marriage, he never forgot the beautiful maiden he had
met at Evreux.

Having renounced knighthood, another Robert, Judith’s half-brother
Robert of Grandmesnil, was formally elected abbot of Saint Evroul in 1059.
William, Duke of Normandy, con�rmed this right to his erstwhile esquire,
who brought the monastery into the Cluniac obedience.



During one of those periods of unrest that occasionally divided the
baronage into warring factions, Abbot Robert found himself, along with
many of his kin, opposed by his onetime lord, Duke William, the ruler of
Normandy. In January 1061, the cleric departed for Rome to seek the aid of
Pope Nicholas II in resolving this matter. He also visited some of his kin in
Apulia. Upon returning, accompanied by papal legates, Robert witnessed a
minor civil war in the countryside and learned that in his absence Duke
William had appointed another abbot at Saint Evroul. In fact, Robert’s
return only enraged William. Clearly, Robert’s tenure as Abbot of Saint
Evroul had come to an end.

His kin in southern Italy had extended him an invitation to settle there.
He now decided to accept it, taking an entourage of monks with him.

Judith and her half-sister, Anna, were in a convent in Ouche attached to
Saint Evroul Abbey, south of Evreux, where, a moralistic Orderic Vitalis tells
us, they had taken the veil. It seems more likely that Judith was simply living
with the nuns and completing her education.

In the event, the two sisters did not hesitate to go with their brother to
Italy. Wrote Orderic Vitalis, “Hearing that their brother Robert �ourished
under the temporal power in Italy, and �nding themselves of small account
and without support in Normandy, they went into Italy and relinquishing
the veil gave themselves up with ardour to a worldly life, and both of them
married husbands who were unconscious of their having taken the vows.”

For now, on their way toward Rome in the spring of 1061, Judith and her
siblings were unaware of the events playing out farther south.

Messina

In the spring of 1061, while Judith and her siblings were making their
way to Rome, Roger and his brothers were planning an invasion of Sicily,
abetted by al-Timnah, a disgruntled emir.

Such a campaign had been attempted months earlier. at effort ended
in failure, with Norman knights on their ships forced back across the strait’s
rough wintery waters to Calabria. e only bene�cial result came from a
raid for booty along the Tyrrhenian coast to the west of Messina. In
response, the Arabs sent ships from Palermo to patrol this area.



is time, in late May, the Normans’ sleek galleys, reminiscent of those
of their Norse forebears, transporting men, horses and arms would arrive
about six miles south of Messina, disembarking farther down Sicily’s Ionian
coast near Tremestieri. Each ship would cross the strait in the dead of night,
landing in Sicily and then going back to Calabria to bring more troops. e
men in this force were Normans as well as “Lombards” from southern Italy’s
feudal lands.

e Arabs expected an attack sooner or later, though from a more
northern point directly across the strait, as before, hence their continued
concentration of vessels in this area.

In the event, the undermanned garrison guarding Messina’s seaside
fortress was taken unawares, being unprepared for a ground assault from the
south. By dawn, the Messinians, most of whom were Greek speakers, awoke
to �nd their city, a springboard for trade as an important port, in Norman
hands. Indeed, the �ghting itself was brief and decisive. Most of the
defenders were killed and few attackers injured.

ough the invading force of knights, footmen and archers consisted of
several thousand, the forti�cations were taken by an initial wave of a few
hundred under the command of Roger, who advanced and attacked without
waiting for Robert to arrive from Calabria.

e battle was followed by the pillaging typical of the Middle Ages, and
the occasional rape. At least one Arab decided to kill his sister rather than
risk her falling into the invaders’ hands.

e victory gave Robert “Guiscard” Hauteville and his brothers a
foothold in Sicily and absolute control over shipping traversing the Strait of
Messina and most of the Ionian Sea. As it happened, the response from the
emirs in other Sicilian cities was unimpressive. ese jealous rulers were too
busy nurturing their petty rivalries against each other to respond in a
serious way to the arrival of the Normans. Yet their failure to send a large
army to take back Messina did not mean they would give up their local
emirates without a �ght.

e extended campaign was to be a cumbersome enterprise not unlike
the one prosecuted by the Arabs during the ninth century. Pursuing their
objectives without delay, the Hauteville brothers, supported by a force of
Normans and Lombards hungry for land, began a series of audacious



incursions into the Nebrodian and Peloritan mountains. ese were
complemented by excursions into the heartland, as far as Kasr’Janni (Enna),
a mountaintop stronghold that proved impregnable.

ey set about erecting their �rst fortress in Sicily atop a rocky
mountain overlooking the Tyrrhenian at San Marco d’Alunzio, once the site
of an ancient Greek settlement and now a Byzantine monastery.

At the outset, the Norman occupiers seemed tolerant of the people they
encountered in the hinterland, whether Greek or Arab. For now, conquest
was the priority. Conversions would have to wait. Nevertheless, the
Normans brought with them some Roman Catholic clerics, especially
Benedictines.

Wife

Robert of Grandmesnil and his monks were to be given a monastery
overlooking the Calabrian coast, near Nicastro, dedicated to Saint
Euphemia. is re�ected a subtle but determined papal effort to latinize
those parts of Calabria which were traditionally Greek.

Learning of Judith’s arrival, Roger, who was at Troina in Sicily’s
Nebrodian Mountains, where he had spent Christmas, wasted no time going
to her.

Our description of this comes from the chronicler Godfrey Malaterra,
who states that, “a courier returning from Calabria bore the message that
Robert, Abbot of Saint Euphemia, had brought with him from Normandy
his sister, Judith, the granddaughter of Norman counts. e abbot invited
Roger to come immediately to Calabria to marry the damsel. Roger was very
excited to hear this. For a long time he had been in love with this beautiful
maiden of noble lineage. He crossed into Calabria with alacrity to again see
the girl he long desired. ere he reached the Salina Valley, near San
Martino. To the music of minstrels, he escorted his betrothed to Mileto to
celebrate the solemn nuptials.” is was in early January of 1062, as the
wedding was likely celebrated immediately aer the Epiphany.

“Having celebrated the wedding and spent some time with his bride,”
Malaterra tells us, “Roger did not forget that he still had much to do. He
readied an army of knights, taking with him as his esquire a certain Roger



sent by his brother. en he le his young bride in Calabria, not allowing
himself to be persuaded, let alone delayed, by her tears. He crossed over the
strait into Sicily, penetrating inland.”

For a time, the monk Malaterra may have served at the abbey founded
by Judith’s brother. Partial though he may have been, he probably knew the
people about whom he wrote. He was likely present at Judith’s wedding.

e next few weeks found Roger fortifying castles like Troina, solidifying
an alliance with those Arabs who supported the Normans, and enlisting the
fealty of the people of towns like Entella and Petralia, thus extending
Hauteville in�uence westward across the hinterland to a mountainous
region fairly near Palermo.

Back in Calabria, his elder brother, Robert, was encroaching on some
towns and revenues that, by prior agreement, belonged to Roger. Following a
series of encounters in Mileto and Gerace, important Hauteville
strongholds, the two brothers made peace. Unaware of this, Robert’s wife,
Sichelgaita, thinking herself to have been widowed during the �ghting, �ed
to Tropea on the Tyrrhenian coast. Although Judith may have been with her
sister-in-law, who was a year or two her senior, it seems more likely that she
was staying at her brother’s abbey.

Sichelgaita, the daughter of the Lombard ruler of Salerno, was a
remarkable �gure in her own right who later became famous for leading
troops on her husband’s behalf. In 1062, however, she was in her early
twenties and the mother of two young children.

e solution to the Hauteville brothers’ sibling rivalry, which risked
becoming an internecine war, was to divide Calabria. With this, Robert went
to tend to matters in Apulia. Roger returned to Sicily but this time he took
Judith with him.

Soldier

Finding himself again in the Nebrodian Mountains, Roger set out to take
control of several towns. At Troina, the Greeks, so we are told by Malaterra,
seemed less enthusiastic about the Normans than they were during Roger’s
�rst incursion. Considering this, the Norman leader le his bride there with



a small garrison which resumed work on the forti�cations of the existing
castle.

Despite Judith’s presence, the Greeks feared for their wives and
daughters, with whom some of the knights �irted. Had he been present,
Roger might have made an effort to discourage the young knights’ more
zealous attempts at seduction.

One day, while Roger was off besieging Nicosia, another Byzantine town,
the people of Troina decided to attack the Norman knights at Troina and
take Judith hostage.

e few knights acquitted themselves well enough against the mob,
retreating with Judith and her ladies-in-waiting to some narrow streets.
Fortunately, the Normans were able to send a messenger to Roger. At
nightfall, they were still cornered but held their ground.

By the next morning, when Roger arrived with his contingent, the
Greeks had been joined by some Arabs from nearby towns and erected
barricades to restrict the Normans to one part of Troina.

e Normans’ adversaries were well supplied with food and arms. What
soon confronted the knights was a force of nature, the coldest, snowiest
winter of the last few decades.

In the frigid temperatures, Roger and Judith shared a mantle they used
as a blanket, but there was not much to eat.

In Malaterra’s words, “e young countess slaked her thirst by drinking
water, but sated her hunger only with her tears and her slumber, having
nothing to eat.” It seems that the Normans eventually butchered their own
horses and roasted the meat.

A few engagements were fought against the enemy. In one skirmish,
Roger slew several men with his sword despite his horse being felled by
arrows. en, showing no fear or urgency, he leisurely removed its saddle
and strolled back to the Normans’ secure quarter. e local people opposed
to the Normans could not avoid noting the invaders’ tenacity and courage.

e bitter stalemate dragged on for weeks that became months. Before
long, snow accumulated on the narrow streets. As the temperatures grew
ever colder, the Greek and Arab guards charged with watching the Normans’
position at night began to consume wine in an effort to keep warm.



is gave birth to a strategy. Day by day, night aer long night, the
knights kept as quiet as possible, hoping to lull the guards into a false sense
of security.

e ploy worked. One night, the knights le their position behind the
timber barricades. A freshly-fallen layer of powdery snow muffled their
footsteps into the part of town where the drunken guards were sleeping. It
didn’t take much to surprise them. Next, having overpowered the guards
with minimal effort, the Normans took control of Troina in the violent
confrontation that ensued.

With the city secured, its populace subdued, Roger ordered the
execution of the ringleaders. Others were punished less harshly.

He then returned to Calabria to procure for his men, who had lost (or
eaten) their mounts, some of the sturdy horses he favored. Judith,
meanwhile, stayed at Troina and very diligently inspected the continuing
work on the forti�cations. She reassured the men that their efforts would be
rewarded upon her husband’s return.

Countess

Roger continued to occupy lands, both Arab and Byzantine, in
northeastern Sicily. As we have seen, his elder brother, Robert, had already
ordered construction of a fortress on a rocky mountain at San Marco
d’Alunzio. is became the Hautevilles’ base in Sicily, and remained a
familial castle into the last years of the twelh century.

Judith spent the next few years at San Marco. Here there was a small
garrison, a monastery and a large crew of architects and builders working to
ensure the castle’s rapid construction.

Over the next few years, she gave birth to at least four daughters but, so
far as we know, no surviving sons. Her known children were Matilda,
Emma, Adelaide and another daughter who seems to have been named
Flandina.

In late 1071 Roger and Robert led a force by land and sea to besiege
Bal’harm (Palermo), Sicily’s largest city. is was successful, but some time
passed before Roger, now Great Count of Sicily, took up residence there, and
he still had to subdue some Arab towns in central and southwestern Sicily.



is meant that Judith and the children remained at San Marco and Messina
for the next two or three years, with occasional visits to Palermo or Mileto.

Judith died of natural causes around 1076. She was entombed in her
brother’s monastery at Saint Euphemia, of which little remains today.



Chapter 3

Eremburga of Mortain

Around 1077, a young Norman noblewoman named Eremburga wed Roger,
Great Count of Sicily, as his second wife. is was a daughter of William,
Count of Mortain.

Eremburga’s father, William of Mortain, was a son of Robert, the half-
brother of William the Conqueror, and Maud (or Matilda) Montgomery.
Robert’s brother, Odo of Bayeux, was likewise a half-brother of William the
Conqueror.

Mortain was a prosperous county in Normandy traditionally held by the
region’s dukes. In addition to this, Eremburga’s father owned a number of
estates in England.

Very little is known about Eremburga’s childhood; indeed, we know less
about her than we do about any other Sicilian consort of the Norman era.
Born in Normandy around 1061, she was quite young when she married
Roger, with whom she probably was not acquainted before her betrothal.

Motherhood

Bearing children — preferably males — was to be Eremburga’s chief
duty. us far, Roger had illegitimate sons but none born within marriage.
More precisely, he had no legitimate sons known to have survived
childhood, infant mortality being very high.

His continued attempts to subjugate the Arabs of southeastern Sicily
kept Roger away from Palermo, the island’s unofficial capital.

Eremburga, like Judith before her, spent most of her time at Messina and
San Marco d’Alunzio, with occasional visits to Mileto in Calabria. She
probably visited Palermo rather rarely.

She did not have to assume many administrative responsibilities. By
now, Sicily was regarded as a great county, with Roger as its ruler. Robert, his



elder brother, had designs on the Byzantine Empire which led to campaigns
in Greece and the Balkans; he was content to leave Roger in Sicily.

e Arabs’ Kasr fortress on high ground between Palermo’s two
principal rivers was being developed into Roger’s protective stronghold.
Here he le a strong garrison.

e palace was not without its charm, and an austere chapel was being
built within its stout walls.

Childbearing and child rearing became Eremburga’s vocations. She gave
birth to six children, if not more, and one may have been a boy.

e uncertainty arises from sparse records and the lack of precise
identi�cation of one or two of Roger’s sons. Jordan was born outside
marriage before Roger wed Judith. Another, Godfrey, seems to have been
born during Roger’s marriage to Eremburga but not by her, although he may
have been the son of Judith of Evreux. Still another boy was named Godfrey,
but we don’t know that he was the son of Eremburga. A son of Roger named
Mauger (Malgerio) is also known.

Eremburga gave birth to Matilda, Muriella, Judith, Flandina (assuming
this was not the daughter of Judith of Evreux), Maximilla (or Constance),
who wed Conrad II, King of Germany and Italy, and “Felicia,” who married
the King of Hungary. Mauger may have been her son.

A Betrothal

For the most part, southern Italy was now uni�ed under the Hauteville
dynasty, with parts of it shared with families like the Drengot. Roger
comfortably ruled Sicily, except for a few pockets of lingering Muslim
resistance, as its great count. But there were familial matters to consider,
even where these did not involve Eremburga directly.

It was time for Roger to forge alliances with rulers beyond Norman lands
such as England. is, of course, would be attempted through dynastic
marriages.

e late Judith’s children were not the charge of Eremburga, but as the
lady of the comital household and, in effect, a stepmother, she was closely



apprised of events. A betrothal noted by Malaterra was that of Judith’s
daughter Matilda, herself not much younger than Eremburga.

First, a marriage was contemplated of young Matilda to Robert, Count of
Eu and Lord of Hastings, who was many years her senior. is idea was
abandoned, apparently on the initiative of Robert himself.

Foreign rulers were beginning to take note of the Normans of Sicily and
their emerging power. One of these was Raymond IV, Count of Toulouse,
who in 1080 sent Roger emissaries bearing gis and the request for his
daughter’s hand in marriage.

Born around 1041, Raymond, a widower, was about two decades older
than Matilda. An ambitious man who already controlled much of southern
France, he later became famous for his participation in the First Crusade
and for capturing Tripoli, in what is now Lebanon. He would make a good
ally.

Matilda was formally betrothed to Raymond, and a dowry was
established, along with a marriage agreement. Malaterra describes the young
bride as being so attractive that her beauty was known far and wide, and in a
later entry he mentions that Emma, Matilda’s younger sister, was likewise
very beautiful.

e chronicler offers few details regarding the betrothal itself or even the
wedding ceremony. Nevertheless, his account is interesting, and signi�cant
for being the �rst description of its kind of a wedding of a maiden of the
House of Hauteville in Sicily.

One of the duties of Raymond’s ambassadors was to meet Matilda and
report to their lord regarding her beauty, health and intelligence, and
perhaps something of her demeanor.

Raymond arrived in Sicily for the nuptials, and distributed gis to the
more important courtiers, amongst whom were Greeks and Arabs.
Eremburga, as Roger’s consort, may have received gis, and she was
probably present at the festivities.

en Raymond sailed with his bride to Provence during the calm seas of
summer.

We know little of Matilda’s conjugal life or even her children, but she
gave birth to no son that survived into adulthood. She died before 1094.



Transition

Following a brief illness, Eremburga died in 1088 or early in 1089. She
was not yet thirty, but she had served her adopted country well.

Sicily’s political situation was still unsettled. Certain cities, like Noto,
were under Arab control even as prosperous Palermo was �ourishing as the
cornerstone of a multicultural society.

Like Judith, Eremburga was interred in Calabria. Her sarcophagus was
placed in the church of the Holy Trinity Monastery at Mileto.



Chapter 4

Adelaide del Vasto

In 1089, Adelaide of Incisa “del Vasto” of Savona married Roger, Great
Count of Sicily. She was almost �een, and he was about �y.

Ancestry

Little is known of the noblewoman’s childhood in Montferrat, but her
family’s wealth was known far and wide.

Adelaide’s natal family, the prosperous Aleramids, ruled lands in Liguria
and Piedmont, strategic regions between the Frankish dominions once
controlled by Charlemagne and the northern part of the Italian peninsula.
e Aleramic dynasty itself was descended from William of Montferrat, a
Frankish adventurer who arrived in the region around 888. e family takes
its name from William’s son, Aleram, who became a vassal of Otto I, Holy
Roman Emperor, in 962. For the most part, the roots of the feudal
aristocracy of northern Italy, and hence many of Adelaide’s ancestors, were
Longobardic. e land itself was known for its vines, chestnuts and truffles;
the rice for which it is now famous was probably introduced later.

Adelaide’s father, Manfred, who was killed at a revolt in Savona in 1079,
le his fertile estates to her brothers. Manfred’s elder brother, Boniface,
became the guardian of the orphaned children, including Adelaide, and
emerged as one of the most powerful lords of northern Italy.

Adelaide barely knew her father, who died when she was about �ve years
old, and her mother likewise seems to have been taken from this life while
the girl was just a child.

Alliances



e Hautevilles regarded Liguria and Piedmont for their strategic value
as a “bridge” into the part of Italy they controlled. Alliances to a powerful
dynasty would prove opportune.

Adelaide’s brother, Henry, wed Roger’s daughter, Flandina. One of
Adelaide’s sisters married Roger’s illegitimate son, Jordan. Another was
betrothed to Roger’s son, Godfrey, but the marriage did not take place
because the young man was infected by leprosy before the nuptials could be
celebrated.

Strategic considerations aside, Roger had more immediate concerns. By
now, he had no living, legitimate sons to succeed him as heirs. His marriage
to young Adelaide was intended to remedy this de�ciency.

We do not know for certain that Godfrey was illegitimate, and he may
have been a legitimate son of Judith or Eremburga, but as he was afflicted by
leprosy he was considered unsuitable to rule. (e possibility that two of
Roger’s sons may have borne this name creates confusion for genealogists.)

Adelaide’s betrothal to Roger was approved by her uncle, Boniface, who
sent her to Messina by ship in great pomp. e lavish nuptials were
celebrated in Mileto, the Hautevilles’ capital in Calabria. Palermo, the
commercial and administrative center of the Normans’ County of Sicily, was
not yet its official capital city.

For the moment, Jordan was treated as if he were Roger’s heir. Clearly,
Adelaide was expected to bear children, preferably sons and preferably soon.

Roger was still suppressing Muslim revolts in southeastern Sicily.
Because these geographically isolated disturbances were not seen to threaten
the general peace, Roger was accompanied by Adelaide around the island.

Motherhood

In 1091, Noto, the last major Sicilian city in Muslim hands, surrendered
to Roger. By then, Malta was also under his control; at Mdina he le
administrative duties to the Arabs. It was becoming clear that Troina, San
Marco d’Alunzio and Messina would not suffice as the only points from
which to control Sicily, but Roger was not quite ready to make Palermo its
official capital despite the city’s wealth and importance.



Ruling Sicily was not only a question of government. In keeping the
Hautevilles’ promise to the papacy, Roger was founding Latin abbeys around
his island, and in some cases these supplanted existing Greek monasteries.
In Palermo, the cathedral long used as a mosque was converted back into a
church shortly aer the conquest of the city in 1072; the Greek (Orthodox)
bishop, Nicodemus, was replaced by a Latin cleric, Alcherio, a decade later.

A century would pass before this latinization was anything like
complete, but it was more than a matter of religion. Immigration also played
a role. For example, some of Adelaide’s Lombard kin were given �efs in the
Nebrodian Mountains in the northeastern part of the island, where they
introduced settlers. is brought northern Italian linguistic in�uences to the
local dialects.

In the other Norman dominions of Italy, Roger was instrumental in
altering the balance of power. Aer the death of his elder brother, Robert
Guiscard, two of the man’s sons vied for power as his heirs. Roger supported
the younger sibling, his nephew Roger Borsa, who emerged as the dominant
force in Apulia. With papal and baronial assent, Guiscard’s elder son,
Bohemond, was given Taranto. is brought an end to what otherwise might
have become a major civil war in southern Italy, though a few rebellious
vassals continued to resist the authority of Roger Borsa anyway.

Adelaide maintained close contact with her kin and countrymen in
Sicily. For the �rst time since the Battle of Messina thirty years earlier, Roger
could address domestic concerns without worrying too much about open
revolts.

Adelaide gave birth to a daughter, Matilda, around 1091. Roger still
needed sons. e year 1092 saw the death of Jordan, his illegitimate son,
who until now was considered his heir.

Roger’s wish for a son was granted with the birth of Simon in 1093.
Another son, Roger, followed two years later. A girl named Maximilla
(sometimes Matilda) was born around 1097.

As a young mother, Adelaide concentrated her attention on her children,
not on statecra. Even so, she observed her husband’s actions involving
policy regarding the baronage, Sicily’s urban populations and, of course, the
church. In this, Roger was her mentor.



Catholicism was being introduced rapidly, feudalism and other
traditional European institutions more slowly. Sicily’s population was
divided about equally between Muslims and “Greeks,” with small Jewish
communities in some localities. For now, the Normans were content with an
equally polyglot system of administration and law.

Adelaide could not have been unaware of the internecine discord in the
extended Hauteville family. Yet they were little different from any other
medieval family in this regard. Fraternal dissension had been a fact of life
since the days of Cain and Abel.

In 1095, Maximilla (or Constance), Roger’s daughter by Eremburga,
married Conrad II, the second son of the Salian prince Henry IV, Holy
Roman Emperor. Ruling the Lombard and Piedmontese territories of the
Holy Roman Empire, Conrad was King of Italy. is wedding was celebrated
in Pisa. Malaterra mentions the union but not Maximilla’s name. Sadly, the
marriage was short-lived, as Conrad died six years later, aged just twenty-
eight.

It is unlikely that Adelaide, who was busy raising her own children, was
very involved with Maximilla’s wedding.

In 1097 Felicia, another one of Roger’s daughters with Eremburga, wed
Coloman, King of Hungary.

Malaterra notes that Adelaide was pregnant in 1098, without mentioning
that she gave birth that year or the next. e pregnancy may have ended in a
miscarriage, or the birth of a child who did not survive infancy.

In May 1098 Roger found himself on the mainland besieging Capua
alongside his nephew, Roger Borsa, in support of their kinsman, Richard
Drengot. Years earlier, the Capuans had expelled Richard. With the help of
the two Rogers and an army that included, among other forces, Arab archers
from Sicily, Richard was quickly restored to power.

e immediate result for Roger was the lordship of Naples, and although
this city was not yet as large as Salerno, Bari or Palermo, it was emerging as
an important mercantile center. is meant that, in addition to Sicily and
Calabria, Roger now controlled many of the Italian territories along the
Tyrrhenian northward to Naples, even though Amal� resisted.



Roger exploited this occasion to meet with Pope Urban II (Odo of
Châtillon) to discuss a question involving ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Urban
recognized Roger’s civil authority in Sicily, and he had been instrumental in
arranging Maximilla’s marriage to Conrad, but a dispute arose when the
pontiff decided to grant a bishop authority as his papal legate on the island.
Now Roger was able to negotiate a unique agreement that allowed him, and
henceforth his heirs, to nominate Sicily’s bishops or approve the papacy’s
episcopal appointments. is apostolic legateship was to become the envy of
other European sovereigns, such as England’s monarchs.

Pope Urban had more immediate concerns, like the First Crusade he
had initiated. Bohemond of Taranto, Roger’s nephew (and half-brother of
Roger Borsa), led a Norman contingent to the Holy Land, where he seized
the city of Antioch. Unbeknownst to Adelaide, the Norman presence in
Palestine would establish a rapport with the Frankish states, most notably
Jerusalem, that would shape her destiny.

Sicily was becoming a springboard for the journey of crusaders en route

to the Holy Land. anks largely to the Arabs of its cities, the island’s
economy prospered. However, the introduction of feudalism in rural areas
found some Muslims and Greeks, deprived of their smallholdings, becoming
serfs overnight.

When Roger died at Mileto, his favorite castle, in June 1101, Adelaide, at
the age of twenty-six, became regent in the name of Simon, her elder son.

Conrad, King of Italy, died the same year, and his widow, Roger’s
daughter Maximilla, returned to the land of her birth.

Regency

Adelaide was now faced with the task of governing Sicily, and raising her
sons to rule it. Was she up to the task? e evidence suggests that she was.

One or two of Roger’s sons by other women were still alive, and Adelaide
seems to have taken careful steps to ensure the rights of her own two sons.
So far as we know, there were no overt contestations, no open con�icts
arising from a half-brother’s pretensions.

Very little information is available about Adelaide’s time raising her
children. Young Roger seems to have suffered an ear infection in 1101, and



one of Adelaide’s �rst decrees is a charter issued in October of that year
making a donation of four serfs, along with their families and property
(including land) to the abbey of Saint Philip, in the Nebrodian Mountains,
in gratitude for the boy’s “miraculous recovery.” Here we see the unabashed,
sometimes ruthless, application of feudalism, as the same charter also grants
the abbot additional lands, including vineyards con�scated from some serfs,
presumably Arabs or Greeks, who had �ed and were forcibly repatriated.

Her son’s illness, whatever it was, seems to have been rather severe,
probably otisis media if not something worse. At the very least, it le a
lasting impression on Adelaide, for she later made another donation to this
monastery to commemorate Roger being cured. Undertaken eleven years
later — in November 1112 — and perhaps to mark Roger reaching the age
of majority, this involved �ve named serfs ceded from the territory of the
Hauteville demesne of San Marco d’Alunzio, with the proviso that
henceforth all rights of justice and taxation over these men and their
families was to remain exclusively under royal authority, exempt from any
other civil jurisdiction. (Until then, the serfs may have enjoyed Adelaide’s
personal patronage and protection.)

ere was no �rm rule about the exact age at which a young heir
reached the age of majority. Normally, he would be considered an adult at
around �een. ere were rites of passage. For example, the son of a baron
or other feudal lord would be knighted at nineteen or twenty following
several years as an esquire, though the son of a king, duke or count might be
knighted sooner.

e realms Adelaide ruled in the name of her young son had to be
governed well if his inheritance was to be preserved. Here there were
political complexities.

Adelaide — in Simon’s name — enjoyed the apostolic legateship in Sicily
but she lacked the same privilege in mainland territories like Calabria.
erefore, her relations with the papacy were subtly different in Sicily and
Calabria.

Whereas most of her counsellors in Calabria and northeastern Sicily
were “Latins” (Normans and Lombards), Palermo and other important cities
were administered by Greeks and Arabs. is included the treasury, the
diwan. Most abbots were Greek Orthodox.



Contrary to what one might imagine, such a culturally eclectic
environment did not pose a great threat to Adelaide’s rule, for much had
changed since the Normans’ ordeal during that frigid winter at Troina four
decades earlier. In practice, these non-Latin urban populations looked to
their ruler to defend their interests against the zealous feudal baronage being
introduced in rural areas. e comital bodyguard consisted of famously
loyal Muslims.

e regent had few female peers to advise her. e intrepid Sichelgaita,
widow of Robert Guiscard, was long deceased. Adelaide doubtless looked to
her own siblings and cousins for advice, but she eventually made a certain
Christodoulos, a Greek, her chief counsellor, entrusting him with day-to-
day administration as amiratus. is title, sometimes amiratus amiratorum,

from the Arabic amir al umara (emir of emirs), may be the origin of the
modern admiral, but in Norman Sicily it was the highest official of the
realm, outranking the chancellor.

One of Adelaide’s stepdaughters, who may have been named Yolanda,
married Robert of Burgundy, who seems to have become an advisor.
Whatever his status, he died a few years following his arrival in Sicily.

Initially, Adelaide chose to live with her children at San Marco d’Alunzio.
Besides Matilda, Simon, Roger and Maximilla, there may have been a girl
who did not live to see adulthood.

e town and castle of San Marco were about a hundred twenty
kilometers (seventy-�ve miles) east of Palermo, and �ve hundred �y
meters (around 1800 feet) above sea level. Cicero famously observed that the
corrupt Roman governor Verres refused to ascend these heights to extort
payments from the town’s citizens, the Aluntians, choosing instead to wait
on the coast a few miles away whilst minions collected the money for him.
e castle stood on the summit overlooking the town, with Greek churches
nearby. A Catholic chapel was erected by the Normans upon the stylobate of
the Temple of Hercules. In addition to its Greeks, San Marco had a thriving
community of Jews engaged in silk making, and they probably produced
fabric for the Hautevilles.

However, Adelaide’s geographical power base was at Messina, from
which she could keep an eye on her sons’ Calabrian dominions across the
strait, and it was in that city that most of her few extant decrees were issued.



Preserved for centuries in monastic archives, a smattering of these charters
were spared the fate of Messina’s Arab-Norman castle, of which the last
vestiges were destroyed by a catastrophic earthquake in 1908. (is was not
a unique event. Over time, seismic activity has taken its toll across eastern
Sicily and much of Calabria; only a single wall remains of the Hauteville
castle at San Marco d’Alunzio.)

Adelaide made a serious effort to continue her husband’s work to
establish and endow Latin abbeys in Sicily and Calabria whilst assisting the
efforts of the Greek communities to preserve their language and rite. Her
charters to the monasteries in the Nebrodian region were written in Greek.

Norman French was the chief vernacular of the Hautevilles and their
feudatories. Simon and Roger also learned Latin, as well as some Greek and
Arabic.

e next few years were remarkably — and fortunately — uneventful in
the dominions Adelaide governed. e only major incident we know of is
her suppression of an impromptu rebellion by some barons. is trial of
nerves, which does not seem to have been part of a wider conspiracy,
revealed who was loyal and who was not. Unfortunately, the fealty of the
restless Norman baronage would frequently be called into question during
the twelh century.

Further a�eld, Bohemond of Taranto was ensconced at Antioch, while
his half-brother, Roger Borsa, ruled Apulia and other parts of the Italian
mainland. Amongst the Hauteville rulers, fraternal feuds were avoided in
favor of a tenuous peace.

Little of detail is known of Adelaide’s time raising her children.
Alexander of Telese refers to her as “a very prudent woman.” Orderic Vitalis,
ever the cynic, would prove less generous in his appraisal.

In his chronicle later commissioned by Matilda, Adelaide’s daughter,
Alexander alludes to a sibling rivalry, noting that Roger once taunted his
elder brother, Simon, following a �ght that ensued while playing a game of
chance (�ipping coins), stating that he, Roger, should rule Sicily and that
Simon should instead become pope.

In his next chapter, Alexander praises young Roger’s piety, and also his
generosity, explaining how the boy would give alms to poor men and



pilgrims, and seek out his mother for additional coin when his funds were
exhausted. Were these the coins he won from his elder, pious brother?

Sadly, Simon died in September 1105 at the age of twelve. He was buried
next to his father at Mileto. ere is no evidence to suggest that he had
already assumed any active duties as Sicily’s count, but he may have been
knighted.

is le Roger as his father’s recognized heir. Nonetheless, a few years
would pass before the boy reached the age of majority.

Certain charters issued during this period refer to the regent and the
young count with appellations such as “Adelaide and her son count Roger.”

One of the reasons why rather few of Adelaide’s charters survive is
because some were written on paper rather than more durable parchment or
vellum. e Arabs’ introduction of paper facilitated correspondence,
accounting and learning; the Sicilian population in Adelaide’s time enjoyed a
high rate of literacy, among women as well as men. One of her charters
issued in Greek and Arabic in March 1109 ordering the people of Kasr’Janni
(Enna) to respect the rights of a monastery under Adelaide’s personal
patronage is the oldest existing paper document in Italy and one of the
oldest in Europe.

e very survival of this document (shown at the end of this chapter),
which originally seems to have borne a royal seal, is remarkable considering
that many similar paper charters were eroded by moisture within a decade;
at one point Adelaide had to issue a vellum charter to replace one written on
fragile paper �rst issued by her husband in 1099 assigning some serfs to the
abbey of Saint Philip.

Other documents were lost to civil strife. at Adelaide was present at
San Marco d’Alunzio in the autumn of 1109 is attested by a decree issued at
the Hauteville castle to recapitulate the extent of the lands long held by a
nearby abbey dedicated to Saint Barbarus, the original charter having been
destroyed.

As Roger neared the age of majority, it became obvious that Adelaide
would have to spend more time in Palermo. By now, a forti�ed palace built
around four stout towers had been erected on high ground in the city’s Kasr
district. Overlooking a labyrinth of urban streets to the north and an



extensive park to the south, it would be a secure residence, if not a home, for
Adelaide and her children. Her late husband had le a garrison there, and
another at the seaside fortress erected by the Fatimids about a mile away.
e Latins were still a minority in the bustling metropolis, but several
Catholic churches, besides the palace chapel, had been built for the city’s
growing Norman population.

is move to the west was more signi�cant in the twelh century than it
might seem today; over time, the rivalry between Palermo and Messina took
on a life of its own. e former city, mostly Arab, was the richer and more
populous; the latter, still mostly Greek, was an important springboard to the
Italian peninsula and the eastern Mediterranean. Neither Latin Salerno nor
Greek Bari, important and impressive as they were, could compete with the
two largest cities of Sicily. Indeed, Palermo was the most populated city in
what is now Italy.

Both Bohemond of Taranto and Roger Borsa died in 1111, leaving young
sons as their successors. is meant that their wives, respectively Constance
of France and Adele of Flanders, became regents for boys who were not yet
old enough to rule. In this sense, Adelaide was no longer alone as the regent
of a young Norman heir, but her regency was nearing its end.

Alexander of Telese refers to Roger “reaching adulthood and being
knighted.” is ceremony probably took place in 1112 in Palermo before
numerous witnesses, when Adelaide knighted her son, who was now sixteen
or seventeen.

Having reached the age of majority, Roger was now old enough to rule in
his own name. He was Great Count of Sicily. Adelaide, who was around
thirty-six, was no longer regent.

Queenhood

Adelaide was still beautiful, and even as a dowager she was very rich, for
her son’s dominions constituted one of the wealthiest realms in Europe. She
did not go unnoticed, and in 1112, not long aer Adelaide had ceded the
effective rule of Sicily and Calabria to Roger, envoys arrived from Baldwin I,
King of Jerusalem, seeking her hand in marriage for their sovereign. at



the proposal was endorsed by Arnulf of Chocques, the Latin Patriarch of
Jerusalem, lent it legitimacy.

Having arrived in the Holy Land with his brother, Godfrey of Bouillon,
during the First Crusade, Baldwin of Boulogne was crowned the �rst King
of Jerusalem in 1100. He was, of course, familiar with the late Bohemond of
Taranto, who had ruled Antioch.

Baldwin, who was around �y, had been married to Godehilde, a
Norman noblewoman whose father, Raoul, fought alongside William the
Conqueror at Hastings. Following Godehilde’s death and his own
coronation, Baldwin then wed Arda of Edessa, an Armenian. Little was
publicly known of Arda’s fate, though it was rumored that her marriage to
Baldwin had been annulled or even that she was dead. Arda, who bore no
surviving children, had not been seen in Jerusalem for several years; in fact,
she was living in Constantinople.

Baldwin needed Adelaide’s money. He instructed his emissaries to agree
to any conditions she might stipulate. Roger was the official voice consenting
to his mother’s betrothal, and he had his own motives for doing so.

Adelaide’s principal requirement was that any son she bore by Baldwin
would be the undisputed heir to the crown of Jerusalem. If, however, she
and Baldwin had no children, Roger would succeed Baldwin as king. ese
terms were agreed.

Adelaide — and her dowry — sailed for Palestine in the summer of
1113. Along the way, her �otilla survived a pirate attack followed by an
unseasonal storm that blew her into hostile Muslim waters before �nally
arriving at Acre with great pomp. Here she was met by the enthusiastic
Baldwin. e Sicilian galleys were laden with knights, arms, victuals, �ne
silk and, of course, plenty of silver and gold.

Baldwin made sure to spend this wealth to pay men-at-arms whose
stipends were long overdue, and to compensate barons whose estates had
been lost to the Arabs.

Crowned Queen of Jerusalem, Adelaide took up residence in its royal
palace but gave birth to no children. She effectively served as regent in
Jerusalem while Baldwin was absent on a series of unsuccessful expansionist
campaigns funded, at least in part, with what remained of her money.



Adelaide had her own entourage. Indeed, a certain Paganus, who Baldwin
appointed chancellor in 1115, had arrived with Adelaide, serving as one of
her counsellors.

Adelaide was not pleased with what she saw in Jerusalem, where
Patriarch Arnulf forbade Greek clerics to celebrate liturgy in their language
at the Holy Sepulchre. e same prelate preached against the local Muslims.
is was the antithesis of what Adelaide had known in multicultural
Palermo, but there was little she could do about it.

When Baldwin, still childless, was stricken by a serious illness in 1116, it
occurred to his nobles that his death might result in Roger of Sicily
becoming their king, something nobody wanted. At this point the
opportunistic Arnulf publicly proclaimed that Baldwin’s marriage to Arda
was still in force, never having been annulled.

Alas, Baldwin, who survived his illness, was exposed as a bigamist, and
his friend the Patriarch Arnulf was revealed to be an accomplice in the
treacherous scheme to lure Adelaide, and her dowry, to Jerusalem.

Seen by the people of Jerusalem as a usurper, Adelaide was now more
unpopular than ever. Local popularity, however, was probably one of her
lesser concerns.

Adelaide was livid, for she had been duped and defrauded. Even worse,
as word of the scandal rapidly spread across Europe, she looked (and
perhaps felt) like a high-priced harlot.

Pope Paschal II (Ranieri of Bieda) immediately deposed Arnulf but he
also made it clear that Adelaide, now an estranged quasi-consort, could not
long remain in Jerusalem.

Back in Palermo, Roger made his anger known. Not only had his mother
been thoroughly humiliated, his chance of inheriting the Hierosolymitan
crown had been thwarted.

Adelaide went to stay at Acre until matters could be sorted out, although
the predicament was actually quite clear to her. In the spring of 1117, with
her “marriage” to Baldwin annulled, the erstwhile Queen of Jerusalem sailed
from Acre with a �otilla her son had sent to take her to Messina.

Whilst her own marriage was ending, her son’s conjugal life was just
beginning. Roger was to marry Elvira Jiménez, daughter of the King of



Castile.

Orderic Vitalis disparaged Adelaide, but it is clear from his words that he
knew very little about her.

Retirement

ere was no obvious role awaiting Adelaide in Sicily, where she retired
to one of the nunneries under her patronage, the Holy Savior Convent,
which her husband, Roger, had founded. is was located outside the town
of Patti. It was a tranquil environment nestled between the coast and the
foothills of the Nebrodian Mountains. Here Adelaide had her own small
castle.

She found time to attend her son’s wedding in Palermo during the
autumn of 1117. is was the �rst major royal event to be held in the capital.

Adelaide died peacefully at Patti on the sixteenth of April in 1118.

She is entombed in the medieval church dedicated to Saint Bartholomew
which became the cathedral. Her original sarcophagus was destroyed long
ago, replaced in 1557 by a modern one bearing a fanciful effigy.







Chapter 5

Elvira of Castile

Elvira Jiménez of Castile wed Roger II of Sicily in 1117 when she was around
seventeen and he was twenty-two. Born in Toledo, she was the daughter of
Alfonso VI “the Brave,” King of Castile and Leon, by his fourth wife, Isabel,
the former Zaida of Seville, a Muslim widow who was previously the
monarch’s mistress. Isabel was baptized when she wed Alfonso in 1089.

Ancestry

Her mother, Isabel, died while Elvira was still a child. e young Elvira
was raised amongst her half-siblings. One of these, her elder half-sister
Urraca “the Reckless,” succeeded as queen upon Alfonso’s death in 1109,
being his heiress. Urraca wed her cousin, Alfonso I “the Battler,” King of
Navarre and Aragon.

Urraca was not too reckless to oversee Elvira’s betrothal to Roger,
although she probably le the details to her courtiers. us began a
connection between Sicily and Spain that would last for centuries, bringing
the island nearer the Iberian orbit than the Italian one.

Sicily had much in common with the dominions of northern Spain,
everything from the climate to the diversity of her peoples. In many ways,
twelh-century Palermo was not too different from the Spanish cities
known to Elvira.

By the time Elvira was born at the dawn of the twelh century, several
branches of her father’s Jiménez dynasty ruled much of northern Spain, the
greenest part of the Iberian peninsula, vying for power with rival dynasties,
both Christian and Muslim. e family’s roots were Navarrese, and the
Jiménez were closely connected to Pamplona, a multicultural city of
Christians, Muslims and Jews.



e population of Toledo, Elvira’s birthplace, was equally multicultural.
Her mother, though christianized, had Arab roots. By now, however,
Spanish convivencia was becoming ever more tenuous. e Christians were
beginning to embrace the idea of the crusade, while the Moors were
adopting jihad. Important cities like Zaragoza, in Aragon, were under
Christian control one moment and Muslim dominion the next. Despite
occasional truces like the union of Urraca to her kinsman Alfonso, the
Jiménez cousins sometimes found themselves at odds with each other.

Motherhood

Elvira settled easily into her new life in Sicily and in 1118 she gave birth
to a son named Roger.

Another son, Tancred, was born the following year. He was followed by
Alfonso, who was named for Elvira’s own father, in 1120.

William was born in 1121. He was destined to marry another Jiménez,
Margaret.

Giving birth, in rapid succession, to four healthy sons ful�lled Elvira’s
chief conjugal duty. However, she bore at least two more children.

A daughter, Adelaide (or Adelisa), named for Elvira’s late mother-in-law,
was born around 1127. Henry was born in 1130.

Elvira and Roger had at least one daughter who died in childhood.

Raising her children kept Elvira busy. Founding a family le little time
for founding monasteries, and although she certainly passed some delightful
months with her husband and children at San Marco d’Alunzio, Elvira was
most oen to be found at Palermo.

In 1127, William II of Apulia died childless, leaving Roger of Sicily the
heir to the peninsular dominions of the Hauteville dynasty. His rapport with
his late kinsman had sometimes been a stormy one, but Roger’s dynastic
rights were clear.

ere was initial resistance. Instigated by Pope Honorius II (Lambert
Scannabecchi), Rainulf of Alife, the husband of Roger’s sister Matilda, led
some rebels. Yet the same pontiff soon recognized Roger’s rights.



e Amal�tans had to be subdued, and Roger himself went to Apulia to
confront other rebels, who swore their fealty to him. Further challenges to
his authority would ensue over the next decade. Although the papacy was
not yet convinced that a sole Hauteville should be invested with so much
power, Anacletus II (Peter Pierleoni), who historians now regard as an
antipope, proved sympathetic to Roger.

What Elvira thought about these events is not difficult to infer. Quite
simply, she supported her husband and the dynastic rights of her sons. In his
territorial ambitions Roger was assisted by George of Antioch, who years
earlier had been a protégé of the amiratus Christodoulos in the service of his
mother, Adelaide. Recent setbacks in northern Africa did not diminish
Roger’s in�uence in Italy.

George of Antioch was destined, within a few years, to be named
amiratus amiratorum, succeeding the late Christodoulos. To the Greeks this
“emir of emirs” was “archon of archons.” He would serve his lord well in the
years to come.

For now, Roger sought to consolidate his power in a de�nitive way. He
would found a kingdom.

e seed for this idea seems to have been planted by Roger’s trusted
counsellors, known as familiares (they are archons in Greek records), and the
proponents included his uncle, Henry del Vasto. A meeting of assenting
barons was convened at Palermo, where Roger and Elvira were crowned and
anointed in Palermo’s cathedral on Christmas 1130 by a bishop acting on the
authority of Pope Anacletus.

Alexander of Telese described the ceremony and festivities at length,
mentioning the silk vestments, plates and goblets of gold and silver,
polychrome carpets in the palace, and the “countless” number of subjects
that partook of the event.

e girl from Toledo had become the �rst Queen of Sicily.

Sicilian Queenhood

Her day-to-day activities changed little, but Elvira was now part of an
elite European sorority, even if a few years were to pass before Anacletus’
papal rival recognized the fact. Papal schisms were inconvenient indeed, yet



frequent during the Middle Ages. is one le Roger’s new royal status
recognized by some sovereigns but ignored by others.

Here we see what became the pattern for Sicilian queenship. Based on
Norman norms, it was to survive, in some form, into the nineteenth century,
forging part of what became the identity of a people.

Coronation was a religious rite celebrated by a bishop. Existing
chronicles note that certain queens were anointed with holy oil or chrism
during the coronation ceremony. Alexander of Telese mentions anointing
speci�cally, although referring to Roger rather than Elvira. However, a
record of a Siculo-Norman reginal coronation survives. During this
ceremony, the queen was invested with regalia, anointed with oil, and then
crowned and enthroned.

Rooted in longstanding Christian practice, Sicilian coronations were
based chie�y on the “Roman-German ponti�cal,” and the anointing was a
normal part of these rites. is may be presumed even where it is not stated
explicitly in a surviving chronicle.

Whether anointing itself entailed speci�c reginal rights and privileges
depended on local tradition and law. In multifaith Sicily, for example, there
are signs of what re�ects, at the very least, a popular perception of the nature
of kingship, and hence queenship. An example of this is an icon rendered in
mosaic in Palermo’s Martorana Church, erected by the faithful amiratus
George of Antioch for the city’s Greek community, depicting Roger, garbed
as a Byzantine basileus, crowned directly by Christ, as if his authority to rule
emanated from God Himself. Such an idea was not altogether unknown
among Christian monarchs, all of whom reigned by divine right, and in
Sicily it was enthusiastically embraced in Byzantine (Orthodox) circles as
well as Latin (Catholic) ones.

e idea that a queen’s anointing, rather than the entire coronation rite,
entailed speci�c rights ipso facto was not codi�ed in Sicilian law.
Nevertheless, anointing conferred a certain status in the eyes of the church.
at being said, in the Norman-Swabian Kingdom of Sicily there were never
“secular” (non-religious) coronations or quasi-morganatic marriages; those
are essentially modern concepts. e nearest thing to this was the presumed
marriage of Frederick II to his mistress, Bianca Lancia, who died before she



could be crowned, resulting in the subsequent legitimization of their son,
Manfred.

Obviously enough, the Sicilian monarchy was younger than those of the
other Norman realms, speci�cally that of England, to which it is oen
compared. Its fundamental precepts, later expressed in the legal code known
as the “Assizes of Ariano,” though based on the venerable Code of Justinian,
were promulgated only a decade aer the coronation of Roger and Elvira.

Although Sicily’s monarchy was rooted in Norman practices, albeit
subtly colored by Byzantine and Fatimid in�uences, each of its queens
confronted different challenges. In such an environment, what was the
paradigm of Sicilian queenship?

e traditional position of a European medieval queen was prescribed
by rather rigid practices re�ected in such principles as those enshrined in
Salic Law. Only rarely did she actually rule in her own right, even when she
was the sole child of a king, her father, whom she succeeded. In such a case,
the heiress’s husband might rule in her name or by his right as her spouse,
jure uxoris.

In the Norman-Swabian Kingdom of Sicily, the status of Constance, the
daughter of Roger II, came closest to that of a true queen regnant. Indeed,
some of her charters were issued in her own name and bearing her seal. e
charters issued by others, most notably Margaret, in their own names did
not usually concern matters of state; an interesting example (discussed later)
was a charter she issued following her regency, merely to con�rm monastic
privileges.

Would that we could de�ne early Sicilian queenship in precise terms that
applied satisfactorily to each and every queen. Alas, the facts preclude
convenient platitudes and insouciant pronouncements. Instead, we must be
guided by context, which is intertwined with the nature and institutions of
the Sicilian monarchy. Here an obvious example shall suffice.

Henry II of England and William I of Sicily each ascended his throne the
same year, 1154, but the realities faced by the two monarchs and their
queens, Eleanor of Aquitaine and Margaret of Navarre, were very different in
terms of the economy, law and social practices in general. To cite a single
factor, the King of Sicily enjoyed the apostolic legateship, a special status
which permitted him to approve, or even appoint, bishops in his realm; the



King of England could only envy this prerogative, which might well have
obviated some of his own con�icts with ecclesiastical authority.

Sicilian queenship was nothing if not tempestuous, the perfect storm of
circumstance, much of it difficult to forecast very reliably or analyze very
precisely in retrospect.

Literature and common belief ascribe a certain “mysticism,” even
spirituality, to the state of a woman being a queen, or even a princess.

Whatever we construe from Roger’s image in the Martorana mosaic and
in the coinage he issued, the idea that the right to rule emanates from God
originated long before the twelh century, spawning what might be termed
a supernatural, philosophical or religious view of kingship and queenship,
and of monarchy (and feudalism) in general. While such concepts constitute
the undercurrents of European medieval life, they need not be considered at
length here except insofar as they conditioned royal power and the
interaction of speci�c queens with their subjects.

It will be seen, for example, that Christian and Muslim views of Sicilian
queenship differed somewhat, though not so much as one might intuit. As
regents, both Elvira’s mother-in-law (Adelaide) and daughter-in-law
(Margaret) found themselves ruling a large population of Muslims, with few
complexities engendered by that fact so far as we know. Indeed, Sicily’s
Muslims regarded these women as the guarantors of their most essential
rights, which they feared might be usurped by the zealous Norman
baronage. It was most oen the Christians, not the Muslims or Jews, who
challenged reginal authority.

Regalia

What did a Sicilian queen’s crown look like?

e only surviving exemplar (shown on this book’s front cover) is that of
Constance of Aragon, taken from her tomb. It resembles a kamelaukion.

In the Liber ad Honorem Augusti, the illuminated chronicle of Peter of
Eboli, a court poet in the early years of the thirteenth century, the reginal
crowns are quite similar to those of Roger II (visible in a noteworthy mosaic
in the Martorana church) and his grandson, William II (seen in a mosaic in
Monreale). Such drawings are generally consistent with other artistic



references, though they differ from the representations seen on some seals
and coins.

ese Byzantine-style crowns were formed of a series of �at plates joined
by hinges and mounted into a circular rim. (ough it is somewhat more
representational than literal, the drawing on this book’s title page was
inspired by some renderings in Peter’s chronicle.)

e crowns of Sicilian kings and queens shown in Peter’s book are
strikingly similar to the squarish imperial crowns worn by emperors and
empresses in the Historia Bizantina completed by John Skylitzes some �y
years earlier.

Into the thirteenth century, the court called upon Greek goldsmiths to
create crowns and jewelry. In bringing these projects to fruition, it is no
surprise that the Greek masters would be in�uenced by the same Byzantine
traditions and methods that had shaped their profession for centuries, hence
the distinctive kamelaukion of Constance of Aragon. Constance probably
had several crowns, and it is quite possible that one or more of the others
resembled the king’s crown, being made of plates.

e design of the Sicilian crowns depicted by Peter of Eboli was not by
any means unique. e reichskrone used at the coronations of most of the
Kings of the Romans since the eleventh century has a similar construction,
consisting of eight plates. Its preservation in the collection of the Hourg in
Vienna is fortuitous, for most medieval crowns were eventually smelted for
their precious metal. With the obvious exception of the crown of Constance
of Aragon, most Sicilian regalia was stolen from tombs centuries ago.

Although it is not, strictly speaking, regalia, the gold reliquary pendant
of Queen Margaret is one of the most important personal possessions of a
Sicilian queen to survive from the Norman era. ere are also a few of
Constance’s rings bearing gemstones.

Queen Elvira

Following the coronation, King Roger II had to send troops led by
George of Antioch to peninsular Italy to suppress another revolt by the
Amal�tans, who refused to cede the castles in their region to royal authority.
is was resolved but other vassals continued to rebel. Among them was



Roger’s brother-in-law, Rainulf of Alife. Matilda, Rainulf ’s consort, had
sought the king’s protection from an abusive husband.

In May 1132, Roger himself led an army to the mainland. e king
ended up �ghting a series of battles across southern Italy, from Campania to
Apulia. Grimoald Alferanites, a Byzantine leader who had seized power at
Bari, surrendered to royal authority following a three-week siege. At Nocera,
however, the monarch and his knights were forced to retreat.

Back in Palermo, Elvira was Roger’s effective surrogate, even if daily
administration was handled by the familiares and other courtiers. Her eldest
son, Roger, now fourteen years old, was on the mainland with his father
learning the cra of war �rsthand.

With Grimoald dead and Rainulf swearing vassalage, the king returned
to Sicily in August of 1134. Onerous as his expedition had been, it brought
southern Italy �rmly under his control, at least for now. Nevertheless, Pope
Innocent II (Gregory Papareschi), in opposition to Pope Anacletus II, still
refused to recognize Roger as king.

King Roger invested his eldest son, Roger, the heir apparent, as Duke of
Apulia.

e next tangible attempt to undermine the king’s authority would come
from Lothair II, the Holy Roman Emperor, an ally of Pope Innocent,
supported by John II Comnenus of Constantinople, who was eyeing Bari
now that Grimoald was gone. Rainulf of Alife had already solicited Lothair’s
military support, but the emperor was not immediately prepared to provide
it. e con�ict with Lothair was thus still a few years away.

In Palermo, Roger fell ill late in the year. His illness seems to have been
contagious, infecting the queen. Elvira died on Wednesday, the sixth of
February in 1135.

Her funeral was held in Palermo’s cathedral. e entire city mourned her
passing. e woman Alexander of Telese described as “devout and generous”
was entombed in the chapel she founded, dedicated to Mary Magdalene in
the cathedral.

Roger’s despair was palpable. His love for Elvira had been a true one.

So inconsolable was the king that he refused to leave the palace for
months. is fostered the rumor that he was dead. For the next four months,



he suffered what seems to have been a severe depression.

In an age of expedient dynastic unions, the marriage of Elvira and Roger
was that rarest of rarities, a love match.

Interregnum

When she died, Elvira was just thirty-�ve, young even by the standards
of her era. Her youngest child, Henry, was �ve.

In the coming years, Roger, now a widower, saw no reason to remarry.
He had enough sons to ensure the succession, and they had no real need for
a young stepmother. Indeed, �een years were to pass before the king took
another wife. e effect of this was that the Kingdom of Sicily, the Regnum
Siciliae, lacked a queen.

is was the beginning of a reginal “interregnum.” To the extent that this
was problematic, it was so because the populace of Palermo no longer had
any occasion to see their queen, or even a princess of the royal family. e
best they could hope for was a glimpse of one of Elvira’s ladies-in-waiting
visiting one of the city’s souks. Adelaide, the daughter of Elvira and Roger,
was barely ten years old, and she would soon be betrothed to a count in
central Italy.

e presumption that King Roger was dead encouraged Rainulf of Alife
and others on the mainland to again rebel against royal authority, now
presumably vested in his eldest son, Roger. is was especially disturbing
because these men had sworn fealty to the sovereign. Initially, the revolts
were suppressed by the king’s military forces, led by Warren (Guarin) the
chancellor and John the amiratus, his governors for Campania and Calabria.

e king himself returned to the peninsula in early June 1135 to
suppress the disloyal vassals. e next few years found the sovereign
combating his detractors in southern Italy, where the rebels were aided by
Emperor Lothair II, who led an invasion supported by Pope Innocent II.

In August of 1135, the king’s two eldest sons, Roger and Tancred, were
knighted. As his heirs, the former was already Duke of Apulia, and the latter
was made Prince of Bari and Taranto.



Roger did not forget to reward those who had been loyal to Elvira. In a
royal charter issued in April of 1136, the monarch granted to Adeline, the
wet nurse of his son Henry, some land and serfs near the forti�ed town of
Vicari in the Sicanian Mountains.

Tragically, Tancred, Prince of Bari and Taranto, died in 1138.

Law

By 1140, Anacletus II, the antipope, was dead and Innocent II had
recognized Roger’s status as king. A new coin, the ducat, re�ected Roger’s
royal authority over the duchy of Apulia.

At Ariano, Roger promulgated a legal code, the “constitutions,” that
would unite his lands and his subjects. e two surviving codices of these
Assizes of Ariano were rediscovered only in the nineteenth century, and the
chronicler Falco of Benevento, never a Norman apologist, famously
mentioned Roger’s introduction of the unpopular ducat at Ariano while
ignoring the new legal code.

Since the Normans’ arrival, Sicily’s legal system was essentially a
patchwork of disparate codes, ranging from the feudal to the religious.
Justice was uneven, if not arbitrary. Each citizen was judged by her own
religion: Canon law, Maliki law, Halakha law. For the barons, there was
Justinian’s Codex Juris Civilis but also the Lombards’ Codex Legum
Longobardorum. What was needed was a legal code that could be applied
universally without undue complexity or subjectivity, in the process
bolstering centralized government whilst making the law essentially the
same for everybody.

Apart from the legal principles themselves, clearly inspired by the Code
of Justinian, this code asserted the king’s role as lawgiver.

All subjects were equal in the eyes of the law, even if a few were “more
equal than others.” is was a European kingdom, aer all, so justice was
weighted in favour of the nobility and the Catholic Church. Barons and
bishops could still mistreat almost everybody else, usually with impunity,
but even they might be called to account for their actions every now and
then.



Various offenses were addressed, particularly violent ones. Arming a
mob, thereby inciting riots, was a grave act. Bishops, like nobles, were
accorded certain privileges. Among Christians, apostates and heretics lost
their rights of citizenship ipso facto.

Rape was outlawed, though chie�y for nuns and virgins. Treason was
made a capital offense, Jews were forbidden the holding of Christian serfs,
jesters were prohibited from blaspheming, simony was made illegal,
fugitives were permitted asylum in churches. Sentences for crimes against
public officials were to be taken seriously, taking into account that these acts
were, in effect, affronts to the monarch himself.

e forgery and the of documents were unequivocally capital crimes.
Counterfeiting or clipping coins was outlawed. Royal approval was required
for men born outside the nobility to become knights, judges and notaries.
Infringement of royal estates was outlawed. Marriage was required as the
basis for legitimacy of heirs. Adultery and prostitution were addressed,
likewise kidnapping and robbery. Licensing of physicians was established.
Overt corruption was not to be tolerated; judges who accepted bribes could
be executed.

Many of these principles were already known, some from the time of
Justinian, but Roger made them the law of the land.

e legal position of queens regent and consort was not addressed
explicitly.

In such �elds as commerce, we also �nd among the Arabs of Norman
Sicily the application of an early form of common law, which soon vanished
in Italy but survived in England. is re�ects Muslim in�uences.

Although the ecclesiastical point of reference of the Assizes was papal,
Nilos Doxopatrios, an Orthodox cleric who arrived at Palermo about 1142,
wrote a theological treatise expounding upon the traditions and prerogatives
of the Orthodox Church.

Heirs

e new legal code was not perfect, and neither was the king who issued
it. However great his affection for Elvira, Roger was known to father



children outside marriage. Around 1130 a bastard son named Simon was
born; this boy was eventually made Prince of Taranto.

Around 1138, young Roger, Duke of Apulia, followed suit, fathering an
illegitimate son, Tancred, with Emma, daughter of the Count of Lecce,
whilst married to Elizabeth of Champagne.

Both Simon and Tancred were destined to play a role in the Kingdom of
Sicily.

Elvira’s thirdborn son, Alfonso, who was now Prince of Capua and Duke
of Naples, died in 1144. Henry, her second son, died the following year.

e Second Crusade began in 1147, and Roger exploited this
opportunity to attack the lands of the Byzantine Empire. Led by George of
Antioch, this campaign was successful in bringing some Aegean territories
under Sicilian rule. It was followed by conquests on the African coast in
what are now Tunisia and Libya; this was not Roger’s �rst incursion into that
region. Successful as these exploits were, the king had problems closer to
home.

e heir apparent, Roger, Duke of Apulia, died in the spring of 1148
(though the year is disputed), survived by his illegitimate son, Tancred of
Lecce, but no legitimate heirs.

is le William, Elvira’s youngest son, as the sole heir in the line of
succession. Until now, William had enjoyed a life of hunting, gaming and
wenching. Now he was betrothed to Elvira’s cousin, Margaret Jiménez,
daughter of the King of Navarre.

e dearth of legitimate heirs was a potentially dire predicament.
Confronted with this, Roger decided to take a second wife who, it was
hoped, might bear a few sons.











Chapter 6

Sibylla of Burgundy

Sibylla of Burgundy was born in 1126 to Hugh II, Duke of Burgundy, and
his consort, Felicia Matilda of Mayenne, possibly at Autun. A “middle child,”
she was the ninth of twelve children born to the couple. e �rst, Aigeline,
was born in 1116, the last, Aremburge, in 1132. Sibylla was named for her
patrilineal grandmother, who was of the same dynasty.

Ancestry

Sibylla’s natal family was an illustrious one. Here were not rustic nobles
or arrivistes but a cadet branch of the House of Capet, the ruling dynasty of
France. Whilst Roger was erecting Sicily and southern Italy into a united
kingdom, one of Sibylla’s kinsmen was doing the same for Portugal,
annexing sundry Iberian lands seized from the Almoravids to forge a nation
and an identity that survive to this day.

For the �rst King of Sicily, the wider political advantages of the union
were overwhelmingly obvious. Sibylla’s immediate family, though based in
southeastern France near what was then Swabia, boasted dynastic
connections around Europe. At one point, they controlled more of what is
now France than their Capetian kinsman, who was its king.

As she neared adulthood, the inception of which would have been the
age of about �een years, the young woman could not have been ignorant of
her family’s importance. Her father’s �rst cousin, Alfonso, had ruled
Portugal as its count since Sibylla was just two years old, becoming its king
in 1139. However, although she was raised on stories of his conquests, there
is no evidence that Sibylla ever visited Portugal.

If Sibylla was betrothed “late” at the age of twenty-two, it may have been
because her family had to arrange marriages for so many children, even
though several eventually entered the religious life. It may even be that



Sibylla herself initially chose to take vows and live in a nunnery a few years
before Roger sought her hand.

One thing is certain. Sibylla of Burgundy was a true princess, and a
suitable consort for any king.

Wife, Queen, Mother

When Hugh II died in 1143, he was succeeded by his son, Odo II,
Sibylla’s eldest brother, sometimes known as Eudes. It was Odo who
undertook the betrothal of Sibylla to Roger II. e nuptials took place in
Palermo late in 1148.

By then, Roger had but one surviving legitimate son, William, who was
about to wed Margaret of Navarre, thus providing the jovial Palermitans two
royal wedding feasts in one year’s time. It was no secret that the King of
Sicily needed more male heirs, preferably legitimate ones, if the Hauteville
line were to survive. Were his other legitimate sons still living, Roger, who
had been a widower for many years, might never have remarried. e
women of his harem offered him more than sufficient companionship and
affection.

At twenty-two, Sibylla was no child bride, and she must have understood
her marital duties. To Margaret, she would have seemed like an elder sister.
Yet the two women could not have come to know each other very well, for
Roger sometimes took Sibylla with him to peninsular Italy, leaving William
to tend to royal administration in Palermo.

Little is known of the details of her betrothal to Roger, but Sibylla may
have been the �rst Sicilian queen to receive lands in the Regnum Siciliae as
part of her dower.

It wasn’t long before Sibylla was pregnant.

In late July 1149, Eleanor of Aquitaine, the consort of King Louis VII of
France, called at Palermo en route to her dominions whilst returning from
the ill-fated Second Crusade. Her ship had been blown off course toward
Africa whilst her husband’s galley made it to peninsular Italy. Eleanor, who
was ill, stayed in the capital for about a fortnight before traveling with Roger
to Messina, thence to Lucania to meet Louis. e chief account of this is



found in the letter of Louis VII to his trusted counsellor, Suger of Saint-
Denis.

Eleanor, who was destined to wed Henry II of England, was lodged at
Palermo’s royal palace. During the time she spent in the city, she may have
met Margaret of Navarre, whose precise date of arrival in 1149 is not known.

Meanwhile, King Roger’s second wife gave birth to a son, christened
Henry, on the twenty-ninth of August. Sadly, the boy died early the next
year.

By then, Sibylla was pregnant with another son. Most of this pregnancy
was without incident. en, near Salerno, the queen seems to have gone into
labor prematurely, and this child was stillborn on September sixteenth 1150.
Shortly thereaer, on the nineteenth, Sibylla died of complications from
childbirth.

She was entombed in the stately church of the Benedictine abbey of Cava
nearby.

It has been conjectured that Sibylla did indeed give birth to a child who
survived infancy, a daughter who may have been Henry’s fraternal twin,
though the evidence for this is sparse.

Sibylla’s death, along with the loss of two infant sons in one year, was a
sobering experience for Roger, but he did not spend long grieving in
reclusion as he did following the death of Elvira. Concerned about the
succession, he crowned his heir, William, already Duke of Apulia, rex filius
on Easter in 1151. Margaret was crowned with him.

is was an act of pure pragmatism. ough strongly identi�ed with the
Normans, the practice of crowning a son king during his father’s lifetime
was not unknown elsewhere in western Europe. Its purpose was to ensure
that there would be no subsequent contestations, or at least none that were
credible, regarding the heir apparent’s right to rule.

Margaret of Navarre thus became Queen of Sicily, albeit in a largely
symbolic sense, as her husband, William, was not yet a regnant sovereign
but rather a “king-in-waiting.” is made Margaret a “queen-in-waiting.”
Nonetheless, in view of Sibylla’s untimely death Margaret was, for the
moment at least, the only queen the Sicilians knew. By the end of the year,
she was expecting her �rst child.



Meanwhile Roger, wishing to leave nothing to chance, took a third wife.
Margaret’s monopoly on Sicilian queenship had lasted but a few months. She
would get another chance eventually, but for now she had to patiently wait
her turn.





Chapter 7

Beatrice of Rethel

Beatrice of Vitry of Rethel was born around 1132, the eldest of at least six
children of Guitier of Rethel and his wife Beatrice of Namur. Rethel was a
forested feudal dominion in the Ardennes region straddling France and
Belgium, bordering Namur. e charming town of Rethel, where Beatrice
was raised, sits along the banks of the Aisne River.

Ancestry

Beatrice’s father, Guitier (Gunther, Ithier or Witer), was the son of Odo
of Vitry and Matilda of Rethel. Little is known of Odo’s lineage. As castellan
of Vitry, to the south of Rethel beyond Reims, he was not exceedingly
wealthy in his own right, but his wife, Matilda, was the sister of King
Baldwin II of Jerusalem. Her family had held Rethel since the last years of
the tenth century. Clearly, Odo’s social rank was not nearly equal to that of
his wife.

Matilda herself came into possession of Rethel upon the death of her
brother, Gervais, in 1124, when Baldwin showed no inclination to trek to the
Ardennes from Palestine to claim it. Odo and Matilda had four children but
Guitier, as their only son, was their feudal heir.

Guitier thus inherited the county of Rethel from his mother’s family.
During Beatrice’s childhood, however, her father had not yet succeeded to
the lordship of Rethel, which was still held jointly by his parents, Odo and
Matilda.

Queenhood

We know of no political motivation on the part of the Sicilian court for
the marriage between Beatrice and Roger II. e sole purpose for the
maiden’s marriage to him was to provide an heir. Nonetheless, Guitier is



unlikely to have lamented the fact that his daughter was marrying a
powerful monarch.

e betrothal of Beatrice to Roger was undertaken early in 1151. e
wedding was celebrated in Palermo on the nineteenth of September.
Beatrice was around nineteen years old, marrying a man old enough to be
her father.

e surviving manuscript of the chronicle of Peter of Eboli shows an
illumination of Roger and Beatrice riding separate horses. e queen is
depicted with light brown hair and wearing a Byzantine crown similar to her
husband’s.

Roger was still preoccupied with fathering a son, but not long aer his
wedding to Beatrice his daughter-in-law, Margaret, who was just two or
three years younger than the new queen, gave birth to a boy christened
Roger. is bolstered Margaret’s prestige but did nothing for that of Beatrice.
Strictly speaking, both women were queens yet only one had produced an
heir to the throne.

Virtually nothing is known of Beatrice’s rapport with Margaret, but they
were destined to coexist in Sicily for decades. If they viewed each other as
rivals, there is no surviving evidence of it.

Motherhood

It is possible that Beatrice fell pregnant almost immediately. She may
have had a miscarriage or two. Roger’s frenetic diplomatic and military
activities continued, as ever, and these seem to have limited his time with
Beatrice in Palermo.

In 1152, Frederick Barbarossa was crowned King of Germany (formally
“King of the Romans”), and with this he began eyeing the imperial crown.
By the Treaty of Konstanz negotiated with Pope Eugene III (Bernardo
Pignatelli da Pisa) in March of the following year, he promised to support
the papacy at all costs, even if it led to war with the King of Sicily. Although
Roger had bolstered Eugene’s position in the past, even sending his
chancellor Robert of Selby to suppress a rebellion in Rome in 1149 so he
could return aer having been expelled by the citizenry, the pontiff again
found himself exiled from the city; Frederick now offered to suppress the



rebels. Pope Eugene’s death in July 1153 did not quell Barbarossa’s ambition
to invade southern Italy. e ponti�cate of Eugene’s successor, Anastasius IV
(Corrado Demetri della Suburra), was brief, ending in late 1154.

Widowhood

Beatrice was nearly a month pregnant when Roger died in February
1154 at the age of �y-eight. On November second she gave birth to a red-
haired daughter named Constance.

By then, William was King of Sicily, with Margaret as queen consort,
having been re-crowned on Easter. is le Beatrice as “queen dowager.”

e death of the �rst King of Sicily signalled the end of an era. William
showed little of the sagacity or pragmatism of his father, and before long
Roger’s wisest advisors, perhaps feeling unappreciated, departed the court.
Notable among the emigrés were the Englishman omas Brun, accorded
the title caïd by Sicily’s Arabs, who returned to the land of his birth to serve
in the exchequer of King Henry II, and Abdullah al Idrisi, the court
geographer.

Beatrice chose not to remarry, remaining instead in Sicily to raise her
daughter.

ough frequently present in Palermo, Beatrice spent much time at the
Hauteville castle in San Marco d’Alunzio, far from court intrigues and
baronial unrest. Did she ever seek the companionship of a lover? We do not
know.

She seems to have avoided public life. ere is virtually no mention of
her in chronicles or charters for the remainder of her days. A rare exception
is her name appearing in a letter sent by Pope Alexander III (Rolando
Bandinelli) in 1170 to Henry of France, Archbishop of Reims, ordering the
prelate to act in favor of Stephen of Rethel, the cathedral’s rector, who was
Beatrice’s nephew. Stephen had appealed to his aunt to ask the pontiff to
intervene on his behalf.

In the event, an isolated case of her helping a kinsman is scarcely
sufficient for us to judge the queen a “power player.”



For a number of years, Beatrice’s daughter, Constance, lived the celibate
life until she was called upon to wed an imperial heir to seal the peace of the
Regnum Siciliae with the Holy Roman Empire. In 1184, Constance, whose
story awaits us in a later chapter, was betrothed to Henry Hohenstaufen, a
son of Frederick Barbarossa. She and Henry were wed, and crowned, in
Milan the following year.

Beatrice died on March thirty-�rst in 1185. In death, she was placed in
the Magdalene chapel of Palermo’s cathedral alongside Elvira, but as
construction soon began on a new basilica she was removed to the church of
the same name nearby.



Chapter 8

Margaret of Navarre

Margaret Jiménez of Navarre, the youngest of three siblings, was born in
1135 at La Guardia, a small, high, forti�ed town overlooking the verdant
valleys of La Rioja, a region known today for its robust red wine and reddish
soil. Her father, García Ramírez, had nearly �nished restoring Navarre to its
rightful position as a sovereign kingdom on a parity with her jealous
neighbors Aragon and Castile, a status which it had been denied for
decades. For this his countrymen accorded García the �attering appellation
“the Restorer.” us young Margaret’s mother, a Norman lady named
Margaret of l’Aigle, as the spouse of a triumphant warrior king, became a
queen consort. In fact, her dowry, which included the prosperous
multiconfessional town of Tudela, contributed much to her ambitious
husband’s consolidation of Navarre.

e royal family was soon acclaimed at Pamplona, Navarre’s historical
capital, where they took up residence in a dilapidated castle in need of
restoration. It was at Pamplona that Margaret, the future Queen of Sicily,
spent her childhood.

Little is known of the youth of Margaret and her siblings, Sancho and
Blanca, but with their father’s accession to kingship they became royalty
destined to marry royally. Margaret’s story bequeaths us a very special
treasure. anks to the survival of two detailed chronicles written by men
present at the Sicilian court, we know far more about Margaret of Navarre
than we do about any other Sicilian queen considered in these pages
(therefore what follows is this book’s lengthiest chapter).

Unlike any other queen of the High Middle Ages in what is now Italy,
Margaret, as regent, emerged as the most powerful woman in Europe and
the Mediterranean. In a land of intrepid women, she is the quintessential
queen. Her legacy is a tangible one, for she has le us the greatest medieval
church to be seen in southern Italy: Monreale.



Nonetheless, there was nothing in Margaret’s childhood to foreshadow
her greatness.

Basque Princess

e Basques of Navarre regarded Margaret and her sister as princesses,
as indeed they were, but the Jiménez (or Ximénez) dynasty itself was not
Basque; their geographic origin is not precisely known, even though some of
their kings are entombed at Nájera, not far from La Guardia. At the dawn of
the twelh century, the extended family controlled most of northern Spain:
Navarre, Aragon, Catalonia, Castile, León. Unfortunately, they had spent
much time warring among themselves.

e most infamous case of this chronic fratricide was the War of the
ree Sanchos, which broke out in 1065 amongst the three Jiménez cousins
who ruled Navarre, Aragon and Castile, each monarch named Sancho for
the same grandfather, namely Sancho III “the Great” of Pamplona. is
bizarre con�ict was rooted in disputes over the empire le by Sancho III to
his sons upon his death three decades earlier.

García Ramírez was born into a comparatively poor, illegitimate branch
of the Jiménez family, his father’s father having been born outside marriage.

Unfortunately, García’s father, Ramiro, died too soon to offer much to
the young, ambitious knight, who had to literally �ght to carve out a niche
for himself.

García Ramírez was not the �rst of his ancestors to establish his
reputation on the battle�eld. His mother’s father was none other than
Rodrigo Diaz of Vivar, known to posterity as El Cid, who fought for Castile
in the War of the ree Sanchos and from whom young García seems to
have inherited much of his warrior spirit. is served him well.

As we have seen, Margaret was a distant cousin of Elvira of Castile, the
Jiménez princess who had wed Roger II of Sicily.

Margaret’s �rst language, which her mother spoke to her, was Norman
French. e l’Aigle lands of her mother’s father (Gilbert) were in lower
Normandy, and the Perche family of her mother’s mother (Juliana) held
lands in a county that straddled the regions of Normandy and Maine.
Margaret was schooled in Latin and she probably spoke some Basque, which



was unrelated to these other languages. e aristocratic vernacular of her
homeland was Navarro-Aragonese. She certainly heard Arabic, but we do
not know that she learned to speak much of it before coming to Sicily.

Childhood

Margaret’s childhood was a rather complicated one.

Her mother, having inherited estates from a Norman uncle, Rotrou of
Perche, who had subjugated Tudela and a few other pieces of northeastern
Spain, was important in her own right. Margaret of l’Aigle was a remarkable
woman whose name appears on several charters, and they re�ect what
seems to be a faithful rapport with the man she married.

As early as 1135, we �nd a royal decree con�rming the privileges
previously granted to Pamplona’s diocese, stating that the new sovereign is
acting cum consilio et auctoritate uxoris mee Margarite regine, “on the advice
and with the consent of my wife Queen Margaret.”

A similar formula appears in several subsequent decrees. Of particular
note is a charter relative to the city of Tudela. Issued in 1138, it assigns to the
Bishop of Pamplona the Church of Saint Mary at Tudela, “with all the assets
therein appertaining to Moors and Christians.”

Although she was a politically astute force whose in�uence was key to
her husband’s success, Margaret of l’Aigle is all but ignored by historians,
perhaps for a bitterly unpleasant incident that poisoned her marriage.

Even aer the restoration of the Kingdom of Navarre, García Ramírez
oen found himself traveling around the realm and beyond. True, most
medieval monarchs had to constantly reinforce their authority, but King
García also had kinsmen who were trying to encroach upon Navarre’s
borders.

Fortunately, the king had a wife who could oversee matters in Pamplona
during his absences. Unfortunately, about the year 1139, he returned from
one of his trips around the kingdom to �nd her pregnant with another man’s
son. is boy was christened Rodrigo in honor of the glorious Cid, even
though that great knight was not, in reality, the child’s ancestor. Rodrigo’s
illegitimacy was never much of a secret. He was effectively disinherited by
García.



Yet Rodrigo remained close to his half-sister, Margaret, and was destined
to play a role in Sicilian history.

Writing about him at the Sicilian court a few decades later, the
chronicler Romuald of Salerno described Rodrigo, who the Sicilians took to
calling “Henry,” simply as Henricus naturalis frater, “Henry the natural
brother” of Margaret of Navarre.

e words of Hugh Falcandus were more venomous: Rex navarrorum
nunquam filium suum vel esse credidit vel dici voluit, indignum existimans
eum quem mater multorum patens libidini vulgo concepisset, regis filium
appellari. “e King of Navarre never considered him his son, nor did he
wish him to be called such, for it would be disgraceful if this boy conceived
by a woman notorious for her sexual liaisons with various men were
identi�ed as the son of a king.”

To justify this un�attering comment, Falcandus further explains that the
information was provided by the Navarrese who accompanied Rodrigo to
Sicily. Of Rodrigo’s name, Falcandus reports that Roderic was “abhorrent,
derided by the Sicilians as unknown and barbaric, so the queen decided that
he should be called Henry.”

Margaret of l’Aigle did not have to bear her disgrace for very long. She
died in May 1141. Whatever her foibles may have been in life, in death her
funeral in Pamplona’s splendid cathedral was one be�tting a queen. e
celebrant was Bishop Sancho, the same man who had crowned her six years
earlier.

In June 1144 García Ramírez took as his second wife Urraca, who was
only twelve. She was the illegitimate daughter of his ally King Alfonso VII of
Castile. is union was meant to resolve a short-lived but potentially
catastrophic con�ict with Alfonso. e marriage, happy or not, would
strengthen the bonds between Navarre and Castile.

Urraca was about the same age as Blanca, so the young bride was hardly
a “stepmother” to the daughters of King García Ramírez. ey may not have
been too accepting of a very young woman who they probably perceived
more as a sister than their father’s wife. Some semblance of such attitudes
existed even in the twelh century.



Another complexity was Urraca’s social, and even dynastic, position.
Because this girl was now queen, Blanca and Margaret had to defer to her
rank and status. Much had changed since the death of the mother of the two
young sisters just a few years earlier.

For Sancho, as heir apparent, the new situation was less severe. Whatever
he thought of Urraca, or she of him, his dynastic position was assured. At
this point in his young life, he was already being taught about geography and
politics, as well as the importance of dynastic marriages arranged with both
in mind.

In truth, we know virtually nothing about the intricacies of the
relationship of Blanca and Margaret with their father’s second wife, who
eventually gave birth to a daughter.

ough remarried, García Ramírez had not put his �rst wife completely
out of his mind. In August 1145, he seized a synagogue at Estella (Lizarra)
which was to be converted into a church that would be ceded to Pamplona’s
diocese in memory of the late queen, pro anima uxoris Margarite regine, as
well as the souls of himself and his entire family.

Blanca and Margaret saw their father only rarely during these years. Ever
the warrior king, he occupied Tauste in 1146. ough located very near the
border, it was claimed by Aragon, and García’s father-in-law, Alfonso of
Castile, intervened to negotiate an immediate end to what might have
sparked a war between Navarre and Aragon.

A few towns in La Rioja, on the southern fringe of Navarre, had already
been lost to Castile. Although none were very important economically, at
least two had sentimental value. e Jiménez kings rested at Nájera, and
García’s daughters were born at La Guardia. Nevertheless, García Ramírez
had consolidated his power and re-established a kingdom. Navarre was
�nally at peace with her neighbors, at least for now.

Betrothal

e Kingdom of Pamplona, as it was still known officially, was beginning
to attract the attention of kings further a�eld, and it was time to �nd suitable
husbands for the Jiménez sisters.



Here age conferred precedence. Negotiations began for Blanca to marry
into the family that ruled Catalonia from Barcelona on the other side of
Aragon, a dynastic union meant to neutralize the more zealous
machinations that emanated from Zaragoza every now and then.

Late in 1148 there arrived at Pamplona several noblemen and a bishop
sent from Palermo by Roger II, the King of Sicily.

e Sicilian ambassadors were seeking the betrothal of Margaret to King
Roger’s son. One imagines the heart of the young princess being �lled by
equal parts of exhilaration and apprehension.

Rotrou of Perche had died too soon to be involved in the marriage
negotiations, although he may have spoken to García Ramírez about the
possibility of one of the girls marrying into a Norman family, but his son,
Margaret’s cousin, was to play a role in Sicilian history.

It was proposed that Margaret marry William, who we met in a previous
chapter. He was fourteen years her senior.

ere was a certain urgency in the wedding arrangements because by
this time the Sicilian royal family found itself, rather unexpectedly, with a
dearth of heirs to the throne, William’s elder brothers having died. Roger
now had only one legitimate son and no legitimate grandsons.

e ambassadors wanted to see the girl, and perhaps even speak with
her. Was she reasonably intelligent and well-educated? Was she pretty
enough to become their queen? Most importantly in view of the dynasty’s
present predicament, was Margaret of childbearing age?

e precise details of Margaret’s betrothal and dower are not known to
us, but we do have a well-documented example that offers us some insight
into what it was. is is the betrothal of Joanna of England to Margaret’s son
in 1176. By then, such things had changed very little.

With her father’s consent, Margaret was betrothed to William and given
a few months to prepare for her voyage to Sicily.

In the late spring of 1149, she said good-bye to her father, sister and
elder brother. She would never see them again.

Setting off for Sicily, Margaret was accompanied by a few ladies-in-
waiting, a few nobles, a bishop or two, a small company of knights and
perhaps two dozen servants and other retainers. In all, there were at least



sixty people traveling in Margaret’s entourage. A dozen or so were destined
to remain with her in Sicily.

Undertaken in early summer, the �rst leg of the journey (shown in the
map at the end of this chapter) would take them across Aragon and
Catalonia to Barcelona, through lands ruled by Christians or friendly
Moors. From there, they would follow the coast from Girona, passing
Perpignan, Marseille, Toulon and other cities along the French coast.
Around Nice, they would board a �otilla of galleys sent by the King of Sicily,
for Navarre had no �eet to speak of.

e ships would follow the Italian coast to Naples, and thence to
Messina and �nally Palermo. is maritime route along the coasts ensured
that the travelers were always in friendly waters.

A faster, direct route from Barcelona to Majorca to Sardinia and then
Sicily would have entailed a far greater risk of the �otilla encountering
pirates. e ships of the Sicilian navy could very effectively respond to such
a threat, but there was always the danger of a galley or two being lost.
Natural hazards posed another danger. Whilst the Mediterranean was
usually serene by May, storms were unpredictable, so it was better to stay
fairly near the coast.

At Palermo, where she was acclaimed by ecstatic crowds, Margaret met
the man she was to marry. William had medium brown hair and brown
eyes, essentially the same coloring as Margaret.

e wedding was celebrated in the Palatine Chapel of the opulent royal
palace, where the couple took up residence.

Norman Palace

Margaret’s new home was a palace set on high ground between the city
of Palermo to the north and the vast Genoard park to the south. She could
see both from the arched windows of her residence on the top �oor of one of
the stout, square towers. Beyond a cityscape of golden limestone buildings,
where the cupolas of stately churches and mosques stood out like the
bulbous caps of freshly-sprouted mushrooms, was the azure Tyrrhenian. On
the other side, looking past the verdant Genoard, with its trees and streams,



Margaret could see rocky mountains. Beyond the mountains were more
mountains.

Multicultural Palermo was not unlike the polyglot environment
Margaret had known in Pamplona and Tudela. Sicily’s landscape, agriculture
and cuisine were vaguely similar to Navarre’s.

Crowning a hill in Palermo’s Halkah district, the palace was forti�ed, its
massive crenelated walls built to withstand an attack from any direction, yet
its interior was far more luxurious than any castle Margaret or her Navarrese
ladies-in-waiting had ever seen.

ere were walls covered with ornate mosaics depicting the peacocks
and palm trees of the Genoard. e designs themselves were simple yet
sophisticated, combining traditional Byzantine workmanship with Islamic
symmetry, so one encountered such elements as twin leopards rendered in
pro�le, facing each other. For the most part, the background of the mosaic
designs was a vast sea of gold tiles. One wall of a room used as a kind of
throne chamber and office by Margaret’s father-in-law was covered in these
tiny golden tiles of uniform lustre.

e capitals of the stone columns were carved into ornate Fatimid motifs
inspired by local creatures and plants. Here a Sicilian lizard creeping across
an acanthus leaf could wind his tail into a knot.

e walls of some rooms, including the royal sleeping quarters, were
covered by tapestries of velvet in colors ranging from the deepest crimson to
a light pastel green. Silk drapes concealed some of the windows. Oil lamps
were suspended from the vaulted ceilings by seemingly endless chains.

Margaret was accustomed to tables made of wood. In Palermo’s palace
the top of every table was a polychrome �eld of pieces of inlaid marble
formed into unidenti�able yet pleasing motifs. ese too were Fatimid. e
�oors bore some of the same geometrical designs, only larger.

e Muslims at court said that Palermo’s palaces and mosques were
similar to those of Baghdad and the cities of Andalusia.

e palace had two chapels. e austere older chapel known to Adelaide
served as the crypt of a newer one built by Margaret’s father-in-law.

e newer chapel, where Margaret and William were wed, boasted a
wooden muqarnas ceiling replete with painted designs and �gures of such



things as people playing chess. Spreading his arms across the apse was an
imposing icon of Christ Pantocrator rendered in mosaic, similar to another
at Cefalù’s cathedral up the coast. Here the Byzantine and Fatimid traditions
met.

Motherhood

Desperate for more heirs, Margaret’s long-widowed father-in-law, King
Roger, married a young woman, Sibylla of Burgundy (see Chapter 6), who
died in September of 1150, leaving behind no surviving children. William
was still Roger’s only legitimate heir.

e king then wed Beatrice of Rethel (Chapter 7) in autumn of the
following year.

It may be that Roger did not view William as the ideal successor.
Nonetheless, the king ensured that he was crowned rex filius in April 1151.
For a few �eeting months, until Roger’s marriage to Beatrice, Margaret was
Sicily’s only living queen as the consort of the newly-crowned William. is
status ended when King Roger wed Beatrice late in 1151. By that time,
Margaret had more immediate concerns. She was pregnant with her �rst
child.

Back in Spain, her father had died, leaving her brother as King of
Navarre.

Her sister, Blanca, had fared well. Aer her planned Catalonian marriage
failed to materialize, she was wed to Sancho, the son and heir apparent of
Alfonso VII of Castile. In order to ensure the succession, Sancho, like
Margaret’s husband William, had already been crowned, thereby making
Blanca a queen consort.

In 1152, Margaret gave birth to a healthy boy christened Roger.

Producing an heir surely enhanced her prestige at court and throughout
the Regnum. e birth con�rmed her fertility, and a male child, naturally,
was seen as the better result. Sicily needed future kings more than it needed
royal princesses. William and his father had good reason to be happy.

In the eyes of her father-in-law and her subjects, who were granted two
days of celebration to mark the prince’s birth, Margaret, at seventeen, had



proven her worth. With luck, she would bear more sons.

Court life was as rich intellectually as it was materially. e Sicilian court
boasted some great minds.

Maio of Bari, who succeeded the Englishman Robert of Selby, was an
efficient chancellor, effectively the kingdom’s “prime minister.” English-born
omas le Brun managed the royal treasury using Hindu-Arabic numerals.
Abdullah al Idrisi was busy mapping Sicily and other territories and
constructing a planisphere of a round Earth. It is clear that Roger was able
and willing to delegate a great deal of the realm’s daily administration to
trusted officials.

Although William assisted his father in the running of the Regnum, we
have only vague impressions of what his precise responsibilities were.
Despite his saturnine temperament, he was not remiss in his conjugal duties,
and in 1153 Margaret gave birth to a second son, who was named Robert.

Did Margaret and William have any daughters? We know of none, but it
is a distinct possibility.

In truth, we don’t even know the names of all the daughters of Roger II.
at is hardly surprising since chroniclers usually noted the existence of a
royal daughter only when she was betrothed to an important king or prince.
Likewise, the birth of a child of either sex who died in infancy was rarely
recorded. ere were only two chroniclers present in Sicily who were close
enough to the court to even learn of such events, and neither Hugh
Falcandus nor Romuald of Salerno mention a daughter of Margaret and
William.

Margaret may have wished for a daughter or two, but her husband
desired sons. So did her father-in-law.

In February 1154, King Roger II died in Palermo of natural causes at the
age of �y-eight. He was survived by his pregnant wife, Beatrice of Rethel.

William automatically became regnant King of Sicily and Margaret
became the realm’s unequivocal queen consort.

is royal succession, as it happened, was painless and uncomplicated,
but it belied great challenges to come.

Queen Consort



Roger had wished to be buried at the cathedral in Cefalù, a splendid
church that he founded. Instead, his porphyry sarcophagus was placed in
Palermo’s cathedral. His successor’s decision was challenged but never
changed.

Roger had proven himself a remarkable ruler. Not without reason,
Sicily’s �rst king is cited by historians as a paragon of intellect, one of the
greatest monarchs of Europe’s High Middle Ages, his court a multifaith,
multilingual center of European and Mediterranean cultures. In forging a
kingdom, he united southern Italy into a cohesive state while forming
Sicily’s diversity of peoples into something resembling a single nation. e
Kingdom of Sicily would survive, in one form or another, into the
nineteenth century.

First, however, it had to survive the reign of Margaret’s husband, King
William I.

William I was re-crowned and anointed in Palermo on Easter in the
presence of hundreds of barons and ecclesiastics. e same public ceremony
saw Margaret crowned and anointed with her husband.

It was true enough that Roger had de�ned the Regnum on his own
terms. at was necessary considering its polyglot roots. e Greek, Arab
and Norman populations each had their own concepts of kingship.

e �rst King of Sicily had to bring his people together while defending
his territory. It would be prudent for William to continue the policies of his
father.

But even in death Roger himself cast a very long shadow. He was an
intellectual, a humanist whose court cultivated intellect, even brilliance.
What is more, he was able to inspire the people he led. Any heir, however
competent, would encounter considerable difficulty in succeeding so great a
�gure. ose at court understood this.

So did Margaret. She would have to be much more than William’s wife.
Necessity and circumstance made her his advisor. Whether he would accept
her advice was another matter altogether.

In early November Beatrice, Roger’s widow and now “queen dowager,”
gave birth to a daughter christened Constance.



By now, William had more urgent duties to address than celebrating the
birth of a half-sister. Encouraged by the new pope, Adrian IV (Nicholas
Breakspear), the recently-crowned Holy Roman Emperor, Frederick I
“Barbarossa” was planning an invasion of the Kingdom of Sicily. Manuel
Comnenus of Constantinople, whose Byzantine Empire had been invaded
by King Roger, was willing to cooperate in this effort, perhaps by attacking
Apulia by sea while Barbarossa attacked the northern part of the Regnum by
land. A major war was very possible, and for William it would be a defensive
con�ict.

Yet he seemed prepared for it. With the baronage united in Palermo at
his coronation, William had appointed Maio of Bari his privileged amiratus,
the “emir of emirs,” naming a new chancellor. He also used the occasion to
grant Loritello to Robert of Bassonville, a cousin who had been divested of
other feudal lands by King Roger. Maio was loyal, but Robert was to prove
much less so.

At the head of an army of some �ve hundred knights, Robert of Loritello
exploited the prospect of Barbarossa’s planned invasion to lead a rebellious
faction of the baronage against William.

e Italians have an old saying rooted in the Middle Ages: Parenti
serpenti! “Relatives are snakes.” Robert was a good example of this. Indeed,
he seems to have wanted the throne for himself.

e �ghting began with William’s unsuccessful siege of Benevento, a
papal enclave within the territory of the Regnum. is was led by Asclettin,
who was a trusted general as well as chancellor, while William himself
returned to Palermo in April 1155 to his family.

is now included a third son, William’s namesake.

King William now made his �rstborn son, Roger, the Duke of Apulia, a
title reserved to the heir apparent.

Meanwhile, unable to take Benevento but hoping to intimidate Pope
Adrian, Asclettin attacked a number of towns on the southern fringe of the
Papal State. is gave Adrian a pretext for excommunicating King William.
Excommunicated or not, at least the king was back in Palermo to spend time
with Margaret and the children.



By June, when Barbarossa was crowned Holy Roman Emperor, his
German knights and barons were beginning to make it clear to their leader
that they had no intention of participating in his plan to march southward
into the Kingdom of Sicily in the middle of the torrid, mosquito-infested
summer. is did not entirely discourage Robert of Loritello, William’s
disloyal kinsman, who was soon receiving troops and gold from Manuel of
Constantinople. Robert began to use Apulia as a base from which to launch
occasional attacks northward and westward into other regions of the
peninsular part of the Regnum.

William wanted to respond to these attacks but he fell ill late in 1155.
Margaret and the court physicians cared for him. What struck William was
probably a very debilitating, viral pneumonia. His absence from public life
led many to think he had died.

By spring of the following year, he was strong enough to ride to the
Sicilian town of Butera to quash a revolt there. en he headed to Messina,
where a large army and navy were waiting to accompany him to the
mainland.

Asclettin was royally chastised for his poor tactics against the rebels.
William had never been very enthusiastic about this former cleric, who he
now ordered jailed.

With the imposing force assembled in Sicily, William himself would go
to Apulia to excise the cancer infecting his kingdom.

e royal army, with its knights and archers, made its way across
Calabria to Taranto, along the way gaining strength through the support of
loyal barons and eliminating token resistance. e navy reached the port city
of Brindisi, whose coastal fortress had been resisting a long siege by the
rebels.

e warrior king had returned.

Victory came easily. e traitors were punished, some put to death. Bari,
which had fallen to Byzantine control with the collusion of its citizens, many
of whom were Greek, was largely destroyed, although its major churches
were le unscathed.

William then led his army westward to Salerno and other cities in the
Campania region around Naples. Robert of Loritello was not beheaded but



exiled; he found refuge at the court of Frederick Barbarossa, whose aborted
invasion of the Regnum he had supported.

Clearly, anybody who ever thought William incompetent or weak had
underestimated him.

Margaret was not one of the doubters. Yet she understood that her
husband was inclined to delegate authority whenever he could. is was
shown by his appointment of Maio as a kind of “super minister” and his
reliance on Asclettin to �ght battles that he, as king, should have prosecuted
himself. It was good to have competent ministers, but relying on them
completely was ill-advised.

Peace Restored

Lacking support in view of humiliating military defeats, zealous Pope
Adrian was chased out of Rome by an angry populace. He took refuge at
Benevento, which William besieged. In June 1156, with this papal city on the
verge of starvation, Adrian negotiated a truce. Here William was represented
by Maio of Bari, and Adrian by Roland of Siena, a learned cardinal fated to
become Pope Alexander III. Archbishop Hugh of Palermo was also present,
accompanied by Romuald of Salerno. e young scribe who composed the
text of the Treaty of Benevento was Matthew of Aiello, a notary destined to
play a greater role at court.

e Sicilian monarch remunerated to the pontiff a tribute pledged by his
late father, and the papacy �nally, unequivocally recognized William as King
of Sicily. e apostolic legateship, the right of the sovereign to approve the
appointment of bishops, was con�rmed for the island of Sicily.

William’s excommunication was lied. In Sicily, Palermo was erected to
a metropolitan see, with other bishops on the island suffragan to it.
Archbishop Hugh became the Primate of Sicily. at is to say, he was the
most senior prelate of the entire Kingdom of Sicily, outranking the bishops
of Salerno, Bari, Capua, Syracuse and Messina.

Frederick Barbarossa regarded the treaty as an affront because it
effectively nulli�ed his own, prior alliance with Pope Adrian, but for now the
Holy Roman Emperor was not in a position to invade the Regnum as he had



hoped. William’s ministers also concluded a treaty with Genoa, one of the
kingdom’s most important trade partners.

Barbarossa was soon facing his own rebellion by the vassals and cities of
northern Italy. William, on the other hand, found himself at peace with the
papacy and most of the northern Italian communes.

Margaret’s inner peace was shattered late in 1156 when news arrived that
her sister, Blanca, had died in August while giving birth to a second child,
who died with her. Naturally, Margaret had longed to see her beloved sister
again someday, if only one last time, even if she knew that a journey back to
Spain was unlikely. Sicily was where she belonged, and she had better make
the best of it.

Blanca was buried at Santa María la Real in Nájera. Her sarcophagus
(shown at the end of this chapter), regarded as a supreme twelh-century
European expression of emotions in sculpture, depicts a mourning female
�gure. It has been suggested that the woman represented is Blanca’s sister-
in-law, Sancha, but it may be her sister. If the weeping �gure is not Margaret,
it could just as easily have been. e following year, Sancha also became
Margaret’s sister-inlaw, and Queen of Navarre, when she wed her brother,
Sancho “the Wise.”

In 1158, Margaret gave birth to a fourth son, Henry. e same year, the
King of Sicily named his secondborn son, Robert, Prince of Capua, a title
reserved to the prince who was second in line to the throne. Roger, the
eldest son of William and Margaret, was already Duke of Apulia.

William had every reason to be content. His family was growing, and
following some raids in what is now Greece a treaty was negotiated with the
Byzantine Empire.

For Margaret, tranquility was a luxury. With four young children to
raise, advising her husband on matters of government was not her only job.
During the long absences of William and Maio, the Palermitans looked to
their queen for leadership.

By the end of 1159, it seemed clear that William was about to lose his
last outposts in northern Africa. is was an economic misfortune.

Whether for lack of inspiration in Sicily or for greater opportunities
abroad, the court’s greatest minds had le. omas le Brun went to England,



where he ended up as the almoner for King Henry II. Idrisi le for his native
land.

It would happen that most of the challenges confronting Margaret and
William over the next few years were to come from domestic quarters.

Baronage

Court intrigues were no novelty, either in Italy or anyplace else. But in
Sicily they bore the mark of peculiar conditions. e Bariots and other
Greeks in Apulia might rebel if instigated by forces in the Byzantine Empire.
e Arabs in northern Africa may have decided against Norman rule. It was
disquieting whenever any group in the kingdom’s multicultural mosaic
thought itself mistreated.

However, the real problem came from the baronage, itself a privileged,
even overprivileged, feudal class woven from ever-fraying threads into a
coarse piece of fabric that could rarely decide whether it was linen or silk.
e rebellion led by Robert of Loritello had shown that even a richly-
enfeoffed royal cousin could not be trusted to uphold his oath of fealty. e
barons’ faux obeisance to the king fooled nobody.

Unlike their brethren in England, the �rst Norman barons of Italy were,
for the most part, mercenaries born into Normandy’s minor families.
Generations aer their arrival in Italy, some families still harbored
resentment that the Hautevilles, once ordinary “knights errant” like
themselves, had become kings.

In 1159, Margaret welcomed at court her young cousin, Gilbert. She saw
to it that he was invested with the wealthy county of Gravina near Bari.
Gilbert’s father, Bertrand, was an illegitimate son of Margaret’s generous
great-uncle, Rotrou of Perche, the man who had given Tudela to her mother
as a dowry.

At �rst, Gilbert seemed to be trustworthy, aloof of local politics, but
before long the words of the native barons began to cloud his judgment.

Sicily’s barons were an untamed lot. Even as they acquired manors and
serfs, there were those among their number who rarely seemed content with
the great wealth the conquest of southern Italy had brought them and their
families. Now, a century aer the Battle of Messina, they were little more



than a noisy pack of hungry hounds, and there is evidence to suggest that
they were envious of the island’s mercantile classes, especially the Muslims
of Palermo.

Here the �ower of chivalry bore the malicious spore of bigotry, if not
overt racism.

Most barons were wealthier than most merchants. e difference was
that while a baron’s wealth, based on agriculture, was difficult to conceal, a
trader could hide his coins in a purse buried in a shallow hole beneath the
�oor of his house, thus evading taxation.

e Hautevilles had given a great number of manors, or �efs, to the
knights who accompanied them to Sicily in 1061. During the last years of his
reign, King Roger sought, with the help of the treasurers of the royal diwan,
to make the heirs of these barons accountable for their feudal duties. Usually
this meant military service, and a large barony might be expected to provide
several knights. Training and out�tting a knight was costly, but scutage, the
payment of money in lieu of military service, was still unknown in southern
Italy.

Although a baron or enfeoffed knight could elevate an esquire to
knighthood, he could not do so merely at whim. Apart from the many years
of martial training required, the postulant had to meet certain conditions set
forth in the statute De Nova Militia, “Dubbing Knights,” of the Assizes of
Ariano. Most notably, the young man had to be born into a family of
knightly status. Only an act of royal grace could supersede this prerequisite.

In the Kingdom of Sicily the record of the barons and enfeoffed knights,
not only their names and manors but their feudal obligations, was compiled
in a roll analogous to England’s Domesday Book, the Catalogus Baronum.

Here such terms as baronage and baronial refer to the landed nobility
generically, but there existed a feudal hierarchy in the Kingdom of Sicily by
1160. In Margaret’s time, there was little distinction between princedoms
(like Taranto) and dukedoms (Apulia), each of which might consist of
several large counties (such as Mandra). A county comprised a number of
baronies; within a barony there were usually a few manors (�efs). Naturally,
the actual size and wealth of such territories varied greatly.



e manorial system was held together through vassalage. e knight
enfeoffed with a manor swore fealty to the baron from whom he held it. e
baron, in turn, swore fealty to the count, and so forth. Ultimately, every
vassal of the Regnum Siciliae owed fealty and homage to the king, who held
some lands directly.

Despite feudal bonds, baronial revolts were disturbingly frequent.
Sometimes they arose when a renegade in a place like Loritello or Butera
incited some of his neighboring barons to challenge royal authority. It was
never too hard to concoct an unfounded justi�cation as a pretext for open
con�ict. e instigators knew that loyalty was the foundation of the barons’
relationship to the crown. ey also knew that loyalty could oen be
purchased.

Some grievances with the crown were motivated by little more than
personal grudges, and the resulting violence spelled the difference between
life and death.

Tragedy

In the last days of 1159 Margaret’s son Robert, the Prince of Capua, died
during one of those illnesses that claims the lives of young children. e boy
was entombed in the chapel of Mary Magdalene attached to the cathedral,
within sight of the palace. Grief-stricken by the death of a son who was not
yet seven years old, Margaret was unaware of the plotting of a growing
number of dissentients beyond the Strait of Messina.

e unruly barons could hardly be trusted under the best of
circumstances. By 1160, their cauldron of discontent was boiling over. Here
their scapegoat was not the king but his chief minister.

If not overtly arrogant, Maio of Bari was certainly con�dent in his own
abilities. He exercised great control not only in the daily function of
government but over policy, and despite successes like the Treaty of
Benevento he was blamed for obvious failures like the recent loss of Mahdia,
Sicily’s last African stronghold, to the Almohads.

Perhaps it was Maio’s privileged position at court that rankled some of
the barons. Much of the venom directed at him grew out of envy. Not
surprisingly, exiled Robert of Loritello was a leading detractor.



Nevertheless, it seems that at least a few baronial grievances were
justi�ed. If even a fraction of what nasty Hugh Falcandus wrote about him is
true, Maio was avaricious, lecherous, publicly disdainful of William, and
guilty of torturing and blinding some of the rebels taken prisoner in Apulia
following the revolts a few years earlier. Romuald of Salerno is kinder, or at
least less strident, in his description of Maio.

ere seems to have been a nugget or two of truth to some of the
allegations against Maio, yet William trusted him, and so did Margaret.

Of course, an attack on Maio was an ipso facto attack on William, and
even on Margaret. e barons knew this.

ey also knew that King Roger had died leaving the coffers of the
treasury full. Land was good but gold was better. ere was enough gold and
silver in Sicily’s treasury to buy a small country or two, perhaps even three
or four, or to equip a navy to invade Africa and take back Mahdia.

For one of the barons the grievance with Maio of Bari was to become
violently personal.

Rebel Baron

Matthew Bonello held lands around Caccamo and Prizzi, as well as some
estates in Calabria. Overlooking a fertile valley to the east of Palermo,
Caccamo was dominated by a large castle built during Arab rule and
expanded by the Normans. Bonello, who was not yet forty, was engaged to
marry the young daughter of Maio of Bari.

Bonello’s future father-in-law trusted him enough to send him to
mainland Italy to assuage the doubts of some barons who were sufficiently
disgruntled with Maio to have sent missives to the king requesting the
minister’s removal. In Calabria, Bonello began to wander astray, �rst by
courting a beautiful heiress and then by heeding the words of Roger of
Martorano, one of Maio’s most vocal detractors. Among the malicious
malcontents was Gilbert of Gravina, Margaret’s cousin.

All kinds of things were being said. e campaign against Maio was a
dirty one. It was even alleged that he had tried to kill Archbishop Hugh of
Palermo by poisoning, and that Matthew of Aiello, Maio’s protégé, had



attempted to bribe the newly-elected pope, Alexander III, into deposing
King William.

Margaret herself was not immune to vicious rumors. According to
Falcandus: “Voices �ew around Sicily, one sometimes contradicting the
other, saying that Maio had shown some of his confederates several crowns
and other regalia, insinuating that the queen herself had sent him these
objects from the palace. It was believed, in fact, that everything took place
with her consent, linked as she was to Maio by bonds of undigni�ed
familiarity. However, many people thought these rumors false.”

e power of innuendo to shape public opinion cannot be
underestimated, and this inexpungible passage is the source of a persistent
perception about Margaret’s moral character that has survived eight
centuries, painting her as unfaithful. Yet there is no evidence to implicate
her in Maio’s actions, and Falcandus himself tells us that the rumor’s veracity
was sometimes questioned. Indeed, the allegation about the crowns being
purloined from the royal treasury was later debunked.

Maio was warned that a conspiracy was afoot and that Bonello might be
involved. However, he found himself reassured by the denial of his future
son-in-law, who went so far as to request that the wedding be celebrated
even sooner than had originally been planned. is led the older man to set
aside any lingering doubts.

e baronial conspirators planned the assassination fastidiously. As they
saw it, the killer had to be somebody who could get close to Maio without
arousing suspicion. Bonello was the ideal candidate.

Saint Martin’s Day, the feast on the eleventh of November that marked
the end of autumn, was approaching. e days were getting ever shorter, the
nights ever cooler. It was as good a time as any to commit a murder. Bonello
would not act alone.

Street Crime

In 1160, the day before Martinmas fell on a ursday. Around dusk, not
long aer the sun had descended behind the mountains surrounding the
city, Maio of Bari and a small entourage paid a visit to Archbishop Hugh at



Palermo’s archiepiscopal palace, which was located next to the cathedral. In
the group was Matthew of Aiello.

Aer some time, the group le the archbishop’s residence. By now it was
completely dark and a bit chilly. For some, it would get colder still.

Maio and his cortege had made their way to Old Saint Agatha’s Gate,
where there was an imposing wall, beyond which the ground sloped toward
the bed of the Papyrus River, whose waters had been diverted through a
subterranean kanat, a channel or small canal.

Here the ambush took place. Bonello sprang upon Maio, slaying him
with a sword. At the same time, his squad of knights attacked Maio’s
companions. One of them, the notary Matthew of Aiello, was wounded but
managed to escape with the others.

Matthew Bonello and his company of rogues immediately �ed the city,
riding at full gallop to the castle at Caccamo in the dead of night. Back in
Palermo, a crowd of exultant citizens dragged Maio’s corpse along the
streets. e vigil of Martinmas had just become more “festive” than usual.

So great was the tumult that it could be heard from the palace. e
festivities seemed to be getting out of hand, and William demanded to know
what was happening. It wasn’t long before he was informed. e king
immediately sent guards into the labyrinth of streets and squares to prevent
a general insurrection. He had the presence of mind to dispatch some men
to protect Maio’s home to ensure that the dead man’s family was not harmed.

If William was angry, Margaret was livid, expressing her rage in no
uncertain terms. Her worst wrath was directed at Bonello and his
accomplices, who by now were well on their way up the coast.

Margaret’s reaction was crystal clear. Beyond his initial response,
however, William acted with uncertainty, perhaps for the �rst time in his
life. From the comfort of his window in a high tower of the palace, he could
see the jubilant behavior of the Palermitans.

e scene was disturbing. William’s subjects seemed happy to be rid of
Maio. e people who had lit bon�res for the vigil of Martinmas were now
dancing around the �ames to celebrate the death of a tyrant. is suggested
to the king that the man he so long defended was indeed despised by many.



Matthew Bonello, though a fugitive, had popular support. In the present
climate, arresting the de�ant baron would be an operation fraught with
peril. Where there was one rebellious vassal there were usually others as
well.

Margaret entertained no such doubts. She wanted the perpetrators
punished.

Court Intrigues

e true extent of Maio’s guilt will never be known. At �rst, William was
reluctant to accept the tales of corruption he heard about the dead man. is
changed with the discovery of royal crowns in a chest found in Maio’s
possession; did Maio’s delusions of grandeur lead him to think he could
wear them himself?

In truth, the crowns were not royal property but gis Maio was planning
to give the sovereign.

As inquiries were made, it became clear that some of the accusations
made against Maio had been based on exaggerations while others were
rooted in reality. Damning revelations came from those in his family who
worked as his assistants; his son and brother confessed to Maio’s explicit acts
of wrongdoing, such as the payment of bribes to ecclesiastics with money
pilfered from the royal treasury. A Calabrian bishop, Erveo of Tropea,
con�rmed this by reimbursing to the king the money received from Maio,
and then some.

Matthew Bonello was granted clemency for the murder based on the
macilent pretext that Maio had deceived the king. With this, the baron
returned to Palermo, where he was received at the palace by William and
acclaimed by the people. If unpersuaded by Bonello’s feigned sincerity, the
king did not have to be convinced of his in�uence among both the baronage
and the populace.

Margaret seems to have entertained suspicions about Bonello. As if her
own doubts were not enough, the palace eunuchs warned her of his amoral
ambition.

Some eunuchs were servants, scribes or cooks, and a few were advisors.
One of their chief duties at the palace was guarding and managing the



harem.

Matthew Bonello remained dangerous, and his audacity increased with
each passing day.

Unbeknownst to the king, the late Maio had permitted his intended son-
in-law to defer payment of a debt due the crown of sixty thousand gold tarì,
an extremely large sum. Advised of this, the king now demanded remittance
of these monies from Bonello and his guarantors.

As the winter months passed, Bonello found himself invited to court
ever less frequently. is implicit admonition he blamed on Adenolf, the
chamberlain, who had been a friend of Maio. With the recent death of his
ally Archbishop Hugh, Bonello’s own friends at the royal court were ever
fewer. e arrogant baron correctly inferred that the king, supported by
Margaret, was trying to marginalize him.

Not willing to accept his diminished position, Bonello began to conspire
with other barons. ere were always a few malcontents about, but this time
he didn’t have to look beyond the putrid fruit of the Hauteville family tree,
where covetous serpents concealed themselves among the leaves.

It was easy to enlist the support of one man who had a particularly large
axe to grind with the King of Sicily. He was Simon, William’s half-brother.
is illegitimate son of King Roger harbored a grudge against William for
divesting him of Taranto some years earlier.

Another conspirator was Tancred, Count of Lecce, a wealthy city in
Apulia. Young Tancred was William’s nephew, being the illegitimate son of
his elder brother, Roger, who died in 1148.

Being born outside marriage may have made Simon and Tancred
dynastically illegitimate, but in the eyes of many their role in the conspiracy
legitimized the plot against King William I, for here were two of the king’s
nearest blood relatives acting against him.

For good measure, Gilbert, Margaret’s cousin, joined the plot. Here was
the supreme affront, for whatever could be said of William’s treatment of
Simon and Tancred, Margaret had treated Gilbert with nothing but respect.

Clearly, Bonello was not lacking in ambition, and now his target was not
an emir of emirs but the man on the throne. In the �rst days of March in



1161, he convened a secret meeting at his castle in Caccamo to �nalize his
plans.

What followed was an object lesson in how to execute the overthrow of a
medieval monarch in his own household.

Because the royal palace was heavily guarded, it was necessary to enlist
the cooperation of two key �gures if the plot were to have any hope of
success. e palace castellan, the chief saboteur recruited, controlled the
entrances. e guards’ captain commanded some three hundred men and
oversaw the jail. Enticed by coin, both were convinced to betray their king,
leaving no more obstacles to the plan being set in motion.

Every step of the plan was worked out in minute detail, calling upon the
knowledge and expertise of each player. For example, Simon, who had spent
his childhood in the palace, was familiar with its corridors and chambers, as
well as the maze of passages known only to those who lived there. is
meant that he could help the others �nd the king.

e rebels’ belief that their plan may have already been revealed to
William forced Simon and Tancred to act prematurely, without waiting for
Bonello to arrive in Palermo.

Since the murder of Maio of Bari, Margaret saw that her husband was
unmotivated to do much except meet with his familiares, his trusted
counsellors.

Palace Coup

ursday, the ninth of March, probably seemed like any other day in late
winter. ere was still a trace of snow on the rugged summits of the
mountains visible from the towers of the palace, but wild asparagus was
sprouting in the countryside, where the almonds were blossoming in shades
of pink and white. Easter was around the corner, and William spent an early
hour of daylight at liturgy in the chapel, where he was joined by Margaret
and the children.

e conspirators took advantage of this time to enter the palace, reach its
dungeon and free all of its prisoners. By the time the royal family le the
chapel, the rebels were already on their way to the Pisan Tower, the king’s
inner sanctum. Margaret and the children went to the royal apartments to



begin the day’s lessons, while William headed toward his chamber
accompanied by Henry Aristippo, the archdeacon of Catania, who had
replaced Maio of Bari. An intellectual, Henry was one of the few advisors the
king still trusted.

Nearing the chamber he used as an office, William was walking down a
narrow corridor with Henry when the pair saw half a dozen men striding
toward them, brusquely and unannounced. It was unusual to see soldiers
carrying swords and daggers in this part of the palace. e king did not yet
know what had transpired whilst he was at holy mass. Who were these men?

Either William’s eyes deceived him, or it was Tancred of Lecce and
Simon of Taranto. e king’s �rst reaction was instinctive anger that these
two undesirable kinsmen had been granted entry into the palace. What were
they even doing in Palermo? is dastardly duo couldn’t have overpowered
the palace guards by themselves.

But William quickly realized that his immediate problem was far worse
than the arrival of uninvited guests within the castle walls. With the two
princes were irate nobles who, until a few minutes earlier, had been
imprisoned in the palace dungeon. e mere fact of this confrontation
meant that William’s predicament was dire indeed.

Unarmed, and unaccompanied by a military escort, William glanced
down the corridor behind him, thinking he might �nd a guard or two at the
other end of the hall. If he acted quickly enough he might even slip into a
secret passage to his tiny armory, where he kept swords and daggers.
Outnumbered, he and Henry considered running but thought better of it.
ey were seized by the intruders. Aer haranguing the king, the rebels
demanded his abdication.

But now the group turned from regnal politics to unbridled thievery.
Leaving the king under guard in one of the tower’s rooms, the men, led by
Simon, made their way into those chambers where money, regalia, rings,
precious gemstones and silver vases were kept. Joined by the castellan and
other traitors, they looted the premises. Some stole royal robes. Others
hurled handfuls of glittering gold tarì coins out the windows to a boisterous
crowd that was gathering below, seeking in this way to buy the Palermitans’
loyalty.



Some preferred the pleasures of the concubines in the harem to material
wealth. Each rebel plundered according to his own taste. Here was the
epitome of rape and pillage.

Henry Aristippo, though an ordained deacon, worshipped at the same
altar of debauchery as the others. He abducted a few girls for himself and
kept them at his house, where he set up his own little harem.

Margaret and a few servants were in a room with the children. It wasn’t
long before some rebels arrived to ensure that they didn’t leave.

Con�ned to a chamber on the fourth �oor of the Pisan Tower, William
was le alone to think about a course of action. e rebel cabal posted a
guard outside the door but the room had a window from which the king
could shout down onto the square for help. If anybody heard, nobody
responded.

Meanwhile, the knights of Bonello’s beastly cohort gave chase to the
eunuchs, most of whom had �ed the palace at the �rst sign of danger. As
part of their plan, the revolt’s ringleaders had already found sympathizers
beyond the palace district to join the riot, and a number of knights, swords
in hand, le the seaside castle to murder some escaped eunuchs they found
in the streets.

e violence didn’t end with the eunuchs and concubines. A great
number of Muslim shopkeepers, along with those collecting taxes in the
building that housed the diwan, or those walking along the streets, were
killed by the same knights who had massacred the eunuchs.

When many of these Muslims, who Maio of Bari had disarmed the
previous year, realized the extent of the knights’ assault, they made for the
part of the Sari al Kadi district outside the city wall, beyond the Papyrus
River. ey were pursued by the Christians, but the �ghting reached a
stalemate because the aggressors had trouble attacking the defenders in the
narrow alleys. In this way, the knights were repelled and the butchery
minimized.

Not content with the mayhem they had wrought, the leaders of the
revolt incited the citizens to build a bon�re into which they tossed a great
number of records. Not surprisingly, this included the tax rolls listing the
barons’ feudal obligations.



e queen and her ladies-in-waiting could see the smoke and chaos
from a palace window, even if they couldn’t make out every skirmish taking
place in the streets below. It was one thing to observe an isolated riot, but
here was the better part of one of Europe’s largest cities in utter turmoil.

Violent as the revolt was, regicide was not precisely what Simon and
Tancred had in mind. What they wanted most was a friendly monarch they
and Bonello could control.

Early in the aernoon, the two princes entered the chamber where
Margaret and her three sons were sequestered. e rebels demanded that her
eldest son, Roger, Duke of Apulia, who was then nine years old, don some
regal robes and then go with them to the stables. Seeing that she had no
choice, Margaret complied with this request.

In late aernoon, the two renegade princes set young Roger upon a pony
and led the boy around the streets of Palermo, presenting him as the new
king to the cheering crowds. Walter, young Roger’s tutor, addressed the
people, holding forth on how King William was a tyrant that now had to be
replaced. Young Roger was proclaimed king.

at night, the rebels secured the palace, allowing nobody to enter. e
next day, Friday, they repeated ursday’s spectacle, again parading Roger
around the city. is failed to placate everybody, and there were isolated
skirmishes between Muslims and Christians which led to a number of Arabs
being killed, their shops looted.

By Saturday, Matthew Bonello still had not arrived at Palermo. ere
were those in the populace who began to question recent events, wondering
why the crowned King of Sicily, whatever anybody thought of him, was still
being held prisoner, and why the rebels’ killing and pillaging should be
justi�ed. And anyway, who had appointed Simon and Tancred to act as
kingmakers?

Increasingly worried about the atmosphere in Palermo, Tancred rode
with several other rebels to Mistretta, in the Nebrodian Mountains, to confer
with Bonello. Simon, meanwhile, was beginning to entertain serious
thoughts of having himself crowned.

Goaded by several clerics, a large group of local men took up arms and
stormed the palace, threatening to besiege it with ladders and towers unless



the rebels freed King William. Simon and the other conspirators held out
initially but �nally complied. ey went to William, who promised to grant
them safe conduct if he were freed. Once released, the king spoke to the
populace from a tower window.

When the crowd demanded that the rebels be executed, William
announced to his subjects that their loyalty to him was more than sufficient
to satisfy any need for justice or reprisal. With entente thus achieved, Simon
and his henchmen rode off to Bonello’s castle at Caccamo.

e crisis was over, but in the commotion a stray arrow hit young Roger,
who was standing near a window, mortally wounding him. He was dead
within hours.

Condolences were expressed by many who had once despised the king,
but Margaret was inconsolable. She had lost her second child.

Survival

Following a period of mourning, William met with local leaders to
reassure them.

Bonello had not given up his ambition to unseat the king. Having
assembled another rebel force, he marched toward Palermo from Caccamo,
but he retreated as some of the king’s galleys arrived from Messina with
reinforcements.

e de�ant baron was eventually coaxed to the palace, where he was
arrested. Some Palermitans protested this, but Bonello died in a dungeon
within the palace walls late in 1161. Sporadic revolts around Sicily were
suppressed.

If the king could not tolerate open rebellion, he could make a sincere
effort to mend his tattered ties with the barons by addressing their
grievances. One of his measures in this direction was the restoration of the
right of feudal inheritance to the sons of vassals killed in royal service.

William exiled Tancred and Simon, who went to the eastern
Mediterranean, where they could go on pilgrimage in the Holy Land or
render service as mercenaries in Constantinople.



Gilbert of Gravina, the queen’s cousin, was pardoned at Margaret’s
urging even though he had participated in the hellish folly that cost her the
life of her son. William ordered him back to Apulia to respond to some raids
by Robert of Loritello.

In the aermath of recent events, William was le with very few people
he could trust. He pardoned the notary Matthew of Aiello, who set about
compiling a feudal tax roll to replace the Catalogus Baronum destroyed by
the rebels. e king was suspicious of the intellectual deacon Henry
Aristippo, who had raided the harem, although he chose not to punish him.

He could trust Margaret. With the loyalty of the realm’s highest officers
le in a nebula of doubt, William more frequently turned to his wife for
counsel, even reassurance.

Aer Christmas, the king swept through eastern Sicily and onto the
mainland with a large army to quell some isolated disturbances that could
not be le to the limited military resources of Gilbert of Gravina. William
le Margaret in Palermo as his effective surrogate until he returned in the
summer of 1162.

She was assisted by an Arab eunuch named Martin, a convert to
Catholicism who undertook retaliations against people thought to be the
king’s adversaries. Caïd Martin was especially hostile to Christians. Henry
Aristippo, the lecherous deacon, was apprehended, deprived of his mini-
harem, and cast into a dark dungeon to die.

We do not know how in�uential Margaret was in these bloody reprisals.
Did she instigate them? Had she, like her sister queens confronted by
adversity, become a she-wolf? Having seen a son killed in connection with
the revolt of the previous year, she was embittered. Whilst the king was
away, she and Martin did what her husband was unwilling, or at least less
willing, to do. If Margaret did not personally order the reprisals, she
certainly knew of them. Perhaps she relished them. Here was the dark side
of her personality.

Ruling the Kingdom

When he returned to Palermo, William fell into his old habits. He still
preferred passing his time in the Genoard to the pleasure of Margaret’s



company. A new coterie of concubines was lured, or coerced, to serve in the
harem. e Christian king seemed to enjoy the life of a baptized sultan.

e status of Palermo’s Muslim Arab population had suffered in the
recent riots. For the �rst time since the Normans took the city in 1071, its
Muslims had been attacked in large numbers by Christian knights. is
doubtless prompted many to consider abandoning Islam.

Religious freedom, women’s rights, prostitution, slavery, forced
castration. All were important issues. Of course, in the twelh century none
of these things were viewed from the same perspectives as the sensibilities
that color our times. Even if it were argued that the presence of eunuchs and
harems re�ected what were essentially Muslim practices inherited from the
emirs who once ruled Sicily, William was unwilling to alter this aspect of the
society over which he reigned.

By the end of 1162, the king was again ceding day-to-day administration
to others. Martin was joined by Richard Palmer and Matthew of Aiello.

An event the next year served to remind Margaret of the dangers still
lurking around every corner, even within the palace walls.

Following the revolt led by Simon, Tancred and Bonello, the king had
transferred important prisoners to a jail outside the palace. However, a few
were still in the palace dungeon enclosed by thick Phoenician walls. It was
only a matter of time before these men were moved to another jail, such as
the round tower of Palermo’s seaside castle.

Lacking any hope for being released, several prisoners convinced the
guards to free them. With this accomplished, they made for a gate leading
out of the palace. eir escape was foiled by the castellan, who quickly went
through the gate, closing it from the outside and trapping the fugitives
within the palace’s curtain wall.

Next they entered the base of one of the towers, thinking they might �nd
the king on one of the upper �oors. Instead, they ended up in the room
where young William and his brother, Henry, usually met for their lessons.
Fortunately, the boys’ tutor, Walter, had whisked the two to the safety of the
bell tower as soon as he heard the commotion. Margaret was in a chamber
upstairs and unaware of what was happening.



Martin managed to lock the escapees in a large room, where they were
all killed. e knaves’ lifeless bodies were literally thrown to the dogs, and
the corpses were forbidden a burial.

Perhaps at Margaret’s urging, William ensured that henceforth no
prisoners were to be jailed in the palace, even temporarily.

Overlooking the Kala harbor and protected by a moat, the sea castle was
far more secure than the palace dungeon. Its master, sadistic Robert of
Calatabiano, had made the fortress infamous for torturing the prisoners kept
there.

His �ef was on the other side of Sicily, near Catania, but Robert used his
position to accrue wealth through corrupt means everyplace on the island.
With the collusion of Caïd Martin, several avaricious justiciars would bring
fraudulent charges against men whose estates they desired. e accused
would be released only upon paying substantial bribes, or ceding a manor or
two. is extortion seems to have touched many innocent Sicilians, but
William was probably unaware of it.

Apart from these chronic abuses, the Regnum was peaceful. Indeed, the
king had told his three chief counsellors to avoid disturbing him unless it
was absolutely necessary.

For her part, Margaret was occupied with raising her two sons. By now,
she gave little thought to her husband’s habits and whims. Martin and his
ilk, like Maio of Bari years earlier, concealed their corruption.

Building Bridges

Whilst an effort was undertaken to build bridges with the Muslims, the
construction of churches and palaces continued in earnest. By 1164, new
monasteries and castles were springing up around Sicily in an
unprecedented number.

In the capital a few noteworthy edi�ces besides the royal palace and its
chapel were already standing. (Here it may be best to focus on those which
have survived until the present day.)

e “admiral’s bridge” over the Oreto was built on the orders of George
of Antioch, who also built the Martorana Church. San Cataldo was erected



under the auspices of Maio of Bari. e original Mary Magdalene chapel,
built by Queen Elvira next to the cathedral, was already standing; it is where
Margaret’s sons were buried.

Beyond the Genoard, in the vast hunting grounds in the mountains, a
chapel dedicated to Saint Michael the Archangel was erected at what is now
the town of Altofonte; next to it was a royal hunting lodge. is meant that
William could spend a few days at a time hunting in the woodlands without
having to return to Palermo to attend mass.

In the former slave district was the church dedicated to Saint Peter. One
wonders whether its congregants ever heard an occasional scream from a
prisoner being tortured by Robert of Calatabiano in the sea castle nearby.

At least two of the emir’s palaces were still standing. Located in the
Genoard, the Scibene was expanded following William’s reign. e Favara,
in what is now the Brancaccio district, was a favorite place for William,
Margaret and the children to pass the torrid days of summer. Both had tiny
lakes fed by springs.

e House of Hauteville was like a castle built of sand. A single wave of
discontent could carry it away. If that happened, the monarchy would
endure, but under the crown and aegis of another family. By now, the
dynasty into which Margaret had married had ruled Sicily for a century, and
as kings for just thirty-four years. Margaret herself was not quite thirty.

Legacy of William I

In 1165, the king ordered his architects to draw up plans for a new
palace to be erected in the Genoard. e Zisa took its name from the Arabic
aziz, “splendid” or “beautiful,” a word that survives in the Sicilian language
as azzizare, “to make attractive.” It was William’s wish that this palace set
amidst lakes and greenery might surpass the splendour of those of his father.

e greater part of the Zisa was built in a short time. Margaret was not
involved in this project.

e year 1166 began well enough, but in March the king was struck by a
terrible bout of dysentery. is illness seemed to have passed when a relapse
made William suspect that his end was near. Seeking to settle his affairs to
avoid contestations should he die, he formally decreed his elder son as his



heir. He took the step of appointing Richard Palmer and Matthew of Aiello
as familiares, trusted counsellors, to assist in governing the Regnum. e
familiares would become a leitmotif in the government of the Sicilian
kingdom.

Signi�cantly, the moribund monarch named Margaret “keeper of the
entire realm.” Regent.

King William I of Sicily expired in May at the age of forty-six. He was
entombed in the palace chapel.

At the age of twelve, Margaret’s son was now King William II of Sicily.
He was crowned by Romuald of Salerno in Palermo’s cathedral.

e girl born in Navarre had endured adversity aer adversity to
become, in her thirty-�rst year, queen regent of one of Europe’s most
important kingdoms. She was now the most powerful woman in Europe and
the Mediterranean.

Margaret’s life until this point had been little more than a haphazard
apprenticeship for what lay ahead of her.

Queen Regent

e spring of 1166 found the path before Margaret obscured by a fog of
incertitude. e regent may not have known exactly what to do, but her
actions show us that she had very de�nite ideas about what not to do, and
she probably wished to avoid what she and others regarded as the mistakes
of her late husband.

Young William II was as prepared for the transition to kingship as a boy
his age could be. Was Margaret ready for regency?

Every scrap of information known to us suggests that she was. When her
husband was absent from the capital, Margaret, the progenitrix of the next
monarch, was the political point of reference for a city wealthier and more
in�uential than most European kingdoms. During one of these absences,
she probably colluded with Caïd Martin to eliminate some of the king’s
opponents. For the �nal years of her husband’s reign, she had a say in certain
aspects of royal government. It is abundantly clear that William I,
particularly during his last few years on the throne, did not care very much



for “hands-on” administration of the Regnum Siciliae. His complacency was
disturbing.

Margaret spent very little time mourning the death of her husband, if
she was even inclined to shed more than a few tears for the man from whom
she seems to have been estranged for the last few years. Instead, she
immediately plunged into the business of running the kingdom. In this she
had little choice, for the appearance of a power vacuum would be even worse
than the effect of poor decisions.

Her initial actions, though not unheard of in the annals of European
medieval history, were unusual enough to make people stand up and notice
her. Margaret’s intent, of course, was that the subjects should ascribe these
sage decisions to their young sovereign, William II.

ere was no model, no guide to follow except perhaps some of the
policies of her father-inlaw, the fondly-remembered Roger II. e royal
sisterhood, such as it was, found itself with a dearth of sisters. In England,
headstrong Eleanor of Aquitaine, wife of Henry II, was in�uential but
wielded little power of her own; in Normandy the decisions of Eleanor’s
mother-in-law, Maude, re�ected the policies of Henry II. Margaret had very
little contact with such female contemporaries during her regency, certainly
none that would permit her to garner any advice from them. In the event,
the social fabric of the Kingdom of Sicily was far more complex than what
existed in these other regions.

Some of her husband’s un�nished undertakings had to be completed.
For the most part, that meant wrapping up construction of the Zisa palace
and similar projects.

Building a solid foundation for her son’s power was a far greater
challenge, and there was no time to lose. Margaret needed a base of support
and she needed it now. In an absolute monarchy the sagacious use of power
was absolutely necessary.

If there was a framework for Margaret’s authority, it was millennial
European tradition and the kingdom’s Assizes of Ariano.

Using Power



e queen could not afford to be indifferent. Reasoning that bloody
revolts were the progeny of dissent, she sought to eliminate their root cause.
She beguiled the restless baronage by redressing their unvoiced grievances.
Her stratagems were simple.

e �rst decrees Margaret issued in the name of her son were intended
to still troubled waters and to encourage loyalty toward the new monarch.
ese took several forms, all quite pragmatic.

e justiciars seem to have applied the law arbitrarily, meting out justice
as they saw �t but ever in�uenced by the king’s mentality. is sometimes
resulted in overzealous prosecution and excessively harsh sentences even for
minor transgressions. A disturbing degree of corruption permeated
officialdom.

To reconcile such matters, Margaret released a great number of prisoners
from the kingdom’s jails, including those on islands such as Lipari. Mostly
men, some were barons to whom she restored lands that had been
con�scated by William I, albeit usually with good cause when this was a
punishment for treason. She forgave the debts of most of the prisoners she
released.

rough a further act of clemency, the queen repealed the exile imposed
on a number of barons who had openly rebelled. ey were permitted to
return to the Regnum and claim their former lands, which in most cases had
been con�scated.

She began to grant property to nobles but especially to the monastic
orders. As we shall see, her granting of lands to monasteries increased over
time.

Margaret abolished certain taxes that had been levied in recent years,
particularly the “redemption fees” which had become a burden in Apulia
and in the area around Salerno and Naples. She made it clear that such taxes
were not to be collected in the future.

e queen was not seeking the subjects’ unctuous obedience; their
compliance with the law and a smidgen of loyalty to the crown would be
sufficient.

Her sobriety of thought distinguished her. Presented in a velvet glove,
Margaret’s policy concealed an iron �st.



Familiarity

She appointed the eunuch Caïd Peter, the head of the royal diwan, as her
chief familiare, telling Richard Palmer and Matthew of Aiello that
henceforth they had to answer to him. Neither Richard nor Matthew
accepted this blissfully, but for now there was nothing they could do about
it.

In appointing her own team, Margaret was choosing her own approach
to government. But the ubiquitous court intrigues did not cease just because
the queen was asserting her authority.

It didn’t take long for some bishops to begin trying to convince Peter
that Richard Palmer was planning to kill him. Yet Peter was reluctant to act
against Richard despite the insistence of the bishops that he do something.

Obviously, the intended target of this episcopal scheming was Richard
Palmer.

With him removed, Gentile Tuscus of Agrigento or one of the other
bishops could take his place. Gentile, in particular, was unabashedly
ambitious; he had always behaved as a sycophant around William I but grew
disillusioned when Richard, who was closer to the king, thwarted his
proposals for various projects. According to Falcandus, one of the plotters
was Romuald of Salerno. Matthew of Aiello, who also began to believe that
Richard should perhaps be removed from power but still respected him as a
colleague and peer, preferred to use his own methods to achieve the task.

Falcandus wrote that one of the pretexts for the antipathy towards
Richard Palmer was his Anglo-Norman origin. Gentile and his unsavory ilk
probably inferred that as an “outsider” Richard would never be easily
manipulated. As the last Englishman at court, he was the only obvious
obstacle to them taking control.

Caïd Peter, they thought, could be dominated more easily. An Arab
convert to Catholicism, he had once served as a naval commander.

Margaret herself did not cultivate a great liking for Richard Palmer, but
she refused to dismiss him.

ere was a reason for her resentment. When her husband was alive, the
queen had sought support from Richard for some of her proposals, only to



receive from the pompous cleric cynical and condescending missives. His
arrogant comportment led Margaret to believe that he hated her, and she
was probably right. But for now she preferred marginalizing Richard to
removing him altogether.

Meanwhile, Gilbert of Gravina, Margaret’s cousin, having been advised
of young William’s accession to the throne, and Margaret’s regency, made his
way to Palermo. Couriers arrived at Palermo with this news when Gilbert
was still at Messina, a few days away.

Gilbert was already the acting governor of the mainland part of the
Regnum. Now he sought to displace Caïd Peter, the chief familiare. He may
have thought his cousin weak, yet her word alone had saved his hide from
serious punishment for conspiring with Bonello a few years earlier. Arrogant
Gilbert came to believe that he had been rewarded for his own merits; in
reality, his “success” was little more than the product of nepotism. Quite
simply, he was the queen’s cousin. If King William I exiled his own kinsmen,
Simon and Tancred, he certainly would have had Gilbert exiled or killed.

e arrival of Gilbert imposed a temporary delay on the plans of the
bishops to remove Richard Palmer from power.

e company of knights traveling with Gilbert was not sufficient to
attack Palermo, but it made an impression on Gentile of Agrigento and the
other plotters. Richard Palmer also took note, and warned Gilbert about the
conspirators. e queen’s cousin reassured Richard of his support.

Caïd Peter’s faction, being loyal to Margaret, was not closely allied to any
of the others. ese men publicly commended Gilbert for having raced to
Palermo to support his kinswoman. In private, however, they sought to
convince the queen of her cousin’s ambition to rule the kingdom. eir
caveats were unnecessary, as Margaret already knew enough about Gilbert’s
character, or lack of it, to ascertain his objectives.

One day, Gilbert spoke to her in private audience, though in the
presence of Caïd Peter. Here Gilbert defended Richard Palmer, spoke against
the court eunuchs, and suggested that changes be made at court.

Margaret affirmed her faith in the people at court and her general
agreement with the organization her late husband had put in place. She
offered her cousin a place as familiare under Peter. is enraged Gilbert,



who found it offensive to be offered a position beneath that of a palace
eunuch. He launched into a diatribe, ranting that Margaret’s prestige in
Apulia was abysmal, and before long his utterances degenerated into a series
of vicious personal insults against his cousin.

Tears of disillusion gathered in the eyes of the woman who had done so
much to help a wayward kinsman of low birth. But the queen stood her
ground throughout the tirade.

Having thoroughly berated his cousin, Gilbert stormed out of the palace
but he did not leave Palermo. He began to contemplate ways of eliminating
the chief familiare.

Peter surmised that Gilbert’s knights could be divided into two groups.

e enfeoffed knights were landed barons of the peninsular part of the
Regnum who served Gilbert and, in turn, the crown as part of their military
obligation. Looking toward their own interests, these barons preferred to see
Gilbert appointed chief familiare in Peter’s stead.

Most of the mercenary knights, on the other hand, were indifferent
about such matters. Led by a salaried constable, Richard of Mandra, they
need only be paid for their service; it was not a feudal obligation on their
part. Before long, they would return home, which for many of them was
someplace beyond the Alps.

At Caïd Peter’s suggestion, the queen enfeoffed Richard of Mandra with
the County of Molise, which included wealthy baronies like Boiano and
Venafro.

Not only did Margaret know how to sew together a patchwork of
supporters, she knew how to sow the seeds of dissent among those who
chose to oppose her. Woe betide her antagonists.

e formal investiture of Richard with his prosperous county was an
ostentatious event, and the �rst public occasion of its kind over which
Queen Margaret presided. Here the entire nobility could see the use of royal
power.

Gilbert and his followers were rankled by the elevation of Richard of
Mandra, now Count Richard of Molise. ere was nothing they could do to
stop a feudal investiture, which was a royal prerogative, but they now
conspired in earnest to kill Peter.



inking his position untenable and his life endangered, Caïd Peter
departed Palermo under cover of night, taking a chest of gold tarì with him.
He sailed to Africa, where he renounced Christianity, to which he had
converted in youth, to embrace Islam anew under his original name, Ahmed.

It was rumored that Peter had taken some crowns and other regalia with
him. e queen refuted this nonsense but to clear the air she summoned the
barons, bishops and court officers present in northwestern Sicily to an
audience at the palace.

It wasn’t long before the meeting degenerated into a heated exchange,
with Gilbert of Gravina insulting Peter and Richard of Molise defending
him. In defense of Peter’s honour, Richard challenged to trial by combat any
baron present who persisted in defaming the absent familiare.

e argument descended to the level of personal insults, with Richard
calling Gilbert a coward unworthy to lead royal troops.

ese �ghting words were precisely the kind of opening Gilbert was
waiting for, and the two men squared off, swords drawn. Fortunately, some
knights intervened to separate them before anybody was hurt.

Margaret ordered the two counts to desist, and they retracted the stream
of invective they had unleashed upon each other. But their mutual acrimony
remained, and Gilbert began a covert campaign to sully Richard’s
reputation.

Realpolitik

Now, only a few months into her regency, Margaret found herself
confronted by a stark choice. Either she could somehow marginalize her
cousin or she could have him arrested and exiled, or perhaps executed.

Gilbert’s altercation with Richard of Molise had shown just how difficult
it would be to subdue him. e queen wished to do so without her actions
appearing to be motivated by hatred for her cousin. How could she
accomplish such a feat?

e familiare Matthew of Aiello was responsible for reading
correspondence that arrived at court from around the Regnum. Seizing on
rumors that Frederick Barbarossa was again planning an invasion of



southern Italy, Matthew had such a letter forged stating that the threat was
imminent. He read this message to an assembly of barons.

is gave Margaret a credible pretext for sending Gilbert back to Apulia.
She �attered her cousin by telling him he was the best man to raise an army
and defend that part of the kingdom. To reinforce his authority in the
region, she made him governor of Apulia and Campania. Gilbert suspected
there may be trickery behind his appointment to this mission, but open
insubordination would make him an enemy of the court. Besides, he had
already come to understand that, realistically, there was little more he could
do to facilitate his ambitions in Palermo. Molli�ed, he departed for Apulia
with his son, Bertrand.

Gilbert’s audacious pretensions to in�uence at court were yet another
con�rmation that royal authority was likely to be challenged, especially
when it was vested in a woman, and that the instigators would make use of
any means at their disposal to tip the balance of power in their favour.

Although the actions of Gilbert and the bishops were not aimed solely at
the Arabs, be they Muslim or Christian, the tenor of the insults directed
against Peter re�ected a subtle religious bigotry.

In place of Caïd Peter, Margaret promoted Richard of Molise to
familiare. Unlike his predecessor, Richard was a decisive man who
commanded his own little army. is struck fear into his opponents.

With Gilbert gone, the bishops resumed their efforts to subvert the
position of Richard Palmer. is movement was led by Cardinal John of
Naples, the papal envoy.

It was not with unbridled enthusiasm that Margaret countenanced the
obnoxious, condescending Richard Palmer as a familiare at court. Apprised
of this, John suggested to the queen a plan not unlike the strategy that was
so effective in prompting Gilbert’s recent exeunt.

Richard Palmer was bishop-elect of Syracuse. During Margaret’s regency
this episcopal see was vacant and therefore depended directly from the Holy
See. It will be remembered that episcopal appointments in Sicily had to be
con�rmed by the monarch as the pope’s apostolic legate, but here there was
no hindrance as Margaret wholeheartedly supported Richard’s consecration.



If he were summoned to Rome to be consecrated, Richard would
consequently have to assume his duties in Syracuse, his designated diocese,
on the other side of Sicily. Naturally, this meant he could spend less time at
court in Palermo. Margaret liked this idea as much as she disliked Richard.

e plan was set in motion, and before long John was at the palace
standing before Margaret, young King William, the familiares, several
bishops and sundry barons reading the papal command to all of Sicily’s
bishops-elect to present themselves in Rome for consecration so as to
regularize their positions. As a separate announcement, John added his own
condition that the bishops-elect must comply with the papal directive within
a certain date.

Richard Palmer craily agreed to the papal order to be consecrated
while refusing to accept any separate, additional conditions imposed by John
of Naples. e aspiring prelate thus rejected the deadline. is abnegation
was debated at length but resulted in an impasse.

Whilst Richard Palmer’s obvious reason for the delay was to avoid
abandoning the seat of power at court, he may have harbored an ulterior
motive as well. Syracuse enjoyed great prestige as the oldest diocese of the
Regnum, and arguably the oldest in western Europe, but Richard aspired to
more. If he could swap his appointment to Syracuse for Palermo, he would
emerge as the most powerful person in the kingdom aer the regent herself.

Margaret would have to devise another way to distance Richard Palmer
from her inner circle. Word had reached the court that he was beginning to
speak against her openly in public. at was something she could not
tolerate, for a lack of respect of the regent’s decisions might weaken the
subjects’ loyalty to their queen.

Cardinal John of Naples did not give up trying to get Richard to Rome,
and the latter knew he could not forestall consecration forever. So Richard
Palmer appealed to another Richard, namely his fellow familiare Richard of
Molise, who enjoyed the queen’s con�dence, to aid his cause.

ere was no way to force a change in policy, but the pope’s envoy might
be tricked into providing Molise a platform from which to defend Palmer.
is tactic was to prove effective. At a subsequent audience at court, John of
Naples responded negatively to requests that he delay the consecration
deadline, prompting Richard of Molise to reproach him for threatening to



enforce an order that would absent an important counsellor from royal
service.

e cardinal responded that Richard Palmer would be free to return to
Palermo following his consecration by Pope Alexander. But now John’s
resolve offended the queen’s sense of authority.

Perhaps annoyed that a papal prelate presumed to challenge her
prerogative by ordering a familiare away from Palermo, Margaret stood up
and declared that, “e presence of the archbishop-elect is needed at court,
so for now he cannot leave. He can depart in another moment when
circumstances permit.”

What persuaded the queen to change her mind? Perhaps Margaret was
made privy to the tactic of Richard of Molise before the gathering took
place, and had reason to think she should make a point of her own by
reminding those present that she was in charge. Her decision had the
additional bene�t of placing Richard Palmer in her debt, in the eyes of
others if not his own. Henceforth his public criticism of her would ring
hollow. Whatever motivated Margaret, people would remember her
willingness to take a decision long aer they had forgotten its rationale or
even what the decision was about.

e extemporaneous pronouncement had the desired effect of imparting
to her subjects the notion that the queen was to be respected.

Divorce Court

Because the monarch was the judge of �nal appeal, all kinds of cases
came before Margaret. Some were rooted in personal dilemmas.

Not long aer the incident involving Richard Palmer, a man named
Richard of Sai arrived at court accompanied by his wife, who he wished to
divorce in order to marry eodora, a girl who happened to be the niece of
Alfano, archbishop of the important diocese of Capua, north of Naples.

Descended from a Norman family, Richard of Sai was captain and
master constable of Apulia. His deeds over the last decade had shown him to
be steadfastly loyal, even more faithful than Margaret’s cousin Gilbert who
held authority in the same region. Richard’s wife was a noblewoman, sister
of Bartholomew of Parisio.



Margaret’s �rst decision was to reward Richard by enfeoffing him with
Fondi, a county that had belonged to a deceitful vassal who was now exiled.
at was the simpler task, but it showed the queen’s willingness to enforce
her authority even in unpleasant matters.

A divorce could be just as bitter, and embittering, as the attainder of a
disloyal baron. e crown permitted divorce, but because the couple seeking
legal separation was Christian, rather than Muslim or Jewish, their case had
to be referred to the ecclesiastical authorities. e queen instructed the
familiares to ask the prelates to convene a hearing so that both husband and
wife could present their cases. Indeed, the cardinals present at court were
accustomed to adjudicating divorces.

Beyond purely legal questions, these matters bore with them all kinds of
wickedness. Despite her uncle being a high prelate, eodora was regarded
as a sexual libertine, whether she was actually promiscuous or not. e mere
fact of a woman taking up with a married man was sufficient “justi�cation”
for her to be branded a whore.

For her part, Margaret did not seem to hold an opinion of this case
strong enough to dissuade her from giving a prosperous town to a loyal
subject like Richard of Sai. In a stance redolent of modern sentiments, she
was more concerned about Richard’s professional life than his adultery.

Like many divorces, this one engendered certain complexities, and
perhaps a touch of dishonesty. As the ecclesiastical council would not be
satis�ed with a vague lament such as adultery to justify dissolving a
marriage, Richard of Sai had to come up with a convincing legal argument.

His chief witnesses were two knights who claimed to have seen Richard,
some time before his marriage, conducting a romantic affair with a pretty
cousin of the woman he eventually married. is would seem to violate the
law regarding affinity, a legal form of kinship acquired through marriage “in
law,” which de�ned such relationships as a brother-in-law or sister-inlaw.

Witnesses for Richard’s wife accused the two knights of perjury, claiming
they could demonstrate that the two men had lied. Some of these witnesses,
being cousins of Richard’s estranged wife, felt their kinswoman had been
maliciously slandered by her husband’s very allegations. But their chief legal
argument was that the statute regarding affinity simply did not apply to this



case because Richard of Sai had never actually been married to his wife’s
cousin, with whom he claimed to have had sexual relations.

In this last affirmation they were correct. In strictest terms, the
prohibition of affinity should only be applied if a man were actually married
to a woman and later sought to wed her sister or cousin.

Cardinal John of Naples wanted to bring the case to a rapid conclusion.
At the same time, he hoped to curry favour with Richard of Sai. He made
the witnesses swear an oath on their words, he granted the divorce and, as
was normal in such settlements, he made the ex-spouses vow not to engage
in sexual relations with each other henceforth.

Not every prelate was happy with the decision rendered by John of
Naples, for it did not conform to canon law. Ubaldo Allucingoli of Ostia
(later Pope Lucius III), one of the men who negotiated the Treaty of
Benevento a decade earlier, felt that his fellow cardinal had been
compromised ethically through bribery. Other prelates also criticized John.
When they asked him if they could apply a similar sentence in like cases, he
arrogantly responded that his decision did not establish a legal precedent,
and that anyway it was his personal perquisite to do what they could not.

Nobody ever accused John of Naples of lacking an ego. In any case,
Richard of Sai was now free to wed eodora.

Marriage Proposal

Divorces were not the only conjugal questions arising at court. When
Manuel Comnenus, the Byzantine Emperor, learned about the death of the
Sicilian monarch, he reasoned that the regent would be easier to deal with
than the late king. Perhaps an actual alliance could be arranged.

Along with his condolences, he sent ambassadors from Constantinople
bearing his proposal that young William II marry his daughter, Maria
“Porphyrogenita” (so nicknamed because she was “born to the imperial
purple”) who, as Manuel’s only child, stood to inherit an empire that
included part of Asia Minor and the Balkans.

Aer consulting with her son, the court prelates and the familiares,
Margaret decided to delay responding to this seductive offer whilst



con�rming the peace treaty her husband had negotiated with Manuel some
years earlier.

Although she did not refuse the betrothal proposal altogether, Margaret
needed time to consider its complex stipulations. Having wed at so young an
age herself, she probably saw no reason for her son to marry too soon.

is would not be the only decision the queen was obliged to make
regarding members of her immediate family and their marriages.

Arrival of Rodrigo, Margaret’s Brother

Having heard that Margaret was regent, her half-brother, Rodrigo (who
we met earlier), arrived at Palermo with a large contingent of Navarrese
knights. She probably summoned him for additional protection at court, but
his “knights errant” were little more than opportunists. Margaret
encouraged Rodrigo to change his name to Henry, which the Sicilians found
more acceptable and pronounceable.

Falcandus describes him as rather fat and ugly, of dark complexion,
prone to gambling and lacking in eloquence; boorish, even vulgar.

Margaret had not seen Rodrigo/Henry since he was a child. She did not
know him, or his personality, very well, but she may have been warned
about his habits.

As her experience with Gilbert had proven, kinsmen could be
troublesome. ese men were best kept at a distance, and Margaret knew a
good place for her wayward sibling.

e queen enfeoffed her younger brother with the prosperous County of
Montescaglioso, near Taranto, and several towns in Sicily, namely Noto,
Sclafani and Caltanissetta. She also provided him with enough coin to
support himself in a digni�ed manner during his initial travels.

First he spent some time in Palermo, entranced by its souks and
atmosphere. Never had he or his knights seen such a magni�cent
metropolis.

en, having squandered most of the money his sister gave him, Henry
of Montescaglioso — as he shall now be called — made his way to his new
county on the mainland, stopping �rst to inspect his Sicilian manors.



Along the way to Montescaglioso, he had to pass through Messina. is
port city, a springboard for European merchants, pilgrims, knights and
pirates on their way to and from the eastern Mediterranean, was infamous
for its vice and debauchery, attracting charlatans, beggars and prostitutes. To
an inveterate gambler like Henry, the attractions of this place, a kind of
medieval “Las Vegas on the Ionian,” were irresistible. If Palermo was a city of
arrant luxury, Messina was an urban jungle of shameless sin.

News of Henry’s impromptu sojourn got back to Margaret, who ordered
him, as his sovereign and his older sister, to cross the Strait of Messina and
make his way to Montescaglioso. It was summer and he had best reach his
estates in time for the harvests.

Almost as an aerthought, Margaret arranged for her brother to marry
Adelaide, one of the daughters of her late father-in-law, King Roger II.

Arrival of Stephen of Perche

e government was served well enough by the familiares Richard
Palmer, Matthew of Aiello and Richard of Molise, with the treasury overseen
by Caïd Martin and the palace by its chamberlain Caïd Richard. Of course,
these were not the only important courtiers; archdeacon Walter, the tutor of
Margaret’s sons, was considered important enough to witness royal charters.

But personal ambitions threatened to create �ssures in this façade.
Matthew wanted to become grand chancellor of the realm, while Richard
Palmer envisaged himself as Archbishop of Palermo. Richard of Molise was
the most trusted of the familiares, and the one most likely to receive the
political favours he requested.

Beyond the complexities engendered in the personalities of these men,
Margaret saw potential problems in the existing organization of the Regnum.
No longer a neophyte, she decided, as a matter of policy, to appoint councils
of ecclesiastics to manage diocesan lands where there were no serving
bishops, thus removing this power from the authority of bailiffs, who were
easily corrupted.

e queen felt that she needed intelligent, trustworthy counsellors at her
court. She knew that some of her kinsmen were more reliable than Gilbert



and Henry, but there were too few of them she had ever had occasion to
meet.

At this point she sent a letter to her cousin, Rotrou, who had recently
been made Archbishop of Rouen. ere was a precedent in presuming to ask
such a favour of him. Some years earlier, as Bishop of Evreux, Rotrou had
sent Walter to Palermo to serve as the tutor of Margaret’s sons. is was the
same Walter who sheltered the children in the bell tower when some
prisoners escaped the palace dungeon, the same Walter who served as a
deacon of Cefalù. It was Walter who she sent to Rouen bearing her letter to
Rotrou.

Margaret requested that her cousin might send to Palermo either
Stephen of Perche or Robert of Neubourg, intellectuals known for their
integrity.

It so happened that Stephen was already in Italy, where he was visiting
Gilbert of Gravina, the son of his brother. Stephen and his company
intended to go to the Holy Land, perhaps on pilgrimage, but made their way
to Palermo when summoned.

In September, Stephen of Perche arrived in Palermo accompanied by the
theologian Peter of Blois and thirty-six knights, esquires and friars. Here he
was greeted by the Sicilian familiares, barons, knights and bishops, who
escorted him to the palace to meet his cousin.

Margaret greeted him warmly, receiving him in audience in the crowded
presence of her courtiers. Here, invoking memories of her childhood and
the kinsman who gave the town of Tudela to her parents, she made a
portentous pronouncement that she wanted heard by the entire court:

“Here I see myself �nally achieving what I have ardently desired. To the sons
of the Count of Perche I owe the same honour one accords a brother. e
work of their father, in truth, gave my own father his kingdom. It was the
Count of Perche who granted to my mother as his niece, and thereby to my
father, a dowry of vast lands conquered in the face of great dangers and
prolonged effort from the Muslims of Spain. You need not be surprised that
I regard his son, Stephen, my mother’s kinsman, as if he were my brother,
welcoming him with joy the moment he arrives here from faraway lands. I
desire and command that all who declare good wishes to me and my son



will sincerely respect and honour Stephen. From your kind treatment of
him, I will infer the depth of your fealty and affection toward us.”

ese were royal words, regally spoken in Norman French, which
Falcandus tells us was quae maxime necessaria esset in curia, “necessary for
those at court to know.”

What Margaret needed as much as fealty and good wishes was a loyal
advisor and con�dant who answered directly to her. At this point, she was
not contemplating the replacement of any of the familiares, but simply
adding Stephen to their number. is, of course, presumed that Stephen
himself wished to remain in the Kingdom of Sicily.

e riches they saw in Palermo were beginning to make some of his
knights think that settling here might not be such a bad thing. Normandy
and England were austere by comparison, and with the onset of winter the
men began to cultivate an appreciation of Sicily’s climate and delights that
transcended olives, dates and artichokes.

As 1166 drew to an end, it was clear that Queen Margaret had shown her
mettle to all and sundry.

Power

e barons, ecclesiastics and courtiers promised to accord Stephen of
Perche the reverence he deserved, even if, in the deepest depths of their
hearts, some of them may have harbored resentment toward a visitor they
viewed as an interloper. Despite the warm reception at court, Stephen
expressed a certain reluctance to linger in the Regnum very long.

e attractions of Palermo were plainly evident. Anybody arriving from
elsewhere in Europe was struck not only by its size but by its cosmopolitan
ambience. If Messina was Las Vegas, here was New York or Tokyo.

e queen was too busy with the work of ruling the kingdom to partake
in Palermo’s pleasures. Most of her routine duties were indeed rather banal;
a charter of March 1167 �nds her acting in the transfer of ecclesiastical
property in Palermo.

Speaking to her newly-arrived cousin, Margaret made the point that he
would prosper here, where his companions could expect wealth and



opportunities far greater than what awaited them beyond the Alps. Peter of
Blois, for example, could presume an appointment as the young king’s tutor,
a position which would permit him plenty of time for his writings.

Stephen discussed the queen’s proposal with the companions who had
accompanied him to Italy with the intention of thence proceeding to the
Holy Land. Not all of them need remain, but it was hoped that some would
choose to stay. Among those persuaded to live in Sicily, at least for a few
years, were Odo Quarrel, a canon of Chartres, and erudite Peter of Blois.

Grand Chancellor

It wasn’t long before Stephen of Perche told his cousin, the queen, that he
and most of the men in his company had decided to remain in the Kingdom
of Sicily. Wasting no time, Margaret announced that she had appointed
Stephen as her grand chancellor, with authority over the familiares and the
rest of the court. He would be the queen’s sword and shield.

Not all at court were enthralled by this appointment, but it was
supported by an important cardinal who happened to be in Sicily on his way
to France. is was William of Pavia, a papal diplomat whose presence was
urgently required in England, where a dispute had broken out between King
Henry II and the Archbishop of Canterbury, a London-born prelate of
Norman lineage named omas Becket. Cardinal William would �rst stop
in France, where Becket was living in self-imposed exile.

e intrigues at the Sicilian court were tame compared to the storm
raging beyond the English Channel.

e Queen of Sicily had too many problems of her own to �nd much
time to contemplate the implications of this foreign dispute at any great
length, but she knew that familial connections were intertwined across the
Norman realms. One of Margaret’s kinsmen, Richard of Aigle, held lands in
Sussex, where in happier times he went hawking with omas Becket.

At an audience with Margaret, Cardinal William expressed how worried
he was about two of the exiled archbishop’s nephews who had been expelled
from England. Could they, he wondered aloud, stay in Sicily until Henry
permitted them to return to their homeland?



Yes, said the queen. A letter sent to the queen from omas Becket
thanks Margaret for her kindness.

Meanwhile, Stephen, as grand chancellor, set about governing the
kingdom on his cousin’s behalf. Margaret made it clear that all matters
concerning administration should be submitted to him. Naturally, the other
familiares were displeased by this, for it had the intended effect of restricting
their access to the queen and their in�uence in the kingdom.

Outwardly, the prelates seemed to like Stephen. Before long, Romuald of
Salerno, who had been Archbishop of Palermo for �ve years, ordained him a
subdeacon. Soon the other bishops, acting on Romuald’s suggestion,
unanimously supported a decision to consecrate Stephen as Archbishop of
Palermo and therefore Primate of Sicily, the �rst among equals in the island’s
ecclesiastical hierarchy.

is permitted Romuald, who was also Archbishop of Salerno, to focus
on his duties as a papal diplomat. However, as Romuald surely knew,
Stephen’s imminent consecration, which could be years away, created new
complexities in the power structure.

At least two clerics at court were eyeing the appointment. Walter, a
deacon of Cefalù and the royal tutor, may have seemed the more likely
candidate, but Richard Palmer, the bishop-elect of Syracuse, was equally
ambitious. Romuald’s manoeuvre thwarted their ambitions.

To Romuald — and perhaps even to Margaret — naming the same man
to the highest civil and ecclesiastical offices of the realm may have seemed
like a good idea.

One of Stephen’s �rst acts as chancellor was to appoint his friend Odo
Quarrel as the master of his household. Just as it was necessary to go
through Stephen to get to the queen, anybody seeking to reach Stephen
needed Odo’s consent and cooperation. e problem with this was that
Odo’s temperament was ill-suited to a secular environment beyond the walls
of a monastery. Odo was given to greed, even extortion. He was easily
bought, if for a high price.

Stephen’s generosity, on the other hand, was beyond question and he was
inclined to treat people fairly. Until Stephen’s appointment as chancellor,
Richard Palmer drew a hey salary for his services at court. As these duties



diminished, so did his salary. In practice, this money was paid from the
taxes levied upon a number of hamlets which belonged to the crown rather
than a baron or abbot. Stephen permitted the familiare to exchange these
small settlements for two wealthier villages, not only compensating
Richard’s loss of remuneration but actually increasing his earnings. One
town would be held by Richard ex officio only during his tenure as familiare,
whilst the other was his to keep and someday hand down to his heirs.

Margaret voiced no objection to this quid pro quo. Indeed, it re�ected
her policy of granting counties and baronies to loyal subjects.

Although Romuald himself was instrumental in bringing about
Stephen’s eventual consecration, if only to foil the ambitions of other likely
candidates, before very long he began to entertain grave misgivings about
his decision. He had sought to acquiesce to Margaret’s desire to spare her
court the constant intrigues of the familiares and prelates, but the
concentration of so much power in one man was risky.

Appointing Stephen chancellor was at least rational. Conversely, electing
him archbishop was part of an attempt to attenuate the power of the
omnipresent prelates. is annoying problem need not have existed. e
cardinals and bishops should have been tending to matters elsewhere instead
of conniving in the capital. Once appointed to a diocese, a bishop belonged
in his bishopric serving the needs of his �ock, not in Palermo stirring up
trouble.

Corruption

Avarice was ubiquitous, but many of the grievances against the
chancellor were petty complaints rather than affairs of state. Some of the
resulting incidents were nothing short of bizarre, and it is fortunate that
Margaret didn’t have to deal with them herself.

Many nobles and prelates from other parts of the Regnum, even distant
regions bordering the papal lands, had to make their way to the court to
have important charters notarized, or witnessed. It was customary to pay for
this service, although the payment was in the nature of an honorarium or
gratuity rather than a �xed fee. ere was no schedule of fees, the clients
paying what they thought was commensurate with the service rendered.



Notaries did not simply witness documents; some were officers akin to
what we now call a barrister or attorney, empowered to dra charters,
contracts and treaties, and even to defend legal cases before a justiciar.

A Palermitan notary named Peter, a kinsman of the familiare Matthew of
Aiello, was rarely content with what was offered him and asked for much
more. Such avarice was not aberrant, but the norm.

Refusing to pay the honorarium Peter demanded, several clients went
together to Stephen, complaining not only about the high fee requested by
Peter but the time the greedy notary required to seal a document. Stephen
immediately referred the draing and notarization of the documents in
question to another notary present at court, who completed the work that
same day.

It didn’t take long for Peter to realize that people who habitually
requested his services in the past were no longer doing so. He inferred that
his regular clients were going to another notary. If he couldn’t entice them to
be his clients he would coerce them into it.

Of course, he wasn’t the only greedy notary in the capital. Accompanied
by some like-minded colleagues, he undertook surveillance of the streets his
former clients had to traverse when leaving the offices of the competing
notaries who charged lower fees. One day the angry notaries and a squad of
thugs violently confronted the clients, beating and insulting them, and
con�scated their notarized documents, tearing the charters to shreds and
smashing the wax seals affixed to them.

Apprised of the incident, Stephen summoned the perpetrators to court.
Among those ordered to appear was Peter, the instigator, who was thrown in
jail following a perfunctory but fair hearing during which he readily
admitted his guilt.

Richard Palmer took the occasion to denounce Peter’s arrest as illegal
and unreasonable. He scornfully affirmed, as if it were true, that in Stephen’s
native France the law might be enforced in this manner but not here in
Sicily. According to Richard, the notaries, having great in�uence at court,
did not deserve to be punished so harshly.

e chancellor was more than a little irritated by the belligerent tone of
this criticism, especially coming from somebody for whom, just three days



earlier, he had guaranteed the income of two wealthy villages. He was
especially annoyed that Richard voiced his vociferous criticism in public
instead of speaking to Stephen privately.

Rather than respond to this public insult, embittering as it was, the
chancellor ordered that Peter be immured in a dungeon until a suitable
sentence could be considered against a man capable of threatening the peace
of the realm and thereby offending the dignity of the sovereign. But a few
days later, acting on the request of the familiares, Stephen freed Peter,
punishing him by rescinding his right to exercise the profession of notary.

To discourage future incidents of this kind, the chancellor �xed a limit
on what notaries could charge for speci�c services. Finding the profession a
closed caste, he permitted the licensing of a number of new notaries,
opening the ranks of this profession to many quali�ed men who, until now,
had been unjustly excluded.

e notaries weren’t the only officials adept at the unchecked abuse of
power. e provincial and civic bailiffs were likewise out of control, inclined
to impose illegal �nes on the people under their authority. Most of these
monies found their way into the bailiffs’ own coffers. is occurred in cities
and other territories under royal jurisdiction, as opposed to the feudal lands
held by barons.

Stephen’s success in curtailing this profusion of abuses earned him the
respect of the common folk. He instituted what today would be called an
“open-door” policy. is meant that ordinary people could ask for justice.
Men and women arrived at court in droves from every part of the Regnum
seeking writs against their oppressors. So great was their number that there
were scarcely enough notaries to dra their complaints or justiciars to hear
their cases.

Some viewed Stephen as “an angel sent by God,” whilst others extolled
the kingdom’s new golden age. ere were still others, however, who saw in
the chancellor a perpetual nemesis.

e Calatabiano Case

It was becoming apparent that, as grand chancellor, Stephen could not
be corrupted. Besides this, he was now designated to become the premier



ecclesiastic of the realm, something that only enhanced his moral authority.
Indeed, it made him something of a “super enforcer” of the law, both
religious and secular.

Aware of his power, some Palermitans prevailed upon the chancellor to
rule on the position of Christians who had apostatised and embraced Islam,
perhaps covertly. It was claimed that the deception perpetrated by these
converts was encouraged by the eunuchs, many of whom were themselves
christianized Arabs of dubious religious conviction.

But the reality was rarely so simple. Some of the alleged “apostates” had
begun their lives as Muslims, converted to Christianity as young adults, and
then, aer much contemplation and soul-searching, returned to the Islam of
their parents. is was not exactly the same thing as a person raised as a
Christian abruptly becoming a Muslim.

is nuance seemed to escape Stephen, who began to prosecute the
“apostates” zealously. Such a policy did not endear him to Sicily’s Muslims.
Only judiciously should modern ideas be applied to medieval
circumstances, but there was a perceptible con�ict between Stephen’s
position as chancellor, from whence he represented all the subjects of the
realm, and his status as a prelate who spoke only for its Catholics.

If Margaret was not yet au courant of Stephen’s “apostate policy,” she
learned of it with the emergence of a speci�c case.

is involved Robert of Calatabiano. When we last encountered him, he
was ensconced in Palermo’s seaside castle, where he tortured prisoners and
exacted bribes. His proclivity for violence and bribery had gone unpunished
because the palace eunuchs concealed his misdeeds from royal eyes.

When it became obvious that Stephen’s religious zeal was more than a
mere gesture, a number of people took advantage of the situation to step
forward to accuse Robert of Calatabiano of being a closet Muslim, a secret
apostate. And that was only the tip of the iceberg.

Now Robert stood accused of everything from extortion to the to
murder. His accusers even claimed that he had forced Christian women and
boys into prostitution at a private brothel frequented by Muslims. ere was
no telling where delusion ended and truth began, but the veracity of the



allegations was presumed by many, including Stephen and the pope. e
people clamored for justice.

Unlike most of the other cases brought before Stephen and his justiciars,
this one involved a high official, a great number of alleged victims and
monstrous sums of money. Moreover, Robert was well-connected. In former
times he was protected by Caïd Peter, who had �ed the court and gone to
Africa. He now enjoyed the friendship of the in�uential palace eunuchs.
is helped him at the royal court but hurt him in the court of public
opinion, for most of the eunuchs were christianized Arabs whose alleged
collusion lent credibility to the hypothesis of the private brothel and sexual
abuse by Muslims.

e case against Robert of Calatabiano ended up before Margaret.

Here the eunuchs begged the queen to grant clemency to the accused,
who they declared to be the victim of malicious slander. ey further
claimed that the fugitive Caïd Peter was the culpable party because it was he
who had ordered, even coerced, Robert to steal and kill.

Stephen saw how difficult the case was, effectively pitting the populace
and the public interest against the eunuchs and even the familiares.

Margaret likewise found herself in a trying predicament. She wanted to
support the majority of her subjects without alienating her government.
Attempting to appease both sides was like walking a tightrope without
falling into the abyss.

Without actually defending Robert, she asked her chancellor to reduce
the number and severity of the charges being brought against the murderous
sadist. When Stephen balked at this, she used her authority to overrule him,
and ordered him to desist in prosecuting Robert for allegations lodged
against him by individuals. is did not exclude crimes against the crown
and the Catholic Church.

Margaret made it understood that she wanted an example made of
Robert. She did not, and could not, condone his ungodly behavior. Yet her
stance implied that, despite the gravity of his crimes, she did not wish to see
him become a symbolic “martyr” for the familiares, eunuchs, bailiffs and
barons.



Without contradicting the queen directly, the chancellor responded that
the best he could do was to suspend prosecution of Robert for civil charges.
is would exclude offenses that might result in capital punishment. It
seemed like a pragmatic compromise.

Privately, Stephen told his royal cousin that he would resign from his
positions if she ever again undermined him as she had during this legal case.

He made it clear that for crimes in ecclesiastical jurisdiction Robert
would be tried by a jury of bishops. is addressed perjury �rstly, followed
by incest and adultery, leaving aside larceny, robbery, murder, rape and
corruption.

It could be argued that this legal remedy was slightly �awed because,
according to the Assizes of Ariano enacted by King Roger, perjury and
adultery were civil crimes. One presumes that, in the �rst instance, they
would be prosecuted by justiciars rather than bishops, even though they
were also ecclesiastical offenses in the Roman Church.

e verdict was announced at a later audience. To the extent that it did
not mete out a death sentence, the familiares and eunuchs were satis�ed, if
not entirely content.

Robert of Calatabiano was �ogged before a jeering crowd. His property
was seized, and he was sentenced to a prison term in the same castle where
he had tortured so many innocent men.

On the way to the seaside fortress, the condemned man was to be
paraded along Palermo’s main streets as his crimes were announced to the
multitude, but the bishops thought better of this plan when they saw how
many angry people were gathered in narrow passages from which to pelt
Robert with stones. ings were getting out of hand. e sword-bearing
knights guarding the prisoner on all sides could barely restrain the relentless
crowd, intent as it was on stoning the man to death.

At that point a more circumspect approach was suggested. It was
decided to hold Robert behind a wall of the cathedral until the crowd
dispersed. A few days later he was taken to the jail in the seaside castle.
Clearly, the rumors of the prisoner bribing his way out of con�nement were
greatly exaggerated.

He died following some sporadic bouts of torture.



e common folk were happy to learn of the tyrant’s fate, but others
were less pleased by it. Robert’s trial and punishment had the effect of
cautioning the great of the realm that they too could be penalized for their
crimes. is only exacerbated their dislike of Stephen of Perche.

In central Italy, meanwhile, Pope Alexander III was defending papal
territory against a major incursion by Frederick Barbarossa. Margaret sent
funds to assist the besieged Pontiff, who was forced to leave Rome. In the
event, it was not papal military might but an epidemic among his imperial
troops that drove Frederick out of Italy. is eliminated any foreign threat to
Margaret during the regency. Most of her detractors were in the Regnum
itself.

Defamation

Until now, the magnates were reluctant to speak ill of the queen except
perhaps through whispers about her poor choice of a chancellor. Whilst
Margaret, in the interest of keeping the peace, might attenuate the
prosecution of a corrupt castellan like Robert of Calatabiano, she was far less
likely to tolerate overt treason against her son or herself. Margaret’s rule as
regent was absolute.

If it were difficult to �nd fault with Stephen of Perche, his detractors
might invent �aws they could easily attribute to him and perhaps even the
regent. Palermo was a rumor mill; conditions favored the wide and rapid
diffusion of hearsay.

Margaret knew this as well as anybody. A revolt fomented by rumors had
claimed the life of one of her sons. However majestic its wonders, Palermo’s
vicissitudes had shown that the city was no magical “Camelot on the
Tyrrhenian.”

Although the kingdom’s magnates did not savor the idea of taking orders
from a woman, something to which they were unaccustomed, they knew
that it was only a matter of a few years before William reached the age of
majority. In the meantime, however, the chancellor could do much to
delimit the scope of their power. He had already shown what he could
achieve in the space of just one year.



It was easy enough to contrive rumors about “corruption” at court, and
the agitators knew that vague allegations of wrongdoing, however
outlandish, were difficult to refute very convincingly. Simple reasoning
would dictate that the burden of proof lies with the person asserting a claim,
for it is easier to show that something happened than to prove that it did
not, but by Margaret’s time the epistemology enshrined in the Socratic
method was all but forgotten. Facts were whatever the hate mongers wanted
them to be.

Besmirching the queen’s name would not be a very simple matter.

Somebody at court — so it was said — noticed the queen smile at the
chancellor in a way that “somebody” deemed to re�ect undue familiarity,
even intimacy. “She devoured him with her eyes, and it was feared that an
illicit love was hidden behind the guise of kinship,” wrote Falcandus.

Lacking any legitimate grievance against the regent, some men resorted
to the centuries-old practice of defaming a woman as promiscuous or
adulterous.

is technique for attacking medieval queens was not terribly original,
nor even too unusual. In Margaret’s time, accusing a queen of having a
sexual affair with a highly-placed courtier was something of a cliché. e
path before many a woman was strewn with such innuendo.

e attacks directed at Stephen emanated from several quarters. e
eunuchs despised him for imprisoning their ally Robert of Calatabiano. e
barons resented him because most of the largesse and in�uence they
monopolized in the past were now going to Stephen’s friends. Sicily’s most
prominent Muslim, Abu’l Kasim, disliked the fact that his rival, Caïd Siddiq,
Palermo’s wealthiest Muslim, had become one of Stephen’s advisors.

Little could be done to pacify those bemoaning the lust they thought
revealed itself in Margaret’s eyes, but Stephen sought to allay the laments
that reached his ears.

Injury

Although his efforts were earnest, Stephen’s reputation was not helped by
an incident that seemed to re�ect an overzealous surveillance of his
adversaries.



One of the men suspected of stirring up dissent was Matthew of Aiello,
the familiare. When it was observed that he was sending more letters than
usual across Sicily to his brother, John, an in�uential prelate in Catania, an
attempt was made to intercept some of the couriers carrying these
documents. is mission was entrusted to Robert of Bellisina, whose men
attempted to apprehend a messenger who was returning to Palermo. While
the courier bearing a letter from John got away, his colleague was caught.
is man resisted arrest and was wounded.

Matthew soon learned of the incident. Finding himself under suspicion,
he decided to act.

Not long aer the incident involving Matthew’s courier, Robert of
Bellisina fell ill with a grave fever. A physician named Salernus was
recommended to administer a cure. Knowing Salernus to be a close
acquaintance of Matthew, who had undertaken to get him appointed as a
judge in the city of Salerno, Stephen sagely refused sending him to Robert.
Instead, he ordered another doctor to treat him.

Concealing his movements from the chancellor, Salernus visited Robert
several times. Nevertheless, the sick man failed to recover and soon died.
Stephen was sad to learn of Robert’s death.

e condition of the corpse was disturbing. Robert’s hair fell out and
patches of his skin separated from his muscle tissue. is suggested to some
that poisoning had killed him, but to be certain the chancellor asked a team
of physicians led by Romuald of Salerno to begin a medical investigation.

ose who had been close to Robert of Bellisina con�rmed that Salernus
had offered him a liquid, but what was in the potion?

It so happened there was living proof of its toxicity. A friend of Robert’s
showed the investigators a hand bearing a wound from a haemorrhage that
erupted when, out of view of Robert and the servants, this man had poured
the same liquid on his own palm, thinking to test it in this way before
ingesting it.

Another witness, a notary named William, informed the investigators
that a man in the employ of Matthew of Aiello oen approached him to ask
about Robert.



us informed, Stephen of Perche met with the familiares, Romuald and
others, who agreed that the chancellor should summon Salernus for
questioning.

Initially, the man denied ever administering a medicinal syrup to Robert
of Bellisina but recanted this mendacious testimony when confronted by
witnesses. en he claimed to have given Robert innocuous rose water made
by Justus, a local druggist. However, when interrogated, this apothecary
swore that he had sold nothing to Salernus during the four weeks prior to
Robert’s death. It was clear that Salernus was not telling the truth.

e next day, the high justiciars of the court convened an audience.
Under interrogation, Salernus responded to their queries in a desultory way,
offering no exculpatory evidence.

He was found guilty of murder, the justiciars ordering his death and the
con�scation of his property. Had Salernus decided to cooperate with the
investigation by divulging the name of his fellow conspirator, the justiciars
might have been inclined to grant him clemency, commuting his sentence to
prison time and sparing his life. However, he could not be persuaded to
disclose this information.

Margaret was advised of the trial and sentence but played no part in it. If
Matthew of Aiello were involved in some way, the incident was indeed
disconcerting.

e fate of Salernus, unlike that of Robert of Calatabiano a few weeks
earlier, was not important enough politically to warrant royal intervention.
What is more, the evidence against Salernus was overwhelming.

As the weeks passed, there would be greater challenges to face.

Margaret’s Brother Returns

It will be recalled that for his steadfast loyalty Richard of Molise
(Mandra) was granted a large county and made a familiare. is irritated his
Apulian peers, who managed to turn Margaret’s brother, Henry (Rodrigo) of
Montescaglioso against this man he barely knew. e pretext was that
Richard was abusing his power, while Henry, as the regent’s brother and the
young monarch’s uncle, deserved a loy position at court.



Henry’s arrogance was nourished by the support of the company of
Spanish knights who came to Italy with him, their number augmented by
others who had recently arrived from Navarre. With these knights and
several in�uential barons allied with him, he crossed from the mainland to
Sicily with the intention of intimidating Margaret, Stephen and the
familiares into acceding to his demands. If he knew that Gilbert of Gravina,
who was his second cousin, had already failed in trying to achieve the same
thing, it made no difference to him.

Advised of Henry’s arrival at Messina, the familiare Richard of Molise
met with Stephen of Perche to warn the chancellor that these interlopers
must not be granted any standing at court, even if it were necessary to
subdue them through armed confrontation.

Stephen was no great admirer of Richard of Molise, but the last thing he
wanted was to see blood spilled in the city. Acting prudently, he sent to
Henry a letter written on the queen’s authority ordering him to come to the
capital but without his confederates, who were to remain at Termini
Imerese, about midway between Palermo and Cefalù.

Meeting with Henry, Stephen was able to convince him to ignore the
complaints of the Apulian barons. As the queen’s brother, he had obtained
much and might be further rewarded if he were loyal to her. Henry made
peace with Richard of Molise, who he had been led to view as a rival.

Margaret was angry about her brother’s insubordination on the
mainland, where for months he had failed to follow her orders, but the
chancellor managed to broker a reconciliation between the siblings. Henry
went so far as to promise obedience in the future.

With this familial truce achieved, Stephen summoned the vassals who
had come to Sicily with Henry and were waiting at Termini up the coast. At
court, they reaffirmed their fealty once they realized that their plan had
failed. One amongst them, Bohemond of Manopello, who was distinguished
for his exceptional intelligence, established a sincere friendship with the
chancellor.

Henry also became very friendly with Stephen. is displeased those
who were conspiring to obtain power.



Having failed to achieve their ends through force of arms, these
malcontents now sought to dissuade Henry’s friendship with Stephen
through words. ey strove to convince his most trusted Spanish knights
that befriending the chancellor was not in their noble lord’s interest. Here
they resorted to what they thought were effective methods, telling the
knights that Stephen was having an incestuous relationship with the queen.
ey went further, implying that Henry was naive, seeing as he was the only
person at court unaware of this (alleged) liaison between Stephen and
Margaret.

Henry was not wise. Indeed, he was credulous and rather easily duped.
Nevertheless, at �rst he was disinclined to believe what he heard about the
affable chancellor and the queen, people he knew and respected.

He changed his mind when the rumor’s imagined accuracy was
reinforced by the very people who, unbeknownst to Henry, had hatched it in
the �rst place. is led him to forswear his loyalty to Stephen of Perche,
believing the worst about his own sister. With this, the queen’s brother
joined the plotters.

Ubiquitous Disloyalty

Henry of Montescaglioso was not alone. Within the palace walls, Caïd
Richard, the chamberlain, who despised Stephen, was convincing ever more
men-at-arms, from knights to archers, to join the plot against the chancellor.
Most of this he achieved through simple bribery.

Stephen was vaguely aware of this. He organized a �y-man bodyguard
that included many French knights, never going anywhere in Palermo
without a company of at least twenty or thirty armed men.

One may argue the degree to which the hatred directed at the chancellor
also re�ected baronial resentment of the queen he served but, in the worst
scenario, Stephen’s death would certainly weaken Margaret’s position. It
would also spawn chaos at court. e familiares might remain loyal, but
there was no way to tell where the unrest would end.

Margaret had already seen violence aplenty.

Stephen reasoned that confronting the conspirators at this point might
be preferable to waiting for them to make the �rst move. For now, he lacked



much evidence against any of them, yet he didn’t want to give them more
time to prepare a rebellion that could lead to a civil war.

If, as he had been informed, there were plotters like Caïd Richard within
the palace walls, that made the capital itself potentially dangerous.

Disturbing as this was, expediency alone suggested that it may be best to
address the problems growing outside the con�nes of Palermo. Whatever
they were doing on the island, the more egregious offenders garnered their
most effective support in Apulia, where royal authority was entrusted to a
cadre of men whose loyalty sometimes seemed dubious, among them
Margaret’s kinsmen Gilbert of Gravina and Henry of Montescaglioso. e
queen therefore contemplated an inspection tour of the mainland during the
spring. If nothing else, her appearance would remind any doubters of her
authority throughout the realm, not only on the island of Sicily.

e strategic key to the kingdom was Messina, whose harbor was at least
as important, both commercially and militarily, as the port of Palermo.
From there, it was easy to follow Calabria’s Ionian coast by land or sea to
Taranto and then Bari.

With this in mind, Stephen proposed that the queen spend the
approaching winter at Messina. e city wasn’t really very far from the
capital. A relay of couriers on fast steeds made it possible to get a letter to or
from Palermo in three full days.

Margaret liked the idea of spending some time at Messina, where there
was a forti�ed royal palace near the coast. Her extended presence might
even discourage some of the city’s infamous vices.

Regardless of whether the queen ultimately decided to travel to Apulia,
bringing the court to Messina from time to time was rooted in geographical
reality. More than half the Regnum was in peninsular Italy, and for anybody
coming from Apulia, Calabria, Campania, or even more distant Abruzzi, a
journey to Messina was far more convenient than riding another four or �ve
days to reach Palermo aer crossing into Sicily.

In September, Stephen summoned his kinsman Gilbert of Gravina to
Messina, explaining that the court planned on passing the winter there.

e October of 1167 was rainier than usual, and the familiares used this
as an excuse to try to dissuade the queen’s departure during this season.



Stephen was undeterred, ordering that the coastal roads to Messina be
prepared for the arrival of young King William and the royal family.

In early November, word was received that the pope had rati�ed the
nomination of Stephen as Archbishop of Palermo. e prelates of the
kingdom swore their fealty to him as their primate, and Romuald intended
to consecrate him in a solemn ceremony in the capital’s cathedral. Yet
Stephen was never actually consecrated as planned.

Stephen, like the queen, oen tended to minutiae, such as con�rming
the privileges of the Benedictine monastery of Saint John of the Hermits
near the palace.

e weather improved by Martinmas, and on the morning of
Wednesday, the �eenth of November, the royal party set out for Messina.
e chancellor le an army of knights behind to guard the capital; these
men were loyal to Stephen.

Caïd Richard, as the chamberlain, was le in charge of the palace, but
couriers seeking to consign letters to the queen and chancellor knew where
to �nd them.

Accompanied by the chancellor, high justiciars and some notaries, along
with a large company of knights, the queen visited a number of towns en
route to Messina. is included the fortress of San Marco d’Alunzio, where
Beatrice, the widow of King Roger II, was living with her young daughter
Constance. Although young King William was about the same age as
Constance, the girl was his aunt.

e queen and her family �nally arrived in Messina at the very end of
November.

Reginal Wisdom

A number of nobles were waiting for Margaret at Messina. One of them
was Robert of Caserta. is loyal count had heard that his cousin, William
of San Severino, whose exile had recently been lied, had convinced
Margaret to restore his former lands to his possession.

Accompanied by several advocates, Robert petitioned the court
requesting a revision of this decree on the basis that, in fact, certain lands



now held by William legally belonged to the former. e reasoning for this
was that in an earlier time William’s father had come to possess them
illegally through the use of force. In other words, these lands had never
belonged to William by law.

Margaret wanted to rule justly. Although she understood Robert’s
complaint, the queen did not wish to alienate William by diminishing his
property and wealth.

William had earned Stephen’s trust; the chancellor considered him loyal.
On the other hand, there were doubts in Stephen’s mind about Robert’s
fealty. Nevertheless, there was no point in offending this man to the degree
that he might be encouraged to join the kingdom’s malcontents.

Acting on Stephen’s advice, the queen gave Robert of Caserta, who
seemed to have the stronger case, the lands he requested, compensating
William of San Severino with other manors. She imposed the condition that
this decision was �nal, and therefore the matter would never again be
brought before the court.

e ecclesiastical sphere, as always, was full of complexities, even
con�ict. Margaret granted a charter to Nicholas, the Archbishop of Messina,
con�rming his episcopal rights following a local dispute in which the
prelate’s authority had been challenged.

e next matter brought before the queen involved local taxes. King
Roger had given the city certain privileges and tax exemptions, only to
rescind these measures later. e rights later con�rmed by his son seemed
insufficient compensation for those that had been revoked.

Seeking to encourage Stephen to reinstitute these rights, the Messinians
offered him bribes. e chancellor categorically rejected the gis proffered
him but convinced Margaret to bestow anew the rights once granted by her
father-in-law. is seemed like a good way to earn some respect from the
local people.

Stephen’s strategy was effective. By December, there was always a crowd
of subjects at court seeking justice. e people came from Calabria, eastern
Sicily and elsewhere in the Regnum. e scene was not unlike what had
occurred a few months earlier in Palermo, when the chancellor instituted his
“open door” policy and began to assail corruption. e queen herself



addressed very few cases, usually those involving important prelates and
nobles, but every decision was rendered in the name of her son, King
William II.

Richard of Aversa

Seeing that the queen and chancellor were just, a delegation of
Messinians came forth to denounce the abuses of Richard of Aversa, their
city’s governor. Here the long litany of accusations was similar to that
advanced against Robert of Calatabiano. Richard was said to have
committed every kind of crime, oen through accomplices acting as his
proxies. e jeremiad included murder, robbery, thievery, even arson. It was
said that the governor had illegally con�scated houses and vineyards. e
people claimed that he excelled at bribing justiciars. Debauchery and
adultery were not overlooked. If even a fraction of the allegations were true,
Richard was the busiest man in the kingdom.

Stephen of Perche suspected that a few of the accusations might well be
true, but he sought to control the governor rather than subject him to the
rigors of a formal trial.

Having believed that the queen’s presence augured well for them, the
Messinians resented this procrastination, offended that everybody else in the
kingdom obtained justice whilst the crimes perpetrated in their loyal city
were neglected. Some leaders wrote out the grievances against the governor
on signs they attached to long poles, displaying these during a raucous
protest in front of the palace.

e Christmas season had already begun, but the clamoring crowd
convinced Margaret that she had to resolve this matter here and now.
Without hesitation, she commanded Stephen to accept the Messinians’
petitions. He referred the case to the high justiciars, ordering them to begin
an inquest, specifying that a hearing be held during the next few days.

e subsequent trial revealed that Richard of Aversa was unambiguously
guilty of a great many offenses. He was imprisoned and his property was
con�scated. Having le the trial to the justiciars, Margaret and Stephen now
remonstrated with Richard, and there was no vocal opposition to the verdict
except perhaps from the condemned man and his family.



To say that this decision bolstered local esteem for Stephen would be an
understatement. e people loved him. Just as importantly, the subjects sang
the incessant praises of their queen. Margaret felt that, at long last, she was
paving the way to a peaceful kingdom for her son.

It was �nally time to celebrate Christmas. ese festivities, with their
endless liturgies, extended into early January, culminating with the
Epiphany.

Management Style

e subtle contours of Margaret’s policy were being shaped by
pragmatism. She was not rewriting her late husband’s script, merely editing
it into a form resilient enough to survive into the �rst few years of her son’s
majority. She wanted to hand him a kingdom as free of disquietude as a
medieval realm could be. In this she was sel�ess.

What emerges from a sober analysis of the �rst phase of the regency is
an approach to governing that was meant to eliminate abuses whilst
maintaining the essential organization of the monarchy. e three familiares
represented the feudal (Richard of Molise), governmental (Matthew of
Aiello) and ecclesiastical (Richard Palmer) spheres. e high justiciars were
a kind of “supreme court,” whilst the other justiciars were, essentially,
district judges. Constables, bailiffs (governors), ecclesiastics (bishops and
abbots), and vassals (counts and barons) administered speci�c territories.
All reported to the regent and chancellor, although prelates answered to the
pope for strictly ecclesiastical matters. e legal code, the Assizes of Ariano,
provided a juridical, and even social, framework for the Kingdom of Sicily,
and the rights of religious minorities were guaranteed.

In contrast to the smaller, less important realm of her brother, Sancho
“the Wise” of Navarre, Margaret’s Regnum Siciliae placed her on an
economic and political parity with Henry II of England and Frederick
Barbarossa.

However, whereas Henry and Frederick were waging their own
jurisdictional or territorial battles with the papacy, Margaret was friendly
with Pope Alexander III. Her “foreign policy” (to use a modern term) was
solid, and solidly bene�cial to her subjects.



At home, the treasury was administered well, and the greater number of
subjects were happy to see corrupt men removed from power. Serfdom was
not as widespread here as it was in many other parts of Europe.

e three “feminine estates” were virgin, wife and widow, de�ning
women by their relationship to men. e most in�uential Christian women
were abbesses; these nuns were well-educated. e Muslim and Jewish
women of the Regnum were, for the most part, just as literate as the nuns.

Rare indeed was the woman who managed a small manor, let alone a
barony, rarer still the woman who practiced medicine.

Margaret was resolute in her conviction that the kingdom should be
ruled a certain way, but her approach was much more than an instinctive
reaction to the way her husband had ruled.

At a formative stage in his life, young William was learning by example
as he attended royal audiences. Procedures and principles were explained to
him. Unlike most young European monarchs, he was being taught not only
by male tutors but by the woman who ruled in his name. is was highly
exceptional in 1167, and it was one of the things that made William II an
exceptional monarch.

ere is nothing to suggest that Margaret was unduly harsh, but there
can be no doubt that she was unafraid to wield the absolute royal authority
she held in her slender hands. At least a few criminals and traitors reluctant
to live righteously under her rule died by it. Anybody who presumed to
break the law with impunity simply because there was a woman on the
throne had best think again.

Falcandus tells us that there were subjects who resented the “Spanish
woman,” but there is no evidence to suggest that Margaret ever attracted
much opprobrium from the common folk who, on the contrary, literally
cheered when oppressive tyrants like Robert of Calatabiano and Richard of
Aversa were tried and punished. e most obstreperous naysayers were to be
found among the aristocracy.

Bad Blood

By the middle of January in 1168, the majority of Messinians seemed
content. Unbeknownst to the queen, however, Henry of Montescaglioso, her



troublesome half-brother, was up to his old tricks. In this he was abetted by
Bartholomew of Parisio, whose sister, it may be recalled, was once married
to Richard of Sai, the man granted a divorce on questionable grounds in
order to wed a woman reputed to be a harlot. Bartholomew’s conniving may
have had less to do with the perceived slight against his sister than with his
own maneuvering to achieve greater power for himself through his close
alliance with Henry. Not only did Bartholomew exercise a certain in�uence
over some Messinians, a number of Calabrians present in the city to greet
the young king were party to his covert machinations.

No attempt at rioting was made during the Christmas season that had
just ended, but it would transpire that Henry was contemplating a more
speci�c operation, for which public disorder was merely a diversionary
tactic.

Bartholomew was to some degree discouraged by the arrival of Gilbert
of Gravina, Margaret’s cousin, with a formidable company of a hundred
well-armed knights. It was precisely to avoid potential dissension that
Stephen of Perche had summoned Gilbert to Messina. Gilbert, of course,
was Stephen’s nephew.

Both were Norman to the core, and here was the root of yet another
potential problem, for in recent weeks the French knights present in unruly
Messina had taken to treating the local people with contempt, frequently
insulting them.

Bartholomew wanted more than an insurrection. He and his minions
incited Henry to plan the assassination of Stephen, thinking that the
chancellor’s death might pave the way for the queen’s half-brother to seize
power. To that end, Henry solicited a certain Roger, a local justiciar, to join
the plot. Roger feigned collaboration but secretly advised the chancellor of
Henry’s homicidal plan a day before it was to be set in motion.

Stephen instructed Roger the justiciar to behave with Henry and
Bartholomew as if nothing had changed; in the meantime he informed the
queen of the situation, advising her to act without delay.

News of the murder conspiracy upset Margaret greatly. Its implications
were myriad. Here was gross disrespect by a man toward his own sister, who
had helped him in every conceivable way. Beyond that, he was a traitor to
the kingdom she ruled in the name of her son.



e queen knew she had to act if this kind of thing were to be
discouraged throughout the Regnum, but she found it, at the very least,
distasteful to mete out justice to her own brother. More immediately, Henry
had to be punished to dissuade others who might still attempt to carry out
the assassination even aer its chief plotter and bene�ciary was unmasked.

Margaret Jiménez might consider clemency for her stupid brother, but
Margaret, Queen Regent of Sicily, enjoyed no such prerogative.

Henry’s Trial

e queen needed a strategy. First, she would convene a formal trial.
Either Henry would be found guilty, or he would admit to his crimes of his
own volition. Either way, he would then be expected to cooperate by
identifying the other conspirators. If he were reluctant to name them, some
time in a castle jail might loosen his traitorous tongue. Dungeons were cold
this time of year.

Margaret had Henry arrested, and ordered Stephen to summon the high
justiciars, familiares, bishops and nobles who were to hear the case. e
hearing took place ten days later under heavy guard.

Even though Henry himself was in custody, most of his co-conspirators
were still at large; they posed a very real risk. In his opening statement, the
accused man decried the value of his “paltry” income from the County of
Montescaglioso. An aggrieved Henry wanted Taranto, even though that
strategic port city was traditionally reserved to a member of the royal family.
At the very least, he felt entitled to some wealthy lands in eastern Sicily.

Ridiculous as this demand was, it did not lack for a pretext. If refused
these prosperous lands, Henry hoped to more plausibly justify his hatred of
Stephen of Perche for forcing the queen’s half-brother into penury.

In response, Gilbert of Gravina thundered that Henry had tried to use
the implicit threat of military force to coerce the queen into giving him
lands which, had he behaved better in the �rst place, might have already
been in his possession. He accused the queen’s half-brother of deception,
stating that the man should not, by right, hold any lands in the kingdom. He
then excoriated him for being a spendthri whilst oppressing the peasants
on his estates. Gilbert went on to cite Henry’s foolish suggestion that



Margaret fortify castles in his manors and hide money there against the
future possibility that William II might not always be loyal to his own
mother. He spoke of how Henry tried to manipulate young William into
thinking that Margaret was somehow damaging the king and the kingdom,
and how the boy responded (to Henry) that in distrusting his own mother
he would also have to distrust her brother. Gilbert spoke of how Henry
accused him, Gilbert, of disloyalty. He asked Henry what fault he found in
Stephen so grave that it justi�ed assassination.

Gilbert concluded by saying that Henry, despite his maudlin appeal to
justice, deserved no lands in the Kingdom of Sicily. As a traitor, he deserved
to be deprived of his property, along with his very life.

When Henry vehemently denied organizing any conspiracy to kill the
chancellor, Roger the justiciar was brought in to testify, affirming the details
of the plot. Henry’s testimony became even more unseemly as he lost his
temper and accused Roger of betraying a promise to collaborate in the
conspiracy. Here the accused man contradicted himself, for just a few
minutes earlier he had adamantly denied plotting to kill the chancellor.

In this way Henry condemned himself with his own words. He was
ordered detained in the palace, where the trial had taken place.

Before long, word reached Stephen that Henry’s company of knights was
assembling at the condemned man’s residence in the city, and that many
Messinians were taking up arms in expectation of a riot, or even a battle. e
chancellor ordered his own knights, and those of Gilbert of Gravina, to
guard the palace. Armed men were dispatched into the streets to restore
order by assuring the populace that there was no need for alarm.

Whilst Henry languished in jail, his knights were ordered to surrender
their weapons and immediately cross into Calabria, with the caveat that any
men who failed to comply with this royal command would be imprisoned
immediately. Deprived of their swords, daggers and shields, the
downtrodden knights made their way to the port and traversed the strait.

Having heard about what had occurred over in Sicily, the local Greeks
saw the opportunity for plunder and a touch of vengeance. An angry mob
assaulted the disarmed men, leaving them with little more than the clothes
they were wearing. e beaten knights made their way northward but many
died in the frozen forests of the Sila Mountains.



Back in Messina, an attempt was made to identify Henry’s most
pernicious partisans. One of these men who approached the chancellor and
voluntarily confessed was temporarily exiled whilst his lands were entrusted
to an abbot friendly to the queen. Another, conversely, was imprisoned
because he came forward only aer the identities of the chief conspirators
had already been divulged by Margaret’s incarcerated half-brother. Under
interrogation, and with no immediate hope of release, Henry had seen �t to
disclose most of the plot’s details.

Some at court propounded that Stephen of Perche pardon most of the
offenders, even if many of the plotters clearly merited death or, at the very
least, lengthy imprisonment. Gilbert of Gravina suggested otherwise. He had
his own reason for this.

Richard of Molise Accused

Richard of Molise, it may be remembered, had nearly come to blows
with Gilbert of Gravina, the queen’s cousin, during an argument about the
�ight of Caïd Peter to Africa. At Richard’s urging, Matthew of Aiello
successfully managed to have Gilbert sent away from the court on the
pretext that he was needed on the peninsula to fend off an impending
invasion by Frederick Barbarossa. True, Barbarossa did eventually make his
way into papal territory, but he was forced to withdraw before invading the
Kingdom of Sicily. Nevertheless, duplicitous Gilbert, who was envious of
Richard’s rank as familiare, had never forgotten this affront. His enmity was
at least explicable.

At a royal audience, Bohemond of Manopello accused Richard of having
covertly supported the recent conspiracy. At �rst, Margaret found this
absurd, but if her own brother could not be trusted, then who could she
trust? On the other hand, Bohemond was a confederate of her brother.

For his part, Richard of Molise vigorously denied the ludicrous
allegation that painted him as a miscreant, challenging to trial by single
combat anybody who accused him of such a �agrant betrayal.

Further accusations followed, intended, more than anything, to erode
Richard’s credibility in the eyes of the queen. eir substance was that he
continued, illegally, to hold the County of Mandra, as well as some royal



towns around Troia. To this the familiare responded that Mandra had been
entrusted to him temporarily by Caïd Peter and the Troian towns by
Turgisio, that region’s chamberlain. Turgisio, who was present, refuted this.

An impromptu jury led by the high justiciars, but excluding Matthew of
Aiello, the other familiare present, then conferred to discuss the charges
against Richard. is was not entirely proper but Margaret and Stephen did
not object to it. In any case, the queen was the ultimate judge in the matter.

e sanctimonious “judges” decided that Richard held Mandra and the
Troian towns legally so long as Caïd Peter guaranteed his possession, but
effectively lost this tenure as soon as Peter �ed the Regnum. Richard
protested this casuistry, saying that justice was being corrupted, but Stephen
did not wish to contradict a jury led by high justiciars. e travesty of justice
that condemned Richard bore all the hallmarks of a vengeful show trial for
which the verdict had already been determined.

e accused nobleman was not allowed to exonerate himself. Instead of
his accusers being required to prove his guilt, Richard was expected to prove
his innocence.

e familiare was arrested, and imprisoned in the castle on the rocky
mountain overlooking Taormina to the south of Messina.

A number of others were condemned for being directly involved in the
conspiracy. Most, like Bartholomew of Parisio, were imprisoned. Walter of
Moac demanded trial by combat, and this duel was scheduled.

Henry of Montescaglioso was imprisoned at Reggio in Calabria. Stephen
ordered Odo Quarrel to hold him there until he could be taken to Spain.
Margaret had decided to send him to the court of her brother, King Sancho,
at Pamplona, with a thousand ounces of gold. e plan was for seven galleys
under Odo’s command to take Henry as far as Arles. From there, the �ckle
prince could make his way overland to Spain.

In exchange for Gravina, Gilbert requested the affluent County of
Loritello. If this discouraged the return of Robert, its exiled holder, so much
the better, at least from Gilbert’s point of view. Stephen granted this request,
which angered the residents of Loritello who had hoped that Robert might
one day return to them.



It had been an awful winter. How many more like it could Margaret hope
to survive?

Palermo

Margaret’s presence in Messina had reminded the people of her power,
but this was little more than a bittersweet victory. Now she really did not
know who to trust. Like her kindred sovereigns, she was learning that royal
authority was tenuous, and dangerous for whoever held it.

e regent found time in early March to grant the Agrò forest to the
Most Holy Savior abbey. ese lands had belonged to a Greek Orthodox
monastery, and the number of such communities was dwindling while those
of the Roman Catholics increased.

e queen also exempted a monastery from an import tax and ceded the
manor of Rahal el Melum Rameth, near Milazzo, to the nunnery of Santa
Maria delle Scale of Messina, in the care of Antiochia, its abbess.

Following a visit to inspect Santa Maria delle Scale, where a royal chapel
was consecrated, Margaret and her sons le Messina on the twelh of
March. On the way to Palermo, they stopped at a number of coastal towns.
e most important was Cefalù, where they were welcomed by the bishop,
Boson of Gorron, who very much wanted the bodies of Roger II and
William I to be entombed in his cathedral. e royal party arrived at
Palermo on the twentieth.

Conspicuously absent from the entourage was Richard of Molise, the
familiare now imprisoned at Taormina on the other side of the island.
Whatever he thought of his fellow familiare, Matthew of Aiello, who had
spent the winter with the royal party at Messina, had made no effort to
defend him. ere was a certain logic to this, regardless of the working
relationship that had existed between the two men. Quite simply, Matthew
now had one less peer with whom to share his power.

We do not know if Margaret had misgivings about Richard’s sentence;
the evidence against him was �imsy indeed, but she never abjured her
contention that he was guilty. She needed an exegesis. More importantly, she
needed allies, and if, as Richard claimed, his loyalty to the queen had never
faltered, Margaret made a grave error in permitting him to be incarcerated.



In choosing not to exercise her moral authority, she had renounced it. What
is more, she alienated a familiare who otherwise would have remained one
of her most steadfast allies.

Margaret found herself somewhat more isolated than she had already
been, even if this reality was not immediately obvious. But she knew that her
trial by �re had not yet ended, and she had three more years to serve as
regent before William reached the age of majority.

Disloyalty was rampant. e familiare Matthew of Aiello, the
chamberlain Caïd Richard and Bishop Gentile of Agrigento perceived a
changed situation now that Gilbert of Gravina and his large contingent of
knights were no longer present to bolster the power of Stephen of Perche,
the chancellor. e absence of Richard of Molise, who also commanded
some knights, only reinforced their belief that Stephen was under-protected
and could now be overthrown.

As usual, there were pretexts for the claim that the chancellor was acting
inappropriately. One of the more credible among these was that the
Frenchman to whom Stephen had given the Sicilian lands of the late Bonello
was mistreating the local people. is allegation bore a grain of truth
because only the people classi�ed as serfs, be they Arab or Greek, were
obligated to remit the kind of taxes the French baron was collecting.

Deceptively, the complaint painted Matthew, Richard and Gentile as
defenders of the populace despite their disdain for the common folk.
Unfortunately, in rendering judgment in the matter Stephen relied on the
advice of two French counsellors rather than Sicilians knowledgeable in
local law.

e traitorous triumvirate wasted no time contemplating an attack on
Stephen, conspiring to kill him on Palm Sunday, the Sunday before Easter.
eir scheme called for him to be struck down whilst leaving Palermo’s
cathedral with the royal cortege.

Obviously, the assassination plot required the participation of a certain
number of accomplices if it were to be successful. e chief conspirators
were adept at stabbing somebody in the back verbally, but the task of doing
so literally, with a real sword, was assigned to a professional. In the event,
the plan was aborted aer several knights involved in it were arrested and
divulged some of its details.



For now, Stephen’s detractors sought wider support for their cause. One
of their tactics presented itself in the reaction of Stephen’s counsellors to the
French baron’s taxation on peasants. Exploiting this, the trio disseminated
the rumor that the populace of the entire Regnum would soon be subjected
to these taxes, which until now were unheard of.

It didn’t take long for Stephen to determine the source of these
detrimental rumors. He suspected that Matthew of Aiello might be the
mastermind of the most recent defamation scheme. Matthew was
summoned to court, where he was formally accused of treason. Unable to
defend himself against such an accusation, the familiare, who was also high
notary of the realm, was summarily incarcerated. e chroniclers differ
slightly in their assessments of Matthew’s character.

e chancellor didn’t stop with Matthew of Aiello. Stephen wanted to
arrest Caïd Richard, whom he felt certain was involved with Aiello in the
disinformation campaign that was eroding his prestige.

But here Margaret drew the line, forbidding the arrest of the palace
chamberlain. e most that Stephen achieved was having Richard con�ned
to the palace and prohibited from communicating with his company of
knights.

Daily Life

By 1168, Margaret found herself in the midst of ruling and, for the most
part, governing a kingdom of more than two million people. What was a
typical day like for the most powerful woman in Europe?

She usually woke up early and attended matins in the palace chapel with
her sons and a few ladies of the court. Some days this was followed by
liturgy (mass) in the palace chapel or in one of the nearby churches, such as
the Mary Magdalene chapel, where two of her sons were buried. en she
would have breakfast. Commoners might consume one or, with luck, two
meals per day, but royalty sometimes had three.

During the morning, the queen met in audience with the chancellor, the
familiares, the bishops, the high justiciars or other courtiers. Except for
Stephen of Perche and a few trusted advisors, private meetings were rarely
granted. She issued decrees and dictated letters.



e children, meanwhile, studied with their tutors. Margaret saw them
again at lunch, which was the main repast of the day.

Aer lunch, the queen might return to the chamber where she met with
the court in the morning. Here she could convoke additional audiences or
read the letters which had arrived during the day. By now, it was more likely
that William, the young monarch, would be present at some of these
meetings.

If she were inclined to visit the Genoard park with her children, or take
them to one of the city’s souks, she would probably do so in the aernoon.

Margaret had very little free time, but she probably spent it reading. It is
probable that her vision was still good. She was in her thirties, rather slender
and quite �t.

In the evening the family might have a third meal, something less
substantial than lunch. On some evenings Margaret and the children
attended vespers. ere was time for leisure on Sunday.

e queen and her children might occasionally venture beyond the
environs of Palermo, to places that were only a day’s ride away, but their stay
in Messina for four months was exceptional.

Margaret was rarely alone. She was almost always accompanied by
ladies-in-waiting, typically damsels in their twenties, and perhaps a nun or
two. We do not know the names of these women, but it is possible that there
were youngish Norman or Navarrese cousins among them. Palermo’s palace
was not merely a royal residence; it was the kingdom’s administrative center,
and at any time at least a hundred people were there. One encountered
guards, chamberlains, notaries, scribes, sundry courtiers and visitors,
servants, cooks, tailors and the occasional monk. e staff still included a
few eunuchs, but during Margaret’s regency the maidens of the harem were
relegated to such tasks as weaving.

e royal family’s living quarters, as we have seen, were in the Pisan
tower, the only tower that has survived in toto (if much altered) until our
times.

We know of no female advisors in the queen’s intimate circle, certainly
not by name. Indeed, we have only sparse information to suggest who was in
that circle except for counsellors such as Stephen of Perche. However, it



seems likely that there were a few female intellectuals among Margaret’s
close friends. Some may have been slightly older. In this connection, it
should be borne in mind that Margaret’s contemporary, Henry II of
England, was only two years her senior; many of Margaret’s royal advisors,
like his, were forty or �y years old. ese avuncular �gures were a priceless
asset.

e extent of a queen’s isolation from her people depends on the nature
of the kingdom itself, and even the woman’s personality. Here it must be
remembered that Palermo was one of Europe’s largest cities, so Margaret
need only stroll a few steps from the palace to meet many of the people she
ruled.

Agrigento

It wasn’t long before Gentile, the Bishop of Agrigento, realized that the
plan to discredit Stephen, and perhaps even kill him, had been foiled. What
was worse, the other two conspirators in his malevolent trio had been
removed from circulation. Gentile, despite his name, was anything but
gentle. So profound was his per�dy that even a local manifestation would
satisfy it, if only temporarily.

Gentile was one of the prelates who spent more time in the capital than
in his own bishropic. Now he found a reason to justify his presence in
Agrigento. Accompanied by a few knights, he headed there covertly,
traveling along obscure roads.

ere was a reason for such secrecy. Bedevilling as certain prelates were,
the queen had come to prefer having the more troublesome bishops in
Palermo, where she could keep an eye on them.

e Agrigentans themselves rarely lamented Gentile’s prolonged
absences. Its timeless Greek temples attested to the city’s survival over many
long centuries. If the most heinous tyrants of antiquity had failed to break
Agrigentan will, the local bishop hardly stood a chance of doing so.

Suppression was not always in Gentile’s interest. Early in April of 1168,
his strategy consisted chie�y of manipulation. Many of the people in the
towns around Agrigento were recent converts from Islam. e ardor of these
new Catholics led a good number of them to embrace Christianity just as



zealously as they had professed the Muslim faith of their ancestors, and they
held bishops in high esteem.

Resorting to the usual tropes, Gentile sought to exploit his �ock’s
con�dence in him. He impudently announced that Matthew of Aiello had
been imprisoned illegally, and that Stephen of Perche planned to usurp royal
authority by marrying Margaret.

In his crazed rantings, the bishop underestimated the Arabs’ loyalty to
the queen, whilst straining credulity. In Agrigento and the surrounding
manors he convinced nobody. Open rebellion was the last thing anybody
wanted.

Within days, those at court noted Gentile’s absence; perhaps they missed
his habitual tirades and chronic gossip. Margaret sent to the bailiff of
Agrigento a justiciar bearing an order for the bishop to report to the royal
court at once, accompanied by the same justiciar.

Back in Palermo, Gentile faced a hearing. ere was no dearth of
witnesses to offer evidence against him, and their testimony was
unassailable. His treachery exposed, he was held in custody, but the
punishment of a prelate was more appropriately handled by the pope. To
that end, the queen sent a letter to Pope Alexander soliciting a response to
the situation. Meanwhile, Gentile was escorted to the royal fortress at San
Marco d’Alunzio, where he was detained pending a papal reply.

Any hope of a successful conspiracy or rebellion might have ended with
Gentile’s arrest. It so happened that troubles in northeastern Sicily began to
take on a life of their own, threatening the peace of the entire Regnum. Most
of this can be attributed to one man, Odo Quarrel.

Messina

Just days aer sending Bishop Gentile to San Marco, Stephen had to
contend with problems created by Odo. It may be recalled that Odo Quarrel
was supposed to accompany Henry of Montescaglioso, Margaret’s
bothersome brother, to France.

e chancellor was annoyed to learn that his assistant was still in
Messina long aer he was scheduled to depart. Knowing something of Odo’s



avarice, Stephen hastily dispatched a letter tactlessly ordering him to set sail
within three days, telling him to forget exploiting Messina for his own gain.

Odo had embarked on a scheme to exact his own tax from ships leaving
Messina, or simply passing through its straits, on the way to the Holy Land.
is was tantamount to extortion, and it enraged the Messinians, as well as
the merchants and pilgrims. But the abuses didn’t end with Odo himself.

Some of his French companions, who were given to getting drunk as
they wandered aimlessly through the city’s streets, entered a gaming house
and began to insult the men gambling there. At �rst the gamblers, fearing
reprisal from the chancellor if they responded to the aggressors, tolerated
the unprovoked abuse. Finally, unable to further endure the pejorative
words of the foreigners, they beat the men.

When news of this incident reached Odo’s ears, he summoned Andrew,
the city’s governor, and demanded that the gamblers be apprehended
immediately and brought to him. Andrew demurred, suggesting that any
punishment be delayed until the local populace was more tranquil; he
explained that in recent weeks the Messinians had been growing restless as
the result of rumors, so it might be imprudent to arrest the gamblers at this
moment. Seeking a conciliatory tone, the governor stopped short of
excoriating Odo. Vilifying the chancellor’s assistant directly would hardly be
politic; indeed, it could have dire consequences. For now, comity and
appeasement might be more effective than bitter words. Having witnessed,
just months earlier, the demise of his predecessor, Richard of Aversa,
Andrew thought it possible to catch more �ies with honey than with vinegar.

Odo’s approach, on the other hand, was to swat any �y that crossed his
path. Known for his intolerance and short temper, the haughty mandarin
bristled that the supposed in�uence of peasants did not concern him. e
prosecution of these men would serve as a deterrent for others.

Given no choice, Andrew went to the house where the altercation had
transpired. e crowd of men gathered there had no intention of being
scolded. ey began to assault the governor, who quickly mounted his horse
and �ed amidst a �urry of stones being hurled at him.

e Messinian gamblers and their friends were speakers of Greek. e
“Latins” of the city, along with foreign merchants who were there on
business, had other grievances, such as Odo’s tax on shipping. ese men



incited the Greeks, saying, among other things, that Queen Margaret had
married Stephen of Perche, and that young King William was in danger, if
indeed he was not already dead. e governor and his judges were reluctant
to enforce order for fear of provoking a general riot.

Within days, news of the unrest engul�ng Messina and its purlieus
reached Margaret back in Palermo.

Before pandemonium ensued, the queen took the uncommon step of
composing a letter to be read publicly at Messina. Issued jointly in her name
and that of her son, the king, it sought to assuage the Messinians’ fears,
exhorting the people to remain loyal to the sovereign and his officers. It
explained the reasoning behind the recent decisions against Bishop Gentile,
Caïd Richard and Matthew of Aiello, and how Stephen ensured that the
three conspirators were not punished too harshly despite the gravity of their
treason. Margaret’s missive was not intended to prompt panegyrics for the
queen or her chancellor; it was only meant to placate the vast swath of
society that was getting ready to rebel against royal authority. e �nal
passage reassured the people that Queen Margaret and King William were
well and unharmed.

Unfortunately, nobody but the governor and his judges — and Hugh
Falcandus — ever learned the contents of the royal letter.

Andrew called the people together at the new cathedral. Here, as the
governor procrastinated reading the letter aloud, rumors circulated among
the crowd. Existing falsehoods were embellished and new ones were created.
By the time Andrew �nally began to read the letter, his voice was drowned
out, lost in a sea of shouts and screams. e unruly horde had been carried
away by a wave of imaginative lies: Stephen of Perche had been crowned
king. William was dead, his younger brother besieged at Palermo’s seaside
castle. Geoffrey, the brother of Stephen of Perche, was coming to Sicily to
marry Constance, the young daughter of King Roger II, and rule in her
name.

Finally, a self-appointed leader enjoined the people to assassinate Odo
Quarrel, suggesting that they then liberate the queen’s brother, Henry of
Montescaglioso, who, the man said, had always been benevolent to the
Messinians. Andrew, whose purview it was to maintain order, implored the
mad mob to abandon these ideas, but his words went unheeded.



Wasting not a moment, the people assaulted Odo’s house, which was
adjacent to the royal palace. is initial attack failed, and Odo managed to
escape to the palace, which an angry crowd surrounded once it became
known that he was inside.

At the harbor, some of the people armed themselves, commandeered
seven galleys, boarded the ships and crossed the strait to Calabria, where the
royal chamberlain permitted the Messinians to enter the gates of Reggio.
ere a local crowd escorted them to the fortress where Henry was
imprisoned.

e knights guarding this castle attempted to defend it by tossing stones
upon the intruders, who nonetheless persisted in demanding that Henry be
freed. e knights refused, declaring that they would hand the prisoner over
to the Messinians only if ordered to do so by a competent authority. e
rebels accepted this proposal, crossed back to Messina, and returned with
James the Innkeeper, the man who the chancellor had sent to out�t the
galleys that were to take Henry to France. e knights were expecting a
judge, if not the governor himself; at the same time, there was only enough
food in the castle to last three days. ey reluctantly acceded to the
Messinians’ demand.

As soon as Henry of Montescaglioso was freed, he crossed over to Sicily,
where he was acclaimed by the Messinians.

e revolution had begun.

Odo’s Demise

A few days were to pass before detailed reports of the most recent events
at Messina arrived at the court in Palermo during the middle of April 1168.
For now, Henry of Montescaglioso had seized control of one of Europe’s
most important cities, a key to shipping and a gateway to the eastern
Mediterranean. Ironically, the Messinians were not supporting Henry out of
affinity for him so much as the belief that he was their best hope of
supporting the monarchy which they believed had been threatened. e
unsubstantiated rumors of the young king’s death led the people to embrace
his uncle.



e people wanted odious Odo Quarrel, dead or alive. For the moment,
he was still in the royal palace near the sea. e castellan responsible for
protecting the palace was reluctant to turn him over to an angry horde, but
he cooperated with Henry, who sent a squad of men with a notary to take an
inventory of Odo’s possessions, and especially the money he had
accumulated from his illegal tax.

At this point Odo was taken into custody. During the night he was
removed from the palace, placed on a boat, and transported to the old
seaside castle near the harbor, where he was imprisoned. e more astute
Messinians suspected that Henry was protecting Odo to ensure that the
corrupt cleric, being the assistant and close friend of the chancellor, might
intervene on the rebels’ behalf with the royal court, whoever was running it.
At the very least, as a hostage Odo would make an effective bargaining chip
in the negotiations Henry envisaged with Margaret.

e best way to avoid this, the leaders of the avenging mob reasoned,
was simply to eliminate Odo, but nobody said anything about killing him.

Instead, the throng demanded that Henry consign Odo to them for
corporal punishment. Here they made mention of the grave offenses the
treacherous man had perpetrated against the monarch he served, and
against the people of Messina. Reluctant as he was to comply with this
request, Henry thought it impolitic to defy the popular sentiment of people
whose support he may yet need.

Odo had already been divested of his money and precious gems, so no
harm was seen in placating public desires.

erefore, the queen’s half-brother permitted the mob to attach the
tyrant’s feet to a sturdy donkey that then dragged him naked down the
streets. Some scraped skin, along with a few super�cial bruises in�icted by a
mild cudgelling, would ensure that Odo emerged from the experience
chastened but essentially unscathed. is scenario, terrible as it is to the
modern mind, was not altogether unorthodox in the twelh century. Henry
intended to throw the man into prison following the macabre spectacle. e
premise behind this reprisal was that a generous dose of humiliation might
serve Odo well.

Henry was expecting little more than a token gesture that would satiate
the public appetite for justice.



But that is not what was delivered. e queen’s half-brother had
neglected to recognize the fact that he was witnessing the excessive response
of an unruly crowd, not a sentence, however harsh, meted out by a justiciar
and supervised by guards.

Before long, Odo was stabbed to death. en his body was chopped into
pieces. His head was placed at the end of a lance and paraded along the city
streets. It was this savage spectacle that set the stage for what was to come.

Seized by an uncommon furor, the Messinians began running amok,
killing any men they could �nd in the city who hailed from beyond the Alps.
In this they were motivated in large measure by a loathing for French
knights like those who had arrived with Odo Quarrel and harassed the
gamblers a few days earlier. Even here, the splenetic mob’s frenzy was
misdirected, for there were many German, French and English merchants
and pilgrims in Messina who had nothing to do with Odo of Quarrel or the
chancellor he had served.

Henry put an abrupt end to this wanton violence by announcing that
anybody who committed murder would be tried and summarily punished.
Clearly, there was a method to Henry’s madness. Indeed, he was not mad at
all.

Military Operations

Undaunted, Margaret considered a response to the burgeoning rebellion
led by her half-brother. She was told that a number of knights could be
mustered hastily from Palermo and some towns to the east. ey could be
sent along the Tyrrhenian coast toward Messina. Even though the April
rains might hamper the knights’ advance somewhat, it was fortunate that
these coastal roads had been widened and repaired on the chancellor’s
orders the previous autumn.

e immediate problem was a question of numbers. At the very least,
the size of such a force would have to be sufficient to dissuade the
Messinians from rebelling further. For this a full-�edged army was required,
and that would take time.

Henry’s advisors surmised the royal court’s reaction, even if they
suspected that King William himself might be dead. ey had to defend the



areas to the west of Messina, and for that they needed Rometta. is forti�ed
city straddling the Peloritan Mountains overlooked the Tyrrhenian coast
near Milazzo, where there was a seaside castle. Controlling it was a
paramount strategic necessity because any troops arriving by land from
Palermo had to pass through this area.

Rometta had no baron; it was a royal town where the castellan guarded a
small fortress. Most of the inhabitants were speakers of Greek. A few
promises were sufficient to dislodge the castellan, and the Messinians le a
small garrison at Rometta’s castle. e next operation would be far more
onerous.

Its objective was Taormina, where Richard of Molise was imprisoned in
a castle atop a rocky mountain overlooking the Ionian Sea far below. e
town was famously impregnable, being one of the last strongholds in Sicily
to fall to the Normans during the previous century. Bearing this reality in
mind, Henry led an army of Messinian knights and archers to Taormina as
furtively as he could, along obscure mountain passes.

e element of surprise worked to the attackers’ advantage, and the town
was subdued with minimal effort. e problem was the fortress; here their
efforts were repulsed.

Like Rometta, this was a royal town. Matthew, the castellan, de�antly
refused to relinquish his prisoner. He could not be enticed, bribed or
intimidated. But perhaps he could be persuaded.

Exasperated, Henry sent the brother of Matthew’s wife with entreaties.
is man begged the castellan, his brother-in-law, to release the prisoner,
saying that he should think of the lives of his sister, nieces and nephews,
who were being held hostage in Messina pending Richard’s release. Matthew
was unmoved, responding that, as a question of honour, he would not
capitulate, even if the cost of refusal was his own life or that of his sister.

Matthew’s brother-in-law �nally took another approach. He persuaded
the jailer, with whom he was acquainted, to free Richard while Matthew was
asleep. is led to a skirmish and the death of the castellan. With this,
Henry’s forces took the castle.

Henry of Montescaglioso and Richard of Molise now controlled a
strategic chunk of Sicily. Signi�cantly, the northeastern region was the



gateway to the peninsular part of the Regnum.

e two men had never been very fond of each other, but politics makes
strange bedfellows. Margaret’s half-brother had always been troublesome,
even disloyal. Richard, on the other hand, had been imprisoned following a
trial motivated by little more than envy; his loyalty to Margaret had never
wavered, and he probably did not deserve the fate that befell him.

Henry and Richard might share doubts about Margaret’s wisdom in
acquiescing to their imprisonment, but this was overshadowed by their
visceral hatred of Gilbert of Gravina and Stephen of Perche.

Back in Palermo, Stephen was alarmed at the fall of Taormina and the
release of Richard of Molise, a competent warrior. An immediate response
was necessary, but this was not forthcoming with any urgency, for there was
an unforeseen impediment at court.

One of the �gures at larger European courts, such as Sicily’s, was the
astrologer, something of a cross between a sorcerer and an astronomer. e
most sophisticated among them came from the Muslim lands, and in
Palermo astrologers were probably part of the Arabs’ dar alhikma, or “house
of wisdom,” a secular place of learning. e study of astrology found its way
into other �elds, such as meteorology and agriculture.

One of the era’s better known astrologers was Adelard of Bath, who
visited Sicily and then introduced the Muslims’ knowledge of astronomy and
geometry to England, where he served as the tutor of a young Henry II.

Not surprisingly, there were astrologers among William’s teachers. Peter
of Blois, the chief tutor, did not object to the young king learning about the
zodiac, the stars, comets, eclipses and the phases of the moon, and neither
did Margaret. e boy was developing a serious interest in astrology, and it
was indeed considered a science in the twelh century, when it was
distinguished from astronomy little more than alchemy was differentiated
from chemistry. Seen in its best light, astrology was usually thought to
complement religion rather than contradict it.

Margaret herself may not have been very interested in astrology, but her
son, who was present at ever more meetings, was growing obsessed with it.
erefore, it was not surprising that the young monarch turned to
astrologers to determine a good time to attack the rebels in Messina.



Here the queen was le with little choice. Even if she thought the
horoscope useless, by mitigating the in�uence of the court astrologers she
would be casting doubts upon their legitimacy. Worse, she would be seen to
be contradicting, even chastising, her son before the eyes of his subjects.
is may explain why she did not act, but her indolence delayed action
when every passing day was crucial. e result was grave inefficiency at a
moment when nothing short of a timely response would suffice.

e Regnum risked a civil war.

If Stephen of Perche could not immediately attack Henry and Richard,
he would attempt to cripple them logistically. Because the rocky hills around
Messina yielded little grain, the city’s ravenous demand was usually satis�ed
with wheat from Calabria; that source was not viable this year because the
region had suffered a preternaturally meager harvest the previous autumn.
Knowing this, the chancellor cut off the supplies from Catania, whose plains
produced plenty of grain.

Requiring a large army, the chancellor sought allies on the island to
participate in the postponed military attack. e Lombard towns expressed
their unequivocal support for the queen. Between knights, footmen and
archers, these communities alone could raise an army twenty thousand
strong. ese loyal subjects encouraged Stephen to act soon, and he assured
them that a day had been chosen to march on Messina. He did not mention
that the day had been selected by astrologers.

Henry and Richard were more than capable of leading an army. Killing
was their stock in trade. By now, they may have known that William and
Margaret were alive and well. If so, the fact did not dissuade them. What
they really wanted was to topple Stephen of Perche from his loy perch.
en they would deal with Gilbert of Gravina.

With the widening dissent, Roger of Gerace, one of the barons who had
conspired with Bishop Gentile of Agrigento but escaped notice, saw an
opportunity to further his interests. To that end, he rode to Cefalù to solicit
the support of Boson, its bishop, who controlled the royal city on the
Tyrrhenian coast and was known to be one of Stephen’s critics. Although
Boson was, in principle, amenable to supporting the Messinians, there was
little he could offer them materially, for the chancellor had already stationed
a garrison of knights in the mountaintop citadel that overlooked the



cathedral and town. From this vantage point, it was possible for sentinels to
guard the coast for many miles; on a clear day one could see the volcanic
Aeolian Islands to the northeast.

is made it obvious to the insurgents that the mobilization of troops to
be used against them was proceeding, however sluggishly. Rapid as the
rebels’ advance had been thus far, its success was by no means assured.
Fortunately for Henry and Richard, some allies of like mind were working
toward the same objective on another front.

Crown Immunity

Like Richard of Molise, the familiare Matthew of Aiello had been
imprisoned following a trial on the basis of sketchy evidence. Were both
arrests no more than a ploy by Stephen of Perche to eliminate the two men
most likely to challenge his authority? is we shall never know.

What emerges from the scant facts known to us is the distinct possibility
that, as chancellor, Stephen of Perche was occasionally overzealous, even
unwise, inclined to paint several men with the same scornful brush. Whilst
Margaret’s capricious half-brother merited discipline for his treason, the
familiares had never shown themselves to be overtly disloyal, nor had they
ever confessed to their purported guilt. Had Stephen succumbed to hubris?
Some thought so.

e rebels’ hatred was never targeted directly at Margaret except through
surreptitious rumors. Perhaps they viewed the queen as a victim of Stephen’s
thirst for power. Of course, Henry, Richard and Matthew wanted to slake
some ambitions of their own; they sought control. Apart from that, however,
there was no common thread running through the motivations of Stephen’s
detractors. e men shared no philosophy or political view signi�cant
enough for the chroniclers to record. ey were, quite simply, European
Christian men of their time. at they resented the presence of somebody
they viewed as a usurper of their perceived birthrights re�ected little more
than nastiness nurtured in the depths of the mind.

“e queen can do no wrong.” Crown immunity is a modern legal
concept rooted in medieval practice. It was one of the fundamental
principles underpinning the lengthy reign of England’s Queen Victoria, and



the even longer reign of Britain’s next queen regnant, Elizabeth II. Another
legal doctrine that survives in England is appointment, dismissal or even
incarceration “at the queen’s pleasure.” In the Kingdom of Sicily this
principle was enshrined in the Assizes of Ariano, which con�rmed royal
authority as the ultimate law of the realm. is idea had existed long before
the twelh century; no medieval monarch of Europe ruled without it, and
there is nothing to suggest that Margaret ever abused her reginal rights.

Margaret and the young king were unimpugnable, indeed untouchable.
ey were not simply “above the law.” ey themselves were the �nal arbiters
of the law. Anybody brazen enough to openly defame the monarch or regent
risked permanent incarceration, even death.

e rebels knew this. It was a sacrosanct fact of life, and it meant that
any maneuvering against the chancellor would have to result in a “surgical
strike” against him, and against him only, were it to bear fruit. is was not
just a question of law. A handful of knights and barons could not hope to
control a city the size of Palermo if things turned violent. e loyalty of the
people was, �rst and foremost, to the sovereign; Bonello’s revolt had shown
the bedlam that could break out when the populace rebelled against the
rebels.

As a purely military operation could be haphazard, the rebels resorted to
trickery within the palace walls, where Matthew of Aiello was being held
prisoner.

Matthew’s incarceration was something more akin to “house arrest” than
conventional captivity. His imprisonment in the royal palace did not con�ne
him to a jail; indeed, the palace dungeon no longer served that purpose.
Since the deposed familiare was not isolated, he communicated with people
in the palace. In this way, he learnt of the revolts in northeastern Sicily and
the recent transfer of some men in Stephen’s elite corps of bodyguards to
Cefalù and other strategic towns.

It so happened that the royal castellan, Ansaldo, a close ally of Stephen of
Perche, was absent from his post, con�ned by illness to a high �oor in
another tower of the palace. is gave Matthew an opportunity to convince
the man’s colleague, Constantine, to enlist the majority of the palace
personnel to assassinate the chancellor on an appointed day. e plan was
for them to attack Stephen and the two close associates, Roger of Avellino



and John of Lavardin, who arrived with him most mornings at a certain
gate.

e threshold of the palace, at least in theory, was a kind of Rubicon;
within its walls no visitors, not even knights, were allowed to carry swords
and daggers.

As there were, in total, some four hundred men between servants and
guards, this diabolical strategy stood a good chance of success.

Opportunism was rife in Palermo, where it took very little for some
greedy ruffians in the Kasr district near the palace and cathedral to agree
among themselves to attack whichever faction seemed more likely to be
overpowered once the expected �ghting began. Ideally, from their warped
point of view, this would be Stephen, whose death would permit the
criminals to pillage the wealth of gold they thought was kept in his house.

Umpteenth Plot

Stephen suspected that something was afoot; there usually was. Ansaldo
con�rmed that there was a plot against the chancellor, and that a large
number of people seemed to be involved thus far. Stephen’s life was in
danger. e castellan went on to counsel his friend to go to a forti�ed town
of the hinterland that he could use as a base. From such a place, he could
summon the troops he needed from the Lombard towns and any other
localities where the fealty of the populace had not yet been compromised.

Ansaldo suggested that Stephen depart the capital immediately, paying
no heed to the date established by the astrologers to march on the enemy. In
this way, he could assemble a force without delay. en the young king could
join him.

Was Margaret’s presence presumed? Probably.

Ansaldo’s plan was essentially sound, but Stephen of Perche did not
follow through on it. Instead, he took the advice of some of his French
knights, and particularly that of Robert of Meulan. ese men advised him
against leaving the king in Palermo, believing the capital to be safe. e
fundamental �aw in this counsel was that these men-at-arms, being
foreigners, had no idea of the degree to which the Palermitans were capable
of conspiring. Many secrets lurked in the shadows cast by the palace walls.



e day �nally dawned for the attack planned on Stephen. at morning
found a few of the murderous servants waiting just inside the gate the
chancellor usually entered. Upon arriving, Stephen was expected to step
through with two or three trusted associates, leaving his company of armed
knights outside the wall.

But this morning he did not arrive.

Somehow, Odo, the master equerry, the man responsible for the horses
stabled within the palace’s curtain wall, had found out about the plan. Early
in the morning he went to Stephen’s house to alert him.

Having been warned of the plot, the chancellor dismissed the knights
waiting outside his house to escort him to the palace. Several of his friends
remained with him.

As soon as he learnt of this, Constantine, the traitorous assistant of the
palace castellan, ignited a rebellion by sending a large number of servants
into the city with orders to incite the populace against the chancellor.
Claiming that Stephen was about to abscond from Palermo by sea with
chests of gold belonging to the king, the servants goaded the citizens into
taking up arms and encircling Stephen’s house.

Nearby, Hervé “the Florid,” who was resented not for his loyalty to
Stephen but because he was a braggart, and Roger of Avellino were trotting
their horses outside the palace. A large mob attacked the two. Hervé was
struck off his horse and stabbed to death with swords. Roger rode into the
�at area south of the city gate at the edge of the Genoard. Here the crowd
was about to assault him with lances when King William, who had heard the
noise, suddenly appeared at a window and ordered the people to desist,
threatening them with punishment if Roger was harmed.

e events unfolded with an uncommon fury as a frail decorum
devolved into chaos. Partaking in the rebellion were the chancellor’s most
vociferous critics, whose steady stream of gossipy propaganda spurred
hundreds of ordinary Palermitans to join them just as the rabid Messinians
had acted against Odo Quarrel. e stark difference was that Odo’s sins were
real, whilst most of those attributed to Stephen had been craed by fabulists
animated by vested interests to remove him from power, by force if
necessary. e chancellor’s denouement, the rebels hoped, would be fast and
�erce.



From a tower window, Margaret could see the violence enveloping the
Kasr district. Fearing the worst should the insurrection sweeping the city go
unchecked, she ordered Roger of Avellino to be taken to the seaside castle in
the Kala, where he could be protected and assist in its defense.

Meanwhile, the crowd at Stephen’s house was growing larger by the
minute. Among these people were the royal longbow archers who, Falcandus
tells us, were never the last to arrive at riots when there was any chance for
lucre to be had.

Stephen had le the protection of his residence to Simon of Poitiers. is
man-at-arms placed knights and foot men around the perimeter of the
house’s wall, but the crowd’s sudden onslaught threatened to overwhelm
them.

Seeing that the situation was critical, the chancellor moved quickly to
escape with a few trusted friends into the bell tower of the church adjacent
to his house, along with several other French knights. Amongst them was
Robert of Meulan, who just a few days earlier had advised Stephen to remain
in Palermo because a revolt in the city seemed unlikely. Overcon�dent
Robert might live to eat his presumptuous words, but �rst he had to survive
the present peril. It was turning into a long day.

To better see what was happening, Margaret ascended the steps along a
narrow passage to the roof of the Pisan Tower. Much of her view of the
streets below was blocked by the low buildings. But she could see the bell
tower where Stephen and his companions had taken refuge, and the scene
didn’t look good.

William was with his mother. e young king was learning �rsthand the
form a rebellion could take in a large city. It was a sober lesson in the reality
of ruling a kingdom.

Accompanied by a brave company of knights, Roger of Tiron, the high
constable, made his way to the bell tower and assailed the most aggressive
attackers. But he and his men were overwhelmed by the onslaught of the
armed mob and forced to retreat.

Meanwhile, the mob attacked Stephen’s house even more truculently
than before. e knights besieged within its walls fought back just as
ferociously.



With the collapse of public order, Matthew of Aiello and Caïd Richard
were able to leave the palace unopposed. e pair ordered the servant
musicians to go sound horns and drums outside the chancellor’s house.
Summoning the people to battle in this way was a royal prerogative, so
another segment of the populace, consisting of Muslims as well as
Christians, assuming that the signal had been given on the queen’s orders,
arrived to reinforce the assault.

Margaret and William could see that the violence was concentrated in
the area around Stephen’s house and the church next to it. e palace,
though by now largely abandoned by the guards, was not under attack.
What the queen and her son were witnessing was unchecked street �ghting
on an unprecedented scale. Numbering fewer than a hundred, the loyal
knights did their best to defend the chancellor and themselves against
thousands.

e �ghting at the house was intense, but in the end the edi�ce was
overrun by rioters who gained entrance to it through a passage from the
church next door. is led to the knights at the house being taken prisoner
by rebels led by Constantine, the disloyal castellan who had instigated the
disorder in the �rst place.

With the chancellor’s house �nally taken, the crowd could focus its
efforts on the bell tower, where Stephen and his company continued to
defend themselves. Having reached an impasse, the rioters began to consider
ways to overcome the resistance, perhaps by building a siege engine to attack
the tower, or simply by piling wood and igniting a �re whose heat would
force the structure’s porous bricks to crumble.

Margaret was now desperate. She wanted the people to desist. Something
had to be done, and right now.

Not without grave misgivings, the queen proposed that she and William
leave the palace to go speak to the people. Matthew of Aiello forestalled this,
explaining that all the arrows and stones �ying about made an unannounced
public appearance too risky. His words were not devoid of reason, for safety
was indeed a factor to consider; Margaret remembered how an earlier revolt
had claimed the life of one of her sons. Nonetheless, Matthew’s words
conveniently camou�aged the fact that the young king’s presence would



almost certainly convince the Palermitans to cease the hostilities, which
were initiated earlier in the day on the pretext of a royal order.

Margaret may not yet have known how the revolt had begun, but she
probably had her own suspicions about who instigated it, and she saw the
violent results.

By the end of the aernoon, the conspirators were beginning to succumb
to some fears of their own. A problem appeared just as the sun began to
disappear behind the rugged mountains to the south of the city. e crowd
was likely to disperse at dusk, with no guarantee that even a few of the �ckle
Palermitans would remain to prevent the chancellor and his knights
escaping in the darkness. Short of imprisoning Margaret and her sons, it
would be impossible to prevent the young king from emerging to address his
subjects the next day; indeed, the people might even demand it, just as they
did during Bonello’s revolt years earlier.

All along, the rebels’ objective had been to eliminate Stephen of Perche,
yet they had failed to overpower him. In seeking to checkmate their nemesis,
they had achieved nothing more than a sour stalemate. It was time to
negotiate. is was done in the king’s name, if not with his willing consent.

In the haggard twilight, the voice of reason emerged from the
smouldering embers.

If he agreed to leave, Stephen would be guaranteed safe conduct out of
the realm. He and the men who had come with him from France would be
supplied armed galleys to take them to whatever land they wished, and the
Sicilian barons with him in the tower could retain their estates in the
Regnum. Stephen’s mercenary knights were given the choice of continuing
their service to the king or accepting passage to a place of their choosing.
ese terms were accepted. e deposed chancellor and a small company
would sail to Jerusalem via Constantinople.

Caïd Richard, Matthew of Aiello, Richard Palmer, John of Malta and
Romuald of Salerno jointly gave their word that the conditions of the
agreement would be respected. e next morning, aer bidding his cousin a
sad farewell, Stephen renounced his status as Palermo’s archbishop-elect and
boarded his galley, setting sail on a westward course around Sicily. e only
encumbrance proved to be a problem with his galley that forced him to
purchase another vessel at Licata. Before long he was in the Holy Land.



Queen’s Counsel

Stephen’s departure may have le Margaret melancholy, but she had little
time to dwell on her sorrow. She needed solid advice. Unfortunately, it was
not forthcoming from any quarter except, perhaps, the feckless astrologers
or a handful of sycophants. Having placed so much faith in one man, the
queen had alienated some who otherwise might have been more willing to
take up her cause. Peter of Blois, the royal tutor, was a worthy con�dant, but
he le shortly aer his friend Stephen.

A few days aer Stephen of Perche departed, Henry of Montescaglioso
arrived in Palermo’s harbor with a score of armed galleys. Accompanying
him were Bishop Gentile of Agrigento, who he had freed from San Marco
d’Alunzio, and his ally Richard of Molise.

Margaret was anything but grati�ed to see these three again. Most of all,
she abhorred seeing her half-brother.

e queen was coerced into appointing a number of familiares. e list
included the notary Matthew of Aiello, the archdeacon (and royal tutor)
Walter, Caïd Richard, Bishop Gentile of Agrigento, Richard Palmer, Bishop
John of Malta, Archbishop Romuald of Salerno, Roger of Gerace, Richard of
Molise and, worst of all, Henry of Montescaglioso. e only consolation in
having ten headaches instead of two or three was that they might �ght
enough among themselves to permit Margaret to serve as an effective
referee. e doctrine of divide et impera would serve her well.

Collectively, these familiares represented the most important elements of
the ruling class, namely the baronage, the bureaucrats and the clergy. In
principle, this might provide political stability.

A certain faction of historians has taken to referring to this expanded
group of familiares as a “council of regency,” a characterization predicated on
the belief that the queen’s authority suddenly evaporated under the torrid
Sicilian sun. ere is a morsel of truth in this. However, it was rare for more
than four or �ve of these men to be present at court at the same time.
Margaret was still the nexus of power in the Kingdom of Sicily.

A complementary theory, little explored until now, is that the effect of
the “council,” whatever its initial intent, was to give a voice to the baronage.



Here, arguably, we see the �rst seeds of representative government, which
eventually took root at the end of the next century with Sicily’s �rst
parliament. Although it cannot be compared to England’s Magna Carta,
which was a formal charter of baronial rights, the “council” certainly gave
the nobles a greater in�uence at court than they otherwise could have
expected.

In the other great Norman realm, King Henry’s Assize of Clarendon
introduced certain rights that, in a perfect world, could redress perceived
injustice of the kind claimed by Sicily’s rebellious baronial element. Trial by
jury, novel disseisin and other elements of what came to form the
foundation of common law might well have been instituted in Sicily. is
may have obviated the very premise of some complaints because it is quite
likely, based on what little we know, that Matthew of Aiello and Richard of
Molise would not have been found guilty had their cases been heard by a
competent jury.

Continuously forced to respond to immediate challenges to her
authority, Margaret had little time to address fundamental legal questions.
Even if she did, some subjects might well have questioned her prerogative, as
regent, to bring about substantial changes in her son’s name. At all events, if
it became known that certain principles of a hypothetical Sicilian common
law were indeed inspired by notions derived from the Maliki School, as a
few modern juridical scholars have suggested, the more bigoted Christians
would have resented the statutes for their Islamic origin. By the time
Margaret became regent, there weren’t even many erudite scholars le at
court to advocate for new laws.

Apart from the crisis that saw the expulsion of Stephen of Perche, grave
as it was, there was very little to stimulate the queen to effect sweeping
additions to the existing law. Unlike the English king, whose actions were
motivated in part by a jurisdictional “turf war” with the Catholic Church,
Margaret’s relationship with the papacy was consolidated by such things as
the apostolic legateship. For now, the Assizes of Ariano would have to
suffice, and Margaret would have to endure an expanded cadre of familiares.

e �rst act of the newly-appointed familiares was to expel Gilbert of
Gravina (and Loritello) from the Regnum. Sensing that she had no choice,
Margaret agreed to this, however reluctantly.



She drew the line at their request to attaint or exile Hugh of Catanzaro, a
kinsman of Stephen of Perche.

Falcandus tells us that the familiares relented for two reasons. On the
one hand, Hugh was violent and unpredictable, and therefore capable of
waging an insurgency against them; on the other, the familiares wished to
mitigate the queen’s anger.

Apart from Margaret’s feelings and Hugh’s belligerent temperament, the
familiares had good reason to fear the Count of Catanzaro. Unlike Stephen’s
other companions, who had few ties to the Kingdom of Sicily, Hugh had a
link to it that was worth �ghting for. e large chunk of Calabria he
controlled was held by right of his wife, the heiress Clementia, who once
�irted with Matthew Bonello. Hugh had enough resources, and enough
support from the Calabrian baronage loyal to his wife’s family, to raise a
formidable army of his own.

Aer the �rst few chaotic months, the power of the familiares was more
like a placid pond than a raging river. But even a docile lake can be
dangerous for those unable to swim. Fortunately, Margaret knew how to
survive in perilous waters, and she refused to let herself drown in her own
tears.

As individuals, some of the familiares wielded considerable in�uence at
court. Matthew of Aiello ensured that John, his brother, was consecrated
Bishop of Catania as planned. is took place in July.

e queen restored to Richard of Molise the prosperous lands he had
held until his imprisonment.

Henry of Montescaglioso was �nally granted his wish for more territory
when he was invested with the Principate, a large county that included
territories around such cities as Salerno and Avellino. e queen reasoned
that this concession, ludicrously generous as it was, would keep her half-
brother far away from the royal court. Margaret’s only modicum of
satisfaction in this gesture came the moment Henry made submission by
kneeling before her and William to swear fealty to the monarch.

e familiare Walter, archdeacon of Cefalù, had no hope of being
consecrated bishop of that diocese so long as Bishop Boson was alive, and he
was hardly content to serve exclusively as rector of the palace chapel. Almost



as soon as Stephen had le the Regnum, overbearing Walter began seeking
supporters who might endorse his appointment as Archbishop of Palermo.
He reassumed the role of royal tutor held until recently by Peter of Blois,
soon emerging as the most important familiare.

By the autumn, exiled Robert of Loritello learnt of recent events. For
months, he had been sending Margaret letters requesting that she li his
exile. Reasoning that he might reclaim his old manor now that Gilbert of
Gravina was no longer in the Regnum, he began sending insistent letters to
the regent asking for it back. Margaret had to think about this.

She was busy dispatching correspondence of her own, to such people as
omas Becket, who had sent letters to the queen and to her chancellor
thanking them for providing hospitality to his nephews. A letter to Margaret
from Becket survives (this is the translation by John Giles published in
1846):

To the most serene lady and dearest daughter in Christ, Margaret, the
illustrious Queen of Sicily, omas, by divine appointment humble minister of
the church of Canterbury, sends health, and thus to reign temporally in Sicily,
that she may rejoice forever with the angels in glory! Although I have never
seen your face, I am not ignorant of your renown, its fame supported by
nobility of birth and by greatly numerous virtues. But amongst other
perfections which we and others praise, we owe a debt of gratitude to your
kindness, which we are now endeavouring to acknowledge, for the generosity
with which you gave refuge to our fellow exiles, Christ’s poor ones, our own kin
who fled to your realm from him who persecutes them. You have consoled
them in their distress, which is a great duty of religion. Your wealth has
relieved their indigence, and the amplitude of your power protected them in
their needs. By such sacrifices God is well pleased, your earthly reputation is
enhanced and made known, and every blessing is poured upon you. By these
means you have bound ourself also to you in gratitude, and we devote all that
we possess and all we are to your service. As the first fruits of our devotion, we
have used our good services to present your request to the most Christian king,
as you may know by the requests which he had made to our dear friend, the
King of Sicily, and by the words of the venerable prior of Crepy, whose literary
attainments, single-mindedness and sense of justice make him dear to all good



men. He is a man of correct life, sound doctrine, and perfect sanctity in human
judgment. We beg of you to hear him with as much reverence as you would
listen to the entire Western Church were it assembled at your feet. And I
beseech you, not only out of respect for his person, but in high regard for the
Church of Cluny, whose necessities he is charged with and which is reputed
throughout all the Latin world to have possessed, within its walls, all the glory
of virtue and perfection from the time of our first ancestors. In other respects
also, I ask you, if it so please you, to place as much confidence in all that he
shall tell you as coming from me, as if I myself had said it. Farewell.

Not surprisingly, Richard Palmer corresponded with his countryman.
Ostensibly acting on behalf of the King of France but perhaps at Margaret’s
urging, the Archbishop of Canterbury asked Richard to intervene to recall
Stephen of Perche to Sicily. Richard, of course, wished to keep Stephen as far
away as he could.

By the end of 1168, a certain calm had been restored to the kingdom.
Margaret’s authority had diminished slightly, but hers was still the most
powerful voice in the Regnum.

Statecra

By early 1169, it was clear that the regency would be a solitary duty. e
queen regent found herself without familial peers to assist her.

She decided to permit Robert of Loritello, her son’s distant cousin, to
return from exile; this might bring him into her camp. Other problems were
more complex.

In the wake of the resignation and departure of Stephen of Perche, the
chancellorship was not �lled and the archbishopric of Palermo was vacant.
e queen’s failure to make these appointments might elicit subtle dissent in
certain quarters. No matter.

Hoping, however wistfully, that her cousin might someday return and
reassume his former post, Margaret saw no immediate need to appoint
another chancellor. Not being eager to see the concentration of power in one
courtier, the familiares voiced no objection to this lacuna.



As the Archbishop of Palermo was, ex officio, the Primate of Sicily, a
position that brought with it its own privileged place in the kingdom’s power
structure, the queen, at least for the moment, saw no urgency in advancing
any names for it. For now, reticence was a trait that might serve her well.

e taciturn regent would have her way eventually. It would be best for
her political detractors not to view her silence to imply consent.

Walter

As the royal tutor, Walter, who was also the rector, or dean, of the palace
chapel, spent more time at court than any other familiare. He even had a tiny
“office” in the palace. Although he never became chancellor, Walter was,
effectively if unofficially, the chief familiare, and we �nd his signature as the
�rst witness in many royal decrees.

Like Stephen, Walter had been sent to Sicily by Margaret’s kinsman
Rotrou of Rouen. However, having arrived earlier than, and separately from,
Stephen and the hated French knights, Walter never came to be closely
associated with them in the public mind. Spared the bitter animus directed
at them, he was not expelled with the others.

Archbishop Walter may not have been a close friend of Stephen, but
neither was he an enemy. In any case, he never defended him with much
vigor, and in the end he added his voice to the opposition.

With Stephen of Perche and Peter of Blois gone, Walter was the best
advisor Margaret could expect to �nd, even if he would never be a trusted
con�dant. e queen bore the indelible memory of how years earlier, during
the revolt that claimed the life of her son, Walter was one of the opportunists
who exploited the public sentiment of the moment to advocate the
abdication of her husband.

Tireless were his efforts to garner enough support to justify being elected
the capital’s archbishop. Before long, he renounced his position in the
diocese of Cefalù to be appointed archdeacon of Agrigento, a more
important see. is suggests a certain amity with Gentile Tuscus, Agrigento’s
bishop.

Falcandus claims that Walter attempted to gain the appointment as
Archbishop of Palermo by paying a violent mob to frighten the local clergy



into supporting him. e queen hoped Pope Alexander III would refuse to
ratify this election on the grounds that Stephen, having renounced his
archiepiscopal status under duress, was still archbishop-elect.

e chronicler contends that Margaret sent Peter of Gaeta, subdeacon of
the papal curia, seven hundred gold ounces to give the pope to encourage
Rome’s support. is account, if truthful, implies that the regent’s actions
were tantamount to bribery. In this she was not alone, for the baronage,
which endorsed Walter, made its own entreaties to the Pontiff, along with a
bribe even more substantial than Margaret’s.

Aer contemplating the situation, the pope decided to con�rm the
election of Walter who, by February, had already begun to behave as if he
were archbishop, witnessing charters with that title and celebrating liturgy in
the cathedral.

Pope Alexander kept the gold Margaret had sent him but, seeking to
spare her feelings, he delayed sending Walter’s charter of appointment to
Palermo. Margaret was not happy about losing so much gold in a nugatory
effort, but by now she had more urgent matters to address.

Natural Disaster

Early in the morning of the fourth of February 1169 a violent earthquake
shook eastern Sicily and southern Calabria. Its epicenter was near the city of
Catania, which it all but levelled. Some �een thousand Catanians perished.
Most of the people in Lentini were killed. ere was damage from Messina
down to Syracuse. Castles crumbled at Modica and other towns, and from
Taormina the snow-capped summit of Mount Etna was observed to sink
somewhat.

Lending the catastrophe an apocalyptic air was its occurrence during the
vigil of the feast of Saint Agatha, Catania’s heavenly patroness. e city’s
cathedral was dedicated to her, and its collapse crushed Bishop John of
Aiello, the brother of Matthew the familiare, along with forty-�ve monks
inside for matins.

Margaret and her sons made their way to Catania to comfort the people
as best they could. Here William spoke publicly in his �rst official address to
his subjects: “Let each of you pray to the God he worships. He who has faith



in his God will feel peace in his heart.” Such words re�ected William’s kind
disposition to all the Abrahamic faithful he ruled.

Nothing could portend such a catastrophe, let alone explain it. To the
medieval mind, a disaster of this magnitude could be nothing less than an
act of a wrathful God. Some thought it foretold even worse cataclysms to
come. In a letter to Richard Palmer, Peter of Blois expressed the opinion that
the earthquake was God’s vengeance. According to Falcandus, there were
people who believed that Stephen of Perche, said to be at the court of
Constantinople, might return, �anked by Robert of Loritello and a faction of
the baronage, to take control of the court.

is speculation ended when news arrived that Stephen had died in
Jerusalem, where he was buried with full honours in the Templars’ chapter
house.

With this, Margaret realized there was no purpose to be served in crying
over spilt milk. She would have to face her destiny alone.

Generations

ree years earlier, when the Emperor of Constantinople proposed
betrothing his daughter to Margaret’s son, the queen’s reaction was tepid.
e young king was now �een; he would reach the age of majority in two
years.

Recent events had shown that he was becoming a decisive young man,
intelligent and con�dent. e time had come to begin the search for an
appropriate wife for him.

e Byzantine proposal, interesting as it was, did not appeal to the
queen. Her affinity for Norman society prompted her to look northward.
She was not the only one in her family to entertain such a notion.

Alfonso VIII of Castile, the son of her beloved sister Blanca, was making
overtures to Henry II of England to marry one of the English king’s
daughters. Alfonso was the same age as William, but his life thus far had
taken a far more cumbersome course.

Margaret’s brother-in-law, Sancho III of Castile, died in 1158, just two
years aer Blanca, leaving young Alfonso as an orphan in the care of what



became a succession of Castilian noblemen. Warring factions fought over
custody of the young king. It saddened Margaret to learn that her brother,
the King of Navarre, exploited this tragedy to seize some border territories
that belonged to Alfonso, who was his late sister’s son. is included La
Rioja, where Margaret and Blanca were born.

As much as Margaret may have wanted to help her nephew in Castile
during the hardships facing him, there was little she could do. She probably
had hoped that her half-brother, Henry of Montescaglioso, a knight errant
by nature, would have returned to Spain with his men, perhaps to end up
�ghting at young Alfonso’s side, but that was not to be.

Out of necessity, Alfonso had come of age and was now ruling a
kingdom with the support of some loyal barons who did their best to look
aer him, advise him and defend his interests. Quarrels among the Castilian
baronage and a chronic con�ict with Sancho, the King of Navarre, made this
a fruitless task.

Margaret learned that Matilda, one of the daughters of Henry II and
Eleanor of Aquitaine, had recently wed the Duke of Saxony. ere were two
princesses le, and Leonor (Eleanor), the elder, was not yet eight years old.
Despite the girls’ tender years, however, it could not hurt to make a discreet
inquiry. Margaret wasn’t seeking promises, only possibilities.

Golden Rule

For the moment, she had to rule the Regnum. is entailed establishing
policy when necessary, but more oen con�rming feudal grants, founding
monasteries and, of course, protecting the rights of all the subjects. She had
little time to think about those who had le. e eunuch and onetime
familiare Caïd Peter, for example, was now an admiral in the service of Abu
Yaqub Yusuf, the Almohad emir. It will be remembered that once he le
Sicily Peter reassumed his original name, Ahmed; to this he had since added
the surname es-Sikeli, “the Sicilian.”

In February, the queen permitted Matthew of Aiello to establish a tax-
exempt monastery on his property in Palermo. e salutation of this charter,
which is typical of those issued during the regency, refers to “William,
benevolent King of Sicily, Duke of Apulia and Prince of Capua, with Lady



Margaret his Queen Mother, resplendent in their great and glorious royal
generosity.”

Several such charters survive. Another example, dated May 1169,
con�rms the rights to an abbey in northeastern Sicily formerly granted by
John of Aiello, Matthew’s brother, the late Bishop of Catania. is
monastery, which seems to have been uninhabited by this time, once housed
Byzantine monks.

ese charters reveal something of the form the court had assumed.
Caïd Richard was the master chamberlain, assisted by Caïd Martin, the royal
chamberlain. e familiare Matthew of Aiello was high notary. Richard of
Molise was also present.

Stephen’s death removed the last theoretical impediment to Walter’s
formal appointment as Archbishop of Palermo, and Pope Alexander
formalized it by decree in June. Margaret then had to endure attending the
petulant prelate’s consecration in Palermo’s cathedral in late September.

Walter convinced her to appoint his brother, Bartholomew, as a
familiare, but the archbishop’s avarice did not stop there. He also prevailed
upon the queen to concede to him the feudal rights of the mills of the manor
of Bur-Ruqqad, or Brucato, as well as other lands.

Margaret had her own way of reminding pompous Walter that the
Kingdom of Sicily wasn’t his personal theocracy. is involved adding a
layer of power to the court hierarchy. She appointed Matthew of Aiello, the
familiare and high notary, her vice chancellor. is was a slightly ironic title
as there was no high chancellor for him to serve under. Nevertheless, it sent
the clear signal that the Regnum was a monarchy, not a dictatorship, and that
Margaret was still in charge.

By Christmas, Henry II had expressed his consent to the marriage of his
youngest daughter, Joanna, to King William. is was not a formal, binding
decision, and Joanna was just four years old, so the wedding was still some
years away, but the English monarch’s agreement was a hopeful sign.
Without delay, the queen sent ambassadors to discuss the matter with the
pope.

By the beginning of 1170, there was peace and stability in the kingdom,
whilst the treasury, the diwan, was as rich as ever. Margaret may have found



Walter and his ilk overbearing, if not downright obnoxious, but she
managed to achieve a tolerable coexistence with them. More important than
her needs was the necessity of rebuilding Catania and the other localities
destroyed during the previous year.

To the north of the kingdom’s border, Pope Alexander III spent a good
part of his ponti�cate exiled from the city of Rome, which was a hotbed of
unrest rooted in the ambitions of Frederick Barbarossa and the occasional
antipope. e pontiff resided instead at Benevento, Gaeta and Anagni. Gis
like the gold he received from Margaret and the Sicilian barons the previous
year made this exile bearable.

In January, the pontiff received as Margaret’s ambassadors Robert of
Loritello and Richard Palmer, whose brief it was to seek approval for the
idea of the marriage of William to Joanna, the youngest daughter of King
Henry of England. ese emissaries were more reliable than others the
queen might have sent; Robert was distant kin to her son and Richard was
English by birth.

At England’s royal court, like Sicily’s, life proceeded unhindered despite
political complexities. King Henry’s dispute with omas Becket, who Pope
Alexander supported, had yet to be resolved.

e Sicilians were anything but oblivious to what was transpiring in
England, and the matter was doubtless discussed, if only perfunctorily, by
the two Sicilian ambassadors and the pope. It did not impede the
negotiations, but Becket himself was displeased, personally offended by what
he viewed as disloyalty on the part of the two emissaries, with whom he was
familiar, and perhaps even Margaret. In a letter to Ubaldo, Bishop of Ostia,
he wrote that, “Even the King of Sicily, in whose dominions you live, has
been promised the daughter of the King of England if he will join in
effecting our ruin.”

at criticism was misplaced and simply erroneous. Margaret was
merely seeking to secure a marriage for her son. Like many, she hoped for a
resolution to a con�ict that had already dragged on for years. omas
Becket further asserted that Richard Palmer was offered the bishopric of
Lincoln, as if this were comparable to the importance — and climate — of
Syracuse, if he supported King Henry politically and �nancially. ere seems
to be no basis for Becket to have believed such a thing; most of the money



he mentions would certainly have to come from the treasury of the Regnum,
and that would require Margaret’s approval.

Margaret supported Becket whilst Matthew of Aiello, who was now her
vice chancellor, was inclined to endorse King Henry’s views. Yet the
Kingdom of Sicily took no official position in the dispute, and during the
summer of 1170 the Archbishop of Canterbury and the King of England
seemed to reach a compromise.

As the months passed, the queen continued the business of running a
kingdom. As always, the greater number of decrees she issued in her son’s
name dealt with feudal and ecclesiastical rights. Typical of these is a charter
of October, in which she granted a hermit monk of the Byzantine tradition a
small manor and the rights to a mill.

Margaret’s improvised strategy of “divide and conquer” was beginning to
achieve its desired result. Archbishop Walter viewed Matthew of Aiello as a
rival, and their rapport was sometimes difficult. Over time, however, the two
men developed a reasonably efficient working relationship.

By the Christmas season of 1170, it seemed as if the marriage
agreements of William II to Joanna of England and that of his cousin
Alfonso VIII of Castile to her elder sister, Leonor (Eleanor), would soon be
con�rmed.

e English monarch hoped to bene�t from these unions. Princess
Leonor’s marriage to Alfonso would provide Henry more security along the
southern border of Aquitaine and other regions he ruled by right of his wife.
Joanna’s marriage to William would more closely link England, Normandy
and Henry’s various French lands to the affluent Kingdom of Sicily.

Little account was taken of love, at least not before the fact. Henry’s
daughters would be expected to embrace the husbands chosen for them, just
like Margaret herself had done many years earlier.

For his part, Alfonso wanted support from King Henry, whose lands
extended to the Pyrenees, to offset the territorial ambitions of his avaricious
uncle, Sancho of Navarre. By surrounding Navarre in this way, the young
King of Castile hoped to restrict Sancho’s expansion into Castilian territories
beyond La Rioja.



Margaret’s motives were more nuanced. She had no loy political or
economic objectives in arranging her son’s marriage to Henry’s daughter, but
closer ties with Henry and his dominions on the continent would not be
unwelcome.

ese incipient wedding plans were torn asunder by an event that
occurred in the last days of December. omas Becket was murdered in
Canterbury by four of Henry’s knights.

Reginal Duties

Nothing in the �rst days of 1171 marked the year as beginning very
differently from any other. Queen Margaret passed the Christmas season
with her sons, as always. ere were no serious con�icts within the Regnum,
and no foreign threats. e seasonal snow on the mountains beyond
Palermo was a reassurance that some things never change. e queen was at
the pinnacle of her power.

ere was still time to �nd William a suitable bride. Indeed, another
offer soon arrived from the Emperor of Constantinople. is reiterated his
proposal of several years earlier. His daughter was still available, although no
longer his universal heiress as a son had been born since he last tendered
Margaret a proposal that William wed Maria “Porphyrogenita.” is time,
Margaret decided to accept the offer.

As the most in�uential familiares, Matthew of Aiello and Walter the
Archbishop of Palermo worked together well enough for a later chronicler to
describe them as “two �rm pillars” supporting the Kingdom of Sicily. at
portrayal may well have re�ected popular sentiment.

Now, at the age of thirty-six, Margaret could begin to think about
retiring from the most important public role of her life. Her elder son, the
heir, was nearing seventeen, the age of majority.

For the moment, her time was consumed by such tasks as rendering
“extraordinary” decisions in matters referred to her. Most cases involving
bishops were addressed by the queen rather than by a civil authority such as
the justiciars. In March, Margaret restored to Gentile, Bishop of Agrigento, a
mill of which, according to a surviving charter, the prelate had somehow
been defrauded. Other decrees defended the rights of Muslims and Jews.



By 1171, the composition of the population of the realm Margaret ruled
in her son’s name could be identi�ed by religion in a general way. e Jews
were the only religious minority of note in the peninsular part of the
Kingdom of Sicily. On the island of Sicily, perhaps one in four subjects were
Muslim, and no more than one in ten were Jewish.

God and Country

e world around her was undergoing one of those subtle shis that
alters the form, if not the spirit, of religion every now and then.

To the south of Sicily, a Sunni family succeeded a Shia dynasty. e
death of the last Fatimid caliph brought changes to the African lands
running along the Mediterranean all the way to the Red Sea. Cairo, the
family’s capital, had been founded not long aer the Fatimids made their
way to Egypt from Tunisia. In September 1171, Saladin, a Kurd, established
what was to become a new ruling house. His Ayyubids, who had a natural
religious affinity for the Sunni Abbasids of Baghdad, were intent on
asserting their power around Jerusalem. Islam spanned three continents,
in�uencing regions from Spain to what is now Pakistan.

e Christianity of some regions on the fringe of Europe was being
brought into line with Rome’s customs and rites. Aer a band of English
knights had occupied part of Ireland, King Henry, not wishing to see them
establish a rival kingdom on the island, reminded them that he was their
lord. He and a large invasion force would land in Ireland in October. Pope
Alexander approved the conquest of Eire so long as Henry encouraged its
people to embrace the same liturgy and traditions as the Catholic Church in
England, setting aside certain distinctively Celtic practices. e same Pontiff
made an effort to more �rmly integrate the people of Finland into Rome’s
fold.

In Sicily, as we have seen, the Christians were becoming ever more Latin.
Margaret was eyeing some abandoned Greek monasteries on the eastern
side of the island with a view to establishing Roman Catholic houses for the
religious orders, especially for nuns.

Building churches was becoming something of a competition, a kind of
medieval oneupmanship, in Norman Sicily. Great churches were the mega-



tall skyscrapers of their day. Maio of Bari built San Cataldo as his private
chapel to challenge the Martorana of George of Antioch next door; Matthew
of Aiello built Saint Mary of the Latins in the Saqaliba district and later
endowed the Magione in the Khalesa quarter, while Walter wanted to leave
his mark on Palermo with a new cathedral. Each power player had his own
“pet project.”

As queen, Margaret had the resources to beat the boys at their own
game. at’s how she would spend her retirement.

Acumen

Was Margaret a competent leader, perhaps even an exceptional one? e
quality of leadership depends greatly on context, and especially the
challenges one faces, as much as personal ability. Difficult as Margaret’s
regency was, it would have been far more arduous, indeed potentially
catastrophic, if it involved anything like repelling a large military invasion
such as the one attempted, and aborted, by Frederick Barbarossa. e
challenges from prelates in Sicily were nothing like the ideological war of
words between Henry II and omas Becket, and as Margaret’s regency was
ending Henry stood on the threshold of an internecine squabble that would
degenerate into armed con�ict against his own sons.

It could be argued that the scheming, conspiring efforts to undermine
the queen’s authority were more difficult to respond to, and defeat, than a
transparent military or juridical attack. ere can be no doubt that some of
the verbal barbs launched in Margaret’s direction were, by their very nature,
misogynistic, intended to exploit a woman’s perceived vulnerabilities in an
age that saw very few females in positions of leadership.

Viewed from such a perspective, Margaret’s regency cannot be regarded
as anything less than a success. Not every decision she made was un�awed,
but perfection is not the measure of great leadership. Triumph in the face of
adversity is what makes good leaders great.

And what of the populace? Did the people view their queen regent as a
leader they could support?

What scant indications exist tell us that they did. Looking at the
minorities, Islam �ourished despite many conversions to Catholicism, and



the Jews were protected.

e few major revolts were not upheavals motivated by widespread
injustice but, rather, rebellions instigated by aristocrats. e ringleaders of
the revolt that led to the exile of Stephen of Perche negotiated with the
chancellor precisely because they feared that by nightfall the Palermitans
they had incited to riot would abandon the effort and return to their humble
hearths.

A unique occasion occurred in the middle of 1171 when one of
Margaret’s most famous countrymen, the rabbi Benjamin of Tudela, visited
Sicily. It was the last noteworthy event of her regency.

Queen Mother

Margaret was no longer regent. Inevitably, the day arrived for William,
who was now an adult, to act independently of her. In the early days of May
in 1172, the king and his young brother, Henry, who was then twelve, le
with a large entourage for Taranto, where they were to meet Maria
“Porphyrogenita” of Constantinople, to whom William was betrothed the
previous year. is was the �rst time that Margaret’s sons le their mother’s
presence for more than a day or two, and it was to prove a fateful journey.

It had been agreed with Manuel Comnenus of Constantinople that his
daughter would arrive with several galleys and a number of emissaries,
knights, ladies-in-waiting and servants. A legation of Sicilian ambassadors
had visited the Byzantine court to ensure that Maria, who was nearly two
years older than William, was sufficiently healthy, intelligent and attractive
to become Sicily’s queen consort.

With the birth of her half-brother, Alexius, Maria was no longer
Manuel’s universal heir to the Byzantine throne, but she was just as eligible
as any other princess to become William’s bride, for her father’s empire was
an important ally. Unstated was another aspect of the union that was not to
be overlooked.

In the event of the childhood death of her brother, who was not yet
three, Maria would again become Manuel’s heiress, an eventuality that might
well open the door for William to claim the Byzantine Empire by marital
right. is possibility did not escape Manuel or, for that matter, any other



monarch whose interests touched Mediterranean shores, especially
Frederick Barbarossa.

William waited at Taranto for about ten days. Presuming a timely
departure from Constantinople, there was no immediate explanation for a
delay in Maria’s arrival. e seas were calm this time of year. e route of her
�otilla would take Maria through the Aegean, following the Greek coasts
into the Ionian to Corfu and then to Apulia.

Not wishing to spend too much time idly waiting, William le a
company of prelates and nobles at Taranto to receive Maria while he and his
brother went to pray at the sanctuary of Saint Michael on Mount Gargano, a
site very important to the Hauteville dynasty. ey then went to Barletta for
a few days.

As the days passed, it became obvious that Maria was not going to arrive.
An armed �otilla sailing through friendly coastal waters did not risk an
attack by pirates, and there were no storms, so the royal court could only
conclude that Manuel Comnenus had reneged on his word. If that matter
were not grave enough, the event itself le William greatly dismayed. e
young man had expected to meet the woman who would be his wife.
Instead, he departed Apulia without so much as an explanation for her
failure to appear.

Receiving word of the incident, Margaret was equally frustrated. More
than once, Manuel of Constantinople had proposed the union of his
daughter to her son, �nally committing to it formally, only to abandon the
idea now. Not only was this annoying, it was highly offensive to royal
dignity. It was enough to anger any mother.

e lack of an explanation, or indeed any communication, from the
Byzantine court only added insult to injury.

Lost Prince

From Apulia, William and his company headed to the western side of
the peninsula. Before long, he was passing through Benevento. At this point,
young Henry began to complain of illness.

e king thought it best to send his brother to Salerno. Not only did that
city have a good medical school and exceptional physicians, it was a



convenient port from which to embark for Sicily.

Matthew of Aiello and Archbishop Walter remained with William.
Despite their concern for Henry, both familiares wanted to be as near to the
king as possible.

From Salerno, young Henry returned by sea to Palermo accompanied by
a small retinue. During the sea voyage, his physical condition did not
improve.

In Sicily, the illness only worsened. Henry died in the middle of June.

Having visited Capua, William soon headed to Salerno, where the royal
galleys were waiting to take him to Sicily. He embarked without further
delay and set sail for his capital.

Upon reaching Palermo, William learned of his brother’s death. He did
not take it well.

e people of Palermo attended yet another royal funeral. Margaret was
beside herself with grief. e long arm of death had snatched three of her
sons from this earth.

But the political repercussions of Henry’s premature passing
transcended even a mother’s anguish. Henry’s death brought with it dynastic
rami�cations that could change the course of history.

e young prince had been �rst in line to the throne. Now there were no
legitimate male heirs in sight.

Constance, the posthumous daughter of Roger II, became heiress
presumptive. It will be remembered that she was around William’s age, even
though she was his aunt.

If Constance were to marry, her husband might rule in her name jure
uxoris, by marital right. Until now, Constance’s mother, Beatrice of Rethel,
had made no effort to �nd the girl a husband, and neither had Margaret.
us far, married life did not seem to interest her.

Finding William a wife to produce heirs was more important than ever.

A proposal came from the Holy Roman Empire when ambassadors
representing Frederick Barbarossa offered the hand of his daughter, Beatrice
Hohenstaufen.



is German offer was not accepted, but neither was it immediately
refused. e issue was complex.

Margaret and William both knew that Pope Alexander and Frederick
Barbarossa had yet to negotiate a peace with each other. Jeopardizing Sicily’s
rapport with the papacy was not a good idea.

Aer careful contemplation, William refused to wed Frederick
Barbarossa’s daughter. e rebuke, accompanied as it was by William’s
refusal to negotiate a new treaty with the Holy Roman Emperor until the
papal dispute was resolved, enraged Barbarossa.

Other monarchs were more willing to cultivate good relationships with
the papacy, if only out of expediency. In England, Henry II reached what
seemed like an accommodation with Pope Alexander III in the wake of the
omas Becket assassination. Could this serve to resuscitate the abandoned
betrothal of Henry’s daughter to Margaret’s son?

Matronage

Between mourning for her lost son and fretting over the future of her
last living child, Margaret had a great deal to think about. If she confronted
depression, she did not succumb to it.

e canonization of omas Becket in February 1173 only served to
remind her of the earlier tragedy that ended in her English friend’s
martyrdom, and her dashed desire for William to wed young Joanna of
England.

Faced with uprisings in France instigated by his own sons, King Henry
could be forgiven for ignoring the subject of the betrothal of his daughter to
the King of Sicily.

Letters from the English king advised fellow monarchs of developments
in his realm. One such letter arrived at Palermo. Margaret encouraged
William to respond amicably. She probably gave very little thought to
Henry’s insolent sons. It was his daughter, Joanna, who interested her; the
queen was beginning to think it possible to salvage the plan for the young
princess to marry William.



At some point in 1173, Margaret ventured into northeastern Sicily. She
visited Beatrice of Rethel and Constance before trekking into the Nebrodian
Mountains to inspect the monastery being built at Maniace.

None of these royal dames ever traveled with anything less than a
company of knights, esquires, grooms, ladies-in-waiting, servants, and
perhaps a friar and scrivener. At the bare minimum, that meant no fewer
than twenty people.

We know rather little of the sense of sisterhood that existed among
Margaret, Beatrice and young Constance, but there was now a dearth of
legitimate Hauteville males. Despite the ambitions of the familiares who
governed the Regnum from one day to the next, dynastic power rested �rmly
in the hands of William and Margaret.

Margaret enjoyed a unique status as queen mother. Several charters
relating to the monasteries she founded in the Nebrodian Mountains cite her
authority exclusively. We �nd, for example, the phrase dominae Margaritae
gloriosae reginae matri, without William being mentioned explicitly. Within
a few years, Maniace became a vast network of holdings outside the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Messina, ceded to the
authority of the abbot of Monreale.

is is not to suggest that anything like a “mini-kingdom” was ruled by
Margaret in northeastern Sicily once her son reached the age of majority.
However, using the royal castle at San Marco d’Alunzio as her base, she
exercised her authority with a certain degree of autonomy.

As queen mother, Margaret’s most ambitious project, apart from �nding
her son a suitable bride, was to assist him in founding a large Benedictine
abbey at Monreale, overlooking Palermo. is was viewed as young King
William’s effort to compete with Walter, Palermo’s archbishop, and to
demonstrate his independence from his former tutor. Monreale Abbey,
which soon became the seat of its own archbishopric, was autonomous;
much like the abbey at Cava, near Salerno, from whence some of its �rst
monks were recruited, it was outside the local ecclesiastical authority.

Walter had long sought to wield his in�uence over the young monarch,
who still yielded on occasion. Amongst the few royal charters that survive
from these years is one that permits Walter, as the Archbishop of Palermo
and chief familiare, to try adulterers in his archdiocese. Adultery is an



example of something that was a crime in both ecclesiastical law and in the
civil law enshrined in the Assizes of Ariano. Too few cases are known in
Palermo for us to ascertain exactly how this archiepiscopal authority was
applied in practice, although Walter’s jurisdiction included Roman
Catholics, not Muslims, Jews or Greek Christians.

Margaret’s involvement in such matters is not known, but it seems that
she acted as her son’s advisor for several years aer he reached the age of
majority and began to rule in his own right.

Walter was much chagrined to hear about royal plans to build Monreale.
He wanted funding for his own enterprise, an expansion of Palermo’s
cathedral, something he eventually obtained.

Monreale epitomizes the syncretic art and architecture that �ourished
during Sicily’s Norman era. e church’s impressive Byzantine mosaics,
which include a large Pantocrator overlooking the earliest public image of
omas Becket, cover most of its walls, a mosaicry area more extensive than
that of any other church in Italy — even Saint Mark’s in Venice. A fountain
in the cloister, and the exterior of the church’s apses, are of Fatimid design.
e detailed, sculpted capitals of the cloister’s columns re�ect Provençal and
Norman in�uences.

Monreale was not William’s only major project.

One of the people that Margaret, as regent, had permitted to return from
exile was Tancred of Lecce, the illegitimate grandson of Roger II who had
participated in the Bonello revolt. During the middle of 1173, William
decided to entrust the wayward prince with commanding a �eet to support a
Fatimid uprising in Egypt against Saladin’s ambitious Ayyubid government,
which had designs on the Holy Land. is expedition did not meet with
success, but Tancred and his �eet returned to the kingdom, where the
bastard prince was destined to be favored by fortune.

News eventually reached the Sicilian court that William’s cousin
(Margaret’s nephew), Alfonso VIII of Castile, was to marry Leonor
(Eleanor), the daughter of Henry II, in view of the English monarch’s formal
reconciliation with the papacy. is opened the door to renewed
negotiations for the betrothal of Leonor’s younger sister, Joanna, to William.



e betrothal was con�rmed in 1176 and the nuptials were celebrated in
Palermo early the following year (see the next chapter). On this occasion,
one of the gis sent to Margaret, probably from Joanna’s mother, Eleanor of
Aquitaine, was a pendant containing some relics of omas Becket.

Margaret was now a mother-in-law.

In July 1177, Romuald of Salerno represented William at the
negotiations that culminated in the Treaty of Venice. is brought peace
between the papacy and the Holy Roman Empire. Abandoning his support
of an antipope, Frederick Barbarossa recognized Alexander III as pope
whilst regularizing his relations with papal allies like the northern Italian
communes and Sicily.

South of the Alps, the chief effect of this heretofore elusive treaty was a
rare era of peace over the next few years. For the Kingdom of Sicily, it meant
domestic security throughout William’s reign.

Yet the Regnum, like other European kingdoms, had its shortcomings.
Manorialism was a fact of life, and Monreale’s abbot, being the feudal lord of
a chunk of the Sicilian hinterland analogous to a vast barony, was beginning
to act the part of a zealous baron. When several Muslims, not wishing to
accept their status as his serfs, le the territory only to be repatriated, the
perfervid prelate made the men swear on the Koran never to leave again, for
they were tied to the land.

In 1183, when William was making one of his periodic tours of the
peninsular part of the Regnum with his courtiers, the two queens, Margaret
and Joanna, were le in charge at Palermo as the de facto “governors” of
Sicily in the king’s absence.

Margaret, who was now forty-eight, spent the next few months at
Palermo and in a palace next to Monreale’s church. e summer was as
warm as ever.

On Sunday, the thirty-�rst of July, she attended liturgy. It would be her
last time, for that night she went to sleep, never to awaken. We do not know
what claimed her life, only that it ended.

A few days later, her funeral at Monreale was attended by thousands who
hiked up the mountain to commemorate their queen. e chief celebrant
was the Archbishop of Monreale.



Here, in the cathedral she loved, lies one of Sicily’s most beloved women.

Her epitaph, shown at the end of this chapter, is eloquent in its
simplicity: “Here in regal dignity lies Queen Margaret, distinguished by her
noble spirit, the consort of a king, the mother of princes, the regent for King
William II the son she bore. Commended to Heaven on the Feast of Saint
Peter in Chains, in the year one thousand one hundred and eighty-three.
Amen.”











Chapter 9

Joanna of England

Joanna of England was born in October of 1165 to Eleanor of Aquitaine, the
queen consort of King Henry II of England, at Angers in Anjou. Whilst
Eleanor was giving birth to their seventh child, Henry was back in England,
possibly with his mistress. He would not see his newest daughter until
spring of the following year, when he returned to the continent to assert his
authority and to suppress a few barons who were rebelling against his wife’s
sovereignty over some lands in her personal dominions. On Easter, Henry
also met with Louis VII of France, his wife’s ex-husband.

It was Joanna’s fate to be born into a tempestuous family during a
tumultuous time in the history of what later came to be called the “Angevin
Empire,” the exonym referring collectively to the lands ruled by Henry, from
England and part of Ireland southward through Normandy, Maine, Brittany,
Anjou and Aquitaine, thence embracing lands as far as the foothills of the
Pyrenees. During the course of Joanna’s childhood, the marriage of her
parents would be marked by estrangement and her brothers would rebel in a
military campaign against her father, whose ideas about law and
government fueled a chronic, fatal feud with England’s premier prelate.

e lives of Henry, Eleanor and their sons Richard “Lionheart” and John
“Lackland” are fodder for England’s most memorable medieval saga. e
story of the colorful “Plantagenet” dynasty brings us everything from
connubial squabbles and �lial betrayal to crusades to constitutions to the
Magna Carta.

Parentage

is is not mere retrospective embellishment, for by no means were
Joanna’s parents passive �gures in history. To the contrary, they did much to
shape the society of their time and our modern perceptions of it. To Eleanor
we owe certain notions of medieval reginal motherhood and power, to



Henry the fundamental tenets of common law that form the basis of
principles enshrined in Britain’s “unwritten” constitution and, to this day, the
legal framework of nations in�uenced by such ideas, notably the United
States, Canada, Australia and India.

Henry’s control of continental territories beyond Normandy, effectively
half of what is now France, led to con�ict and war; his incursion into Ireland
spawned consequences that would span many centuries. Rooted in
questions of law and jurisdiction, his feud with omas Becket, the
Archbishop of Canterbury, had little immediate effect in English society but
it was, arguably, a seed that germinated, centuries later, into one of the
pretexts for the establishment of the Church of England.

Henry II “Curtmantle” became the undisputed King of England in 1154
following a dynastic controversy that led to what in English history is
appropriately called “e Anarchy.” is was essentially a civil war. His claim
to the throne was inherited through his mother, Maude (Matilda), herself
one of the most powerful women in Europe and the daughter of Henry I
“Beauclerc,” fourthborn son of William the Conqueror.

us Henry II was Norman on his mother’s side. His father, through
whom he inherited lands in France, was Geoffrey V, Count of Anjou, who
died in 1151. For this reason, Henry and his descendants are usually referred
to in British historiography as Angevins. e term Plantagenet, though
known, became popular somewhat later.

Henry’s only wife, graceful Eleanor of Aquitaine, was about a decade
older than the young king. As the heiress of the prosperous Duchy of
Aquitaine, she was much desired. She wed, �rstly, Louis VII of France in
1137. e marriage cannot be said to have been a happy one.

ere may be some truth to the belief that the youthful bride was
indecorous, even audacious, and ten years later she accompanied her
husband on the misadventurous Second Crusade. At Constantinople, the
chronicler Nicetas Choniates praised her beauty.

Eleanor’s sea voyage back to France was hindered by Byzantine assaults,
and unforeseen storms blew her ship off course, possibly as far as the
African coast, but she eventually made it to the port of Palermo at the end of
July in 1149, ill but safe. Her husband’s galley, meanwhile, had landed in
Apulia. King Roger II accompanied Eleanor to the mainland, where she was



united with her husband. e two kings met at Potenza in late August.
Roger then had the royal couple and their suite escorted to Tusculum to
meet the pope.

At Tusculum, Eleanor and Louis prevailed upon Pope Eugene III to
grant an annulment of their marriage based on the pretext of close
consanguinity through what was actually rather distant kinship. is was
ridiculous considering the frequent marriages between royal cousins; it
seems more likely that Louis was simply disappointed that Eleanor had
produced two daughters but no sons, for it was stipulated upon their
marriage that he could not rule Aquitaine jure uxoris and that the duchy
would be inherited only by a male heir. Nonetheless, the annulment was
granted and in 1152 Eleanor wed the King of England, by whom she bore
sons, beginning with William, who died young, and Henry, who lived into
adulthood. e most signi�cant result of this union, apart from the births of
Henry’s successors Richard and John, was that Aquitaine henceforth fell
under Plantagenet rule. A great deal has been written about Eleanor, much
of it �attering.

Childhood

Images of Joanna depict her as a pretty blonde. Her childhood may be
viewed as privileged, even by the royal standards of her time. Whereas her
two elder half-sisters, Marie and Alix (Eleanor’s daughters by Louis VII),
remained at their father’s court, Joanna and her two “full” sisters enjoyed the
bene�t of a close relationship with their mother. Every scrap of evidence
suggests that Eleanor was a loving mother.

Marie and Alix were not Joanna’s only half siblings, as Henry II fathered
illegitimate children, notably Geoffrey of York and William Longespée.

Joanna’s full siblings were William (who died young in 1156), Henry the
Young King (who died in 1183), Matilda (Maude), Richard “Lionheart,”
Geoffrey, Leonor (Eleanor), and John “Lackland,” who was born the year
following Joanna.

Eleanor did not oen see her eldest two daughters from her �rst
marriage. eir father, Louis, may have brought them to visit her at Angers



when he went there to meet Henry in April 1166, but this is not known with
certainty.

Most of what we know of Joanna’s childhood comes to us through our
knowledge of her strong-willed mother’s actions and movements. Indeed,
Eleanor and her three daughters by Henry were back in England by the end
of 1166, where John was born at Oxford.

Joanna’s grandmother, the remarkable Maude, died at Rouen in 1167. By
then, Henry’s interminable quarrel with omas Becket was in full vigor.

omas Becket

Few ecclesiastics of England’s Middle Ages have been the subject of as
much study as omas Becket, whose eloquent epistles �ll many volumes,
painting a punctilious portrait of his personal character and his theological
views. No discourse on the concepts of national sovereignty, ecclesiastical
authority or the separation of church and state is truly complete without at
least a perfunctory consideration of the unholy feud between King Henry II
of England and his onetime ally, omas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury.

A cosmopolitan education abroad led omas to the service of
eobald, Archbishop of Canterbury, where he became known as a learned
and pragmatic man, more thinker than scrivener. In 1155, eobald
recommended him to become the chancellor of newly-crowned Henry II.

is post involved collecting monies owed the crown, whether from
barons or bishops. omas performed his duties efficiently, bringing order
to the royal accounts. He and the king become good friends, passing much
time together hunting, conversing and drinking. omas was Henry’s closest
con�dant, perhaps even something of a mentor.

Henry believed that justice should be available to all his subjects, and
that some semblance of equality could prevail under the law. True, there
were barons and there were serfs, and a feudal order that kept every man in
his place (with little thought given to women), but the long civil war he
witnessed as a boy convinced the king that just laws could bring about a
fundamentally just society.

omas Becket agreed with these principles, at least initially. Amongst
their prominent proponents were Richard of Luci, the chief justiciar



(England’s highest judge), and Ranulf of Glanville, the erudite scholar who
succeeded him.

With Henry’s introduction of civil (secular) tribunals, a law emerged
that was “common” throughout England. Decisions might establish
precedent, ensuring consistency in the prosecution of the same crime in
different parts of the realm.

Henry’s common law did not completely supplant existing principles.
Nonetheless, the new laws forever changed the face of England’s juridical
landscape.

An obvious obstacle to universal enforcement was that in England, as in
most of Europe, the church was, in effect, a “state within a state” governed by
its own laws. Not only did the church control much property, about one in
�ve subjects was under ecclesiastical jurisdiction, either as a cleric, nun or
serf.

Upon eobald’s death in 1161, Henry saw the appointment of his
friend, omas, as Archbishop of Canterbury, and therefore Primate of
England, as a way of introducing his tenets of law into the ecclesiastical
sphere. omas, however, had other ideas. As archbishop, he began,
unexpectedly, to take traditional papal positions on the issues so important
to the king. e Constitutions of Clarendon enacted in 1164 became a
particular bone of contention, though not the only one.

Seeking a pretext to remove omas from power, Henry accused him of
malfeasance allegedly committed during his tenure as chancellor. e king
summoned the archbishop to appear at a great council at Northampton to
answer these charges. When convicted, omas stormed out of the trial and
�ed to France, where he obtained sanctuary from King Louis VII.

In 1166, with omas in exile, Henry enacted the Assize of Clarendon.
Very little of this dealt with ecclesiastical authority. Rather, it transferred
much power from the barons to the royal judges. Trial by jury was instituted
based on an evidentiary model, replacing such methods as compurgation, an
accused person being released if a certain number of his friends swore that
they believed him, and trial by single combat, a knight duelling an opponent
to decide his case.



Henry took reprisal against the prelate’s family, which he exiled, and —
as we have seen — eventually two of Becket’s nephews were granted
hospitality by Queen Margaret in Sicily.

By 1167, Pope Alexander III was actively intervening in the dispute
through the diplomacy of one emissary aer another. Whilst he agreed with
omas in principle, the pontiff saw no point in allowing the controversy to
drag on for years.

A meeting between the king and the archbishop east of Paris early in
1169 resolved nothing, ending with both men parting in exasperation.

Even little Joanna occasioned Becket’s consternation. It was during 1169
that he wrote the letter (quoted in the previous chapter) to Ubaldo, Bishop
of Ostia, criticizing King William II of Sicily for seeking Joanna’s hand in
marriage.

Henry was just as obdurate as Becket. He arranged for his eldest son,
Joanna’s brother Henry, to be crowned rex filius by the Archbishop of York,
whose see contested Canterbury for primacy in England. is was meant to
humiliate the exiled Becket, as everybody knew that the privilege of
coronation belonged to Canterbury alone. e coronation took place in June
1170.

Becket’s reaction was to excommunicate the Archbishop of York, along
with the bishops of London and Salisbury who assisted him in crowning
Prince Henry, the Young King.

Convinced that the elder Henry had gone too far, Pope Alexander
con�rmed Becket’s excommunications of the bishops and others. Fearing
that an interdict on England might be the next misfortune to befall his reign,
the king met with omas in France in late July. e exile formally ended
and the two tacitly agreed to ignore, for now, the myriad jurisdictional
complications arising from the Constitutions of Clarendon and other
legislation.

omas Becket returned to England in early December. Henry was
distressed to learn that his erstwhile friend refused to li the
excommunication of the Archbishop of York. Worse yet, the archbishop
excommunicated other subjects in what seemed like an attempt to test
Henry’s resolve, if not his laws.



Seeing Henry’s displeasure, four of his knights went to Canterbury to
confront the archbishop. ere, in the cathedral, they struck down omas
Becket with their swords at the hour of vespers on the evening of Tuesday,
December twenty-ninth.

Henry repudiated this heinous act, disavowing any responsibility for it.
Yet the assassins, though publicly condemned, went unpunished except for
banishment from the court and excommunication, rather painless penalties.

Education of an English Princess

By then, Joanna was living with her mother in the Maubergeonne Tower
at Poitiers, where Eleanor held court and maintained a large household. It
seems that the young princess and her brother, John, also spent some time
with their mother at Fontevrault, an abbey under Eleanor’s patronage.

Earlier in 1170, Joanna’s sister, Leonor, had traveled to Castile to wed
Alfonso VIII, the nephew of Queen Margaret of Sicily.

News of Becket’s death shook England, and before long the cause for his
canonization was opened. Eleanor was one of the many to venerate the
murdered archbishop. Joanna, at the tender age of �ve, came to think of him
as a saint.

Her father spent the �rst months of 1172 prosecuting an invasion of
Ireland he had begun the previous year, not wishing for the island to fall
under the exclusive control of a few of his vassals who had already occupied
parts of it. e campaign extended Henry’s in�uence to the Irish lands,
which would remain under English control for centuries. e month of May
found the king at Avranches, where he was absolved of guilt in his erstwhile
friend’s murder. en he went to Caen to meet with a council of bishops and
reiterate what he had professed at Avranches, effectively abrogating most of
the crown rights he had asserted against ecclesiastical authority during the
past few years.

Henry was with Eleanor and their younger children at Chinon for
Christmas. is was a rare occasion for Joanna, now seven, to see her father.
e outward tranquility in Joanna’s family was to prove fragile.

In February 1173, Eleanor, her husband and their younger children were
present at the Council of Limoges. omas Becket was canonized the same



month, and his cult spread rapidly across Catholic Europe. Other matters
brewing in Henry’s realms were far less seraphic.

A con�ict emerged between Henry II and his eldest living son, Prince
Henry (the Young King), who was wed to Margaret, a daughter of Louis VII
of France. As the heir of Eleanor, who held Aquitaine and other lands in her
own right, the younger Henry thought of these dominions as his birthright.
is was reasonable.

Joanna and John were still children, yet their father was already
brokering their marriages. Negotiations for the marriage of Joanna to
William II of Sicily recommenced now that her father’s predicament with
the papacy was resolved. It would be a few years before this could be
concluded.

In seeking a suitable wife for John, Henry took the liberty of adding
three castles (Chinon, Mirabeau, Loudun) to the boy’s patrimony to sweeten
the English proposal of the young prince to wed Alice, a daughter of
Humbert III of Savoy; this count ruled part of southeastern France but did
not yet have a son. Humbert’s interesting offer was made through an
ambassador Henry met, probably at the Council of Limoges at which
Eleanor was present, but it is unclear whether the queen herself attended
this meeting.

As the three castles were in Eleanor’s territory, her husband’s action was
viewed as an infringement.

In reality, it was precisely the kind of pretext that Louis VII and a
number of nobles might exploit to break the grasp of Henry II on half of
France.

eir effort was encouraged, indeed incited, by Eleanor, whose rapport
with her consort had been sour for years, and still more so following
Becket’s assassination.

Young Joanna was about to witness a con�ict between what were literally
warring spouses.

Prince Henry enlisted support by promising lands in his mother’s
extensive dominions to various noblemen. is was, for the moment, an
effective political strategy, even if it would lead to the dismemberment of
what he stood to inherit.



What followed was a war that pitted Eleanor and her three sons against
her husband for eighteen months. In the spring of 1173, the supporters of
Prince Henry made an incursion into Normandy.

Henry II advised a number of European monarchs of the dire situation,
receiving a letter from, amongst others, King William II of Sicily.

Having le Poitiers, Eleanor was captured by her husband’s forces and
sent to him at Rouen, his headquarters. By spring of the following year the
�ghting had reached England.

In July of 1174, Eleanor and her two youngest children were taken by
Henry II to England. Placed under guard at Sarum Castle, in Salisbury, the
Queen of England and Duchess of Aquitaine was now a captive in all but
name.

Henry, meanwhile, did penance at the tomb of Saint omas Becket at
Canterbury.

e king soon managed to defeat his enemies in England. When Henry
returned to Normandy he was able to obtain the surrender and submission
of his three rebellious sons. Joined by Louis VII, they reached a peace in late
September 1174.

Henry forgave his progeny but not his wife, who he kept under house
arrest. Eleanor, Joanna and John resided at Sarum until early 1176.

ere was a family gathering at Winchester for Easter that included
Eleanor’s adult sons — Henry, Geoffrey, Richard — and her estranged
husband. Around this time, or soon aerward, Joanna took up residence at
that city’s castle. Eleanor was still under house arrest.

ere is nothing to suggest that the two youngest children’s lives were in
any way disturbed or their education interrupted. As ever, Eleanor was a
loving mother.

Joanna was the only daughter of Henry and Eleanor who was not yet
married; Matilda had wed Henry III “the Lion” of Saxony in 1168 and
Leonor, as we have seen, had married Alfonso VIII of Castile in 1170.

Betrothal



In the spring of 1176 some ambassadors arrived from the Kingdom of
Sicily seeking the hand of Joanna for William II. Henry received them at
Westminster.

William’s mother, Margaret, may have sympathized with the suffering of
her sister queen, but she could not let Eleanor’s plight interfere with plans to
�nalize the dynastic marriage proposed years earlier. e two queens lived
in very different realities. One of the differences was that Eleanor had four
living sons, whereas Margaret had only one, and William needed a bride.

Margaret’s in�uence was not entirely unknown in English circles. A few
years earlier, she had intervened with the pope to forgive the
excommunicated Bishop of Salisbury for that prelate’s de�ance of omas
Becket.

We know far more about the details of the betrothal of Joanna of
England to William of Sicily than we do about the great majority of royal
unions negotiated in Europe during the twelh century. So complete are the
surviving records of it that the event, as it has become known to us, is the
very archetype of its era.

To achieve her objective, Margaret turned to a trusted prelate, Rotrou of
Rouen, the kinsman who had sent Stephen of Perche to her court years
earlier. Rotrou offered to go to England to meet with Henry. Accompanying
him were two bishops, Elias of Troia and Arnolf of Capaccio, along with a
faithful nobleman and justiciar, Florio of Camerota. With a company of
knights and servants, these four ambassadors reached England early in April
1176.

ere was never really any doubt that Henry would consent to this
marriage; he had already agreed to its conditions a few years earlier. In the
meantime, of course, he had also approved the betrothal of another daughter
to Margaret’s nephew, the King of Castile.

Nonetheless, the King of England followed the formality of meeting in
council with the prelates and high nobles of his court to grant his royal
assent before sending William’s ambassadors to meet Joanna at Winchester.

Considering Joanna’s tender years, this was a precocious betrothal even
by the standards of the twelh century; the girl was six months shy of her
eleventh birthday.



At Winchester, the ambassadors were permitted to meet the young
princess. Her beauty and poise were obvious enough. e men were curious
about the girl’s health and intelligence.

Communication was no obstacle, as Joanna spoke Norman French. e
men asked her a few questions. Having heard something about the �ery
temperaments of her mother and father, they were probably at least a little
interested in Joanna’s personality.

e ambassadors overwhelmingly approved of Joanna.

Brooking no delay, they made their way back to London to discuss the
betrothal details with the king. ere they explained that the affianced
Joanna would receive a large dower that included, among other lucrative
manors, the wealthy county of Mount Saint Angelo, with the coastal towns
of Siponto and Vieste, all in Apulia.

Rotrou of Rouen was present, along with Cardinal Hugh Pierleoni, the
pope’s permanent ambassador to the English court. Henry’s next step was to
send his own ambassadors to Palermo to convey his personal greetings to
William, his future son-in-law.

Meanwhile, the Sicilian ambassadors, Elias, Arnolf and Florio, remained
in England as Henry’s guests whilst Joanna prepared for her voyage. ey
would accompany her to Sicily. e princess and her ladies-in-waiting
would be ready to depart in four months.

Henry visited his daughter during the middle of August to wish her well,
and to remind her of the importance of the role she was about to assume.

Joanna’s father was known for his volatility. For that matter, so was
Eleanor. Yet Joanna, as the youngest daughter of parents who, though
vigorous, were no longer youngish themselves, seems to have been
privileged with the bene�t of their experience. Whereas Eleanor had
instigated three of her sons to rebel against their father, her three daughters
were subjected to little more than the usual effort to ensure marriages that
were politically advantageous. at was seen as the girls’ contribution to the
family. e Plantagenets, of course, were not just any aristocratic family but
one of Europe’s most powerful dynasties.

Joanna could not have known her father very well. e record shows
that she saw him only rarely. As a king he achieved much, and much has



been written about his reign. Some of it is still debated. His success as a
father is even more debatable. e most serious conversation Joanna ever
had with him was almost certainly the one they had just before her
departure from England.

Neither of Eleanor’s marriages was a happy one, but there is no sign of
her inner anguish coloring her treatment of her three daughters by Henry,
and it is difficult to discern in the known historical record any evidence that
she favored one girl among them. By most accounts, Richard was her
favorite son.

ough she would be crowned in a far country, Joanna, as we have said,
spoke her husband’s language. Different as they were, the Plantagenet and
Hauteville courts shared at least that much.

Joanna had never been to London. Even if she had seen that city, there
was little there or elsewhere in her parents’ dominions to prepare her for
what she was about to encounter in the �ourishing kingdom beyond the
Alps.

It was hard to say whether the new alliance of England with Sicily would
yield any tangible advantages to the former beyond increased trade, but that
was quite enough. Besides, Henry had announced his intention of going on
crusade, an endeavor for which having an ally in the central Mediterranean
might prove useful, just as it did for Eleanor when she was returning from
her own adventure in the Holy Land.

e Journey to Sicily

In October, Henry received a letter from William thanking him and
setting forth some details of Joanna’s journey. One imagines Eleanor offering
a few words to Joanna explaining what to expect in Sicily.

e day of the departure eventually arrived. Joanna embraced her
mother, Eleanor, knowing she might never see her again. Her retinue then
set out for Sicily with a large company of prelates and nobles. With them
Henry sent his future son-in-law gis of �ne horses, clothes, gold and silver,
and precious vases.

e royal party included Archbishop Richard of Canterbury and Bishop
Geoffrey of Ely, along with Bishop Giles of Evreux and Hugh of Beauchamp.



Among the travelers was Hamelin of Warenne, King Henry’s half-
brother. Not all of these clerics, courtiers and kinsmen would accompany
Joanna all the way to Sicily. Some would go only as far as Saint-Gilles, on the
French coast, where a �otilla of Sicilian galleys would meet Joanna. Elias of
Troia, Arnolf of Capaccio and Florio of Camerota, being William’s
ambassadors, were to travel with the company to Palermo.

Joanna, of course, was the youngest of the travelers, and one of the few
women. On the leg of the journey over land, the large royal party, with its
many wagons, traveled much more slowly than a pair of couriers or a
company of knights would have ridden over the same distance.

Having crossed the English Channel, the company was met in
Normandy by Joanna’s eldest brother, Henry the Young King, who
accompanied them to Poitiers. From there, her brother Richard escorted the
company southward through Aquitaine, which he had inherited from his
mother.

In late November, Joanna and her suite arrived at Saint-Gilles, where
twenty-odd Sicilian galleys were waiting for them. She had just celebrated
her eleventh birthday.

Unfortunately, the two galleys bearing precious gis that William had
sent his father-in-law were lost at sea. is was reported by Bishop John of
Norwich, one of Henry’s returning ambassadors, who described a terrible
voyage from Messina to Saint-Gilles.

Leading the Sicilian �otilla were Alfano, Archbishop of Capua, Richard
Palmer, Bishop of Syracuse, and Robert, Count of Caserta. Most of the royal
retinue embarked, but Richard of Canterbury and Geoffrey of Ely returned
to England to report to Henry that the �rst part of the journey was
successful.

e galleys set out along the Italian coast, occasionally stopping along
the way. e waters of the Tyrrhenian, the same sea that had claimed the
galleys carrying gis for King Henry, were choppy this time of year. Joanna
was unaccustomed to sea travel. She suffered a bout of sea sickness that
necessitated stops along the coast more frequent that what had been
planned. (See the map of Joanna’s itinerary at the end of this chapter.)



Joanna and her suite �nally reached the waters of the Kingdom of Sicily.
ey disembarked at Naples to celebrate Christmas and give Joanna a few
days’ rest. At this point it was decided to travel over land, stopping at
Salerno and Calabria. is took longer than an itinerary by sea, but it was
less injurious to Joanna’s physical condition. It also offered the advantage of
affording her a glimpse of the peninsular part of the Regnum. Naples was
gradually increasing in population and importance, while Salerno, with its
splendid cathedral and palace, was one of the kingdom’s most important
cities.

Royal Wedding

When Joanna reached Palermo in early February 1177, William was
waiting for her at one of the city’s eastern gates. It was nearly nightfall when
Bishop Giles of Evreux presented her to the King of Sicily. Joanna mounted a
palfrey and rode with William through a city lit by lamps and torches.
Exultant crowds hailed the couple and their endless entourage.

Accompanied by her ladies-in-waiting and servants, the bride-to-be was
received by Queen Margaret at the Zisa palace on the other side of the
Genoard.

On Sunday, the thirteenth, Joanna was wed to William in the chapel of
the royal palace beneath the benevolent gaze of the Pantocrator. Here she
was crowned and anointed Queen of Sicily.

On this occasion, according to Romuald of Salerno, William was
crowned for the second time, in cappella sua desponsavit, et se et eam gloriose
coronari fecit, et solemnes de illa nuptias celebravit. e nuptials and twin
coronations were performed by Archbishop Walter, who could �nally enjoy
the satisfaction and prestige of having crowned a king.

Back in England, Henry and Eleanor received a report of the
magni�cent event. e only disappointment was the loss of the two galleys
transporting gis for Henry and, perhaps, for Eleanor.

e dynastic marriage formed an esoteric link between the mothers of
the spouses. We Italians use the word consuocera (co-mother-in-law). e
term describes the relationship between two mothers whose children have



wed each other. e marriage between William and Joanna made the two
queens, Margaret and Eleanor, consuocere.

One of the gis Joanna brought for her mother-in-law was the gold
reliquary, formed into a pendant, bearing relics of martyred omas Becket.
is was made on the initiative of Reginald of Bath, but it may have been
sent to Margaret at Eleanor’s urging.

ree Queens

e Kingdom of Sicily now had three queens. ere was Beatrice of
Rethel, the “queen dowager,” the widow of Roger II. ere was Margaret, the
queen mother. en there was young Joanna, the newly-crowned queen
consort, who was not yet even a teenager. As heiress, Constance, the
daughter of Beatrice, was a potential queen.

ere was no telling when Queen Joanna might bear children. For the
moment, she was little more than a child herself. Joanna and her ladies-in-
waiting may have spent the next year or two living at the Zisa before the
young queen took up residence with the king and consummated her
marriage.

As we have seen (in the last chapter), the Treaty of Venice of 1177
brought with it a period of peace to the Kingdom of Sicily.

Monreale Abbey was William’s greatest architectural feat but it was not
his only one.

Amongst the many projects undertaken was construction of a palace
similar in style to the Zisa. Situated on the opposite side of the Genoard,
near the Kemonia River not far from the road leading through the park to
Monreale, the Cuba, being surrounded by a lake, was somewhat smaller
than the Zisa but equally impressive. Like the Zisa, the Cuba, which takes its
name from the Arabic qubba, “cupola,” is still standing. Boccaccio
mentioned it in his Decameron, where it is a setting in the sixth story of the
�h day.

By 1179, with the Regnum, the central Mediterranean and northern Italy
paci�ed, it was possible for Joanna to contemplate a future devoid of serious
hardship. e young queen’s chief duty was obvious enough: William needed
a son.



It is possible that during 1181 or 1182 Joanna gave birth to a child,
rumored to have been named Bohemond and to have died in infancy.
However, only one chronicler reports the event, and he was not in Sicily.
Robert of Torigni, a Norman, was the abbot of Mont Saint-Michel and
godfather to Joanna’s sister, Leonor. Signi�cant as his chronicles are, Robert’s
statement about Bohemond’s birth is probably inaccurate.

It is highly possible that King William could not produce heirs. One
would have expected Joanna to fall pregnant by the age of sixteen or
seventeen.

In a report corroborated by Arab sources, Robert of Torigni also tells us
that the same year, 1181, saw the arrival in Palermo of an embassy from
Tunisia that con�rmed a decade-long treaty with the Kingdom of Sicily. e
impetus for this trade accord was an event that occurred two years earlier,
when a Sicilian �eet encountered a �oundering ship taking the daughter of
the Almohad caliph to her wedding to a Muslim emir and returned the girl
to her grateful father.

Passages

Pope Alexander III, known for his part in mitigating the feud between
omas Becket and Henry II, died in August 1181. His most lasting
achievement was the reformative ird Lateran Council, largely a dilatory
attempt to curtail corruption and make the papacy more efficient. Many
occupants of the See of Peter were wicked misanthropes. Pope Alexander, a
devout man of God, was the exception. His successor was Ubaldo
Allucingoli, long a �xture at the Sicilian court; this octogenarian took the
name Lucius III. Perhaps not surprisingly in view of his age, Lucius was a bit
of a reactionary, but his ponti�cate was destined to last just four years.

Except for sending a �eet to the island of Majorca as part of a half-
hearted Christian effort to oust the Muslims, William’s military exploits
during this period were few. Most of his time was occupied with domestic
affairs. Elsewhere, however, events transpired that had a subtle ripple effect
on the Kingdom of Sicily.

In April 1182, the Greek populace of Constantinople erupted against the
many Italian merchants in the city. Few of the victims were Sicilian; most



were Genoan or Pisan. ousands of Roman Catholics were attacked and
killed indiscriminately. Not even the papal ambassador was spared. is
prompted William and other European monarchs west of the Adriatic to
contemplate an invasion of the Byzantine territories.

Queen Margaret died the following year.

Virtually nothing is known about Joanna’s time as queen consort, except
that she bore no children. In the spring of 1184, she went with William to
Calabria to comfort its population following a destructive earthquake
powerful enough to force the collapse of Cosenza’s cathedral.

It is quite possible that Joanna introduced the troubadour tradition in
Sicily. At the very least, its introduction probably coincided with her arrival.
is was characterized by the use of a vernacular language. Although the
spoken language of the Sicilian and English courts was Norman French,
Joanna’s mother tongue, which she learned in childhood from Eleanor, was
actually Occitan, the langue d’oc. Her in�uence was likely an impetus at the
Sicilian court for the use of a local vernacular, Middle Sicilian, in decades to
come.

Jubayr

In December of 1184, the traveler bin Jubayr was shipwrecked at
Messina, where he was given hospitality by an Arabic-speaking King of
Sicily. His Sicilian travels took him westward by ship, with stops at Cefalù,
Termini, Solunto and �nally Palermo. Following a week in the capital, he
departed by land for Trapani, passing Alcamo along the way.

Among many other details, he describes several castles which no longer
exist. He refers to a military �eet under construction; these were probably
galleys for William’s planned invasion of Greece.

In Palermo he found a city of gardens and streets in a metropolis that
combined “the bene�ts of wealth and splendor,” comparing it to Cordoba.
He mentioned its limestone buildings, its springs and its rivers.

Jubayr remarked that the Christian women dressed with much the same
modesty as their Muslim sisters, and wore scarves or veils; his description
leads us to infer that many of them spoke Arabic.



He also described the Martorana Church, and speci�cally its bell tower
(perhaps higher then than now). He observed that the city of Messina was
predominantly Greek Orthodox, with a dwindling Muslim community.
Some of his comments are cryptic. He mentions a tax on Muslims, without
making clear whether this tax was also levied upon Christians and Jews.

It is obvious from his writings that Jubayr was devout in his Sunni faith,
perhaps even something of a dogmatist. But the winds of religious
intolerance and change were gathering force, and perhaps that is what he
concluded from what he saw in Sicily, where he might have hoped to see
more Muslims. A number of mosques had already been converted to
churches to accommodate the growing number of Muslims becoming
Catholic.

Jubayr’s record is useful in establishing the continuity of the Palermitan
cultural atmosphere over the centuries. It is, in effect, a link in a chain.
Mohammed ibn Hawqal, a merchant from Baghdad with a penchant for
geography, described an Arab-Byzantine Sicily in the time long before Idrisi
and Jubayr, and a capital just as prosperous.

Jubayr also visited Jerusalem and other places, and wrote about these.

Decisions

Virtually nothing is recorded about Joanna over the next few years,
though much is known of her husband’s reign.

In 1184, William arranged the marriage of his aunt, Constance, to
Henry, a son of Frederick Barbarossa. is may have reinforced Sicily’s
bonds with Germany, but any child of Constance would be a Hohenstaufen,
not a Hauteville. e queen dowager Beatrice of Rethel, Constance’s mother,
died a few months aer the betrothal.

Joanna was now the only Queen of Sicily.

In 1185, while Constance was making her way northward to marry
Henry Hohenstaufen, William launched an invasion of the Greek lands to
the east of the Regnum, something he had been considering ever since the
Byzantine massacre of the Latins at Constantinople a few years earlier.
Leading this incursion was his bastard kinsman, Tancred of Lecce, along
with Margaritus of Brindisi, an able admiral. e Sicilian advance toward



Constantinople was stopped by Emperor Isaac Angelus Comnenus, with
whom William made peace four years later.

When Saladin captured Jerusalem late in 1187, the only military
opposition to arrive from Europe was the Sicilian �eet led by admiral
Margaritus. e next year, Margaritus relieved the Knights Hospitaller, who
were besieged by Saladin at their large fortress, Krak des Chevaliers.

With other Christian kings, William was already contemplating a ird
Crusade to take back the Holy City.

Widowhood

When King William II of Sicily died without children in November
1189, his aunt Constance was his designated heir. e baronage, not wishing
to see the Regnum fall into the hands of the Holy Roman Emperor, had other
ideas. Led by the chancellor, Matthew of Aiello, the rebellious barons
crowned illegitimate Tancred of Lecce as King of Sicily. is choice was
supported by Pope Clement III (Paolino Scolari), who feared any union of
the Kingdom of Sicily with the Holy Roman Empire. For now, there was
nothing Constance or her husband could do about the coronation.

Joanna might have rallied forces to oppose Tancred, but for whom? She
had no son of her own to claim the throne usurped by Tancred, while
Constance, in whose name such a campaign would be prosecuted, was too
far away to support such an effort. For now, Constance herself was childless.
e grave predicament lacked a clear resolution.

Joanna’s father, Henry II of England, died in the same year as her
husband. Henry was succeeded as king by his son, Joanna’s brother Richard,
who liberated his beloved mother from con�nement.

Tancred knew not what to do with Joanna, but he harbored no doubts
about her wealth. He con�scated her dower lands in Apulia, along with
whatever other reginal assets he could �nd, and restricted the queen’s
movements, placing her under guard in Palermo, probably at the Zisa
palace.

His reasons for these actions were several. e motive for con�scating
Joanna’s property was simple enough. As to the queen’s con�nement,
Tancred’s major concern was that Joanna, who openly supported



Constance’s claim to the throne according to the late William’s wishes, might
instigate an insurrection against him. Part of Tancred’s rationale was that his
own wife, Sibylla of Acerra, was now Queen of Sicily, and thus entitled to the
dower.

e lady from England may have seemed isolated, but Tancred had
overlooked, or at least underestimated, a very important element: Joanna’s
crusading sibling.

Joanna is Freed

e ird Crusade occasioned the visit of King Richard I “Lionheart” of
England and King Philip II “Augustus” of France to Messina in 1190 en route
to the Holy Land. e English �eet had sailed around the Iberian peninsula
to arrive in the Mediterranean.

Consisting of more than a hundred vessels, Richard’s �eet arrived at the
Sicilian city in the middle of September ahead of its lord, who undertook the
last leg of the journey over land, working his way down the Italian
peninsula. Philip and his French force arrived at Messina a day or two aer
the English.

Richard was delayed for another week in Calabria, where some local
peasants took him to task for claiming a falcon that was theirs. is bizarre
incident near Mileto would be all but insigni�cant except that it may have
informed the king’s condescending opinion about the local folk and his
subsequent actions toward them. Across the strait, his people were not
welcomed very cordially by the Messinians.

At Messina the French were received by the populace no more kindly
than the English, but it was the latter under Richard that decided to take the
city following a series of skirmishes in which Philip initially sided with the
Messinians.

is was achieved in a single assault, with plenty of rape and pillage in
its wake, although Richard sagely put an end to the violence before it led to
mass carnage. Philip and the French disapproved of the occupation, if only
because they felt deprived of their share of the plunder, and protested.
Fortunately, the two kings brought matters under control before their armies
began a major battle against each other.



Walter of Coutances, Archbishop of Rouen, who was traveling with
Richard, threatened to anathematise whomever did not restore to the
Messinians the silver taken from them.

With Messina occupied, Richard sent a party of trusted emissaries, led
by Hugh III of Burgundy and Robert of Sablé, to Tancred’s court to demand
compensation for losses to the crusaders resulting from the Messinians’
aggression.

More importantly, they also conveyed Richard’s explicit demand that his
sister be freed immediately and her dower lands restored, along with the
portion of her late husband’s money due her. On his sister’s behalf, Richard
further demanded a golden throne to which she was entitled, along with two
dozen silver goblets and plates. For himself he wanted a golden table, a silk
pavilion large enough to cover two hundred knights seated at dinner, and
some ships and provisions.

e fact that the English king had just conquered one of the kingdom’s
largest cities “in less time than a priest could chant matins” lent an implicit
gravity to this request. Seeing that Messina was impossible to repossess,
Margaritus of Brindisi, Tancred’s trusted admiral, abandoned it as soon as he
could.

Farther north, Constance and her husband were attempting an invasion
of the Regnum to claim the Sicilian throne. Joanna, as we have seen,
supported Constance. Whether or not Richard seriously considered a
conquest of Sicily on Constance’s behalf, which was well within his army’s
capability, Tancred probably understood the scope of the English king’s
military might.

Nonetheless, although the King of Sicily immediately took steps to free
Joanna, he stalled for time regarding the dower and money on the pretext
that he �rst had to consult with his advisers. In this he may have been
secretly encouraged by Philip, whose trust in Richard was beginning to
wane.

Tancred’s delay in paying Richard emboldened some Messinians, who
began to obstruct English supply ships whilst cooperating with the French,
who had curried favor with the local leaders. However, Tancred and his
subjects relented when Richard began the construction of a castle called



Mategriffon on a hill overlooking Messina, a gesture that suggested he might
be willing to stay in Sicily for a while.

In late September, Joanna was freed, released to her brother’s protection.
She traveled by galley from Palermo to Messina, where Philip, a widower,
was entranced by her beauty. For her safety — from the Messinians but
perhaps also from Philip — Joanna was lodged at the monastery at Bagnara,
across the strait in Calabria, where Richard le a small garrison to guard her.
With this in mind, he had already ordered his engineers to fortify the abbey
founded a century earlier by Roger I.

Richard’s rapport with Philip, who had supported him in a series of
battles against his own father, was growing strained, especially aer Richard
called off his planned marriage to Philip’s half-sister, Alys. e English king
was now planning to wed Berengaria of Navarre.

Tancred eventually paid Richard twenty thousand gold ounces for
Joanna’s dower. Another twenty thousand was paid to accommodate
Richard’s other requests, though according to one chronicler this was
ostensibly a dowry for Tancred’s daughter, Elvira, to wed Richard’s young
nephew, Arthur of Brittany, whom Richard had declared heir presumptive to
the English throne. is betrothal was never �nalized; the contract for
Elvira’s dowry may have been little more than a ploy by Richard to justify his
the of Joanna’s money.

Joanna’s dower lands in Apulia were not restored to her, and Richard
never gave her much of the remuneration remitted to him by Tancred.

Richard accepted an invitation to meet Tancred at Catania, where the
two monarchs made peace, sending a copy of their treaty to the pope. en
Richard returned to Messina and Tancred to Palermo. Much to the chagrin
of the Messinians, the English and French armies wintered in Sicily.

On Christmas, Joanna attended Richard’s lavish feast at Mategriffon.
Philip of France, who was present, was already admiring the widow’s beauty
with an eye to marrying her.

In March 1191, Philip set sail for Palestine while Richard crossed the
strait to Calabria to meet his mother, Eleanor, who arrived with his �ancée,
Berengaria of Navarre. Eleanor, who had lived through much since her
previous visit to Sicily four decades earlier, had not seen her youngest



daughter in fourteen years. In the event, she stayed into the �rst days of
April before returning to England, stopping en route to visit the pope,
leaving her daughter and future daughter-in-law at Messina to proceed to
the Holy Land.

On Crusade

In early April, Richard sent Joanna and Berengaria ahead of him to
Palestine with a small �otilla while he tended to some �nal preparations
before setting sail with his main �eet a few days later. Among many other
tasks, he destroyed most of Mategriffon, the castle he had built of timber and
stone to keep an eye over the Messinians.

Along the way to the Holy Land, the large galley transporting Joanna
and Berengaria was blown off course by a violent storm. e ladies and their
retinue found themselves off the coast of Cyprus. Richard landed at Rhodes,
where he spent a few days recuperating from an illness while Philip was
already at the Siege of Acre. Before long, Richard’s �eet was sailing again.

Anchored in deep water near the port of Limassol, the galley carrying
Joanna and Berengaria waited for several days in late April while some
pilgrims from other ships went ashore. Unfortunately, these pilgrims were
attacked, robbed and imprisoned.

About a week later, the ruler of Cyprus, Isaac Comnenus, a kinsman of
the Byzantine Emperor of the same name, began to coax the ladies and their
entourage into coming ashore. ey were on the verge of accepting when
Richard’s �eet arrived and routed the Byzantine force, constraining Isaac to
come to terms.

On the twelh of May, with Cyprus under his control, Richard wed
Berengaria at Limassol, where she was crowned Queen of England.

Now Isaac, safely ensconced in a castle, demanded that Richard leave
Cyprus and began waging a campaign against him. is consisted of little
more than a series of skirmishes, but it took the king a fortnight to conquer
the entire island. He then deposed and imprisoned Isaac whilst leaving his
own men in charge of Cyprus.

Joanna and Berengaria arrived at Acre on the �rst of June, joined by
Richard two days later following his engagement and defeat of a Saracen



vessel.

e besieged city capitulated in July. With this, the crusading kings
established contact with Saladin through emissaries. On July twenty-�rst,
Richard brought his wife and sister into the city, lodging them in its palace.
Ten days later, Philip returned to France to confront domestic problems,
leaving Hugh of Burgundy in charge of the French troops.

e Arab chronicler Baha ad-Din tells us that two Catholic attendants in
Joanna’s service who were converts from Islam escaped to the Ayyubid
camp, where they embraced their former faith and were received by Saladin.

Having waited a month for a reply from Saladin, on August twentieth
Richard ordered the execution of over two thousand Muslim prisoners.
Saladin retaliated by killing his Christian prisoners.

In early September, the Christians won an important battle at Arsuf. e
crusaders’ victory forced Saladin to the negotiating table. He sent his
brother, Al-Adil (“Saphadin”), to meet with Richard.

Incredibly, one of Richard’s proposals was that as part of a peace
agreement his sister, Joanna, should marry Al-Adil and the couple could
then rule Jerusalem together. e very thought angered Joanna. is
unorthodox idea was discarded aer perfunctory discussion about the
incompatibility of the hypothetical spouses, although Richard reportedly put
forward the name of his niece, Eleanor of Brittany, aer Joanna refused to be
bartered. e Muslim chronicler from whom the account comes suggests
that neither Saladin nor his counsellors sincerely believed that Richard was
serious in advancing the idea.

Aer the negotiations failed, Richard pressed on to Ascalon, which he
forti�ed. A series of battles fought in 1192 culminated in September of that
year with a compromise that gave Christian pilgrims and clergy access to
Jerusalem. Under the circumstances, which had been reached only through
much bloodshed, little more could be expected of either the Christian
“Franks” or the Muslim Ayyubids.

e Voyage Home

On Michaelmas, the twenty-ninth of September, the two queens, Joanna
and Berengaria, boarded a galley at Acre and their �otilla set sail for Italy,



where Stephen of Turnham accompanied them to Rome to see Pope
Celestine III (Giacinto Bobone). With them was the daughter of Isaac
Comnenus of Cyprus; this princess, whose name is not known to history,
became Richard’s ward and joined the English court following the
deposition of her father.

Richard and the crusader �eet departed Palestine on Saint Denis Day,
October ninth. Forewarned that enemies instigated by the Count of
Toulouse planned to ambush him in southern France, the king landed at
Corfu on the eleventh of November, and from there he sailed up the Adriatic
to Aquileia. At this point he decided to travel over land, incognito, with a
small band of knights. is seemed simple enough, and Richard made his
way through the Alpine lands of his brother-in-law, Henry “the Lion,” Duke
of Saxony and Bavaria, husband of his sister Matilda, without incident.

Just before Christmas, however, Richard was identi�ed and captured in
Vienna by Leopold V, Duke of Austria, who incarcerated the English king at
Dürnstein Castle. Leopold felt his grievances with Richard were legitimate,
but this treatment of a fellow sovereign and crusader was a violation of law
that earned him immediate excommunication. (Richard’s incarceration is
considered in Chapter 12.)

Now fearing what might befall them if they traveled through German
territory, Joanna and Berengaria remained at Rome with Pope Celestine for
six months. Eleanor, meanwhile, raised money to ransom Richard even as
her younger son, John, was conspiring with Philip of France to undermine
his authority and take his lands.

In late 1193, Joanna and Berengaria �nally le Rome accompanied by
Cardinal Melior, traveling over land to Pisa, thence to Genoa. At Marseille
the two queens were received with honor by Alfonso II, the King of Aragon,
who ruled Provence. He escorted them to the border of the dominion of his
neighbor Raymond V, Count of Toulouse, who then accompanied the ladies
and their large suite northward through his dominions toward Poitiers.
Although Raymond might have considered treachery against Richard, his
despised feudal overlord, he would not imperil two ladies.

Raymond’s son, who succeeded him the following year as Raymond VI,
may have �rst met Joanna when she was traveling to Sicily seventeen years



earlier. Now he had a chance to converse with the widowed queen as well as
the daughter of Isaac Comnenus of Cyprus.

e younger Raymond had been married twice but had no sons. He was
now seeking another consort.

Richard’s release from imprisonment in February 1194 le him free to
confront the zealous ambitions of his brother, John, who had run amok for
the last few years and was now abetted by Philip of France. Aer restoring
his position in England, Richard went to Normandy, where he and Philip
fought a series of battles interspersed with occasional truces.

War was not the only blight. ese were difficult times, and much of
Europe was stricken by plague and a famine.

Joanna was safe with her mother when Philip of France sought her hand
in 1195. Aer this proposal was rejected by Richard and Eleanor as
politically unsuitable Philip wed Ingeburga of Denmark.

Back in Palermo, Tancred had died and Constance was now queen, with
her husband, Henry VI, ruling in her name. e Hauteville dynasty was
extinct but Constance had recently given birth to a son who would be its
heir as the grandson of Roger II.

Motherhood

At Richard’s prompting, which probably need not have been very
adamant, Raymond VI of Toulouse agreed to marry Joanna. is was
accepted. e nuptials, attended by Richard, Berengaria and Eleanor, were
celebrated at Rouen in October 1196. One imagines entertainment at the
feast given by troubadours singing in Occitan.

is marital union brought an end to a lengthy, if sometimes subtle,
con�ict between two regions and ruling families. e rulers of Aquitaine
had long acted as the overlords of the counts of Toulouse. As part of the
marriage agreement, Richard renounced his hereditary claim — through his
mother — to sovereignty over the County of Toulouse in favor of Raymond.
Although he failed to restore to his sister the money from her lost Sicilian
dower, Richard now offered the counties of Agen and Quercy to Raymond
as Joanna’s dowry.



Joanna took up residence with her husband at Narbonnaise Castle in the
city of Toulouse. e marriage seems to have been a happy one, at least at
the beginning. A son, the future Raymond VII, was born at Beaucaire in
July, followed by a daughter, Joan, the next year.

We �nd the couple celebrating Easter with Richard and Berengaria at Le
Mans in 1198. e next year found Joanna pregnant with a third child.

Despite this apparent bliss, a dispute soon emerged between Joanna and
her husband. Its cause remains inexplicable, but whatever it was, the matter
became divisive enough to leave the couple separated, both geographically
and emotionally. At some point early in 1199, Joanna stopped receiving
monies from Raymond, although it is difficult to contemplate this as the
root of the problem, as if the couple were at odds over �nances and nothing
else. Perhaps it had something to do with religion.

e County of Toulouse was a complicated place to rule. Joanna’s
husband was reluctant to persecute the Cathars of his realm, whose peculiar
religious practices led to their condemnation as heretics. Raymond’s
tolerance was destined to earn him feudal enemies and papal censure but, in
fairness, it is difficult to imagine him singlehandedly defeating a spiritual
idea through coercion or force of arms, even if he were ever inclined to
resort to such tactics. Joanna’s view of the Cathars is not known, although as
a devout Catholic she probably did not condone their practices, and there is
no convincing evidence that Raymond, despite his sympathies, ever joined
the sect.

Whatever differences Joanna may have had with her spouse, she took a
strong position against her husband’s detractors, whose violence might
destabilize the county. One of these men, William, the feudal lord of Saint-
Félix, seems to have embraced Catharism, or at least used it as a pretext to
defy Raymond’s comital authority.

For reasons that are not entirely clear, a pregnant Joanna, in the spring of
1199, led the siege of Les Cassés, near the city of Toulouse, where some of
these rebels had taken a stand. Her hopes of success were quashed when
some of her own subjects began undermining her by surreptitiously arming
the rebels and supplying them with victuals. en the traitors committed
arson, covertly setting �re to her army’s encampment.



Barely escaping the blaze, Joanna abandoned the siege of Les Cassés and
made her way northward, ostensibly to seek the help of her brother, who was
besieging Chalus, in Aquitaine southwest of Limoges.

Did Joanna want Richard’s military advice, or was she merely using this
as a pretext to escape her husband’s court? Chalus was just a few days away,
but Joanna’s pregnancy, perhaps coupled with the heavy spring rains,
delayed her arrival.

In the meantime, Richard had been struck in the shoulder by a crossbow
arrow. e wound itself was not grave, but it appears that part of the dart’s
iron tip remained lodged in the �esh aer a surgeon extracted the sha, and
gangrene set in.

Richard died on April sixth with his mother by his side, although his
wife, Berengaria, was not summoned. Whilst the king himself forgave the
crossbowman, it would happen that Joanna could not �nd it within herself
to do the same.

On her way to meet Richard, Joanna was noti�ed by a courier of her
brother’s death. Already in a foul temper as a result of the recent betrayal of
her own people, and bitter about the shortcomings of her marriage, she was
le even more sullen about the loss of her brother than she might have been
in other circumstances. Her experience at the siege she was forced to li at
Les Cassés was, in itself, more than sufficient to bring out her contempt for
rebels.

Joanna continued her trek northward through forests and across
streams. It wasn’t long before one of Richard’s allies delivered the arbalester
into her hands. Without hesitation, she ordered the man tortured to death
for having committed the unconscionable felony of regicide.

en she went to Niort to meet her mother. Like her daughter, Eleanor
was presently traveling, but for the last few years she had been living mostly
at Fontevrault, the large abbey under her patronage.

e recent weeks had seen a great deal of incessant traveling for a
pregnant woman, but Joanna rested for a month or so at Fontevrault.
Eleanor le her daughter there in late April before she herself went to
Poitiers.



Although Joanna had visited this splendid abbey as a young child, it is
unlikely that she still remembered it very clearly from all those years ago. It
was probably during this tranquil sojourn that she began to seriously
consider becoming a nun, notwithstanding the fact that she had a husband
and two young children back in Toulouse.

Eleanor soon requested Joanna’s presence. By July, mother and daughter
were both at Rouen with John, who had succeeded his elder brother as king.

In late August, King John gave Joanna, who had fallen gravely ill, three
thousand silver marks as compensation for the monies from her Sicilian
dower never fully repaid by the late Richard, plus another hundred marks.

She used some of this money to endow Fontevrault Abbey. At Rouen,
despite being married and pregnant, Joanna was permitted to take the veil,
consecratam presente matre sua et Abbate de Torpeniaco, “consecrated in the
presence of her mother and the Abbot of Turpenay.” is made her one of
the abbey’s nuns, even if she was not fated to return to the abbey.

e original manuscript no longer survives, but along with Joanna’s last
will the text of the endowment of Fontevrault dated September 1199 is the
only known record of any of her charters.

Her will, which re�ects Joanna’s generosity not only to the church but to
the people dearest to her, is the quintessential example of this kind of royal
testament. Signi�cantly, it addresses matters in her personal �efs.

On September fourth, Joanna died at Rouen whilst giving birth to a boy,
believed to have been christened Richard, who died shortly thereaer.
Initially entombed in Rouen Cathedral, she was then, on Eleanor’s initiative,
taken to Fontevrault to be interred there. Joanna of England, Queen of Sicily
and Countess of Toulouse, reposed peacefully at Fontevrault next to her
mother Eleanor, her brother Richard, and her two sons until the last decade
of the eighteenth century, when revolutionaries despoiled the royal tombs,
casting out the mortal remains, defacing the effigies and vandalizing the
carved epitaphs.

e queen’s maids-in-waiting, her lifelong friends Alice and Beatrice,
took the veil as nuns at Fontevrault.

Joanna’s effigy was subsequently lost but she was fondly remembered as
the Queen of Sicily.



Her funerary epitaph was defaced during the French Revolution.
Fortunately, a record of her death, in the form one �nds in an obituary or
necrology, was published in 1666. is is a good example of a “secondary”
source substituting an original record that no longer exists. In La Vie du
Bienheureux Robert d’Arbrissel, Balthazar Pavillon gives an erroneous date of
Joanna’s death in July but otherwise the essential information is correct.
Interestingly, the text mentions certain details of the last few months of
Joanna’s life, especially her becoming a nun.

In charters, Joanna’s son, Raymond VII of Toulouse, was usually styled
“son of Queen Joanna” immediately following his other titles.







Chapter 10

Sibylla of Acerra

Sibylla of Acerra was born at Acerra in 1153 to Rainald, holder of sundry
manors, and Cecilia, daughter of Robert of Acerra, a noble having ancestral
roots at Mayenne in Anjou, not far from Normandy. Rainald’s father was
Lando IV, who held the county of Aquino and its environs until he was
divested of those lands in 1137 in favor of the abbey of Cassino by the Holy
Roman Emperor.

Rainald’s lineage through his father’s family was Lombard; he was
descended from a long line of gastalds who ruled large territories
comparable to counties. By the time Sibylla was born, her mother’s family
was wealthier and more in�uential than that of her father.

Youth and Motherhood

When Cecilia’s elder brother, Roger, who had infamously supported
Matthew Bonello in the treasonous revolt against King William I, died
without heirs in 1167, Acerra and other lands were inherited, through her,
by her son, Richard. is was Sibylla’s elder brother.

During the reign of King William II, Richard of Acerra was a comrade-
in-arms of Tancred of Lecce, the bastard grandson of King Roger II.

Tancred had a checkered past. With Richard’s uncle, the late Roger of
Acerra, a younger Tancred had been a co-conspirator of Matthew Bonello
and Simon of Taranto in the plot against William I (see Chapter 8).

It was probably Richard who arranged the marriage of his sister to
Tancred.

By the time Sibylla wed Tancred around 1170, her new husband had
been “rehabilitated” by William II, whose mother, Margaret, as regent, had
permitted the onetime rebel to return to the kingdom following a few years
of exile. Tancred seems to have been reformed, for he led successful military



missions on behalf of William and never questioned the young king’s
authority.

Tancred was about �een years older than his bride. His �ercest critic,
the chronicler Peter of Eboli — who may never even have seen him —
described Tancred as short and ugly, and that un�attering description has
endured in the public mind even though it may have been more �gurative
than literal.

Tancred’s character was more complex than his appearance. Despite
having participated in the Bonello revolt years earlier, at around the age of
twenty-two, he matured to become something of a pragmatist. Indeed,
Tancred came to be known as a reliable counsellor and competent military
leader. No longer an eccentric Hauteville kinsman, he was an asset to the
sovereign he served.

From Sibylla’s point of view, marriage to a bastard prince was probably at
least as desirable as marrying a count or baron. Tancred, of course, held the
prosperous Apulian county of Lecce, along with sundry other lands
inherited from his mother, Emma, daughter of Achard of Lecce.

During the next decade, Sibylla resided chie�y at Lecce and later at
Palermo, though her precise movements are not known. As the typical
“military spouse,” she sometimes followed her husband, mostly around
Apulia. Her presence was not always required at Lecce, where her mother-
in-law, Emma, could oversee local affairs. Tancred spent ever more time at
court as one of William’s chief military counsellors, or leading missions to
the eastern Mediterranean with �eets that departed from ports in Apulia.

Sibylla and her husband invested in the town of Lecce, erecting such
structures as the Benedictine monastery of Saints Nicholas and Catald. In
this they may have been inspired by the efforts of Margaret and William in
founding Monreale and other abbeys in Sicily. Another example was
Tancred’s grandfather, Emma’s father Achard, who had founded the nunnery
of Saint John the Evangelist, where Emma herself later became the abbess.

In 1175, Sibylla gave birth to a boy named Roger. ree daughters
followed: Elvira, Constance (sometimes Cecilia), Veldrade (or Madonia). A
second son, born around 1185, was christened William.



Precious little is known about Sibylla’s life during the reign of William II
and her husband’s service to that monarch. Details of her relationships with
Margaret, Joanna and Constance during these years remain enigmatic.
Sibylla’s children were not considered royalty, yet there would be times when
they were the only young children at court related to the royal family. ey
were educated as though they were royal princes and princesses.

Despite the circumstances of her husband’s birth, Sibylla’s life was not
lacking in prestige. As a soldier, her husband earned the respect of the court,
clergy and baronage; in Lecce he was esteemed as a feudal lord and patron of
the church. Tancred emerged as one of the most powerful men in the
kingdom. As his wife, Sibylla bathed in this re�ected glory.

Queen

At the death of William II in 1189 there were no living, legitimate
Hauteville heirs to succeed him as king.

As we have seen, William had named his aunt, Constance, as his heir
apparent. She still had no children, but if she ever bore a son, he would be a
Hohenstaufen, not a Hauteville. As King of Germany, and perhaps Holy
Roman Emperor, this child could end up ruling much of Europe. In this
hypothetical scenario, the Kingdom of Sicily might well become a German
monarch’s secondary dominion, perhaps ruled from afar.

is was a very real concern. Serfs, merchants and monks might be
largely indifferent to such subtleties, but for the courtiers and barons local
rule was usually preferable to foreign rule.

e Regnum Siciliae had no parliament in the twelh century, yet the
baronage, instigated by Matthew of Aiello and other in�uential counsellors
once loyal to William, now found it expedient to crown any Hauteville male
they could �nd rather than leave the path to ruling the kingdom open to
another dynasty.

e barons’ decision may have reeked of treason, and some observers
might well have viewed it as an affront to the late king’s memory, but there
was sound reasoning behind it.

e papacy had its own reason for supporting the barons against
Constance. e last thing any pope wanted was to see his papal dominions



sandwiched between imperial lands to the north and Sicilian territory to the
south, both ruled by the same sovereign.

Tancred and Sibylla were crowned in Palermo in January 1190. ey
thereby became the king and queen of Sicily de facto if not, strictly speaking,
de jure.

Not without reason, some viewed Tancred as a usurper. However,
though illegitimate by birth, he had long been recognized as a Hauteville.
Legitimate or not, he was a grandson of Roger II. Nobody doubted his
parentage.

Whether his being a male, albeit born outside marriage, outweighed the
fact of Constance being the legitimate daughter of one king and the
designated heir of another, is fodder for debate. At all events, it would be
inappropriate to describe Tancred as anything other than the King of Sicily,
for he enjoyed the assent of the church and the barons, as well as diplomatic
recognition by most other European sovereigns. Moreover, he actually ruled
the kingdom.

Sibylla, the girl from Acerra, was Queen of Sicily.

Constance had other ideas, and some in the Regnum shared them,
particularly on the mainland. ere Roger of Andria led a resistance that
sought to enthrone Constance, or perhaps even himself. On the peninsula,
Tancred’s interests were defended by Richard of Acerra, Sibylla’s brother,
who managed to capture and kill Roger of Andria.

Back in Palermo, circumstances led Tancred and Sibylla to take
measures that otherwise would have been unthinkable. William’s widow,
Joanna, was detained. Knowing her late husband’s wishes, she supported
Constance’s claim to the throne. If one person on the island of Sicily could
topple Tancred from his tenuous perch, it was Joanna.

For now, Tancred named his son, Roger, heir apparent as Duke of
Apulia, and the Messina mint was soon coining follari bearing their names.

Conflict

e next two years saw a series of battles, some little more than
skirmishes, especially in the areas around Naples, Salerno, San Germano



(Cassino) and Capua. Sibylla remained in Palermo while Tancred responded
to these matters. Initially, he delegated his military duties to his brother-in-
law Richard of Acerra and the trusted Margaritus of Brindisi.

William had died unexpectedly. For lack of time and money, Constance
and her husband responded to Tancred’s gesture with the largest force they
could muster at the moment. It was substantial but not overwhelming.

Following the death of his father, Frederick Barbarossa, Henry VI was
crowned Holy Roman Emperor in Rome in April 1191. He wanted Pope
Celestine III to nullify Tancred’s pretension to the throne. Immediately aer
the imperial coronation, the couple hastened southward with an army to
claim Constance’s birthright. (Constance’s experiences await us in Chapter
12.)

Later the same year, when the army of Richard Lionheart encamped at
Messina for a few months en route to the Holy Land, Tancred was forced to
release Joanna to her brother, with whom he made terms. (See the previous
chapter.) is was when Tancred may have promised one of his daughters,
probably Veldrade, to Arthur of Brittany, but the marriage never came to be.

While Joanna was freed, Constance was captured at a siege near Salerno.
ough a prisoner, she was soon received with full honors by Tancred at
Messina before being taken under guard to Palermo.

Tancred requested that Sibylla assume the care and custody of
Constance, to the point of the two dining together and living in the same
quarters of the palace.

Sibylla protested this idea. In response, Tancred told her to consult
Matthew of Aiello, which she did. According to Peter of Eboli, she
complained to Matthew about her husband’s poor judgment.

Sibylla disapproved of Tancred’s diplomatic treatment of Constance, and
although the two women were known to have bickered, her protest was
caused by more than clashing personalities. She did not wish to see
Constance treated in any way that might be construed by the populace as
lending legitimacy to her rival claim to the throne. Not surprisingly,
Constance had sympathizers in her native city.

At the very least, Sibylla wanted Constance incarcerated in a real prison.
She may have even preferred that the empress simply be put to death, but



this Tancred chose not to do.

At Pope Celestine’s insistence, Constance was liberated in 1192. Having
survived her ordeal, she returned to Swabia, leaving military matters to her
husband.

inking of the future, Tancred found time to have his son, Roger,
crowned rex filius and then married at Brindisi to Irene Angelina, daughter
of the Byzantine Emperor Isaac Angelus of Constantinople (see the next
chapter). Sibylla does not seem to have been present for these nuptials,
though Emma may have been.

Transition

Fate conceded the newly-wed King Roger little time to enjoy conjugal
life, for he died in December 1193 aged about eighteen, leaving Irene
Angelina a young widow.

Whilst on the mainland, Tancred himself fell ill. He returned to Sicily,
where he died in February 1194, leaving Sibylla as regent for young William.

Just before his death, Tancred seems to have crowned his younger son,
William, who was about eight years old, rex filius.

Sibylla’s regency for her young son would prove ephemeral, and only a
few of her decrees survive, but their appellation was not unlike the formula
Margaret employed during the majority of William II. We �nd, for example,
the phrase domina Sibilla gloriosa regina matre.

ere were few capable leaders le to assist the queen and her son; an
aged Matthew of Aiello had died the previous year. e defense of the
kingdom fell, �rst and foremost, to intrepid Margaritus of Brindisi, who was
married to an illegitimate daughter of King Roger II.

By August 1194, Henry VI had conquered Naples. He was in Palermo by
November, when Margaritus surrendered the city’s sea castle to the invaders.

In the meantime, Sibylla had sent her son and daughters to Caltabellotta
Castle for safety. She seems to have remained in Palermo to defend the city.
Following this exercise in futility, the deposed queen was made to attend
Henry’s coronation on Christmas. e emperor, now King of Sicily jure



uxoris, was about to become the father of a boy born to Constance on the
mainland.

He had promised Sibylla a comfortable “domestic exile” at Lecce, even
offering her son the County of Taranto. Alas, this offer was too good to be
true. At a meeting of barons at the royal palace a few days later, Henry
publicly accused Sibylla and several prominent nobles, including
Margaritus, of plotting a conspiracy to overthrow him. is was likely
nothing more than a pretext to eliminate potential opponents. ey were
summarily arrested and sent to Germany.

Young William was blinded and castrated, then made to disappear
following a year or two of imprisonment at Hohenems Castle.

With revenge in season, Sibylla’s brother, Richard, was executed as a
traitor for having supported Tancred against Constance. Tancred’s remains,
along with those of the son he crowned, were cast out of the Magione church
erected by Matthew of Aiello. e royal tombs were destroyed as part of an
effort to erase every trace of both father and son.

Wasting no time, Henry betrothed Irene Angelina, the young widow of
Sibylla’s son Roger, to his brother, Philip of Swabia.

Legacy

Sibylla and her daughters were detained at a convent in Hohenberg.

A certain disorder arose in the Holy Roman Empire in the wake of
Henry’s death in September 1197. e next year the new pope, Innocent III,
protested Sibylla’s imprisonment just as his predecessor had objected to the
detainment of Constance by Tancred a few years earlier. He threatened
excommunication and interdict.

In the meantime, in 1198 Sibylla and the girls escaped the nunnery. ey
made their way to France, where they were received with honor at the royal
court. Constance, Sibylla’s onetime nemesis, died later that year.

At a meeting convened at Melun, King Philip II of France agreed to
betroth Elvira, Sibylla’s eldest daughter, to Walter III of Brienne, an
enterprising lord. is wedding, attended by Sibylla, was celebrated in 1200.



By now, as both Henry and Constance were gone, the Kingdom of Sicily
was haphazardly administered, with several zealous courtiers given to
squabbling amongst themselves. It was time to seize an uncommon
opportunity. Sibylla and her son-in-law solicited Pope Innocent III for his
approval of an ambitious effort to take back the Regnum.

e following year, Walter, accompanied by Elvira, made an incursion
into the Kingdom of Sicily in an attempt to occupy Lecce and Taranto en
route to �ght in the Fourth Crusade. Presumably, Walter would leave Elvira
with a strong garrison at Lecce or Taranto while he departed for Palestine.
is invasion, which (according to dubious accounts) was �nanced in part
by the King of France, enjoyed papal support because it might dislodge
young Frederick, the orphaned son of Constance and Henry, from the
Sicilian throne. However, while Innocent approved Walter’s claim to Lecce
and Taranto as Elvira’s birthright, he did not condone an outright conquest
of the entire kingdom. e invasion’s total success ultimately proved elusive
when Walter was killed in 1205. A son, also Walter, was born to Elvira
following her husband’s death.

Another of Sibylla’s daughters, Constance, wed Peter Ziani, who became
the Doge of Venice in 1205. Valdrada, Sibylla’s youngest surviving daughter,
married Jacob Tiepolo, who became Duke of Crete in 1212 and Doge of
Venice seven years later.

Sibylla died in March 1205. If nothing else, she had the satisfaction of
having survived both Henry VI Hohenstaufen and Constance Hauteville,
whose Sicilian reign proved just as ephemeral as Tancred’s.







Chapter 11

Irene Angelina of Constantinople

Irene Angelina of Constantinople was born in that city around 1179 as the
second daughter of the Byzantine Emperor Isaac II Angelus Comnenus and
his �rst consort, Irene Palaeologue. ough descended from an illustrious
dynasty, Isaac did not inherit the throne but claimed it in 1185 through a
popular revolt against an unpopular ruler, his kinsman Andronikos.

Childhood

Irene had an elder sister, Anna, a younger brother, Alexius, and two
younger half-brothers, Manuel and John. Her mother, of whom little is
known, ended up in a nunnery, and in 1186 Isaac wed Margaret of Hungary
who thus became Irene’s stepmother.

Isaac was not always at peace with Sicily’s Norman rulers, who had
designs on his Byzantine Empire. In 1186, his generals defeated an invading
force led by Tancred of Lecce and captured Richard of Acerra, who we met
in the last chapter.

None of this touched Irene and her sister growing up at the imperial
court in an opulent city, where they were sheltered from most of the world’s
ugliest ills. Constantinople was a prosperous metropolis whose importance,
large population and great wealth rivalled those of Baghdad and Palermo.
Whereas some of the women destined to become Sicilian queens, like
Richard’s sister Sibylla of Acerra, were raised in feudal towns, Irene spent
her girlhood in a cosmopolitan, metropolitan environment. Unlike the
others whom we have met, she was not originally Roman Catholic but Greek
Orthodox.

Marriages



Emperor Isaac, whose empire included lands across the Ionian from the
Kingdom of Sicily, wanted peace with his western neighbor. By 1191, with a
crown on his head and an aunt in Germany challenging his right to it,
Tancred of Lecce found it expedient to cultivate alliances wherever he could,
be it east or west. Having obtained recognition of his royal claim by the
kings of England and France, and betrothing his daughter to a Plantagenet
prince, he looked to the east.

Not long aer he crowned his �rstborn son, Roger, rex filius as his heir
apparent, Tancred began negotiating to marry him to one of Isaac’s
daughters. Irene, who was about four years younger than Roger, was the
logical candidate.

Isaac and his counsellors assented to this, and in 1192 Irene arrived with
a �otilla at Brindisi, where she was wed to Roger. As Roger’s wife, Irene was
anointed queen.

is marriage did not last long, since Roger died in December of the
following year. With this, Irene took up residence in Palermo’s royal palace.
In late 1194, she was captured by Henry VI, who claimed the Kingdom of
Sicily in the name of his wife, Constance (see the following chapter).

Unlike her mother-in-law Queen Sibylla, Irene was not viewed as either
a threat or an annoyance. She had no child who might claim the throne, and
she was young and beautiful. Whilst Sibylla and her children were taken
prisoner and exiled to Germany, Irene was betrothed to Henry’s younger
brother, Philip of Swabia. Irene’s sister, Anna, wed Roman, the ruler of
Galicia and much of what is now Ukraine.

is rari�ed moment found four women living who were, in one way or
another, queens of Sicily: Joanna, Sibylla, Irene, Constance.

Born in imperial Pavia, Philip Hohenstaufen, the youngest son of
Frederick Barbarossa, was about two years older than Irene. He abandoned a
career in the church to support the ambitions of his brother, Henry, who he
accompanied on the Italian campaigns that restored the Sicilian crown to
Constance.

It was in Italy that Irene was introduced to Philip, but it was clear that
she would eventually have to travel to Swabia to take up residence at the



family seat, Hohenstaufen Castle. At �rst, the wedding was postponed due
to Philip’s demanding responsibilities.

Henry ceded Philip the control of Tuscany as its margrave in 1196.
Following the death of his brother, Conrad, Philip became Duke of Swabia
the next year.

e wedding of Irene to Philip was celebrated outside Augsburg in May
1197. Swabia’s forested Alpine, and very Catholic, environment was quite
different from Greek Constantinople and sunny, multicultural Sicily, but
Irene seems to have adapted to it well enough. Her name must have seemed
too Greek to the Swabians, who took to calling her Maria, but the
minnesinger Walther von der Vogelweide described her in �attering terms as
“a rose lacking a thorn, a dove lacking in deceit.” His words imply that Irene
was not given to the machinations that tainted many a queenly heart.
Descriptions of her husband by other contemporaries were not always so
kind.

Irene enjoyed a period of bliss as a new bride, and she was soon
pregnant with her �rst child. It was the calm before the storm.

While in Italy in September of 1197, Philip heard of Henry’s untimely
death in Messina. Anticipating difficulties from the restless nobles of the
Holy Roman Empire, he hastened to Germany to defend the position of his
late brother’s young son, Frederick.

Motherhood

Philip hardly had time to revel in the birth of his daughter, Beatrix, at
Worms in the spring of 1198, for a faction of the imperial aristocracy was
now supporting the dynastic claim of the rival House of Welf to rule
Germany and the Holy Roman Empire in the person of Otto of Brunswick.
In response to this, and in view of the reluctance of the German elector
princes to accept his nephew, a young boy living far away in Palermo, as
their king, Philip had himself elected and crowned. Irene was crowned with
him at Mainz in September 1198.

Christmas 1199 saw Irene, Philip and little Beatrix at Magdeburg, within
striking distance of Otto’s lair. is lavish feast was commemorated by
Walther von der Vogelweide as a form of propaganda for Philip.



It would take more than sugary words to convince the supreme pontiff.
Pope Innocent III was openly supporting Otto against Philip in an attempt
to break the Hohenstaufen hold on Germany, northern Italy and the
Kingdom of Sicily. Even Philip’s offer to betroth little Beatrix to one of
Innocent’s nephews failed to erode the pope’s resolve.

Irene sometimes traveled with her husband as he tried to keep the
Hohenstaufen dominions united, and she gave birth to another daughter,
Maria, in Tuscany in the spring of 1201. A third daughter, Kunigunde, was
born a year later.

e Hohenstaufens needed sons but none were forthcoming following
the deaths of two boys, Reinhald and Frederick, in infancy.

In 1201, Alexius, Irene’s brother, arrived at the court to solicit Philip’s
help in restoring his father, Emperor Isaac, to the throne, perhaps as part of
the Fourth Crusade now being planned. Isaac had been deposed by his
belligerent brother, Alexius III, six years earlier. It was only with the help of
cray Pisan merchants that Irene’s brother, who was also held captive,
managed to escape his wicked uncle.

Irene was doubtless in�uential in helping her brother to garner western
European support for a campaign to oust her uncle and restore her father.
Philip wished to assist his brother-in-law, who promised to heal the schism
between the Christians of east and west if placed on the Byzantine throne.

us in 1203 the Fourth Crusade was diverted to Constantinople.
Tragically, it resulted in a horri�c bloodbath perpetrated by the Latin Franks
against the Byzantine Greeks. is led to the establishment in
Constantinople of a “Latin Empire” that �ourished for the next few decades
at the expense of Byzantine sovereignty and culture. Philip was not directly
involved in this debacle, even if his efforts to assist his brother-in-law were a
key factor in the crusaders’ decision to go to Constantinople. Instead, he was
forced to remain in the German lands to challenge the pretensions of his
ambitious rival, Otto of Brunswick.

A fourth daughter, Elisabeth (sometimes Beatrice), was born to Irene
and Philip at Nuremberg in the spring of 1205.

In June 1208, Irene and Philip went to Bamberg to celebrate the wedding
of his niece, Beatrice of Burgundy. For reasons that are still debated, an



unarmed Philip was stabbed and killed by the count palatine Otto of
Wittelsbach of Bavaria, who was mentally unstable. Otto’s violent temper
was known in royal circles, and a few years earlier Philip had terminated the
betrothal of one of his daughters to the mad count.

Irene, who was pregnant, returned to Hohenstaufen Castle, where she
died giving birth on August twenty-seventh to a stillborn daughter
posthumously named Beatrix. e erstwhile Queen of Sicily was interred at
Lorch Abbey, traditional burial site of the Hohenstaufen sovereigns. Her
mortal remains can no longer be identi�ed but a tombstone carved in 1898
preserves her memory.

Irene’s daughters were placed in the nominal care of their cousin,
Frederick II, whose counsellors betrothed them to princes.



Chapter 12

Constance of Sicily

Constance of Sicily was born in Palermo on the second of November 1154
to Beatrice of Rethel, the third wife of the late Roger II, who had died in
February. Following Constance’s birth, Beatrice — who we met in an earlier
chapter — decided to raise her only child in Sicily. e girl was intelligent,
perhaps precociously so, her head topped by a mane of distinctively red or
“strawberry blonde” hair.

us far, we have glimpsed this singular queen, who represents a bridge
between two great dynasties, through the eyes of her mother or from the
perspective of her sometime rival Sibylla of Acerra. e time has come to
meet Constance Hauteville of Sicily on her own terms.

Child

Constance passed her �rst few years at the royal palace in Palermo at the
court of her half-brother, William I. Although Beatrice saw no immediate
reason to leave the cosmopolitan city, there is no mention of the mother and
daughter during this period, not even in otherwise detailed accounts of the
Bonello revolt.

Around that time, and certainly thereaer, Beatrice and Constance
occasionally resided at the Hauteville castle at San Marco d’Alunzio.
Compared to the intrigues of chaotic Palermo and its court, this was a
serene environment in which to raise a daughter. In removing Beatrice from
power struggles, it kept her and her daughter aloof of politics.

Following her birth, we next hear about Constance explicitly in 1168,
when a revolt at Messina spawned the wild rumor that Stephen, the
controversial chancellor appointed by Queen Margaret, planned to depose
young William II and in his stead crown his own brother, Geoffrey of
Perche, with Constance as consort. is suggests that Constance, who was



nearing the age of fourteen, was still living with her mother, either at
Palermo or at San Marco. A chronicler writing many decades later states in
passing that at a certain point William’s patrilineal aunt “lived at the palace
in Palermo.”

Damsel

Around 1170, instead of being affianced to a suitable prince, Constance
may have gone to live in a nunnery. If so, it is most likely that this was one of
the convents in the Nebrodian Mountains near San Marco under the
patronage of Margaret, the queen regent.

Despite the presumption, perpetuated by later writers, that Constance
became a nun, there is nothing to suggest that she actually took vows. It is
merely a possibility.

In fact, no contemporaneous evidence is known that con�rms
Constance’s presence in an abbey. e very idea may have originated much
later in the mind of Dante, and it has been embraced by modern scholars
based on the unsupported belief that the princess received a papal
dispensation to marry.

Nevertheless, it is true enough that circumstances argue for the
possibility that Constance lived in a convent, for why was she not betrothed
at an age when most royal princesses were paired with appropriate
husbands?

At this moment, the House of Hauteville had a dearth of daughters who
might marry foreign kings and facilitate dynastic alliances. If only out of a
sense of duty, Constance would be expected to do this when called upon.

We may well speculate about the forces that motivated Constance’s
choice to delay marriage. Perhaps she was indeed religiously devout to the
exclusion of conjugal life and motherhood. It may be that she found court
life unappealing, even distasteful. It is possible that she did not particularly
enjoy male company or the prospect of marriage. Her choice may have been
rooted in personal questions of gender or sexuality. Whatever the reason, it
was probably her own decision, not one thrust upon her, for the
“conventional” choice would have been marriage.



e death of Henry, Prince of Capua, in 1172 le no closely-related,
legitimate heirs in the royal line of succession. Although the fact does not
yet seem to have been proclaimed publicly, Constance became, through
genealogical happenstance, the heiress presumptive of her nephew, William
II, who still was not married. Nonetheless, there does not seem to have been
any effort made to convince Constance to marry at that time.

Neither Constance nor her mother had any kind of official role at the
Sicilian court, though they were doubtless present for William’s wedding to
Joanna of England in February 1177. For now, that was the extent of their
dynastic obligations.

e rapport between Constance and William seems to have been a good
one. At the least, there is nothing to suggest any kind of rivalry or antipathy
between the two, or between their mothers.

Five months aer his wedding to young Joanna, William sent a
delegation led by Romuald of Salerno to con�rm the Treaty of Venice
formalizing peace with the Holy Roman Empire. Frederick Barbarossa’s
ambassadors then visited Sicily, where they may have met Constance.

It is difficult to say with certainty that the idea of betrothing the princess
to one of Barbarossa’s sons was already being formulated; his son Henry was
only twelve. A few years earlier, however, the emperor had offered his
daughter’s hand to William, thus making it clear that he grasped the value of
dynastic unions as a political tool.

By around 1182, efforts were being made to realize such a union.
Although the sycophantic chronicler Richard of San Germano later ascribed
this initiative to Walter, Archbishop of Palermo, it is difficult to contemplate
that nobody else was long considering it, either at the Hauteville or
Hohenstaufen courts.

Leaving Walter aside, the degree to which William and his other
familiares understood the dynastic implications of their decision has long
been a point of debate among scholars. Matthew of Aiello seems to have
foreseen a potential problem in a dynastic union. At the time, it was
probably presumed that Joanna would bear a son or two soon enough.
Boccaccio later mentioned the political effects of Constance’s marriage in
the succinct chapter dedicated to her in his De Claris Mulieribus.



Wife

A few years were to pass before the wedding arrangements were
�nalized. Perhaps William and his mother wanted to ensure that the treaty
signed at Venice led to a lasting peace before they committed Constance to
the marriage. As if to sweeten the deal made with the Hohenstaufens, the
King of Sicily provided Constance with the most lavish dowry seen in
Europe for at least a generation. Here was a public display of power.

e betrothal was �nally announced at Augsburg on the twenty-ninth of
October in 1184. With this, William undertook to provide his aunt with
more than what was necessary, for apart from the trousseau of silk and furs
there were several chests full of gold tarì coins.

Sadly, Constance’s mother, Beatrice of Rethel, died in March 1185, a few
months aer Henry’s mother, another Beatrice, the Countess of Burgundy.

In the summer of that year, William II sailed with his aunt and her suite
on a royal �otilla to Salerno, where knights, nobles and many servants were
waiting with wagons, destriers and a hundred �y sturdy mules to transport
the princess and her precious dowry. William accompanied Constance as far
as Rieti, where the endless train of courtiers and equines arrived in late
August. From there, an imperial delegation escorted the princess and her
large company northward. She may have met her future father-in-law at
Foligno before proceeding to Piacenza and Pavia, and thence to Milan.

At that city, Constance and Henry were wed and crowned in the basilica
of Saint Ambrose on Tuesday, the twenty-�rst of January 1186. Now a
widower, Frederick Barbarossa was the only parent of either spouse to be
present.

Whatever ambivalence the Milanese ever had about imperial rule, this
rare event gave them an excuse to celebrate for several days.

Troublesome Kin

Constance took up residence with her husband at Trifels Castle, in the
Palatine Forest (not to be confused with Hohenstaufen Castle in Swabia).
Unfortunately, Henry was oen absent due to his imperial responsibilities.



Her geographic isolation did not prevent Constance’s involvement in
political affairs, especially where these concerned her own family. In 1188,
she successfully intervened with her husband and father-in-law on behalf of
her cousin, Baldwin of Hainaut, to retain Namur when an attempt was made
by another kinsman, Henry of Luxembourg, to deprive him of it. e
resulting settlement brought an end to what was quickly escalating into a
small civil war.

Disconcerting as that reality was, an even more disturbing incident
involved the same Baldwin of Hainaut and his �rst cousin Albert of Rethel,
Constance’s uncle, three years later.

e bishops of Liège enjoyed temporal in�uence as princes of the Holy
Roman Empire. When Baldwin’s political rival, Henry of Brabant, managed
to get his own brother, Albert of Louvain, elected to this important episcopal
see, Baldwin refused to recognize him based on the pretext that the electee
was under the canonically-required age and that the election had been
rigged.

Baldwin then had a group of canons under his power elect his kinsman,
Albert of Rethel, to the bishopric.

is time, Constance’s best efforts to help Baldwin were fruitless.
Seeking to avoid controversy, her husband, who was acting as imperial
regent while his father, Frederick Barbarossa, was away on crusade, simply
nominated a third candidate, Lothar of Hochstaden. is le Albert of
Rethel marginalized.

In the meantime, Albert of Louvain went to Rome to press his claim.
ere Pope Celestine consecrated him a bishop.

Returning to the diocese that was now his, Albert was met near Reims
by three knights who convinced him to ride with them near the city. During
the ride, they ferociously struck the prelate in the head with their swords,
killing him.

is atrocity, with its eerie similarity to the murder of omas Becket
two decades earlier, exacerbated the factional division between the princes
of this region of the Holy Roman Empire and provoked a reaction against
Lothar of Hochstaden, who was soon excommunicated.



Many suspected Constance’s husband of, at the very least, failure to act
properly in his treatment of Albert of Louvain, and some suggested that he
ordered the killing. Here again was an analogy to the Becket case, which
found Henry II of England accused of complicity in the assassination of the
Archbishop of Canterbury by four of his knights. Like omas Becket,
Albert of Louvain came to be venerated, though not as widely, and was later
canonized.

Although Constance was not involved in Albert’s murder, the incident
was a sobering lesson in the use and misuse of power.

Baldwin was not Constance’s only troubling kinsman. By now, she and
her husband had more serious matters to address that required their
attention south of the Alps.

Following the untimely death of Constance’s beloved nephew, William
II, in 1189, Tancred of Lecce managed to obtain enough baronial and
ecclesiastical support to get himself crowned King of Sicily early the next
year despite the fact that Constance was the late monarch’s lawful and
designated successor. (is was considered earlier; the events described in
the next few pages intersect the lives of three other Sicilian queens, namely
Joanna, Sibylla and Irene, each accorded her own chapter.)

Henry VI had pressing domestic concerns to address; his dynasty’s
longstanding Welf rival Henry the Lion, Duke of Saxony, was making
incursions into imperial territories and was threatening the Hohenstaufens’
reign. His father, Frederick, was still away on crusade. Undertaking a
military expedition to the Kingdom of Sicily was the last thing Henry
wanted to do at this moment, but he had little choice as his wife’s
fundamental dynastic rights were at stake.

e papacy, for its part, was not enthusiastic about Tancred, of all
people, ruling half of Italy, but neither did it want Henry to have control of
it.

e Hohenstaufens’ status and prestige derived chie�y from their
position as emperors. Apart from that, they were not very different from a
dozen other in�uential German families. Swabia, their ancestral realm, was
not Germany’s largest or wealthiest region. Impressive as it was, the Holy
Roman Empire was essentially a confederation of German hereditary
principalities conjoined to some prosperous, semi-independent cities in



northern Italy. To the west, the “Angevin Empire” was a patchwork of
historically sovereign kingdoms and dukedoms that happened to be ruled by
one dynasty, the Plantagenets. France was a fraction of the kingdom it would
later become. In an age of shiing borders and equally unstable loyalties, the
Kingdom of Sicily forged by Constance’s father from a loose conglomeration
of Norman duchies and counties was larger than almost any single realm of
western Europe; it was also one of the wealthiest. Keenly aware of these
facts, neither Henry or his consort could afford to lose it. To Constance, of
course, the Regnum Siciliae was more than a source of wealth or power; it
was her sacred birthright.

Constance’s Kingdom

Constance’s support in the peninsular part of the kingdom was
encouraging but not sufficient, and the �rst months of Tancred’s reign
brought a series of setbacks there. e island of Sicily and most of Calabria
were under the usurper’s complete control.

Even in the best of circumstances, raising a large army could take a year
or more. Fortunately the imperial couple could readily muster one by
diverting some of the forces already engaged to �ght Henry the Lion in
Saxony and Bavaria. A treaty being negotiated with him obviated the need to
use this army in Germany.

Constance would accompany her husband on an expedition to her
homeland. Nevertheless, as Frederick Barbarossa had seen, an invasion of
southern Italy could be a formidable task.

In May 1190, Henry sent a large advance force led by Henry “Testa” of
Kalden southward while he stayed in Germany to settle succession questions
arising from the recent death, on crusade, of his imperial vassal Louis III of
uringia and to conclude the treaty with Henry the Lion.

Before Henry and Constance departed for Italy, news arrived at court
that Frederick Barbarossa had died in Asia Minor in June 1190. Since the
imperial crown was now Henry’s as Frederick’s heir, it was opportune for
him to go to Rome to claim it from the pope. at this was on the way to
Naples and Salerno meant that two birds, coronation and conquest, could be



hit with one stone. One objective would prove easier to achieve than the
other.

Along the way to Rome, Constance and Henry met Eleanor of Aquitaine
and her future daughter-in-law, Berengaria, at Lodi, near Milan, in January
1191. e two ladies were going to Sicily to meet Richard Lionheart, who
stopped at Messina en route to the ird Crusade. (See Chapter 9.) Told of
Constance’s plight, Eleanor lent a sympathetic ear, and even witnessed a
charter being issued by Henry, but she could not know that her son was
about to recognize Tancred’s right to the Sicilian throne. Eleanor’s true
opinion about the Sicilian dispute is not known. As we have seen, her
daughter Joanna, widow of William II, supported Constance and opposed
Tancred.

By the time Henry and Constance were to be crowned, a new pope had
just been elected as Celestine III (Giacinto Bobone). is pontiff ’s only
initial request was to be ceded the city of Tusculum, a wish Henry granted.

e imperial coronation of Henry and Constance took place on Easter
Monday in 1191. Constance was now an empress.

ere was little time for rejoicing. It was imperative that the rightful
Queen of Sicily reclaim the Regnum Siciliae at the earliest opportunity.
Despite the couple’s entreaties, Pope Celestine III, even aer crowning the
new Holy Roman Emperor, was reluctant to issue a declaration nullifying
Tancred’s coronation as King of Sicily. What could not be achieved through
diplomacy might be accomplished at the point of a sword or two.

e emperor viewed his prospects of success with a healthy dose of
pragmatism. At Cassino he demanded, and received, a pledge of loyalty
from the monks.

Capua and Aversa submitted to Constance’s authority readily enough.
With the help of Pisan and Genoan navies, Henry besieged Naples, but
Margaritus of Brindisi successfully defended the city.

Now an old, familiar beast reared its ugly head as an epidemic swept
through the imperial army, prompting its withdrawal. Henry himself was
infected but recuperated. He accepted the invitation of the Salernitans to
leave Constance, who had fallen ill from the torrid summer temperatures, in
their city with a small garrison as a sign of her sovereign authority and his



solemn promise to return. As Salerno boasted one of the best medical
schools in Europe, there were competent physicians present to cure her.

e queen’s presence was signi�cant as Salerno was the largest city of the
peninsular part of the kingdom, and Constance was lodged in its royal
fortress, Terracena. Henry’s presence was required back in Germany so he
could address the kind of domestic problems that only the emperor could
resolve.

Having survived the imperial siege and forced Henry to withdraw, the
unsavory Neapolitans exploited this moment to score a cheap victory. Some
nobles led by Nicholas of Aiello, the son of Tancred’s chancellor Matthew,
contacted the Salernitans, claiming that Henry was dead and encouraging
the citizens to attack Constance at her stronghold in order to prove their
loyalty to Tancred. Fearing a bloody reprisal by Tancred for having
negotiated with Henry, the Salernitans complied with this demand.

e empress herself suspected that her husband might be dead. She
attempted to negotiate with the besiegers but the best she could obtain from
their leader, her distant (and obviously disloyal) kinsman, Elias of Gesualdo,
was safe conduct for the knights of her garrison. is surrender le her a
prisoner of Tancred, the bastard king.

Making his way out of the kingdom, Henry, who was still ailing, was at
Cassino when he received news of his wife’s capture. Enraged, he took
hostages at San Germano, the town beneath the abbey, but did not draw
blood. Aer he departed the Regnum, several of his vassals remained behind
to wage a piecemeal war in isolated parts of Apulia and Lucania. If nothing
else, this served to remind Tancred that his power on the mainland was
neither absolute nor uncontested.

Constance would not forget the treachery of Nicholas of Aiello and the
others, but for now she was to be taken by galley to Sicily. What was most
important, for the moment, was that she lived to �ght another day. It was
becoming crystal clear that claiming her crown, no less sitting on her father’s
royal throne, was going to be an exercise in perseverance.

e Empress of the Holy Roman Empire and Queen of Sicily donned
regal attire and let herself be escorted to the port of Salerno.



By the time Constance arrived at Messina late in 1191, Richard
Lionheart, who had spent several months in the city before departing for the
Holy Land in the spring (see Chapter 9), had recognized Tancred as King of
Sicily. Like so many other irksome annoyances of recent months, that affront
would not be forgotten. For the moment, however, the woman from
Palermo had to confront more immediate challenges.

At Messina, Constance was brought before Tancred. She was thirty-
seven, her captor �y-three. If Peter of Eboli is to be believed, Constance
was slender and stately, Tancred short and ugly. ough they may have met
in the past, it is unlikely that they ever exchanged many words with each
other. eir terse conversation as it is recounted in Peter’s verse chronicle
lends us an impression of the queen’s reasoning:

“Was the entire world not enough to satisfy you?” Tancred asked. “Why
do you desire my lands? Know that God will judge us fairly for what we do,
and take his wrath upon those who take the law unto themselves. Fate has
delivered you into my hands because you in�icted injury upon my kingdom.
As we have seen, your husband, who was ill, has retreated.”

“Do not forget what I am saying to you now, Tancred,” Constance
replied. “Before long, your rising star shall turn against you, just as my star
has fallen upon me. Destiny cannot be changed. I do not seek your kingdom
but that of my father, which is mine by right. Are you Roger’s son? Not by
any means. I am the king’s heiress because I am his legitimate child by my
mother. e legal rights of both my parents bequeath me the realm you
presently hold as a usurper. You have not yet confronted the man who shall
obtain these lands for me by the sword. What laws and oaths gave you the
realm that appertains to me? It was only the benevolent grace of King
William that permitted you to keep even Lecce.”

Having uttered these de�ant words, Constance, as self-assured and
digni�ed as ever, engaged in no further conversation with Tancred. She was
sent to Palermo, where she resided with Tancred’s wife, Sibylla, who did not
relish the task of being a gaoler. (See Chapter 10.) Constance was treated
well, though Sibylla probably wanted to kill her.

Back on the mainland, meanwhile, the towns that had recently
submitted to Constance’s authority were being taken back, one by one, by
Tancred’s vassals.



At Henry’s urging, Pope Celestine used the threat of excommunication
to persuade Tancred to release his imperial prisoner to papal custody.
Tancred’s only real condition for consenting to this request was that the
papacy recognize his claim to the Sicilian throne.

In June 1192, Constance was accompanied to Messina, and then onto
the mainland, by Giles of Anagni, a cardinal, who was the papal chancellor.

e papal entourage escorting Constance was intercepted at Ceprano,
just inside papal territory, by some imperial knights led by Roffred of Liri, a
cardinal who was formerly the abbot of Cassino. e loyalty of this
Benedictine, who had been imprisoned brie�y for supporting Tancred, was
for the moment reasonably secure because his brother, Gregory, was being
held hostage by Henry in Germany. Constance was soon reunited with her
husband at Trifels Castle.

Little is known of Constance’s conjugal rapport with her husband.
Arguably, the absence of children early in their marriage might suggest a
lack of affection or intimacy. Whatever the case, Henry was adamant in his
intent to conquer his wife’s kingdom, if not her heart.

e Return

By the autumn of 1192, it was clear to Constance and Henry that
determination alone would not be enough for a proper conquest of the
Regnum Siciliae. A serious campaign would require a massive investment,
perhaps more money than they could generate through taxes and other
sources of revenue. Not only had they been defeated in Italy, their prestige
had suffered for the recent assassination of Albert of Louvain, mentioned
earlier.

An opportunity was to present itself from unexpected quarters. Not only
would it be lucrative, it would satiate Constance’s desire for justice in view of
her poor treatment at the hands of certain parties.

Speci�cally, this involved Richard Lionheart, King of England. Aer the
deaths of Henry’s father and brother on the ird Crusade, Leopold, Duke
of Austria, hastened to Palestine to assume command of the imperial
contingent while Henry undertook the campaign against Tancred in Italy.
Following the capture of Acre, Leopold expected the same courtesy as that



accorded the other sovereigns present. Instead, Richard ordered the duke’s
banner removed from its staff alongside the others �ying atop the city’s
ramparts. Enraged at this affront, Leopold and his knights decamped and
immediately returned home.

is, of course, was not the only criticism directed at Richard, who was
rarely reluctant to offend his peers. By the time the aggrieved duke
complained to the emperor about the banner incident, Henry was already
nurturing his own grievance against Richard based on the English king’s
support for Tancred’s claim to Sicily.

One of Richard’s sisters was married to Henry the Lion, who was a thorn
in the emperor’s side, but this was not the only reminder that familial
alliances were endlessly complex. Conrad of Montferrat, the recently
murdered King of Jerusalem, was a cousin to both Henry and Leopold.
Richard, a vocal opponent of Conrad, with whom he had quarrelled, was
suspected of complicity in the assassination of this fellow monarch.
Naturally, this matter was far more grievous than Richard’s refusal to �y a
comrade’s �ag.

In December 1192, Richard Lionheart, whilst returning from the ird
Crusade, was captured by Leopold, who con�ned him at Dürnstein Castle.
Henry probably approved of this.

At Speyer in March of the following year, Richard was transferred to
Henry’s custody and taken to Trifels Castle, where he was accused of
murdering Conrad of Montferrat. e Holy Roman Emperor demanded a
ransom of a hundred �y thousand silver marks to release the King of
England.

Following much effort to raise this sum to defray the cost of a “king’s
ransom,” Richard’s mother, Eleanor, came to remit the monies. It was the
second time she and Constance met, and the younger woman had yet to sit
upon the throne that was hers by hereditary right. Richard was �nally
released in February 1194.

By now, Tancred and his elder son, Roger, had died. e Kingdom of
Sicily was being ruled by Tancred’s widow, Sibylla, as regent for her younger
son, William. (See Chapter 10.)



With the imperial treasury replenished by English silver to defray the
expenses of a major military campaign, it was time to launch a serious effort
to restore the Kingdom of Sicily to Constance.

By the time Henry set out for the Kingdom of Sicily in May 1194,
Constance was pregnant. Her condition would restrict her participation but
not her courage. If necessary, she would stay behind in papal territory whilst
Henry fought his way into the northern part of the Regnum.

By August, Henry’s army had reached Naples, which fell easily. e city
of Salerno was sacked and vandalized in retribution for the disloyalty its
citizens had shown in consigning Constance to Tancred three years earlier.
Word of this pitiless reprisal preceded Henry as he advanced further into the
Regnum. e emperor expected resistance but encountered virtually none as
he and his surrogates subdued Apulia, Lucania and Calabria over the next
few months. At times, the kingdom seemed undefended.

November found Henry in Palermo where, predictably, there was more
�ghting than what had been seen in the other cities. Nevertheless, this siege
was a brief one.

It was time to mete out justice. e most important familiares of Sibylla,
Tancred’s widow, were exiled. Prominent among them was Nicholas of
Aiello, who had instigated the attack on Constance at Salerno that led to her
capture. Others, such as Eugene of Palermo, a Greek, were viewed as
apolitical and thus spared following a brief imprisonment. On the mainland,
Richard of Acerra, Tancred’s brother-in-law, was eventually found and
executed.

Sibylla and her children were exiled (see Chapter 10), and Irene
Angelina, the widow of Tancred’s elder son, was betrothed to Henry’s
brother (see Chapter 11).

Mother

On Christmas in 1194, Henry had himself crowned King of Sicily in
Palermo Cathedral by right of his wife. He now ruled more territory and
more people than any other monarch in Europe.

e next day, Constance went into labor in the March of Ancona. At the
town of Jesi, she ordered her attendants to erect a pavilion where she could



give birth in view of numerous witnesses, mostly clerics and courtiers. Her
worry was that the maternity of a quadragenarian who had not yet given
birth during nine years of marriage might later be placed in doubt by
naysayers. Her son was christened Frederick.

On that day the torch that lit the �ame of the Sicilian monarchy was
passed from the Norman Hautevilles to the Swabian Hohenstaufens. e
survival of the Regnum Siciliae founded by Constance’s father was assured.

With this, Constance entered two parallel phases of her life, motherhood
and effective queenhood. In March of the following year, she was crowned
Queen of Sicily at Bari following her husband’s �rst major meeting of the
baronage.

In outward appearance, Constance’s queenship was not too different
from that of any other heiress of royal rank whose husband ruled jure uxoris
on her behalf. However, if not precisely a queen regnant, Constance was the
nearest thing to it in Sicily’s Norman-Swabian era.

e daily operation of the kingdom did not change any more than it had
when Tancred assumed power following the death of Constance’s nephew,
the fondly-remembered William II. Its fundamental laws and institutions
remained in place. ere was no ideological transformation, and no serious
attempt by Henry to integrate the Kingdom of Sicily into the Holy Roman
Empire as if it were a German duchy. Frederick’s grand inheritance would be
a personal union, not a political one. is was signi�cant because the
Regnum Siciliae was a “centralized” monarchy with a unitary legal code
rather than a conglomeration of duchies and counties. e political
complexities of the Holy Roman Empire need not concern us at length, but
the simple reality was that no one German monarch, even the ruler of a
large dominion like Saxony or Bavaria, became King of the Germans and
then, if he were fortunate, emperor, by hereditary right alone; he needed the
approval of the elector princes and bishops.

As soon as he had reached Palermo, and without immediately notifying
his wife, Henry withdrew much money from the treasury. Just as
signi�cantly, he enfeoffed some German barons in Sicily and installed the
faithful Teutonic Knights in Messina and Palermo. In the capital, he gave
this chivalric order the Magione, a splendid church (still standing) erected
by the late Matthew of Aiello for the Cistercians, as soon as the tomb of



Tancred housed there was destroyed. Commanderies were also established
in Apulia.

e Teutonic Order was founded in Palestine a few years earlier under
the patronage of Henry’s late brother, Frederick of Swabia. Unlike the
knightly orders of the Hospital and the Temple, which were multiethnic and
independent, the Teutonic Knights, though ostensibly autonomous, were
closely linked to a speci�c culture and dynasty, the German Hohenstaufens.

Experience had taught Henry and Constance that the very thought of
trusting the baronage and populace of the Regnum was fraught with risk.
Here, on “foreign” soil, the German knights and barons were unlikely to
rebel against one of their own.

is policy of germani�cation led to Sicily’s Muslims, whose numbers
were already diminishing, being excluded from government.

Henry’s attempt — in his own way — to calm a sea of potential Sicilian
troubles was successful at �rst, and it seems to have met with Constance’s
approval. e most turbulent waters were those bubbling up from the murky
�ow of the Tiber. anks to Constance’s delivery of a healthy boy, the
papacy’s worst fears had come to pass. In an undercurrent destined to shape
papal policy for the next seven decades, there was now a male heir to the
powerful realms that engulfed the lands ruled by the pope. From London to
Kiev, temporal sovereigns took notice of the power that bisected Europe in a
line extending from the North Sea to the central Mediterranean.

By June, Constance was in Palermo issuing decrees in her own name and
under her own seal as Queen of Sicily. Her surviving charters re�ect the
typical duties undertaken by a monarch as the court of �nal appeal in
matters involving baronies, manors, abbeys and serfs.

As if one empire were not enough, Henry began eyeing the Byzantine
Empire to the east. He was also contemplating a crusade. Neither ambition
was to be realized.

For now, he had more than enough on his plate. It was nearly as
challenging for Henry to rule the combined territories of the Holy Roman
Empire, the northern Italian communes and the Kingdom of Sicily as it was
for his contemporary, Genghis Khan, to control the vast, growing Mongol
Empire to the east. Henry’s family was much smaller than that of his Asian



counterpart; appropriately, he delegated some duties in Italy to his only
surviving brother, Philip of Swabia.

Knowing that the pretensions of the rival Welf dynasty could rekindle
themselves at any time, Henry sought to consolidate his young son’s position
in Germany. As empress, Constance understood the importance of this. At
Frankfurt in 1196, young Frederick was elected King of the Germans (or
“King of the Romans”), a status that quali�ed him, under imperial law, to be
crowned king and then emperor. Some important electors in other regions
dissented.

e empire was not the only realm where rebellion could erupt, and the
next year found Henry back in the Regnum Siciliae, where he had to quell a
baronial revolt. Accustomed to the comparative laxity of administration
under William II and Tancred, these barons, joined perhaps by some Arabs,
resented Henry’s rigidity and tax increases. Constance may have shared their
view, though not their decision to start a violent rebellion.

Henry’s untimely death at Messina on the twenty-eighth of September
1197 made Constance the regent for young Frederick. Henry was interred in
Palermo’s cathedral in a tomb of porphyry be�tting his imperial rank. Fate
le his widow little time to dwell on her loss.

In retrospect, little can be discerned about Constance’s marriage.
Husband and wife seem to have had rather different ideas regarding taxation
and �nances, and slightly contrasting temperaments about the use of power.
In some ways, Constance may have had a greater affinity for the common
folk, especially her people, the Sicilians. But here wanton speculation would
be useless.

Regent

Ruling from Palermo, Constance could control the Kingdom of Sicily,
but grasping the reins restraining the headstrong German princes was
another matter altogether.

Even as arrangements were being made for his brother’s funeral, Philip
raced to Germany in an attempt to defend Frederick’s rights there (see the
previous chapter). is was a daunting task.



Now, as regent, Constance was exercising the sovereign rights of her son.
She had an efficient chancellor in Walter of Palear.

Most of Constance’s day-to-day duties were rather ordinary, even banal.
e education of her son was a paramount concern, naturally, but there were
competent tutors to tend to this. e boy was to be taught several languages,
including Arabic and some Greek, and an appreciation of the diversity of
cultures that made his kingdom unique.

Constance had to think about more than her son’s education, and on
Saturday, the seventeenth of May 1198, the three year-old was crowned King
of Sicily in Palermo Cathedral. Hopefully, this would ensure his dynastic
rights in the Kingdom of Sicily.

By then, Philip, Frederick’s uncle, hoping to placate imperial elector
princes reluctant to embrace administration by the mother and courtiers of
a boy king in another country, had already had himself elected King of the
Germans. In September, he was crowned at Mainz. At this juncture there
was little choice, for some German princes were already throwing their
support behind the rival Welfs. Constance’s reaction to her brother-in-law’s
decision is not known, but she certainly understood the complexities facing
the Hohenstaufens in Germany.

With this in mind, she tacitly, though not explicitly, renounced her son’s
imperial claims by omitting any mention of these at his coronation or in
subsequent charters. By no means was this a formal abdication of Frederick’s
inherent dynastic rights. Rather, it was a pragmatic effort to permit his
uncle, Philip, to defend that inheritance in any way possible while avoiding
the ire of a pope who felt threatened by Hohenstaufen power in Italy.

is permitted Constance, as queen, to focus on local problems. Relying
upon the expertise of local advisors, she sent most of her late husband’s
counsellors back to Germany. ose enfeoffed in the Regnum remained. In
at least one case this was problematic.

Markward of Anweiler, a courtier of Henry, who had generously granted
him lands in the northern marches of the Regnum, came forth claiming to
possess the “genuine” will of the late emperor making him, and not
Constance, the regent of the kingdom. is, the vassal affirmed ridiculously,
was because Frederick was not actually born of Constance. e queen



responded to this nonsense by banishing Markward from the kingdom.
Unfortunately, he would eventually return to foment still more chaos.

Now the dearth of Hohenstaufen males was proving just as
problematical as the shortage of Hauteville heirs had been during
Constance’s childhood. Showing uncommon foresight, the queen made
certain provisions for her son’s future. Most importantly, she named Pope
Innocent III the young king’s guardian in the event of her death. is would
have made the pontiff the de facto regent of the Kingdom of Sicily until
Frederick reached the age of majority. As Frederick’s guardian, the pope was
to receive thirty thousand gold tarì per year.

Constance also renounced the apostolic legateship enjoyed by her
Norman forebears, though some of her successors asserted this privilege.

By the autumn of 1198, the queen was already thinking about a bride for
her son, perhaps a sister of Peter II, the young, recently-crowned King of
Aragon.

It is quite possible that Constance’s immediacy in addressing these
matters was motivated by a persistent illness which led her physicians to
make a pessimistic prognosis of her chances for survival. On the other hand,
she was the last of her house, and personal experience had taught her the
importance of establishing matters involving dynastic succession in a clear,
unequivocal fashion that would leave such details beyond later contestation.

Constance died in Palermo on the twenty-seventh of November in 1198.
Her legacy is one of certitude, rectitude and fortitude. Constance has come
to be regarded as the very avatar of Sicilian queenhood.

Frederick

Her son’s childhood was not destined to be simple or even very happy.
Pope Innocent appointed Cencio Savelli, the future Honorius III, as
Frederick’s principal tutor. Philip, the boy’s uncle, permitted arrogant
Markward of Anweiler to invade the kingdom and oust Walter of Palear, the
chancellor and acting regent, from power. Fortunately, Markward died in
1202. en William of Capparone, another German, served as the effective
regent until 1206. In that year, Walter of Palear became Frederick’s personal
guardian through the efforts of Dietpold of Schweinspünt, the warrior who



had defeated and killed Walter of Brienne a few years earlier (see Chapter
10). Upon reaching the age of majority in 1208, Frederick began to recruit
some of his own counsellors.

By then, a marriage was already being arranged for the young Sicilian
sovereign to an older, wiser woman who might become his advisor as well as
his consort.







Chapter 13

Constance of Aragon

Constance of Aragon was born in Lisbon in 1179 as the eldest daughter, and
second-oldest child, of Alfonso II, King of Aragon, who was also Count of
Barcelona, and Sancha of Castile. Her Sicilian marriage, though brokered by
Pope Innocent III as the guardian of a young Frederick II, was the fruit of
earlier efforts by the king’s late mother, the last Hauteville, to arrange a
match with one of Alfonso’s younger daughters.

Parentage

Constance’s father was descended in the male line from the Bellonid
dynasty founded in the eighth century by a certain Bello of Carcassone, who
was thought to be of Visigothic ancestry. Her father’s mother, Petronella,
who was Queen of Aragon in her own right, bore the same Jiménez roots as
Elvira of Castile and Margaret of Navarre, two queens we met earlier. (See
table 7.)

Alfonso cultivated political alliances with monarchs whose lands
bordered his Iberian dominions, hence his friendship with Richard
Lionheart.

Sancha, Constance’s mother, who also boasted Jiménez lineage, was an
independent-minded woman, and doubtless an early in�uence on her eldest
daughter. Owing to a dispute with her husband over some estates she had
inherited from her father, King Alfonso VII of Castile, Sancha led a force in
1177 to seize some lands that formed part of her dowry, in effect �ghting a
war against her own spouse.

Constance spent her childhood in Zaragoza and other inland towns, but
mostly in coastal Barcelona, northern Spain’s gateway to most of Europe.

is magni�cent city on the Mediterranean was the cornerstone of a
burgeoning confederation, the “Crown of Aragon,” destined to become a



thalassocracy that would one day expand its power as far as Sicily, laying the
cornerstone of what later became the Spanish Empire. In Constance’s time it
comprised little more than the Kingdom of Aragon and the neighboring
County of Barcelona (Catalonia) united under her ambitious father. By
1200, the city of Barcelona was arguably the most important Spanish locality
under Christian control.

Constance had seven siblings, namely Peter (later Peter II), Alfonso,
Leonor, Raymond, Sancha, Ferdinand and Dulcia. She seems to have been
especially close to Alfonso, who was one year her junior.

First Marriage

Following the untimely death of her father, aged just thirty-nine, in
1196, Constance was betrothed, on the orders of her elder brother, now
reigning as Peter II, to Emeric, King of Hungary. Recently enthroned,
Emeric was seeking a closer rapport with the kingdoms to the west, and
Pope Innocent III was instrumental in helping him to �nd a suitable bride.

As a dower, Emeric gave Constance two counties and thirty thousand
gold ounces. Marriage would take her to a court and an environment very
different from what she had known as a child.

e nuptials were celebrated in 1198. e next year, Constance, now a
crowned queen, gave birth to an heir, Ladislas.

Like the Crown of Aragon, Hungary was an expanding realm.
Constance’s husband was already an experienced monarch. Years earlier,
Emeric’s father, Bela III, had him crowned rex filius and then appointed him
to govern Croatia and Dalmatia. Hungary was Catholic, while the Byzantine
territories bordering it were Orthodox.

e greatest challenge Emeric confronted during his reign was not
division in the church but violent dissent within his own family, as his
younger brother, Andrew, coveted the crown for himself. Emeric placated
his envious sibling by making him the duke of Croatia and Dalmatia, a duty
that kept the troublesome prince far away from Esztergom, the Hungarian
capital. Nevertheless, Emeric eventually had to place his de�ant brother
under arrest.



Aer Emeric died following a lengthy illness in November 1204, his
young son, already crowned rex filius in August of that year, ascended the
throne as Ladislas III, with Andrew as regent. It wasn’t long before Andrew
reneged on the solemn promise he had sworn to the moribund Emeric to
respect the boy’s rights. Not surprisingly, he con�scated the young king’s
inheritance kept at Pilis Abbey, despite being warned by the pope to protect
royal assets.

Learning that Andrew was trying to assassinate his young nephew,
Constance �ed with Ladislas to Vienna, where she received the protection of
her husband’s cousin, Duke Leopold VI, even in the face of Andrew’s
boisterous threat to invade Austria.

Regicide was not the only thing on Andrew’s mind; his �eeing sister-in-
law had managed to take with her the monetary part of her dower. As a
widow, she was entitled to a pension of twelve thousand silver marks in
addition to the gold she received at marriage.

Sadly, young Ladislas died in exile in May 1205 following a grave illness,
and was entombed in Székesfehérvár Basilica.

is tragic event changed the course of the widowed queen’s life, for she
was now isolated from the Hungarian court, where Andrew was crowned.
Constance returned with her small entourage to Aragon, where she took up
residence with her mother in the royal convent at Sigena. Her sojourn there
was not to last long.

Second Marriage

When Constance’s brother, Peter II, was re-crowned by Pope Innocent
III in 1205, the pontiff exploited the occasion to discuss the possibility of a
marriage between the king’s widowed sister and Frederick II. By 1206, with
Constance living in Aragon, it was decided that an older woman might be a
good choice for the young Sicilian sovereign. Peter had his own reasons for
concluding this marital agreement.

In 1208, as the result of negotiations by Innocent, the widow was
betrothed to Frederick II of Hohenstaufen, King of Sicily and would-be Holy
Roman Emperor, whose mother we met in the last chapter. Constance was
never to see her own mother again, for Sancha died in November.



e marriage agreement stipulated that Constance would receive a
dower consisting of Mount Saint Angelo and the nearby towns, the same
lands once conceded to Queen Joanna. Additionally, she would have
Taormina and a number of smaller �efs in Sicily.

Departing Aragon in early June 1209, Constance was accompanied to
Sicily by her brother, Alfonso, and a company of �ve hundred knights. She
was wed at Messina in August. As Frederick was barely �een years old,
Constance could almost have been his mother. Her experiences in life thus
far had le her sober, if not taciturn. Her wisdom transcended her years.

ere wasn’t much time for celebrating.

Hegemony

e murder of Frederick’s uncle, Philip of Swabia, in 1208, opened the
way to the Welf claimant, Otto of Brunswick, to be crowned Holy Roman
Emperor in the autumn of 1209. Riots forced him out of the eternal city but
did not dissuade him from further adventures in papal Italy.

Otto’s loyalty to the papacy was far from absolute, and he could not resist
reclaiming papal lands that had once been imperial �efs. Encouraged by
easy victories at Ancona and Spoleto, and abetted by Frederick’s disloyal
German vassals on the northern fringe of the Regnum, he soon launched a
successful military expedition into Apulia, eventually making it as far as
Calabria.

Constance had brought with her a large contingent of �ve hundred
knights accompanied by their supporting esquires and troops. e prowess
and fealty of these men was beyond cavil. eir very presence encouraged
the submission of barons on the island who otherwise might have proven
reluctant to restore crown lands usurped during Frederick’s minority.

Unfortunately, many of the Aragonese and Catalonian knights fell prey
to a fatal epidemic. e illness also claimed the life of their leader,
Constance’s beloved brother, Alfonso. In view of this tragedy, the remaining
Spanish knights returned to their homeland.

inking his position ironclad, Otto, who was now in possession of most
of the peninsular part of the realm, arrogantly demanded that Frederick
recognize him as an overlord in the peninsular part of the Regnum. When



Frederick ignored this demand to pay homage, the invader claimed these
regions outright. Otto’s march on Rome to attempt to constrain papal
concessions to a proposed imperial prerogative to appoint bishops prompted
Innocent to excommunicate him late in 1210.

Before confronting Otto, Frederick had to get his own house in order.
Acting on his wife’s advice, he dismissed Walter of Palear, who was now
Bishop of Catania, from the chancellorship, although the prelate was later
reinstated at the pope’s urging.

Back in Germany, the high nobility was growing tired of Otto’s behavior,
and at the Diet of Nuremberg in 1211 a vocal faction elected Frederick their
king with Innocent’s assent. is resulted in the emperor’s withdrawal from
Italy with his tail between his legs, leaving most of the occupied territories
under Frederick’s control. Otto may have presumed that his short-lived
marriage to a Hohenstaufen lady would bolster his position. If so, he was
sorely mistaken.

Amidst this unrest, Constance gave birth to a son, christened Henry, in
1211.

If Frederick were to reclaim the peninsula and accept the German
crown, the �rst order of business was to raise an army. ere were also
political considerations.

It seemed ironic that the pope, normally opposed to rule of the lands
surrounding papal territory by a sole monarch, would now acquiesce to such
a situation. e arrangement was accepted on the condition that Frederick’s
newborn son become King of Sicily whilst Frederick himself became Holy
Roman Emperor.

With young Henry thus crowned, Frederick tended to further
diplomatic details that might put Pope Innocent’s mind at ease. For example,
he reiterated his late mother’s renunciation of the apostolic legateship.

In the spring of 1212, Frederick sailed with a �otilla and a modest force
to Gaeta, north of Naples, from whence he would trek northward.

School



He le Constance in Sicily as his regent, effectively his surrogate or
governor. Whilst Frederick and his company of knights were wending their
way toward the Alps and into Germany, avoiding cities allied with Otto,
Constance addressed daily affairs and cared for her infant son. She could not
have helped thinking about Ladislas, the son she had lost years earlier, but
this was a new life in what must have seemed like a different world. Indeed,
the queen could �nally exercise a modicum control over her own affairs.

What was life like at Constance’s Sicilian court?

As a strategic base, the queen generally preferred Messina to Palermo
because it facilitated closer contact with the mainland. Yet in 1212, while
Frederick was attending Christmas mass at Speyer’s magni�cent cathedral,
Constance and Henry attended the liturgy at Palermo’s equally impressive
basilica, the largest church in Italy south of Rome.

Constance issued a number of charters jointly in her name and that of
her young son, with the formula “Constance, Queen of the Romans, Queen
of Sicily, together with Henry, King of Sicily, her son.” Most of these decrees
involved ecclesiastical matters. e queen lent her personal patronage to the
abbey at Fiore in Calabria’s mountainous Sila region.

Frederick’s personal interests generally ran more toward the scienti�c
sphere. He welcomed the presence of scholars like Michael Scot, a gied
mathematician, reprising the intellectual splendor the court enjoyed in the
time of Frederick’s grandfather, Roger II.

Frederick himself was to become known as the most brilliant European
monarch of his generation. His scienti�c legacy is a book on falconry.

Norman French was no longer the Sicilian court’s vernacular language.
A new tongue, Sicilian, had emerged over the last few decades.

Poets like Cielo of Alcamo and Giacomo of Lentini composed poetry in
this language, and so did Frederick. e Sicilian School embodies the oldest
Italian vernacular.

Cielo’s Contrasto (which appears in this book with a translation) is the
longest poem written in Middle Sicilian, which differs markedly from the
modern Sicilian language one occasionally hears today, just as Chaucer’s
Middle English differs from the English spoken in our times. e Contrasto
is a classic example of a dialogue of courtly love expressed by a knight



seeking the affection of a noble damsel. It evokes the spirit of chivalry, with
its minstrels, troubadours, tournaments and heralds.

Sicily was undergoing a linguistic and literary evolution. e Muslims
were ever fewer, and as they converted to Catholicism they embraced the
Sicilian language, to which they brought Arabic in�uences. e latinization
of the Greeks was insidious, a subtle matter of the clergy being Latin where
formerly there were only Byzantines. e gradual transition from
Orthodoxy to Catholicism brought with it the use of Latin in liturgy and, by
the thirteenth century, Sicilian for everyday conversation. In Sicilian one
�nds words that are etymologically Latin, Greek, Arabic, German and
French, as well as Lombardic.

Constance’s marriage was for now a distant one, at least geographically.
While Frederick was away, she kept up a regular correspondence with her
friends and family abroad.

Her husband’s long absences did not bode propitiously for conjugal life.
In reality, Constance could never have come to know Frederick extremely
well, for they passed little time together. Even so, historians generally agree
that she was the favorite amongst the women he married.

If Frederick missed his wife, his travels did not deprive him of female
company. In his time away from Constance, he fathered a number of
children outside marriage.

Constance never met any of these children or their mothers. Yet she
would have been naive to ignore the likelihood of their existence. It was part
of royal marriage. What is more, there was still a harem in Palermo’s palace.

Empress

Frederick’s coronation at Mainz in December of 1212 made Constance
Queen of the Germans, if only in the eyes of some. It would take a few more
years for her husband to consolidate his power in Germany, where he did
not yet enjoy the support of all the elector princes and bishops. e enmity
between the rival factions that came to be known as Ghibellines
(Hohenstaufen advocates) and Guelphs (Welf proponents) continued in
earnest, complicated by occasional wars emanating from other quarters.
One of these con�icts, the Anglo-French War, led to the disastrous defeat of



Otto of Brunswick at Bouvines in 1214 by a French army led by King Philip
II, effectively ending Welf military power and quashing Otto’s aspirations to
greatness.

In 1213, Constance convinced the papacy to grant her brother, Peter, a
Catholic burial even though he died �ghting against the church in one of the
Albigensian wars.

A coronation at Aachen in July 1215 le little doubt of Frederick’s status
as King of the Germans, and the death of his perennial rival, Otto of
Brunswick, isolated and abandoned, three years later, le the younger man
unopposed.

In June 1216 Nicholas of Aiello, Archbishop of Salerno, and his brother,
Richard, visited Constance’s court to show their allegiance to Frederick and
to ask forgiveness for supporting Otto a few years earlier.

With his position consolidated, Frederick summoned Constance to
Germany. She and young Henry set out from Messina with six galleys in July
1216, reaching Nuremberg in December. eir route took them through
Capua, where Constance berated Bartholomew, the Bishop of Chieti, for his
dispute with the pope, and then through Bologna and Cremona.

In Germany, she accompanied Frederick in his travels from place to
place. Despite Aachen’s symbolic signi�cance, the Holy Roman Empire had
no actual, permanent capital, so Frederick was forced to travel frequently to
show himself and assert his authority. ere is little doubt that Constance
advised her husband in the matters confronting him, but we know nothing
about what she said.

e couple set out southward for Rome in August 1220. Frederick and
Constance were crowned emperor and empress by Pope Honorius III in
November of that year. While in Rome, Constance expressed to the pontiff
her �rm refusal to cede her Hungarian dower to King Andrew, her former
brother-in-law, who had solicited papal intervention in the hopes of
retrieving the gold.

Following the coronation in Rome, Constance traveled with Frederick to
Capua.

Frederick decided to tighten his grip on the barons, who had run amok
during his minority and in some cases even supported an invader. e king



pursued an effort to update the Assizes of Ariano, the legal code instituted
by his grandfather, with promulgation of the Assizes of Capua now and the
Assizes of Messina the next year. ese were intended to amend Roger’s
code rather than to replace it altogether. is represented an attempt to
accrue more power to the crown.

Frederick acceded to a papal request to go on crusade; though years
would pass before he could depart, he sent a �eet to Damietta. In a gesture
the papacy found less enticing, he had young Henry elected King of the
Germans.

Aer visiting Capua and Cassino with Frederick, in January 1221
Constance and her son spent a month at Sessa Arunca, a forti�ed town
north of Capua. Frederick stayed with them for a few days before going to
Capua with his counsellors. Once his business in the region was done, the
family continued on to Apulia.

Constance, Frederick and Henry reached Messina in May. ey then
went to Catania.

e royal family stayed in eastern Sicily until July. From Catania, they
then set out for Palermo at the end of that month, stopping for a few days in
Caltagirone. ey were in Palermo by the middle of August.

In November 1221, they traveled to Agrigento, and from there to
Catania, where they celebrated Christmas. In early 1222 Constance
remained in Catania while Frederick went with Henry to Apulia and then
Naples and Capua. At Anagni the emperor met the pope.

Although he was only eleven, Henry, as the heir apparent, would soon
have to learn the art of statecra. is trip with his father would be useful. It
was the kind of paternal mentorship that Frederick had never had.

A localized revolt by the Muslims of Jato, near Palermo, brought
Frederick back to the island in May, when he was met by his wife at Messina
and probably le Henry with her.

Frederick was at Jato when Constance died at Catania on the twenty-
third of June 1222. A funeral was celebrated in Catania, with a second one
held in Palermo, where the Queen of Sicily, Queen of the Germans, Holy
Roman Empress and Queen of Hungary was entombed. In death, she wore



rings be�tting a queen, and a splendid jeweled crown of Byzantine design
(shown on this book’s cover).



Chapter 14

Yolanda of Jerusalem

Yolanda of Jerusalem was born in Acre late in 1212 to John of Brienne and
his wife, Maria of Montferrat, Queen of Jerusalem. Maria’s death shortly
aer her daughter’s birth le young Yolanda, sometimes Isabella, as Queen
of Jerusalem by jure sanguinis, hereditary right. ough John was crowned
with Maria in 1210 and is usually referred to as the “King of Jerusalem,” this
was essentially a courtesy title. He was, more exactly, Maria’s consort; during
his wife’s lifetime John was, at best, a co-ruler. Maria’s untimely death le
John as Yolanda’s regent. By the time Yolanda was born, Jerusalem wasn’t
even much of a kingdom, and she never set foot in the holy city for which it
was named.

Prelude

e realm Yolanda was meant to inherit was founded in 1099 as a
tangible result of the First Crusade. e Kingdom of Jerusalem was a Roman
Catholic, European contrivance which, at its greatest extent, included most
of Palestine. To its north were the neighboring states of Tripoli and Antioch,
founded by crusaders, and Cilicia (Lesser Armenia), established by
Christian refugees �eeing Seljuk expansionism. In 1192 Cyprus became the
seat of a similar monarchy. Knightly orders like the Templars and
Hospitallers also held small pockets of sovereign territory.

e kingdom’s �rst century of existence found it ruled by a series of
dynasties having ancestral roots in or near what is now France, and French
was the court language. ough succession to the crown was hereditary,
approval by a council of nobles was necessary for a king to rule.

Holy to all three Abrahamic faiths, the city of Jerusalem was lost to
Saladin in 1187, and in the wake of the ird Crusade the Frankish
monarchy was re-established at Acre in 1192. John’s actual dominion



included Acre as the kingdom’s capital, the city of Tyre, and some coastal
territories. is is where Yolanda spent her childhood.

ough not royal, John’s family was not without its lustre. His father,
Erard, was Count of Brienne and a military leader of the ird Crusade.
John’s elder brother, Walter, whom we met in Chapter 10, wed a daughter of
Tancred of Sicily and invaded the Regnum.

It was with the approval of the Hierosolymitan baronage that John
married Maria, the daughter of Queen Isabella I of Jerusalem (daughter of
King Amalric) and Conrad of Montferrat. Ruling lands in Piedmont and
Liguria, the dynasty of Montferrat was the ancestral family of Adelaide del
Vasto (see Chapter 4), who wed an early King of Jerusalem in a disastrous
marriage.

Childhood

Yolanda’s childhood in Acre was a rose with a few thorns.

In 1214, John married Stephanie, heiress to Lesser Armenia. Stephanie,
who did not like Yolanda, gave birth to a son two years later. Not enough is
known about her for us to ascertain whether Stephanie was a truly wicked
stepmother, but her son’s birth may well have exacerbated any resentment
she cultivated toward Yolanda.

Only death itself could bring an end to Yolanda’s queenship. Stephanie
knew this.

John was one of the leaders of the ill-fated Fih Crusade, and he was
chosen to rule Damietta aer the besieged town fell to his Franks in 1219.
He soon departed for his own lands, planning to go to Cilicia to claim his
wife’s birthright as heiress of Lesser Armenia.

When Stephanie died unexpectedly, it was rumored that her husband
had beaten her to death for attempting to poison young Yolanda. In any
case, the death of Stephanie’s son mooted the pretext for John’s claim to the
Armenian throne.

While it resulted in a tenuous truce, the Fih Crusade ultimately failed
to achieve its objective of restoring the city of Jerusalem and other territories
to the Christians. Even if the Hospitallers and Templars retained some of



their castles and estates, Damietta and the other Egyptian lands were lost to
the Ayyubids.

Back in Europe, Pope Honorius III was already advocating a crusade to
re-occupy Jerusalem. is was music to John’s ears, for a successful
restoration would, presumably, increase his power and prestige.

Marriage

e reality was slightly more complicated. To entice support, it was
decided to exploit young Yolanda as a lure. By 1223, with Frederick II a
young widower, the kingmaker in Rome was casting an eye his way.

Although the sporadic outbreaks of unrest amongst Sicily’s diminishing
Muslim population were a concern, Frederick did not oppose Islam on
ideological grounds. Indeed, it could be argued that he was not the ideal
candidate to lead a holy war against the Ayyubids. True, he had already
made the commitment to go on crusade, but his duties in his own vast
realms had not yet permitted him to embark for Palestine.

ere was something slightly tawdry in John hawking the hand of
Yolanda, a very young queen, to the highest bidder. Yet what is known of
him suggests that John was an eternal opportunist, continuously
formulating one scheme or another, always seeking a royal heiress to wed in
the hope of placing a crown on his own head. In the event, what he was
doing was hardly atypical of the time.

Yolanda’s fate was decided during a meeting at Ferentino in March 1223
that John held with Frederick and Honorius. e papal view was that the
marriage agreement was predicated on Frederick’s promise to go on crusade.
With less justi�cation, John seems to have inferred from the meeting that a
successful crusade would make him the de facto governor of the city of
Jerusalem whilst his daughter resided in Europe with her new husband.
Frederick clearly expressed the position that he would undertake such a
crusade only as King of Jerusalem by right of Yolanda. us each man
entertained a slightly varied, personalized perception based on his own
objectives. In the spirit of the times, any views that might be held by
Yolanda, the young woman whose destiny was the subject of the
negotiations, were considered inexistent, if they were considered at all.



Around the time Frederick was negotiating for Yolanda’s hand, he fathered a
child, Frederick “of Antioch,” born to a woman whose identity is debated.

Following further negotiations, the wedding was arranged. To avoid the
kind of controversy that might arise aerward, the pope granted a
dispensation from the canonical impediment of the spouses’ distant kinship;
Yolanda and Frederick were third cousins. e ceremony would be
celebrated, in the �rst instance, by proxy two years later.

at is because Yolanda had not yet reached the age usually required for
marriage, and she was far away in Acre. Frederick wanted to ensure that she
was already his wife before he set foot in her kingdom. ere was no point
traveling there for a wedding, returning to Italy, and then undertaking a
costly second voyage to Palestine for the crusade. Apart from this, he was
busy in his own dominions, founding a university at Naples and planning a
major meeting of imperial vassals. John, meanwhile, went to Burgos, where
he wed Berengaria of León, the sister of King Ferdinand III of Castile.

In August 1225, Henry of Malta, a Sicilian vassal, set sail from Brindisi
for Acre with a �otilla of twenty galleys to transport Yolanda to the
Kingdom of Sicily following her impending wedding. At a ceremony in
Acre’s Holy Cross church, she was wed to Frederick, and a jeweled ring sent
by him was placed on her �nger.

Immediately aer this ceremony, the Patriarch of Jerusalem, with the
assent of the high nobles of Jerusalem, crowned her their queen. is was
followed by two weeks of celebration.

Accompanied by some leading nobles of Jerusalem and a company of
knights of the trusted Teutonic Order, Yolanda then began her journey to
Apulia, stopping en route at Cyprus to visit Alice, her aunt.

In early November she was met at Brindisi by her father and Frederick.
e nuptials, and Yolanda’s coronation as Queen of Sicily and Holy Roman
Empress, were held in the city’s cathedral. A lavish feast, which in our time
might be called an “aer party,” followed for several days in Oria Castle,
where many of the guests were lodged.

e bride was barely fourteen years old. e chronicler Ernoul recounts
that the morning following the nuptials John found his daughter in tears.
Yolanda explained to her father that the previous night Frederick had



abandoned her in favor of an impromptu tryst with her pretty cousin, one of
the ladies-in-waiting. Even if the story was woven of little more than a few
strands of court gossip, it re�ects a widespread perception that the spouses
had little natural affinity for each other.

Conversely, the rumor that soon aer the wedding Frederick began to
shun his father-inlaw, is at least supported by subsequent events.

Here was the epitome of a marriage of dynastic convenience. Sadly, there
is nothing to suggest that there was ever much affection between Yolanda
and her husband, a man eighteen years her senior accustomed to the
company of mistresses.

Later in November, Frederick’s son, Henry, married Margaret, the
daughter of Leopold VI of Austria, at Nuremberg. is too was a forced
dynastic union; Henry was fourteen and Margaret was twenty-one.

Queenhood

Almost immediately, Frederick was styling himself King of Jerusalem.
is re�ected the status he claimed by jure uxoris. If John, his father-in-law,
found this offensive, there was nothing he could do about it.

In January 1226, while traveling with Frederick in Apulia, Yolanda
issued a decree con�rming privileges to the Teutonic Order. By February,
the royal couple was at their palace in Salerno. is sojourn was rather
exceptional, as Yolanda did not travel much with her husband around the
kingdom and the imperial lands. In March, Frederick le Yolanda at
Salerno. While he trekked northward to the imperial cities of Italy, she sailed
to Sicily.

ough her husband did not make a serious attempt to expose Yolanda
to public life, he remained as visible as ever, holding an imperial diet at
Cremona in the spring of 1226. Yolanda may have given birth to a daughter
late that year, probably in Palermo. If so, the girl apparently did not live into
adulthood.

By now, the differences between Frederick and his father-in-law were
clearly apparent. is must have had an effect on Yolanda.



Frederick was back in Apulia in November 1226, and crossed over to
Sicily in January of the following year. Yolanda probably met him at
Messina.

e queen’s chief responsibility was to bear children, hopefully males,
and before long she was again pregnant. Much to the pope’s annoyance, and
perhaps even Yolanda’s, the crusade to Jerusalem was endlessly delayed.

By the late spring of 1227, Frederick was with his wife in Apulia, where
he was overseeing construction of a �eet to sail to Palestine. In the middle of
August he was with Yolanda at Otranto, where he le her to go to Brindisi,
where his crusader army was gathering.

On the thirtieth of April 1228, Yolanda died at Andria aer having given
birth to a boy christened Conrad. She was entombed in that city’s cathedral.
Her funeral was attended by many magnates of the kingdom present for a
meeting with Frederick at Barletta.

It seems unlikely that Yolanda ever had any great passion for the king
she wed or the kingdom he ruled.

e tales told of Yolanda’s life hardly inspire envy for the girl nearly
poisoned to death by a hateful stepmother, or the young woman betrayed by
an unfaithful husband on her wedding night.

Yolanda’s son, Conrad, was raised at court and survived into adulthood,
destined for kingship.

Postlude

Following a few false starts, the Sixth Crusade began. By September of
1228 Frederick was in Acre, the birthplace of the woman who gave him the
crown of Jerusalem.

Frederick’s army consisted almost exclusively of knights from his own
dominions. In the Holy Land he achieved a ten-year truce with the Ayyubids
without �ghting a war. One of the conditions of the agreement was to make
Jerusalem into what was, in effect, an open city. Frederick had himself
crowned there in February 1229.

In June, Frederick returned to Italy to �nd his father-in-law ravaging his
lands in southern Italy with papal approval. It didn’t take long for Frederick



to take back these territories and expel John.

John �nally got a crown of his own when he became the Latin emperor
of Constantinople, where a Catholic monarchy had been established
following the disgraceful Fourth Crusade.

In 1231, with his eldest son acting as his surrogate in Germany,
Frederick issued a new legal code, the Constitutions of Mel�, for the
Kingdom of Sicily. Although it did not bring about certain important rights
(like trial by jury) established by England’s Magna Carta, Frederick’s statutes
reiterated the fundamental principles encapsulated in his grandfather’s
Assizes of Ariano, such as the criminalization of certain forms of rape. Aer
Frederick’s time the laws formulated at Mel� gradually, decade by decade,
fell into disuse; rape did not again become a felony in Italy until the
twentieth century. e right to a speedy trial was likewise discarded in Italy
over successive centuries, as law and bureaucracy became ever more
complex, contradictory and inefficient.

Frederick did not immediately remarry, but his relationship with a
Piedmontese noblewoman named Bianca Lancia brought him a son and a
daughter. Manfred, born of this union around 1232, may have been his
favorite son.

Frederick remained a widower until 1235.





Chapter 15

Isabella of England

Isabella of England was born at Gloucester late in 1214 to King John
“Lackland” of England and his second wife, the beautiful Isabella of
Angoulême, as the fourth of �ve children. Her father’s sister was Joanna,
who became Queen of Sicily as the wife of William II. e given name
shared with her mother was usually recorded in contemporary Latin records
as Ysabella rather than Elisabeth.

By most contemporary accounts, John and his wife both had volatile
tempers, and what little is known of the marriage of Isabella’s parents
suggests that it was oen stormy. In the year Isabella was born, John
con�ned her mother, under guard, to house arrest for �irting with a servant.
e queen was kept in the bedchamber of Isabella’s elder sister; the man
accused of this impropriety was summarily judged and brutally tortured.

Fortunately, Isabella and her siblings were too young to understand
much of what they may have witnessed of these con�icts.

Childhood

Isabella never truly knew her father, who died in 1216 at the age of forty-
nine. Apart from his untimely death, it is not surprising that John had little
time for his children. e last years of his reign were an era of civil strife and
economic decline. He had lost control of prosperous Normandy, Anjou and
Poitou as a result of the disastrous Anglo-French War, the same con�ict that
deprived his ally Otto of Brunswick, onetime rival of Frederick II, of his
imperial power. It was this defeat that prompted the English baronage to
rebel against their king and demand the rights outlined in the Magna Carta,
John’s greatest contribution to posterity.

Isabella was the second of three daughters born to her parents. Aer
John’s death, her elder brother became king as Henry III, with valiant



William Marshal as regent and protector of the realm. Not long aerward,
when Isabella was six years old, her mother crossed the channel to oversee
her ancestral lands in Angoulême and married Hugh X of Lusignan.
Learning of this, the king’s council threatened to con�scate the widowed
queen’s dower lands.

It would be reasonable to argue that the �rst duty of Isabella of
Angoulême, as queen mother, was to raise her �ve children by John and
perhaps lend a hand to stabilize the English realm in a difficult time. In
France, the dowager Queen of England was to give birth to nine children by
her second husband.

ese unforeseen circumstances le young Isabella separated from her
mother, to be raised in England.

Over the next few years, she and her siblings resided in a succession of
castles in the south of the country. ey celebrated Christmas at Winchester
in 1219. By then, Isabella already had her own little retinue, including her
nurse (nanny), Margaret of Biset, a noblewoman who seems to have taken a
maternal interest in the young princess, and a bodyguard.

Aer William Marshal, who famously defended young King Henry from
a French incursion into England, died in 1219, his duties as regent were
assumed by Hubert de Burgh, with the assistance of Stephen Langton,
Archbishop of Canterbury. Isabella was present for her brother’s coronation
at Westminster in 1220.

Her elder sister, Joan, who had returned from France, was soon married
to Scotland’s monarch, while her younger sister, Eleanor, was betrothed to a
son of William Marshal.

A clause in Joan’s betrothal to Alexander II, King of Scots, offered him
the hand of Isabella should Joan not become available, but in the event there
was never any reason for it to be effected.

Damsel

Before long, Isabella was the only one of the three daughters of the late
King John still at the English court, and efforts were afoot to �nd a suitable
husband for her. In 1225, a marriage was considered for her to the son of
Frederick II. is was Henry, who had already been crowned King of Sicily



and King of the Germans. e proposed marriage did not come to pass, and
Henry was wed to Margaret of Austria later that year.

Henry III of England came of age in 1227.

In 1229, following further effort to �nd her a suitable husband, Isabella,
still a maiden, went to live at Marlborough. By November 1231 she was at
Gloucester, where she stayed for a few months. (Over the next few years she
occasionally moved between these castles.) She lived with several friends,
effectively ladies-in-waiting, such as a certain Katherine, who le Isabella’s
“court” to marry. e Close Rolls record that the royal tailor purchased a fur
cape for Isabella at a fair in Saint Edmondsbury at the king’s command. For
Christmas that year, Henry gave his sister three silver plates and salt dishes.
roughout the year, he would frequently send her venison and wine.

By summer 1232 the pretty princess was again living at Marlborough,
where she had her own household and chaplain and rights to total revenue
of the locality’s lands. In 1234 she took up residence in the Tower of London
whilst her brother lived at the Palace of Westminster two miles away. Here
again she had her own household and a small court, and Henry ensured that
she was supplied with �ne wine and other necessities.

Although these accommodations were more than spacious, much of the
Tower seen today was erected or rebuilt aer Isabella le. Her brother
became known for his ambitious building projects in the Gothic style,
exempli�ed by the expansion of Westminster Abbey.

With Isabella were her former nanny Margaret of Biset, now a faithful
con�dant, her ushers (and perhaps bodyguards) Alfred Aloet and Roger
Pilet, and a cook named Jordan. ere was also a chaplain. Present were at
least two ladies-in-waiting, each a few years older than Isabella, and the
guards stationed at the castle. ere were servants such as maids and grooms
and a small cooking staff for Jordan. In all, Isabella’s household consisted of
at least a dozen attendants. Here in London a few, such as the tailor, may
have been shared with her brother, who was continuously sending her gis,
such as almonds (then a rarity in England).

e fact of Isabella, from the age of sixteen or seventeen, living
independently with her own little royal court lends itself to perplexity.
Failure to explain it has led one or two historians to speculate that she was
somehow imprisoned; that theory does not bear scrutiny. Nonetheless,



Isabella’s independent lifestyle was indeed something of an anomaly for its
time, especially for a single woman and even for a princess. Regardless of
social rank, few women of such tender years were privileged by freedom of
this kind.

Henry’s feud with France le little time to search for a suitable husband
for his sister amongst the fellow monarchs who were friendly to him. He had
not even found himself a wife, although his courtiers had a candidate in
mind.

Henry’s forthcoming marriage to Eleanor of Provence re�ected an
attempt at support from southern France, where Gascony and other lands
were under threat from the French crown. is was a useful alliance. In a
parallel development, Eleanor’s sister, Margaret, had just wed Louis IX of
France, with whom Henry was negotiating a tenuous peace. at the two
kings, who were cousins, would now become brothers-in-law might aid this
effort at detente.

In early 1235 a credible opportunity presented itself for Isabella’s
betrothal, and in the spirit of the times its scope was typically geopolitical. It
was decided to use Isabella to seal a friendship with an ally who ruled the
empire to the east of France.

Marriage

Frederick II was still a widower. His mistress, Bianca, had recently given
birth to a boy and a girl, but what he really needed were a few more
legitimate sons. at, of course, required marriage. Frederick enjoyed a good
diplomatic rapport with the kings of both England and France even if, for
the moment, he was contested in Germany by his own son, Henry.

It seems to have been Frederick, with papal approval, who initiated the
marriage proposal. is marriage uniting dynasties on both sides of his
kingdom so frightened Louis IX that Pope Gregory IX (Ugolino di Segni)
had to write him as if in reassurance that it posed no menace. Nevertheless,
the King of France had good reason to fear this formidable alliance capable
of attacking, and defeating, him on opposite fronts.

Whatever the outcome of Frederick’s efforts at peace, be it with his heir
apparent or fellow sovereigns, a closer relationship with a dynasty of



northwestern Europe could not be a bad thing. Most of the details of the
marriage agreement were worked out by Frederick’s chancellor, Peter della
Vigna, who visited England to meet the princess before committing his lord
to the match. In a visit redolent of the sojourn of the Sicilian ambassadors
meeting with Henry II to see Isabella’s aunt, Joanna, during the previous
century, Peter and his suite were received in February 1135 at Westminster
by the king.

Isabella’s brother then took three days to consult with his counsellors
before approving of the proposed betrothal. With this achieved, he
summoned Isabella to come to court. e visitors immediately approved of
her. ey presented her an engagement ring from Frederick, and details of
the dowry of thirty thousand marks were agreed upon with Henry. To
generate this sum, Isabella’s brother would have to levy a tax on hides. e
Irish were also taxed. A third of the total amount was remitted immediately
from the exchequer. is money would be spent on the efforts of Henry’s
new brother-in-law to rein in the imperial communes of northern Italy. As
Queen of Sicily, Isabella’s dower would include Mount Saint Angelo and the
estates near it.

Planning the wedding entailed endless details. A few of Isabella’s ladies-
in-waiting and attendants would go with her to Germany, but they would
not stay with her, instead returning to England. Her faithful nurse and
con�dant, Margaret of Biset, was provided a pension, along with the
attendants Alfred Aloet and Roger Pilet, and the cook, Jordan.

An appropriate trousseau was assembled. is included a jeweled crown
but also a wealth of cloth and furs, with a few tailored items. ere were
fourteen long dresses, several of silk, and a few capes. ere were two beds
with blankets and linen. Henry did not overlook his brother-in-law, to
whom he sent six regal robes. Frederick, in turn, sent Henry some �ne
horses. e company of twenty attendants, plus the servants, traveling with
Isabella also received splendid robes.

In early May a grand farewell feast was held for Isabella at Westminster.
In late June, she departed England for Germany on ten galleys. e detailed
description by Roger of Wendover is an exercise in eloquence in the
translation by John Giles.



“In the month of February of 1135 two Templars, with some enfeoffed
knights and other special ambassadors, came to the king at Westminster,
charged with letters, sealed with gold, from the emperor Frederick, soliciting
the hand of the English king’s sister, Isabella, in matrimony. ey reached
the king on the twenty-third of February, and begged for an answer to the
letters and the request, that they might announce the king’s decision to their
lord with all haste. e king then held a careful deliberation with the bishops
and nobles of his kingdom for three days, when they all, aer duly
considering the matter, unanimously agreed that the lady should be given in
marriage to the emperor, and on the twenty-seventh of February the king
gave his answer agreeing to the requested alliance. e emissaries then asked
permission to see the lady, and the king sent some trustworthy messengers
to fetch his sister from the Tower of London where she was carefully
guarded. e messengers conducted her with all honour to the king at
Westminster where she appeared before the emissaries of the emperor. She
was a lady in her twentieth year, beautiful to look upon, adorned with virgin
modesty, and distinguished by her royal dress and manners.

“Aer they had refreshed their sight for some time with gazing on the
lady, they decided that she was most worthy in all respects of the imperial
couch, and con�rmed the marriage on the soul of the emperor by oath,
presenting her with a wedding ring in his name. Aer they had placed it on
her �nger they proclaimed her Empress of Rome, all exclaiming, ‘Long live
our empress!’ ey then sent messengers with all haste to inform the
emperor of what they had done. Immediately aer Easter, Frederick sent the
Archbishop of Cologne and the Duke of Louvaine with a large array of
nobles into England to bring the empress to him with due honour, and to
complete the marriage ceremony, in order that it might be consummated.

“ere was such a profusion of ornaments at this marriage that they
appeared to surpass kingly wealth. For the empress herself a crown had been
most elaborately constructed out of pure gold adorned with jewels, and on it
were carved likenesses of the four martyr and confessor kings of England, to
whom the King Henry had especially assigned the care of his sister’s soul.
She shone forth with such a profusion of rings and gold necklaces, and other
splendid jewels, with silk and thread garments, and other like ornaments,



which usually attract the gaze and excite the desires of women even to
covetousness, that they appeared invaluable.

“With bridal garments of silk, wool, and linen, she was so well supplied
that it was difficult to say which would be most likely to attract the emperor’s
affections. Her bed was so rich in its coverlets and pillows of various colours,
and the various furniture and sheets made of pure �ne linen, that by its
soness it would invite those lying in it to a delightful slumber. All the
drinking cups and dishes were of the purest gold and silver. What seemed
super�uous to everyone, all the cooking pots, large and small, were of pure
silver. And to take the management and care of all these, some of the
attendants of the court were assigned to wait on the empress and her family
in kingly custom.

“Aer being supplied with these and many other gis by her brother and
receiving a dowry from him, the lady Isabella remained under the care of
the Bishop of Exeter, and Ralph Fitz Nicholas, the king’s seneschal, and
other noblemen of his household, and attended by noble dames and
damsels, who, being all skilled in courtly manners, would suffice to wait on
and escort the empress.

“Aer he had thus arranged matters the king, on Saint John’s day, held a
solemn festival before the Latin gate at Westminster in company with the
Archbishop of Cologne and the emperor’s other ambassadors. On the day
following they all took the road towards the borough of Dartford
accompanied by the king with a harp train of earls and barons. e king had
also procured for the lady, in honour of her as empress, a number of horses
remarkable for their various colours and of gentle paces, which bore their
riders with a delightful gentleness, without annoying them by the motion of
their feet; the trappings and saddles too, gilt and carved, were of such a
variety, and the bridles and reins so elaborately worked in gold, that they set
off the rider as well as the horse.

“ey proceeded through the city of Rochester and arrived at the abbey
of Feversham, and starting from thence they went to Canterbury to perform
their devotions to the archbishop and martyr, omas Becket. Aer
ful�lling their religious duties, they proceeded to the port of Sandwich to
the number of about three thousand knights. From that port the empress
and the Archbishop of Cologne, with the noblemen and ladies appointed as



her suite, embarked on the eleventh of May, and put to sea under full sail. It
was not, however, without weeping that the brother and sister, the king and
empress, parted.”

Frederick, meanwhile, was making his way across his Holy Roman
Empire, where he was suppressing revolts stirred up by his son, to Worms,
where the rebellious heir submitted himself to paternal judgment.

Isabella and her large company were received at Antwerp with great
enthusiasm. Here again we have a grandiose description by Roger of
Wendover.

“Aer a voyage of three days and nights they entered the mouth of the
river Rhine, and aer a run of a day and night up that river, they arrived at
Antwerp, a city under the imperial jurisdiction. On their landing at this
place they were met by an immense army of armed nobles, who had been
sent by the emperor to act as a guard to the empress, to keep vigilant watch
round her person day and night, for it was reported that some of the
emperor’s enemies, who were in alliance with the French king, were
planning to carry off the empress, and prevent the wedding.

“e royal company was also met by all the priests and clergy of the
adjacent districts in solemn procession, ringing bells and singing songs of
joy, and with them came all the best masters in every sort of music with
their instruments, who accompanied the empress with all kinds of nuptial
rejoicings during her journey of �ve days to Cologne.”

Once she reached Cologne, where the crowds were ecstatic to see her,
Isabella and her large entourage waited for Frederick’s son to be tried at
Worms before riding southward to that city. Roger of Wendover described
this with unabashed perspicuity.

“When Isabella’s approach became known at Cologne there went out to
meet her, with �owers, palm branches, and in festive dresses, some ten
thousand of the citizens. A few mounted Arabian steeds, and put them to
full speed and engaged in jousting with one another. Accompanied by these
rejoicing crowds the empress proceeded through the principal streets of the
city, which had been decorated in every manner for her arrival. On learning
that everyone, and especially the noble ladies of the city, who stood in the
balconies, were desirous of seeing her face, she took her scarf from her head
for all to get a glimpse of her, for doing which every one praised her, and



aer they had gazed at her gave her great commendations for her beauty as
well as her humility. She then took up her abode outside the walls of the city
on account of the noise therein, and there awaited the emperor’s
instructions.”

Weeks were to pass, for it was at Worms that Frederick would wed his
third wife. In the event, an observer might be forgiven for being unable to
decide which spectacle was more impressive, the younger Hohenstaufen
lying prostrate as a supplicant before the elder one, or the grandest royal
wedding seen in these parts for decades.

Finally, “the Archbishop of Cologne and the Bishop of Exeter, with the
other nobles of her suite then set out on their way to the emperor, and, aer
a journey of seven days brought the empress to him amidst all kind of
nuptial pomp and rejoicing.

“She was received on her arrival with joy and respect by the emperor,
who was beyond measure delighted with her beauty, and the marriage was
solemnized at that place on Sunday the twentieth of July, and although her
beauty pleased the emperor at �rst sight he was much more pleased aer
marriage. Aer the nuptial festivities had continued for four successive days,
the Bishop of Exeter and the rest who had attended the empress thither,
obtained leave from the emperor and returned joyfully to England, taking
with them as presents from him to the English king, three lions with other
costly presents which were scarce in the countries of the west. e emperor
also promised to assist King Henry against the King of the French.”

Roger of Wendover, who died not long aer the events he described, was
not the only one to leave us an account of the magni�cent wedding. Local
German chroniclers, as eyewitnesses, also wrote about it. ese accounts are
all essentially consistent with each other. e exception is Matthew Paris; it
is difficult to know what to make of his claim that, heeding the advice of the
court astrologers, Frederick abstained from joining Isabella in bed on their
wedding night.

ere is no doubt that the people of Worms talked about the events in
their city in the summer of 1235 for years to come, but Isabella’s wedding
was meant to be more than a solemn ceremony followed by a few days of
celebration. It was a bold display of power and wealth by two of Europe’s
most important sovereigns. In particular, it was a not-so-subtle reminder of



the strength of the empire ruled by Frederick Hohenstaufen, an intellectual
leader sometimes loved but perhaps more oen loathed. Louis IX of France,
who felt threatened by this power, was destined for sainthood, Frederick for
repeated excommunication. e former saw crusading and piety as ends in
themselves, whilst the latter viewed such things as means to an end.
Historians might read much into this, going so far as to speculate about
idealism versus pragmatism, but in 1235 it was difficult to argue with a man
who had just had his own son and heir dragged off to jail in chains for
opposing policies that some viewed as repressive, even draconian. Whatever
Frederick’s opponents thought of him, they grudgingly respected him,
especially now that he was at the apogee of his power.

Aer the feast the newlyweds went to Mainz. By December they were at
Haguenau. As Holy Roman Empress, Queen of Sicily and Queen of the
Germans, Isabella of England was now much more than a Plantagenet
princess, but her �rst duty was to produce children.

Frederick maintained a continuous correspondence with his brother-in-
law. e subject of these letters ranged from the emperor’s excommunication
to Henry’s chronic con�icts with the French king, among other matters. We
cannot know how much of this, if anything, Frederick discussed with his
wife.

Frederick le Isabella in Germany while he crossed the Alps to subdue
some Lombard towns. He probably sent her to stay for a few months at
Trifels, the imperial fortress in the Palatine Forest, where Isabella gave birth
to a daughter, Margaret, late in 1236 or early the next year. e empress was
in Italy by August 1237.

Around this time, Isabella received a letter from her brother. e
previous year, safe conduct had been granted to one of Frederick’s clerks,
accompanied by a messenger, for travel in England and Ireland. is
messenger or another was charged with the mission of conveying a personal
letter from Isabella to Henry. e response, probably taken to the continent
by the same messenger, is Henry’s only known letter to his sister. It belies
little of the sincere affection that existed between the siblings. Not much can
be inferred from this, but it is just possible that Isabella had expressed to her
brother a certain disillusionment with her marriage.



At Ravenna in February 1238 she gave birth to a boy. Christened Henry,
he was named for Frederick’s father or Isabella’s grandfather. Nobody
seemed bothered by the fact that Frederick’s elder son of the same name was
rotting away in prison, all but forgotten. e same year, Enzio, who seems to
have been Frederick’s oldest surviving illegitimate son, was wed in Sardinia.

Isabella resided at Andria, in Apulia, from September 1238 until
December of that year, when she went to Palermo. In February and March of
1239 she stayed at Noventa while Frederick was at Padova. By February 1240
she was at Castel dell’Ovo, the imposing coastal fortress of Naples. e next
year she was again with her husband visiting, if not besieging, the imperial
communes bordering the papal lands.

A Kept Woman?

In motherhood, Isabella appeared in public rather rarely, and no record
survives of her attending any formal ceremonies. As we have seen, she was
oen separated from her husband while he trekked around northern Italy to
keep the imperial communes in check. e Italians were not the only ones
on his mind; in 1241 a Mongol army attempted to invade the eastern reaches
of the Holy Roman Empire.

An incident that occurred during the same year has given rise to
speculation, which has become something of a trope, that Isabella was kept
in seclusion. It is a supposition that may bear a morsel of truth.

ough Frederick was still King of Jerusalem, the city did not long stay
in Christian hands following the end of the ten-year truce he had made with
the Ayyubids. e Barons’ Crusade led by, amongst others, Isabella’s brother
Richard of Cornwall, reclaimed the holy city, leading to its control by Franks
for the next few years. Returning from the crusade during the summer of
1241, Richard stopped in Sicily, where he landed at Trapani, hoping to �nd
Frederick and Isabella at Palermo. Informed that they were still in northern
Italy, he continued northward.

Richard reached his brother-in-law, in whose name he had claimed
Jerusalem, at Faenza. It seems that Frederick initially brushed aside
Richard’s wish to visit Isabella, who was in the �rst trimester of pregnancy
and perhaps unwell. Finally, aer a few days of waiting, he made a formal



request, to which Frederick acceded. e esteemed Earl of Cornwall was
then accompanied to meet his sister, the Queen of Sicily and Holy Roman
Empress. Not much can be gleaned from this episode, and accounts of it
vary.

In correspondence with Frederick, Isabella’s other brother, King Henry
III, expressed dismay that she did not participate in public ceremonies and
was not oen seen wearing a crown. In his many letters, the chancellor Peter
della Vigna, who was oen present at court and had negotiated Isabella’s
marriage, scarcely mentions her.

A concise but curious entry by Matthew Paris for the year 1240
mentioning “the rising hopes of Isabella” seems to refer to a recent
improvement in her relationship with her husband. is, of course, implies
that there was improvement to be made, and that Isabella’s situation was
known beyond the court. Matthew’s source is not identi�ed, but being
farther from imperial circles than Peter della Vigna afforded him the
privilege of candor without fear of reprisal.

Did Frederick wish to keep his third wife isolated from public life? What
little evidence is available suggests that he did. Even were that the case,
Isabella’s existence was hardly tantamount to imprisonment.

e true measure of Frederick’s personality must be based not only on
his exceptional intellect and astute statecra but on his apparently
overzealous reactions to offense. Frederick’s harsh, lengthy imprisonment of
his eldest son indicates a degree of intolerance, and perhaps even an
emotional need to control his social environment. It seems slightly excessive
even for an absolute monarch ruling during the thirteenth century. Such a
mentality may well have extended to his marriage with Isabella.

ere was clearly a difference between Frederick’s relationship with his
�rst wife, Constance, who was older than him and served as his de facto
regent for Sicily, and his other wives, Yolanda and Isabella, younger women
less experienced in affairs of state. is, of course, was the norm, for
medieval princesses were rarely trained in how to run a kingdom.

Ever in need of legitimate sons, Frederick seems to have desired that
Isabella focus on bearing and raising children. Despite her frequent
separation in distance from her husband, she was pregnant almost every
year of her marriage.



Peace

Isabella died at Foggia on the �rst of December in 1241 giving birth to a
child who did not survive. She was entombed at Andria in the same church
as Yolanda of Jerusalem.

Her dying wish was that her husband and her brother should remain
friends. at they did.

Following Frederick’s death, Isabella’s son, Henry, was governor of Sicily
during the reign of his elder half-brother, Conrad. He died in 1254. Her
daughter, Margaret, wed Albert II, Margrave of Meissen. She bore �ve
children before her death in 1270.





Chapter 16

Bianca Lancia

Bianca Lancia of Agliano was born around 1210 into a noble Piedmontese
family thought to have shared the Aleramic lineage of Adelaide del Vasto.
Her paternity is much debated, but her father was probably Boniface of
Agliano. Her surname, literally lance, derives from the nickname given to
Manfred of Busca, Bianca’s putative grandfather, a lance-bearer of Frederick
Barbarossa. Bianca’s mother may have been Bianca Maletta, a noblewoman.

Bianca met Frederick II about 1225 during his travels around Italy.
Although her family was Piedmontese, and Bianca may have been born at
Agliano, the town of Arce, near Frosinone, has also been suggested as her
birthplace because it seems she spent part of her childhood there. She had
several siblings.

Aer the death of Frederick’s second wife, Yolanda of Jerusalem, Bianca
gave birth to three of the monarch’s children, namely Constance, Manfred
and Yolanda. Frederick did not immediately marry Bianca because a
politically opportune union was preferred over marriage to the daughter of a
noble but less important family.

Frederick’s relationship with Bianca lasted for a number of years,
throughout his marriage to Isabella of England. It may partly explain why he
sought to isolate his third wife from public affairs. We do not know that
Isabella ever learned of Bianca, but it is distinctly possible that she did.

Queen Bianca

She was more than an occasional mistress. Frederick seems to have truly
loved her. Bianca was cared for, and as Frederick’s mistress she may have
resided occasionally in Apulia, if not Sicily. Her kinsmen were later granted
�efs on the island. Upon marriage, Bianca was given the traditional reginal
dower of Mount Saint Angelo.



Although the chroniclers Bartholomew of Nicastro and Salimbene de
Adam mention Bianca, two sources nearer to her in time offer the earliest
known information about her marriage to Frederick. Matthew Paris states
that she wed Frederick shortly before her death in 1247. ough the
Englishman was sometimes given to bias, even hyperbole, his statement here
seems accurate. ere are also references to Bianca’s family in a chronicle
about her son, Manfred, completed a few years aer Matthew’s entry by a
person connected to the royal court.

at her son’s marriage in 1247 refers to him simply as “Manfred
Lancia,” with no indication of his illustrious paternity, suggests that Bianca
and Frederick were not married until the following year. However, Manfred
was soon recognized officially as Frederick’s son and inherited Bianca’s
dower lands in 1250.

ere is a dearth of royal charters issued by Frederick that refer to
Bianca even implicitly, and she has become the subject of highly conjectural,
esoteric scholarship.

Bianca’s status as queen brings us to a timely consideration of two topics,
coronation and legitimacy, which, though taken for granted in the thirteenth
century, are today occasionally the subject of scholarly debate. Whilst there
were general European norms based on longstanding practice and law, in
large measure these matters were framed by the usage of each kingdom,
sometimes even varying somewhat by dynasty within the same realm over
time, and either one could be the subject of a lengthy treatise.

Coronation

ere is no evidence to suggest that Bianca was ever actually crowned.
e most we can reasonably presume is that Frederick gave her a ring when
he married her. Of course, she received a dower.

As we saw earlier, the queens of Sicily were anointed with holy oil or
chrism at coronation. is was the norm in this kingdom, and it was the
practice even in cases, such as that of Margaret, of a woman crowned before
her husband’s succession; William I was crowned rex filius aer his marriage
to Margaret, when she was crowned with him. With good reason, Sicilian
chroniclers frequently use the terms “anointed” and “crowned”



interchangeably, oen preferring the Latin verb ungere (anoint) when
writing about these rites. We have a surviving record of a Sicilian reginal
coronation ordo of this period (see the appendix).

With the sole exception of Constance Hauteville, who was the nearest
thing the Regnum Siciliae had to a queen regnant during its Norman-
Swabian era, coronation con�rmed the status of queen consort, which
depended from marriage.

at is to say, it is true enough that the king’s wife became queen ipso
facto based on her marriage to him, but coronation was the solemn, quasi-
sacramental religious rite that con�rmed it, usually in a very public way, in
the eyes of the church. With the exception of Bianca, Frederick’s wives were
crowned at marriage.

Royal prescription (by William II) having the force of law, bolstered by
the simple physical fact that legitimate male heirs were absent, made
Constance, King Roger’s daughter, as the eldest surviving blood kin in the
male (Hauteville) line, the de jure Queen of Sicily upon her nephew’s death
even though she was not yet crowned and did not immediately rule her
kingdom. It was ecclesiastical and baronial assent that made Tancred of
Lecce the de facto, though perhaps not de jure, King of Sicily. e Kingdom
of Sicily is not the only place to have experienced civil war as the result of
con�ict between these two principles. From Tancred’s case arises still
another concept.

Legitimacy

e papacy eventually found Bianca’s marriage to be sacramentally valid
but did not sanction it as canonical for the purpose of dynastic succession.
Leaving aside the theological complexities intrinsic in that position, the
question of legitimacy was not out of place.

In Europe nowadays the terms mean little outside regnant royal families
and arcane �elds such as heraldry, but in the Middle Ages an obvious
distinction was made between “legitimate” children and “natural” ones, the
latter (“bastards”) being those born outside marriage. A further distinction
within bastardy was sometimes drawn between the “adulterine bastard,” a



child of parents who (being wed to other people) were not free to marry at
the time of the child’s birth, and a simple bastard.

e state of bastardy bore with it a certain social stigma, but this was
alleviated considerably when the bastard’s father was a king who recognized
the child as his own. Such “recognition,” however, did not necessarily
constitute legitimization per se or bestow a place in the line of royal
succession.

A monarch could legitimize a child born to a knight or baron outside the
sanctity of matrimony, but on canonical grounds a pope might refuse to
con�rm the decision of a king to legitimize his own progeny born of an
adulterous union. Normally, an adulterine bastard was not legitimized by his
parents’ subsequent marriage.

Although close consanguinity constituted canonical grounds for
nullifying an otherwise valid marriage, in most cases the children already
born of such a union were not thereby considered illegitimate.

Legacy

In view of these tenets and others, a strong case can be made that
Bianca’s marriage to Frederick, despite its unusual circumstances, made her
his queen consort. A further case, arguendo, could be made that her children
were thereby legitimized, in the popular mind if not the papal one. is is
relevant because, as we shall see, one of those children eventually became
King of Sicily.

By the time Frederick wed the dying Bianca, Henry, his eldest, long-
imprisoned son born of Constance of Aragon (not to be confused with the
boy of the same name born to Isabella of England), was deceased. is le
Conrad, the son of Frederick’s second wife, Yolanda of Jerusalem, as the heir
apparent.

It was Conrad who immediately succeeded as King of Sicily and King of
the Germans upon Frederick’s death of natural causes in Apulia in 1250.
Filling his father’s shoes would not be easy; it might not even be possible.

Matthew Paris famously described Frederick as stupor mundi, “the
wonder of the world.” It was Frederick’s astute rule that permitted the golden



age of the Kingdom of Sicily to �ourish beyond its formative Norman era
and into the thirteenth century. As an avid patron of the arts, letters and
sciences, he was the most intellectual European ruler of his time. Dedicated
to Bianca’s son, Manfred, who features in its pages, Frederick’s treatise on
falconry is unique as a major scienti�c work authored by a medieval
European monarch.

Important though it was, Frederick’s code of laws, the Constitutions of
Mel�, was not destined to shape the legal landscape so signi�cantly as the
Magna Carta. Whilst the former re�ected an autocrat’s initiative the latter
was the expression of rights demanded by, and granted to, an angry
baronage, a caste modern commentators have seen �t to identify with “the
people.” Over time, John’s law was reiterated by his successors, its principles
later propagated as far away as Australia and America. Within a few
generations of his death, Frederick’s law was all but forgotten.

In spite of his political differences with the papacy, Frederick was its
defender, yet Islam, Judaism, and the vanishing vestiges of Eastern
Christianity enjoyed protection during his reign. Truer to science than
religion, the man himself was not zealously pious. Here was a true
intellectual. e term “freethinker” might well have suited him.

Great as his achievements were, Frederick’s personality le much to be
desired. Nonetheless, strength of will permitted him to grasp the reins of the
dominions inherited from his ancestors, marshalling their peoples into a
time of prosperity despite chronic papal meddling. In certain ways, the
challenges Frederick faced, and usually overcame, were far more daunting
than those thrust upon contemporaries like Henry III of England and Louis
IX of France.

e Middle Ages were an epoch that saw the status of women de�ned
largely, indeed predominantly, by men. In no environment was this
patriarchy more obviously entrenched than the world of royalty and
monarchy, where even the most enlightened king could be a repressive
husband and cruel father.

Could they be resurrected and queried, Frederick’s �rst and last wives,
Constance and Bianca, might have much good to say about him. e words
of his two middle spouses, Yolanda and Isabella, would probably be less



edifying. e views of his many children would be eclectic indeed, though
some barely knew him well enough to formulate any opinion at all.

Much that we could say about Frederick’s character is necessarily based
more on context than hard fact. However prone he might be to offend
somebody’s sensibilities, he rarely insulted anybody’s intelligence. He seems
to have been the kind of man who did not suffer fools gladly.

Frederick’s rule epitomized the eternal adage that it was acceptable for
adversaries to despise a man so long as they feared him.



Chapter 17

Elisabeth of Bavaria

Elisabeth Wittelsbach of Bavaria was born at Trausnitz Castle in Landshut
around 1227 to Otto II “the Illustrious,” Duke of Bavaria, and his wife Agnes
of the Palatinate. e Wittelsbachs had ruled Alpine lands since the early
years of the tenth century, emerging as one of the most important dynasties
of what is now Germany. True to her father’s nickname, most of Elisabeth’s
recent ancestors were as illustrious as her earlier forebears.

Otto II was the son of Ludwig (Louis) I “Kelheimer” Wittelsbach of
Bavaria and Ludmilla of Bohemia. Agnes, his consort, was born into
Germany’s powerful House of Welf, sometime contenders for the imperial
crown, her father being Henry V “the Elder” of Brunswick. e mother of
Agnes, her namesake Agnes of Hohenstaufen, was a daughter of Conrad of
the Rhine, himself a son of Frederick “the One-Eyed” of Swabia and hence a
half-brother of Frederick Barbarossa.

Wife

Elisabeth thus shared the Staufen lineage of the man she married. By the
time she wed Conrad, son of Frederick II and Yolanda, at Vohburg early in
September 1246, Elisabeth had already been betrothed to Frederick of
Austria. at earlier betrothal was aborted in view of her father, Otto,
supporting Frederick II, whom he had once opposed, since 1241.

Elisabeth’s marriage to Conrad was, of course, a synergistic convenience,
for it brought the Wittelsbachs into the most important family of Europe
whilst providing the emperor a steadfast ally in a time and place of unsteady
alliances.

By the time Elisabeth married him, Conrad had already been crowned
King of the Germans and King of Italy. He had succeeded as de jure King of
Jerusalem upon his mother’s death (see Chapter 14). Conrad was initially



raised in Italy; not until he was made Duke of Swabia, in 1235, did he set
foot in what is now Germany. In that year, his fate as a European ruler was
sealed by the deposition and imprisonment of his elder half-brother, Henry
(Frederick’s son by Constance of Aragon), once the heir apparent, who died
in 1242.

Elisabeth’s precise year of birth remains an object of speculation, but she
was nearly twenty when she married Conrad, who may have been a few
months her junior. Groomed to succeed his father, Conrad had already been
given responsibilities in the administration of imperial lands in Germany
and, to a noteworthy degree, northern Italy.

Although she oen traveled with her young husband, Elisabeth also
spent much time at Trifels, the imperial castle. As this was near Bavaria, the
residence afforded her much contact with her family. Her father assumed
the role of an informal con�dant and advisor to Conrad.

If the early years of her marriage found Elisabeth living in her husband’s
shadow, that was about to change.

Queen

When Conrad succeeded his father, Frederick II, as King of Sicily upon
the death of the latter in 1250, Elisabeth became Queen of Sicily. As far as we
know, she had not yet given birth to any children who survived infancy; she
may have suffered miscarriages.

ere is no secure knowledge to suggest that Elisabeth ever set foot in
the Kingdom of Sicily. Considering her exalted status in Germany, through
ancestry as well as marriage, she may not have viewed her Sicilian queenship
as a very consequential status in itself. Nevertheless, she doubtless
understood the signi�cance of this realm to her husband’s dynasty.

To Conrad, the Sicilian crown was of paramount importance, and in
1151, aer having put down a revolt in Germany, he departed for Italy to
enforce his dynastic rights, which, as ever, were being challenged by a
papacy bent on undermining the power of the Hohenstaufens. Papal
hegemony in the Regnum Siciliae was being contested, with fair success, by
Conrad’s half-brothers Manfred, the son of Bianca Lancia (see the previous



chapter), and the younger Henry, the son of Isabella of England (see Chapter
15).

In March 1252, Elisabeth gave birth to a boy, Conrad, known to history
as Conradin, or “Conrad the Younger.” Messengers were promptly
dispatched to Apulia to notify her husband of the birth of an heir.

Sadly, Elisabeth’s husband, the elder Conrad, died in Lucania (Basilicata)
in May 1254, a victim not of arms but of malaria. He was lawfully succeeded
by young Conradin, who remained in Swabia with the widowed Elisabeth.

Elisabeth initially accepted her late husband’s appointment of her
countryman, Berthold of Hohenburg, as young Conradin’s regent, Manfred
having at �rst declined to accept this responsibility. It wasn’t long, however,
before Berthold renounced this onerous burden in favor of Manfred.

Over the next few years, consequently, Manfred acted as the boy’s regent
in the Regnum. e death of young Henry Hohenstaufen, who was brie�y
governor of the island of Sicily, le Manfred leading the military campaign
to defend the dynasty’s interests; meanwhile, Enzio of Sardinia, one of the
late Frederick’s illegitimate children, was imprisoned in northern Italy. In
1255, Frederick of Antioch, another illegitimate son of Frederick II, died of
illness in Apulia while supporting Manfred.

Two years later, tireless papal intrigues led to Richard of Cornwall, the
once-loyal brother-in-law of the late Frederick II, being elected King of the
Germans, though it proved difficult for him to enforce his authority. is
was part of a papal attempt to marginalize young Conradin. Another papal
machination would lead to Richard’s nephew, Edmund “Crouchback,” being
advanced as a claimant to the Sicilian throne if his father, Henry III of
England, remitted enough money to Rome, an action vociferously contested
by the English baronage.

Despite their best efforts, there was little that Elisabeth or her natal
family could do about any of this, with her beloved husband gone and her
brother-in-law �ghting to defend the dynasty’s rights beyond the Alps in the
Kingdom of Sicily. e late Conrad had not been crowned Holy Roman
Emperor, and the diminishing hopes of restoring Hohenstaufen authority
rested with the rights of an infant.



Sensing that he could better defend the Regnum in his own name than as
the regent of a boy in Germany, and perhaps believing young Conradin to
be dead, Manfred had himself crowned King of Sicily at Palermo in 1258.

Second Marriage

e following year, Elisabeth wed Meinhard of Gorizia, a man a decade
younger than her who held lands in Tyrol. is union would further
Wittelsbach in�uence, thereby shielding the family from the power of
whichever dynasty eventually seized the imperial crown now that the
Hohenstaufens seemed unlikely to continue as emperors.

Her young son, meanwhile, was placed in the care of the Bishop of
Konstanz, though oen residing at the court of Elisabeth’s brother, Ludwig.
If not precisely abandonment, this arrangement was by no means the ideal
manifestation of maternal affection.

Elisabeth was to bear six surviving children by her second husband:
Elisabeth, Otto, Albert, Ludwig, Henry, Agnes.

Her relationship with Conradin was not subsequently a very close one.
She saw him only rarely over the next few years. In 1267, mother and son
saw each other for the last time before the young man departed for Italy to
reclaim the Regnum lost the previous year in the wake of the Battle of
Benevento.

In August 1268, Conradin’s army was defeated at the Battle of
Tagliacozzo, an event that spelled the end of the Hohenstaufen dynasty. e
new King of Sicily was the victor, Charles of Anjou, the unsaintly younger
brother of saintly Louis IX of France. Conradin, aged sixteen, was
summarily executed in Naples.

Yet there was lingering sympathy for the last legitimate Hohenstaufen
heir. It was later written that, “many were convinced that the local monks,
whether out of devotion, or pity for his mother, or for the sake of prayers or
money, secretly exhumed Conradin’s remains and consigned these to his
grieving mother.”

Heart-wrenching as the death of her eldest child must have been,
Elisabeth viewed these developments from a distance. She assumed
patronage of the Carmelite basilica of Saint Mary in Naples, where Conradin



was entombed. In Tyrol, she and her second husband established the
Cistercian monastery at Stams, where Elisabeth was interred following her
death in October 1273.

Elisabeth’s time as Queen of Sicily was a brief one during a chaotic era.
e same could be said of her modern Wittelsbach kinswoman, the last
queen, who stepped into this role six centuries later (and who is pro�led in
this book).

Over the centuries, some have attributed Elisabeth’s earnest patronage of
the Stams abbey to her wish to commemorate Conradin. It is a �tting legacy.



Chapter 18

Beatrice of Savoy

Beatrice of Savoy was born around 1221 to Amedeo IV, Count of Savoy, and
his �rst wife, Margaret (Anna) of Burgundy. e Savoy family, which can be
identi�ed as early as the eleventh century, ruled a region in the southeastern
corner of what is now France, eventually establishing their capital at the
forti�ed town of Chambery.

e Savoyard dominions did not extend to the sea but toward the
mountains. e family’s political in�uence derived from their control of
strategic Alpine passes as vassals of the Holy Roman Emperor, and through
opportune marriages they sought to extend their in�uence into areas
bordering their native Savoy.

In keeping with this expansionist policy, Beatrice was betrothed, in 1223
while still very young, to Manfred III del Vasto, Marquis of Saluzzo, holder
of several territories in the Piedmont region of Italy. Manfred, who was
descended from the family that ruled Montferrat, shared the ancestry of
Adelaide del Vasto, Bianca Lancia and Isabella of Jerusalem, whom we met
in earlier chapters. He was at least �een years older than his bride. In
addition to a pretty, well-bred young wife, he received her dowry of a
thousand silver marks. Beatrice’s sister, Margaret, wed Manfred’s cousin and
feudal ally, Boniface II of Montferrat.

Wife

Beatrice’s nuptials were celebrated around 1235, producing four
children, namely Alice, omas (who succeeded his father as marquis),
Margaret and Agnes. Agnes was born in 1245 a few months aer Manfred’s
death the previous year.

With this, the widowed Beatrice was betrothed to another Manfred, the
son of Frederick II and Bianca Lancia, in 1247. ere was no urgency, as



Manfred was only around �een; Beatrice was about ten years older and
probably much wiser. e details were �nalized the next year, and Beatrice
then traveled southward to meet her young husband, leaving her children
behind in Piedmont.

is arrangement was not quite as harsh as it sounds to modern ears,
since the children were placed in the care of Margaret, Beatrice’s sister,
whose husband, Boniface, assumed regency of the marquisate until young
omas reached the age of majority.

Beatrice’s wedding ceremony took place at Vercelli’s splendid basilica late
in 1248.

Beatrice was granted a “widow’s pension” of a thousand marks. Manfred
Hohenstaufen brought to the marriage far more than her �rst husband ever
could have offered. ough the precise degree of kinship between Beatrice’s
�rst and second husbands, the two Manfreds, is unknown, it must have been
quite distant; at the nearest, the two men were fourth or �h cousins.

As a dower, Beatrice — or her father — received many manors in
Piedmont, along with the rights to fortify some of these, marking the Savoys’
�rst major territorial acquisition in that region. e marriage itself was part
of an imperial effort to take �rm control of this strategic area known for its
chestnuts and truffles.

It seems that Manfred Hohenstaufen had not yet been legitimized
through the marriage of his parents. Nevertheless, his paternity was known,
and the union was clearly intended by Beatrice’s father to curry favor with
his overlord, the Holy Roman Emperor. It yielded a daughter, Constance, in
1249. By that time, Manfred had been legitimized. Beatrice could therefore
take comfort in the fact of having given birth to a royal and imperial
princess.

is was the most illustrious marriage the rustic Savoys ever could have
hoped to attain.

In the aermath of Frederick’s death in 1250, Beatrice accompanied her
husband across the peninsular part of the Regnum Siciliae as he fought to
preserve his dynasty’s position in the face of papal aggression. She is
mentioned in passing by the chroniclers Jamsilla, Bartholomew of Nicastro
and Saba Malaspina. Only one of these chroniclers, “Jamsilla,” who alone of



the three writers cultivated Ghibelline sympathies, is likely to have met her,
as he traveled with Manfred and was probably a courtier.

Following King Conrad’s untimely death in 1254 (see the previous
chapter), Manfred became regent for his young nephew, Conradin. By then,
it is possible that Beatrice and Manfred began to live apart, at least for some
periods. e evidence for this is sparse and somewhat subjective. We cannot
know with certainty that it re�ected an estrangement between the spouses.

An incident is known that may have irritated, even enraged, Beatrice.
Although it occurred aer 1254, it exempli�es the kind of thing that might
have provoked a conjugal ri a few years earlier.

Hoping to earn his way back into Manfred’s favor following some petty
betrayals, the imperial courtier Berthold of Hohenburg (who we met in the
last chapter when he renounced the regency of young Conradin) proposed
that Beatrice’s daughter, Constance, wed Ganar, his nephew. ere is no
evidence that Manfred seriously considered this idea, though he may have
feigned interest in it. Nonetheless, Beatrice probably found the notion
disturbing because, as a Savoy wed to a Hohenstaufen, she likely had greater
aspirations for her daughter.

In 1258, based on the belief, or perhaps merely the pretext, that
Conradin was dead, Manfred had himself crowned King of Sicily.

Queen

us did Beatrice become a queen, although she did not live long
enough to savor her reginal rank. We do not know the precise date of her
death, but evidence suggests that it occurred during 1258. Jamsilla notes,
though without mentioning Beatrice, that Manfred’s coronation took place
in August of that year. Signi�cantly, Saba Malaspina refers to her as “Queen
Beatrice.” Manfred remarried in June 1259.

In 1262, her daughter, Constance, was betrothed to Peter III, son of the
King of Aragon.





Chapter 19

Helena Angelina of Epirus

Helena Angelina Doukaina of Epirus was born in the Despotate of Epirus,
probably in Arta, the ancient Ambracia, in 1242 to Michael II Comnenus
Doukas and his wife eodora Petraliphaina, a lady later venerated as a
saint. Michael’s dominions included parts of what are now Greece, Albania
and Romania preserved as the western vestiges of the Comnenus dynasty’s
Byzantine Empire that fell to the Franks (Latins) following the Fourth
Crusade. A kindred Greek dynasty ruled the northern part of Asia Minor
from Nicaea. Michael held regions such as essalonika and race. Some
Greek ports were controlled by the Venetians, while Constantinople and its
environs were held by the Courtenays, a cadet branch of the French House
of Anjou. Helena had a sister, Anna, and a brother who eventually succeeded
her father.

Beginning in the eleventh century, the Hautevilles had made a number
of incursions into the Byzantine lands, and King Tancred of Sicily wed his
son, Roger III, to one of Helena’s distant cousins, Irene, whom we met in
Chapter 11. ese efforts re�ected more than a need to increase trade and
territory; they were an attempt to challenge Venetian and Muslim in�uence
in the eastern Mediterranean. ese politics were inherited by the
Hohenstaufens, and Manfred of Sicily sent a force into the Albanian part of
Michael’s dominion.

Marriage

Helena does not seem to have known her father very well, but he was not
beneath brokering her marriage to a westerner, Manfred, in order to solidify
a tenuous peace with a neighbor and former enemy. e rapport between
the two monarchs as in-laws made them tenuous allies, united against
Venice and Rome. Doges and pontiffs were not Michael’s only concern. e
despot was also contemplating the advantage of having an ally like the King



of Sicily in the event of an attempt to seize Nicaea from Michael VIII, his
Greek “frenemy” to the east in Asia Minor (see the map at the end of this
chapter), a military conquest that might lead to his own assumption of the
Byzantine imperial crown.

Michael furnished his daughter with some dowry lands in the northern
part of his realm, along with Corfu, Buthrotum (near Vlore) and Kaninë,
and sent her with eight galleys in late May 1259 across the Adriatic to Apulia
to wed a man a decade her senior. Despite Helena’s lack of choice in the
matter, she was probably told something about the man she was to marry.

Of all Frederick’s sons, Manfred was most like his father. Highly
educated, he continued his father’s role as a patron of the arts and sciences.
anks to Manfred’s uncommon intellect and competent leadership, little
had changed in the cultural life of centers like Palermo, Salerno, Bari and
Messina since the death of Frederick II. ough ever fewer in number, the
Muslims were still permitted to govern their own communities at places like
Lucera. e Constitutions of Mel� were still the law of the land.

e nuptials were celebrated at Trani’s cathedral in early June of 1259.
Manfred was permitted to keep the Albanian territories he had occupied
around the important city of Durres, and to claim Helena’s dowry, which
included Vlore. He also took control of several smaller towns that were part
of Helena’s dowry.

Motherhood

Helena followed Manfred in his travels around the Regnum, and initially
spent some time in Palermo. Here she may have occasionally attended
liturgy at the Martorana, the city’s most important Greek church, just a ten-
minute stroll from the royal palace.

In 1260, Helena bore a daughter christened Beatrice. e following year
Frederick was born. In late April 1262, perhaps while at Naples, she gave
birth to a boy named Henry. At some time during the next two years
another son, Enzio (Anselm), was born.

In the summer of 1261, the city of Constantinople fell to the forces of
Michael VIII of Nicaea, thus bringing an end to the Latin Empire based
there for the better part of six decades. e newly-elected pope, Urban IV



(Jacques Pantaléon), was already acutely aware of the diminishing papal
in�uence in the east, having been the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem for
several years, but his more immediate target was Manfred.

In spring or summer of 1262, Helena saw to the details of the marriage
of her stepdaughter, Constance, to Peter of Aragon. e maiden then
departed for Barcelona.

e Regnum was ably ruled by Manfred and administered by competent
men like John of Procida, who had served Frederick II. As there were few
Hohenstaufens le, Manfred was assisted in his efforts by his trusted Lancia
kinsmen. e greatest threat to the kingdom’s security emanated from
Rome, where the French-born pope began plotting to install a dynast of his
choosing on the Sicilian throne, the name of the English candidate,
Edmund, having been withdrawn.

e most obvious candidate, or at least the one most willing to submit to
overbearing papal control if chosen, was Charles of Anjou, the younger
brother of Louis IX of France. is was the choice preferred by Urban’s
successor, Clement IV (Guy Foucois), a widower and formerly the secretary
of Louis IX. Following his election as pope in France in 1265, Clement made
his way to Italy incognito and sought to bring to fruition his plans to defeat
Manfred. e new pontiff resided, for the most part, at Viterbo as the city of
Rome supported Manfred. e cauldron of con�ict between Ghibellines and
Guelphs was reaching an alarming temperature.

Trials

ey may have been unaware of the more intricate details of the papal
machinations, but Helena and the others at court learned that Clement
crowned Charles at Rome in January 1266. Charles brought with him a large
army. With this, the Guelphic supporters of the papacy �nally had an
advocate to champion their cause using more than words.

Following a series of cat-and-mouse skirmishes, the armies led by
Charles and Manfred confronted each other in a pitched battle along the
Calore River near Benevento on February twenty-sixth 1266. e muddy
terrain of winter was the worst environment for such an encounter.



Helena did not witness the �ghting, as she and her children were kept in
safety in a rare position.

Manfred acquitted himself well, valiantly leading charges into the heat of
battle. His Arab archers were among the world’s �nest, and many of his
knights were equipped with rudimentary plate armor, a recent military
innovation. e armies seem to have been matched fairly closely in size,
with over four thousand knights and light cavalry on each side, and
Manfred’s archers probably outnumbered those of Charles. Were it not for a
series of mishaps and setbacks, the day would have been Manfred’s.
Tragically, Manfred did not survive that February day, and his defeat spelled
not only the end of his dynasty but a turning point in Italian history.

e widowed Helena initially took refuge with her children at Lucera.
is Muslim city was the home of the largest Islamic community remaining
in Italy, subjects �ercely loyal to the House of Hohenstaufen. But Lucera was
only one city against many that would soon fall to the Angevins. It was
immediately clear that Helena could not remain in the Regnum unprotected.
She made her way to Trani to sail for Epirus with her children.
Unfortunately, this plan was dashed by a sudden storm.

Captured at Trani in early March, Helena was separated from her sons
and imprisoned. Her daughter accompanied her but her sons were kept at
Castel del Monte, in Apulia, for the next three decades.

Helena was soon brought before Charles of Anjou at Lagopesole, near
Potenza, where the new king tried to coerce her to cede her dowry lands to
him. Beyond the strategic value of these territories, possessing them in this
way would have legitimized Charles in the eyes of sovereigns besides his
brother and the pope. e point was moot, as Helena’s father repossessed
these localities and her brother, who was soon to succeed him, refused to
renounce them.

Instead of betrothing Helena to his sometime supporter Henry of
Castile, as some courtiers suggested, Charles con�ned her in the castle of
Nocera, near Salerno, beginning in the middle of March 1267. e next year
saw Manfred’s nephew, Conradin (who we met in Chapter 17), defeated at
the Battle of Tagliacozzo and executed.

Helena’s life at Nocera was reasonably comfortable. Charles allocated
forty gold ounces per year to maintain her small court, declaring in a charter



of July 1269 that he did not wish for the deposed queen to want for
anything. He con�rmed this expenditure the following year.

Charles established his royal capital at Naples, visiting Palermo only
occasionally. He went to the city in 1270 for the funeral of his brother, Louis,
whose heart was placed in Monreale’s cathedral as a sign of the Angevin
presence.

We do not know Helena’s precise date of death, but it was probably in
February 1271. In March of that year her ladies-in-waiting were set free. e
next year, Beatrice was transferred to a prison in the Castel dell’Ovo of
Naples. Helena was interred at the abbey of Cava, near Nocera, though no
sign of her tomb remains.

Aermath

What of Helena’s children? eir fate was decided in 1282 by the War of
the Vespers, which forced Charles to divert his military resources to an ill-
fated effort to suppress an uprising in Sicily instead of invading the
Byzantine lands to restore Latin (Catholic) control in Constantinople as he
had planned. Supported by King Peter III of Aragon, who ascended the
Sicilian throne by right of his consort, Manfred’s eldest daughter Constance,
the Sicilians forced the separation of their island from the rest of the
kingdom. is gave birth to the phrase “Two Sicilies,” as both Charles of
Anjou and Peter of Aragon claimed the Sicilian crown, one from Naples and
the other from Palermo.

In connection with this, Beatrice was liberated from the Castel dell’Ovo
of Naples in 1284 through the efforts of her elder half-sister, Constance. e
Vespers con�ict found Charles “the Lame,” heir of Charles of Anjou, taken
prisoner, and freeing Beatrice was in the nasty king’s interest if he wished to
see his own son set free (though there is evidence to suggest that the elder
Charles was sometimes indifferent about his eldest son’s fate). is was a
prisoner exchange.

In 1286, before marrying Manfred IV of Saluzzo, Beatrice renounced her
dynastic rights to the Sicilian crown.

Despite their efforts to assist Beatrice, it is clear that Constance and her
husband, Peter of Aragon, now King of Sicily jure uxoris, thought better of



demanding the release of her three brothers; this was to avoid possible
contestations to the claims of their own sons in the future. In 1299, Charles
the Lame, who as king was nearly as petulant and vindictive as his
namesake, transferred Helena’s sons to the Castel dell’Ovo. Frederick and
Enzio died there a few years later, but Henry lived until 1318.

For the next few generations, the queens of Sicily were the consorts of
the Aragonese dynasts who ruled the island or the wives of the Angevin
kings of Naples who claimed it.





Aerword

Constance Hohenstaufen, through her marriage to Peter III of Aragon,
brought the Sicilian crown into the Spanish orbit, where it would remain for
the next few centuries. Yet, as early as her coronation in Palermo Cathedral
in 1282, an attempt was made to keep the Sicilian and Aragonese crowns
separate. is met with mixed success over time because, in effect, the island
of Sicily became part of the burgeoning thalassocracy called the “Crown of
Aragon.”

Constance and Peter had six surviving children. Upon Peter’s death in
1285, the Kingdom of Sicily, now separated from the peninsular Kingdom of
Naples, was inherited by the couple’s secondborn son, James, while Aragon
went to their eldest son, Alfonso. At Alfonso’s death without heirs in 1291,
James succeeded him as king of both Aragon and Sicily, something the
Sicilian baronage, not desiring to be ruled from afar, had hoped to avoid. A
few years later, the island’s �rst true parliament elected Frederick, the
younger brother of James, as Sicily’s sovereign, crowning him in Palermo
Cathedral as King Frederick III.

As a result, Constance, still in her forties, had to witness a brief con�ict
between her sons. e wider con�ict, the War of the Vespers, ended
officially with the Peace of Caltabellotta signed in 1302, a few months aer
Constance’s death. Constance, the last Hohenstaufen heiress to wear the
Sicilian crown, is entombed in Barcelona’s Saint Eulalia Cathedral.

Papal plans were already being conceived with the intent of uniting
Sicily to the mainland through dynastic marriages between the Aragonese
dynasty and the Neapolitan Angevins. us did Eleanor, a daughter of
Charles II of Naples (Charles “the Lame” of the previous chapter), wed
Frederick III of Sicily in 1302.

Both dynasties de�ned their rights by the Hohenstaufens, one by
defeating them at Benevento and Tagliacozzo, the other by descent, through
Constance, from Manfred, son of the great Frederick II. Sicilian queenship



did not immediately change outwardly, but the island, despite its centralized
position, was deprived of its former lustre, becoming somewhat isolated.

Never again would Sicily enjoy the greatness she had known during the
Norman-Swabian golden age. Her prosperity waned. e multicultural court
vanished. Palermo no longer attracted the best and the brightest from
around Europe and the Mediterranean. A Latin monoculture came to
dominate life. e island itself suffered as ever more forests disappeared,
their timber used to build Aragonese galleys, the denuded land then
exploited to produce wheat for export. Fewer rivers �owed. Over time, the
deer and boar were hunted to extinction. Taxation became crippling. When
the Renaissance �ourished, Sicily was all but ignored.

In the wake of these changes, being Queen of Sicily, ever a mark of
prestige, no longer engendered the realities that once existed under the
Hautevilles and Hohenstaufens.

is was, in every way, the passing of an era.

Queenhood is an eternal triumph, a crowning glory that unites the
sisterhood of the ages.
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Timeline

is succinct chronology is intended merely as a general framework to lend
context to the history and events recounted in the preceding pages. It is not
meant to present in detail those events that occurred during this period, or
to substitute the narrative text in this monograph.

Kalbid-Fatimid Period

998-1019 - Rule of Jafar al-Kalbi in Sicily under Fatimids. Construction of
Favara palace in Palermo is attributed to this emir.

1000 - Norse civilization in northwestern France (Normandy) assimilates
with local culture. Approximate period of Norse landings in Newfoundland.

1002 - Defeat of al-Mansur ibn Abi Aamir (Almanzor) leaves most of
Navarre and Catalonia in Christian hands.

1004 - Fatimids establish large library and dar al-hikma (house of wisdom)
in Egypt.

1008 - Fatimids re-establish diplomatic relations with China.

1016 - Norman knights �rst participate in battles in Italy. First Turkish raids
in Armenia.

1018 - Bulgarian lands conquered by Byzantines, who also defeat Italians
(Lombards) at Battle of Cannae, in Apulia, where many Norman knights are
felled.

1019-1037 - Rule of Ahmed al-Akhal in Sicily.

1035 - County of Aragon becomes a kingdom.



1037-1040 - Rule of Sicily by Abdallah Abu Hafs, usurper.

1038-1042 - Byzantine forces of George Maniakes brie�y occupy parts of
eastern Sicily; army includes Greeks, Normans, Lombards, and Norse
Varangian Guard under Harald Sigurdsson Hardrada, later King of Norway
(killed in battle in England in 1066).

1040 - Hasan as-Samsam begins his rule in Sicily; deposed in 1044.

1042 - Birth of Judith of Evreux (approximate year). Normans establish
Mel� as their Italian capital.

1044 - Sicily divided into four qadits. Rivalry among emirs worsens.

1045 - Zirids of Tunisia rebel against Fatimids to unite with Abbasids of
Baghdad. Cathedral of Gerace (Calabria) consecrated.

1053 - Following death of Hasan as-Samsam and extinction of Kalbid
dynasty, three important emirs divide control of Sicily: ibn al Hawas at Kasr’
Janni (Enna), ibn al-Timnah at Syracuse and Catania, Abdullah ibn Hawqal
at Trapani and Mazara. Normans defeat Lombards at Battle of Civitate.

1054 - Great Schism between eastern and western Christianity. Sicilian
Christians initially remain “eastern” (Orthodox). Supernova observed by
astronomers in Asia; becomes Crab Nebula.

1055 - Seljuk Turks occupy Baghdad.

1056 - Agnes of Aquitaine regent of Holy Roman Empire until 1061.

1057 - Tunisia invaded by Banu Hilal of Arabia, with Zirid lands reduced in
size.

1060 - Unsuccessful Norman attack in coastal northeastern Sicily.

Norman Period



1061 - Birth of Eremburga of Mortain (approx. yr.). Battle of Messina. City
and parts of Nebrodian and Peloritan region occupied; permanent Norman
presence in Sicily.

1062 - Judith of Evreux marries Roger I.

1065 - Kingdom of Castile founded. Seljuk Turks invade Georgia.

1065-1067 - War of the ree Sanchos among three Jiménez cousins ruling
Castile, Navarre and Aragon.

1066 - Battle of Hastings leads to complete Norman conquest of Saxon
England. Battle of Messina forms partial pattern of this invasion of an island
from a continent. (Some Norman knights �ght at both battles.)

1071 - Normans attack Palermo; Norman invaders are led by Robert of
Hauteville, Arab defenders by Ayub ibn Temim. Byzantines lose Battle of
Manzikert to Seljuk Turks.

1072 - Battle of Palermo ends in January with Norman occupation under
Roger and Robert of Hauteville. Greek Orthodox Bishop Nicodemus
removed from authority over Christian community.

1074 - Birth of Adelaide del Vasto (approx. yr.). Seljuk Turks seize Jerusalem
from Byzantine control.

1075 - Investiture Controversy begins as con�ict between Papacy and Holy
Roman Emperors.

1076 - Death of Judith of Evreux.

1077 - Eremburga of Mortain weds Roger I (approx. yr.). Excommunicated
Henry IV, Holy Roman Emperor, does penance at Canossa.

1078 - Arab poet ibn Hamdis leaves Sicily.

1079 - Frankish settlement begins along Way of Saint James in northeastern
Spain.



1081 - Suppression of revolt led by self-appointed “emir” Bin al Wardi
(Bernavert) at Catania; another of his revolts is quashed at Syracuse in 1085.

1083 - Roger I appoints Latin (rather than Orthodox) Bishop of Palermo
and Gallican Rite is introduced in new churches.

1084 - Bruno founds Carthusian Order in Germany.

1085 - Alfonso VI of Castile seizes Toledo from Moors.

1087 - Ibn Hammud, Emir of Kasr’Janni (Enna), last major Arab stronghold
in Sicily, surrenders to Normans; Noto falls in 1091.

1088 - Death of Eremburga of Mortain.

1089 - Adelaide del Vasto weds Roger I.

1091 - Byzantine Greeks defeat Pechenegs at Battle of Levounion.

1094 - El Cid conquers Valencia.

1095 - Roger II, future King of Sicily, is born. Pope Urban II preaches First
Crusade.

1096 - First Crusade begins; some Norman knights participate under
Bohemond of Hauteville (later Prince of Antioch), brother of Roger I.

1097 - Odo of Bayeux, younger brother of William the Conqueror, dies in
Palermo en route to the Crusade while visiting Roger I.

1098 - Roger I, as Great Count of Sicily, becomes apostolic legate, with right
of approval over bishops. Cistercian Order founded in France.

1099 - Crusaders conquer Jerusalem. Death of El Cid in Spain.

1100 - Birth of Elvira of Castile (approx. yr.). Crusaders control Palestine in
the wake of the First Crusade and crown Baldwin �rst King of Jerusalem.



1101 - Roger I, Great Count of Sicily, dies, succeeded by Simon, his eldest
living, legitimate son, who is still a minor. Roger’s consort, Adelaide del
Vasto is regent.

1104 - Alfonso I “the Battler,” a cousin of García Ramírez, becomes King of
Aragon and Navarre.

1105 - Roger II succeeds his elder brother Simon (1093-1105) as ruler of
Sicily under Adelaide’s regency.

1108 - Bohemond of Antioch becomes vassal of Byzantine Emperor.

1109 - Bertrand of Toulouse occupies Tripoli (Lebanon).

1112 - Roger is knighted (this ceremony marks his age of majority and
sovereign authority following regency under his mother).

1113 - Adelaide weds Baldwin I of Jerusalem. Order of Saint John (Knights
Hospitaller) based in Palestine chartered by Pope Paschal II. Establishes
commanderies in Sicily and later (in 1530) receives Malta from Charles V,
King of Sicily and Holy Roman Emperor.

1117 - Elvira of Castile weds Roger II of Sicily.

1118 - Death of Adelaide del Vasto.

1119 - In Spain, Alfonso the Battler takes control of Tudela from Moors.
Knights Templar founded in Palestine.

1120 - Council of Nablus establishes legal code for Kingdom of Jerusalem.

1121 - Betrothal of young Margaret of l’Aigle to García Ramírez. Presumed
year of birth of William I of Sicily.

1122 - Concordat of Worms between Papacy and Holy Roman Empire.

1123 - First Lateran Council forbids Roman Catholic clerics wives or
concubines; until now Catholic priests were permitted to marry before



ordination. Rotrou III “the Great” of Perche takes possession of Tudela.

1125 - Christian army defeats Seljuk Turks at Battle of Azaz.

1126 - Birth of Sibylla of Burgundy.

1128 - Portugal declares independence from León, which recognizes its
monarch, Alfonso Henriques, in 1143.

1130 - Roger crowned �rst King of Sicily (known henceforth as “Roger II”).
Elvira becomes �rst Queen of Sicily. On royal orders Saint John of the
Hermits, an Orthodox monastery in Palermo, is ordered rebuilt as
Benedictine abbey, completed in 1148. Palatine Chapel rebuilt to present
form during this period.

1131 - Cathedral of Cefalù erected.

1132 - Birth of Beatrice of Rethel (approx. yr.).

1135 - Death of Elvira of Castile in Palermo; birth of Margaret of Navarre.
García Ramírez crowned King of Pamplona. Beginning of “Anarchy,” a civil
war over royal succession, in England.

1136 - Construction of Saint-Denis near Paris; Gothic movement begins.

1138 - Death of Anacletus II ends papal schism (which began in 1130);
Innocent II universally recognized as Pope. Major earthquake around
Aleppo.

1139 - Second Lateran Council, convened by Pope Innocent II, makes
celibacy mandatory for Roman Catholic priests, reiterating a canon
established in 1123 but not widely enforced. Innocent recognizes Roger II as
King of Sicily.

1140 - Roger II promulgates Assizes of Ariano, introduces ducat.

1141 - Death of Margaret of l’Aigle, mother of Margaret of Navarre.



1143 - Martorana Church (Palermo) built in Norman-Arab style for Greek
Orthodox community by George of Antioch. Nilos Doxopatrios, Orthodox
cleric, authors a theological treatise supporting the Eastern Church. Legal
principles expressed in Assizes of Ariano are in force by this time.

1145-1148 - Second Crusade; participation by Sicilian knights is limited.

1147 - Almohads displace Almoravids in northwestern Africa and southern
Spain.

1148 - Sibylla of Burgundy weds Roger II.

1149 - Eleanor of Aquitaine calls at Palermo; Margaret of Navarre weds
William II.

1150 - Death of Sibylla of Burgundy. Death of King García Ramírez, father
of Margaret; accession of Sancho VI of Navarre.

1151 - Beatrice of Rethel weds Roger II. William I of Sicily crowned rex
filius.

1152 - Birth of Roger, �rst son of Margaret and William.

1153 - Birth of Sibylla of Acerra. Birth of Robert, second son of Margaret
and William. End of “Anarchy” in England. First Treaty of Konstanz
between Papacy and Holy Roman Empire to prevent Byzantine conquests in
Italy.

1154 - Death of Roger II; birth of his daughter, Constance of Sicily. Reign of
King William I begins. Book of Roger completed by court geographer
Abdullah al Idrisi. Accession of Henry II in England.

1155 - Birth of William II, third son of Margaret and William I. Birth of
Alfonso VIII of Castile, son of Blanca (Margaret’s sister). Frederick I
“Barbarossa” Hohenstaufen crowned Holy Roman Emperor.



1156 - Death of Blanca, Margaret’s sister. Treaty of Benevento between
Papacy and Kingdom of Sicily.

1158 - Birth of Henry, fourth son of Margaret and William. omas le Brun
(omas Brown), treasurer at William’s court, returns to England to reform
exchequer of Henry II, thus in�uencing European accounting principles.

1159 - Death of Robert, secondborn son of Margaret and William. Arrival
in Sicily of Gilbert of Gravina, Margaret’s cousin.

1160 - Mahdia, last Norman stronghold in North Africa, is lost.

1161 - Matthew Bonello leads revolt of Norman barons, resulting in death of
Roger, �rstborn son of Margaret and William. Rhum Sultanate makes peace
with Byzantine Empire.

1165 - Birth of Joanna “Plantagenet” of England to Eleanor of Aquitaine and
Henry II. Design and construction of Zisa palace begin in Palermo.

1166 - Death of William I; reign of young King William II begins under
Margaret’s regency. Arrival in Sicily of Rodrigo (Henry), Margaret’s half-
brother.

1167 - Margaret appoints her cousin, Stephen of Perche, chancellor.

1168 - At Messina, Margaret oversees trials of Rodrigo (Henry) and others.
Stephen of Perche deposed and expelled.

1169 - Major earthquake in Catania and southeastern Sicily. Walter becomes
Archbishop of Palermo.

1170 - Sibylla of Acerra weds Tancred of Lecce (approx. yr.). omas Becket
murdered in Canterbury Cathedral.

1171 - Margaret’s regency ends when William II reaches age of majority.
Benjamin of Tudela visits Sicily. Saladin deposes Fatimids, establishes
Ayyubid rule.



1172 - Death of Henry, Margaret’s fourthborn son. Planning and
construction begin on Monreale Abbey.

1173 - omas Becket canonized.

1174 - Sicilian �eet led by Tancred of Lecce attacks Alexandria.

1175 - William II signs treaty with Venetians. Henry II of England signs
treaty with Irish.

1176 - Betrothal of Joanna of England to William II. Byzantines lose much
of Anatolia to Seljuk Turks.

1177 - Joanna of England marries William II. Treaty of Venice between Pope
and Holy Roman Emperor.

1178 - Sicilian treaty with Holy Roman Empire. Romuald Guarna of Salerno
leaves Sicily.

1179 - Birth of Constance of Aragon. Birth of Irene Angelina of
Constantinople (approx. yr.). ird Lateran Council convened by Pope
Alexander III.

1181 - Sicilian treaty with Tunisia. Pope Alexander III dies.

1182 - Massacre of the Latins in Constantinople.

1183 - Death of Margaret of Navarre. Monreale becomes archdiocese.

1184 - Major earthquake in Calabria. Bin Jubayr visits Sicily. Construction
of Palermo’s new cathedral.

1185 - Death of Beatrice of Rethel. William II invades Byzantine lands.

1186 - Constance, daughter of Roger II, weds Henry VI, future Holy Roman
Emperor.

1187 - Saladin captures Jerusalem. William II sends �eet to Palestine.



1189 - Death of William II. Richard I “Lionheart” crowned King of England.

1190 - Tancred of Lecce crowned King of Sicily. Richard Lionheart, brother
of Queen Joanna of Sicily, occupies Messina with Philip II of France for
several months en route to ird Crusade. Death of Frederick I “Barbarossa,”
Holy Roman Emperor; succeeded by Henry VI.

1191 - Joanna of England, widow of William II, goes on ird Crusade.
Henry VI and Constance defeated in attempted invasion of Regnum, with
Constance captured. Construction of Magione church (Palermo) by
Matthew of Aiello.

1192 - Irene Angelina weds Roger III, who dies the following year.
Constance is rescued. Isabella I crowned Queen of Jerusalem.

1193 - Death of Saladin.

1194 - Death of Tancred of Lecce; Constance becomes queen, gives birth to
son, Frederick II. Holy Roman Emperor Henry VI arrives in Palermo and
rules by right of his wife, Constance.

Swabian Period

1195 - Constance crowned Queen of Sicily.

1196 - Joanna, widow of William II, weds Raymond VI of Toulouse.

1197 - Henry VI dies; Constance becomes regent for Frederick II. Irene
Angelina weds Philip of Swabia. Basilica of Saint Nicholas (begun in 1089)
consecrated in Bari.

1198 - Death of Constance; she is survived by her son, Frederick II.
Constance of Aragon weds Emeric of Hungary. Teutonic Order founded
under Hohenstaufen patronage.

1199 - Death of Joanna of England at Rouen.



1204 - Constance of Aragon widowed in Hungary. Latins (“Franks”) sack
Constantinople during Fourth Crusade, establishing “Latin Empire.”

1205 - Death of Sibylla of Acerra.

1206 - Mongols unite under Genghis Khan (Temujin), who conquers large
parts of Eurasia.

1208 - Death of Irene Angelina of Constantinople.

1209 - Constance of Aragon weds Frederick II.

1210 - Birth of Bianca Lancia (approx. yr.). Francis of Assisi meets Pope
Innocent III; founds Order of Friars Minor (Franciscans). Albigensian
Crusades begin. Birth of John of Procida, later counsellor of Frederick II.
Otto IV invades Italy.

1211 - Constance gives birth to Henry, eldest child of Frederick II.

1212 - Birth of Yolanda (of Brienne) of Jerusalem.

1214 - Birth of Isabella of England.

1215 - Magna Carta in England. Dominic of Osma (of Caleruega, Spain)
founds Order of Preachers (Dominicans or “Blackfriars”), con�rmed by
Papacy in 1216.

1217 - Cleric and scientist Michael Scot (born 1175) translates On the
Sphere by the Arab astronomer Al-Bitruji (or Alpetragius), who died circa
1204. Fih Crusade begins.

1220 - Frederick issues Assizes of Capua.

1221 - Birth of Beatrice of Savoy (approx. yr.). Frederick issues Assizes of
Messina.

1222 - Death of Constance of Aragon.



1223 - Following execution of Arab rebel leader Morabit in Sicily (in 1222),
thousands of Muslims from Iato area, who had revolted with their leader Ibn
Abbad (or Benaveth), are deported to Lucera and other towns in Apulia.
Many Muslims have already converted to Catholicism. Jews from occupied
Jerba (in Tunisia) invited to Sicily. Transfers of Muslims to mainland Italy
continue until around 1246.

1224 - University of Naples founded by Frederick II.

1225 - Yolanda of Jerusalem marries Frederick II.

1226 - Frederick II summons Imperial Diet of Cremona.

1227 - Birth of Elisabeth Wittelsbach of Bavaria (approx. yr.).

1228 - Yolanda dies giving birth to Conrad.

1229 - Frederick II, accompanied by Saracen guards and Italian and German
knights, goes on Sixth Crusade as King of Jerusalem. Signs peace with
Ayyubids without war.

1230 - Upon his return from Jerusalem Frederick suppresses Templar
preceptories in Sicily and defeats John of Brienne in Apulia.

1231 - Constitutions of Mel� become legal code for Kingdom of Sicily under
Frederick II.

1233 - Cathars of France persecuted as heretics by �rst Inquisition.

1235 - Isabella of England weds Frederick II.

1240 - Cielo of Alcamo composes poetry in Sicilian language. First of a
series of major revolts by Sicilian Arabs, including some Christian converts,
but Frederick retains trusted Saracen guards and court officers.

1241 - Isabella dies giving birth. Mongol-Tatar army of Batu Khan arrives in
central Europe aer having sacked Kiev. Leads to foundation of “Golden
Horde.”



1242 - Birth of Helena Angelina of Epirus.

1244 - Fall of Jerusalem to Khwarazmian forces.

1245 - First General Council of Lyon convoked by Pope Innocent IV.

1246 - Elisabeth of Bavaria weds Conrad, son of Yolanda and Frederick II.

1248 - Bianca Lancia marries Frederick II shortly before her death. Beatrice
of Savoy, a widow, weds Manfred, son of Frederick II. Crusade to Egypt by
Louis IX of France.

1250 - Death of Frederick II. Elisabeth of Bavaria becomes queen as consort
of Conrad.

1252 - Elisabeth gives birth to son, Conrad (Conradin). Papal bull Ad
Extirpanda institutes use of torture on heretics in Inquisition.

1254 - Death of Conrad; Manfred, natural but legitimized son of Frederick,
becomes regent for his young son (Conradin). Death of Pope Innocent IV.

1255 - Manfred is excommunicated by Pope Alexander IV but reclaims
much of southern Italy from papal control.

1258 - Manfred crowned King of Sicily. Beatrice of Savoy crowned, dies.
Baghdad falls to Mongols.

1259 - Helena Angelina of Epirus weds Manfred. Widowed Elisabeth of
Bavaria marries Meinhard of Gorizia.

1261 - Byzantine Empire restored when Constantinople falls to Greek
(Nicaean) control.

1262 - Constance, daughter of Beatrice of Savoy and Manfred, weds Peter III
of Aragon.

Angevin Period



1266 - Charles of Anjou (brother of Louis IX of France) becomes king of
Sicily following defeat and death of Manfred at Battle of Benevento.
Establishes capital at Naples.

1268 - Young Conradin, a (legitimate) grandson of Frederick II and last
male Swabian claimant, is executed following defeat at Battle of Tagliacozzo.

1270 - Following Eighth (Tunisian) Crusade, funeral of Louis IX of France
at Monreale, where his heart is preserved; canonized in 1297.

1271 - Helena Angelina dies in captivity; Charles of Anjou captures some of
her dowry lands in Albania and Epirus.

1273 - Rudolf of Hapsburg becomes king in Germany; his dynasty will
succeed Hohenstaufens as Holy Roman Emperors.

1281 - Angevin forces defeated by Byzantine troops in Albania and Greece.

Aragonese Period

1282 - Constance, daughter of Beatrice of Savoy and Manfred, crowned
Queen of Sicily following Vespers revolt that expels Angevin French from
Sicily and makes Peter III of Aragon its sovereign. Neapolitan invasion of
Constantinople (to restore “Latin Empire”) is aborted as military resources
must be diverted to Sicily.

1285 - Deaths of Charles I of Anjou and Peter III of Aragon, succeeded by
their sons.

1296 - First Sicilian parliament. Frederick III crowned.

1298 - Death of John of Procida, chancellor of Frederick II and Manfred.

1300 - Destruction of Lucera by Charles II and conversion of its Muslims;
end of Islam in Italy.

1302 - Death of Constance, daughter of Beatrice of Savoy and Manfred of
Sicily. Peace of Caltabellotta treaty signed between Aragonese and Angevins.



Appendix 1

Margaret’s Pendant

e only contemporary image of Margaret of Navarre known to us, which
may indeed be a merely symbolic representation, is a gold reliquary pendant
made by skilled goldsmiths in Canterbury, a center of this cra. is was
given to her by Bishop Reginald of Bath, whose name appears on it: “Bishop
Reginald of Bath consigns this to Queen Margaret of Sicily.” Clockwise,
beginning from the cross at the middle-top of the border, this Latin
inscription on the obverse reads: ISTUD REGINE MARGARETE
SICULORUM TRANSMITTIT PRESUL RAINAUDUS BATONIORUM.

Seven tiny relics of Saint omas Becket were once preserved under a
crystal. ese are described in the inscription on the reverse side: DE
SANGUINE SANCTI THOME MARTYRIS DE VESTIBUS SUIS
SANGUINE SUO TINCTUS DE PELLICIA. DE CILITIO. DE CUCULLA.
DE CALCIAMENTO. ET CAMISIA. “Of the blood of Saint omas Martyr.
Of his vestments stained with his blood: of the cloak, the belt, the hood, the
shoe, the shirt.”

e majuscule characters are typical of the ecclesiastical engraving and
inscriptions of the twelh century; the lettering rendered in mosaic in the
epitaph above Margaret’s tomb in Monreale is very similar (see the
photograph in this book).

Bishop Reginald “Fitzjocelin” (de Bohun) of Bath, whose ambivalent
relationship with omas was described by Herbert of Bosham, probably
presented this pendant to Margaret on the occasion of her son’s marriage, in
1177, to Joanna, the daughter of King Henry II of England.

Becket was murdered in late 1170. He was canonized in 1173. Fashioned
between 1174 and 1176, the gi was probably an acknowledgment of
Margaret’s support for Becket, speci�cally for giving refuge to his kinsmen
in Sicily, and for her support of the Church generally. ere is debate as to



whether the image depicts Margaret being blessed by Reginald, or by Becket
himself, though the latter is the majority view among scholars.

Measuring 5 x 3.1 x .7 centimeters (nearly two inches in height), the
pendant is exceptional for the mere fact of its preservation. e great
majority of English goldsmiths’ work of this period was melted down over
the centuries. Hallmarks were not used in the twelh century; the gold
purity of the pendant is approximately twenty-two karats, which is slightly
less than that of gold coins minted during the same period.

e engraving is quite similar in style to various drawings and
illuminations of its era. For comparison, particular reference is sometimes
made to those of the un�nished Winchester Bible, and speci�cally its
Ecclesiastes (folio 268 recto). Forming the pattern of what were to be
painted illuminations, the manuscript’s drawings resemble the lines of the
pendant’s �gures.

Margaret is shown bowing slightly for the bishop’s blessing. Her gaze
seems to be �xed on something she is holding in her hands, perhaps the
reliquary itself. Not much can be inferred from this simple representation
except that Margaret is depicted as rather slender and statuesque, nearly as
tall as the prelate invoking the benediction (omas Becket was taller than
average).

Long and tortuous has been the reliquary’s journey from Canterbury to
Palermo and then around Italy, �nally crossing the Atlantic during the
middle years of the twentieth century. It is now part of the collection of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, where it is usually displayed in
the Treasury gallery at the Cloisters Museum in Fort Tryon Park in Upper
Manhattan, catalogued under accession number 63.160. Part of a signi�cant
bequest made in 1963 to the museum by Joseph Pulitzer (1913-1993), who
acquired it from the Italian collector and art dealer Piero Tozzi, it was �rst
described at length by omas Hoving in 1965.

Margaret seems to have worn the pendant in death. It was probably
taken from her tomb following the �re that destroyed her original
sarcophagus in 1811.





Appendix 2

Constance’s Crown

e crown of Constance of Aragon, the �rst consort of Frederick II, was
worn by her in death. It is the only crown of a Sicilian queen of this era that
survives in toto, the others having been stolen and smelted. ree of
Constance’s rings (out of a total of �ve) are also preserved.

Fashioned of gold, leather and gemstones in the Byzantine style, the
crown (shown on this book’s cover) is typical of the head-dresses of the
emperors and empresses of Constantinople, being a “skull cap” type of
kamelaukion rather similar in design to a kippah or taqiyah.

It was manufactured in the workshops of Palermo, the tiraz, for a queen,
though perhaps an earlier consort.

e silk-lined crown is decorated with numerous pearls, ten garnets,
nine rubies, fourteen sapphires, three topazes and one amethyst, including
one stone bearing an Arabic inscription (in reverse for sealing) and another
engraved with a heraldic beast (possibly a dragon).

A pair of �llet pendants is suspended from the crown. ese frame the
face of the person wearing it. Its roughly hemispherical shape makes the
kamelaukion appear vaguely similar in form to the Crown of Saint Stephen
of Hungary, which is also of Byzantine design and has pendilia.

e crown was partially restored in 1491, the year it was �rst removed
from Constance’s tomb, which was also opened in 1781. It underwent a
somewhat more extensive restoration in 1848 and is now displayed in the
“treasury” museum of Palermo Cathedral.

It lacks the cross typical of royal crowns and obviously differs from the
multifaceted diadems of Sicily’s Norman kings (shown in mosaics in the
Martorana church in Palermo and the cathedral of Monreale). is has led
to much speculation.

It is possible that this kamelaukion crown was intended for less formal
occasions. Perhaps it was worn when the queen walked among the common



folk (not that she would have always worn a crown in such circumstances).
is “informal” crown may have been designed without a cross because a
Christian symbol would have been seen to alienate the Muslims and Jews of
the kingdom, even though these subjects knew that their monarch was a
Christian.

e crown’s history has been much debated, with some twentieth-
century authors speculating that it was made for a king. More recently, still
others have made their views known.

It is likely that Constance had other crowns besides this one, and those
may have been more similar to the royal crown worn by Frederick II.

Regardless of its history, the crown adorned Constance of Aragon in
death and in memory.



Appendix 3

e Contrasto

Little is known of Cielo (Ciullo) of Alcamo, whose given name may be a
form of Michele (Michael); in medieval Sicily Celi was oen the shortened
form of Miceli. Perhaps instead Cielo was short for Marcello, but what little
evidence exists suggests that the poet was Sicilian and that he probably came
from the town of Alcamo on the western side of the island.

e oldest surviving manuscript of his poem, the lengthiest of the
Sicilian School, was copied in a “tuscanized” tongue and script late in the
thirteenth century.

Intended to be literal and clear, this translation was effected without
reference to any other. Previous English translations, such as those of Dante
Gabriel Rossetti (1861) and Lorna Lancaster de’Lucchi (1922), rendered
�owery, rhyming poetry which, though eloquent and appealing to the
Victorian mind, was not very true to the original. at of Frede Jensen
(1986) was a signi�cant improvement.

As mentioned in this volume’s introduction, Dante Alighieri and others
knew of Cielo’s work, which was part of an early nexus that inspired the
literary, and not merely spoken, use of an Italian vernacular even though it
did not in�uence Tuscan directly.

e Contrasto with which the Tuscans were familiar may have been a
version more faithful to the Middle Sicilian text. It was Angelo Colocci
(1474-1549), an expert in Provençal poetry and secretary to Pope Leo X,
who undertook the �rst serious effort to identify its author, perhaps based in
part on supporting documentation now lost. e �rst modern analysis of
note was that of Bruno Panvini published in 1962, and others have since
followed.

e poem was most likely composed between 1234 and 1242. It might
re�ect an attempt to parody the Provençal themes popular in that era, but
too little is known about Cielo or his intentions to draw a sound conclusion



about this. Like his fellow court poet Giacomo of Lentini, Cielo may have
been a royal notary or scribe. As mentioned above, his toponym suggests an
association with the Sicilian town of Alcamo. Unlike Giacomo, he lacks a
very substantial body of work. Indeed, the Contrasto is the only poem we
know to be his.

As the story of a knight’s successful effort to court a beguiling damsel,
the Contrasto, or “Dialogue,” is a �ne example of the troubadour tradition.
Was it read in the presence of Isabella of England or even Bianca Lancia?
is we shall never know, but the possibility that one (or both) of these
ladies heard it cannot be excluded from consideration.

e Contrasto was part of a trend, indeed a movement, during the age of
chivalry. Cielo seems to have been familiar with Le Roman de la Rose, which
was written a few years earlier and was widely disseminated. Here he plays
on Rosa as the �ower and the name of the damsel.

At times the author has the suitor calling the woman madonna, mia
donna and donna, all terms used at court. en in another stanza he
switches to vìtama, càrama and amica, typical usage amongst commoners,
as if the dialogue were actually taking place between a troubadour and a
peasant girl. However, the two protagonists switch to more intimate forms of
speech as the poet’s intent of bedding the lady is made clear. is is evident
in the use of words such as villana, for peasant, towards the lady, indicating a
lower social class, and canzoniere (troubadour) or zitello (young boy) by the
lady towards the suitor so as to diminish his status within the court and
socially.

Whilst Cielo’s Contrasto imitated the vernacular poetry already being
composed in France and Spain, it stood at the vanguard of its form in Italy.
Here in Sicily, the most obvious vestiges of the age of chivalry must be dated
to the next century, when the wooden ceiling of the barons’ hall in the Steri
castle in Palermo was painted with colorful images depicting the persons
and heraldic designs typical of courtly culture.

For all the mystery about its author, the Contrasto, �rst published in its
entirety in Naples in 1661, is the earliest court poetry of its length written in
any of the Italian languages. It stands at the apex of the Sicilian School.



e Poem

1. Knight:

Rosa fresca aulentissima, chi apparj inver la state,

le donne ti disirano, pulzelle et maritate,

Trajimi de ’ste focora, si de’ste a boluntate,

per te non aviu abbento notte e dia,

penzando pur di vuy, madonna mia.

Oh, fresh and fragrant rose that blooms during the summer,

envied by dames and damsels alike,

I ask you to deliver me from this raging �ame,

for I can rest neither night nor day thinking of you, my lady.

2. Damsel:

Si di meve trabagliti, follia lo ti fa fare:

lu mari potj arromperj avanti a semenare,

l’abere de ’sto seculo tutto quanto assembrare.

Avereme no’ poteri a ’sto monnu,

avanti li cavelli m’aritonno.

If you are suffering because you keep thinking of me,

you are terribly foolish.

You would have more luck plowing the sea and then

attempting to sow it. You can try to collect all the

goods of the earth but you still will never have me in this world.

I would sooner cut off all my hair �rst and become a nun.

3. Knight:

Si li cavelli attònniti, avanti fossi morto,

ca eu sì mi pèrdera lu sullazzo e diporto.

Quanno ci passo e veioti, rosa fresca dell’orto,

bono conforto donimi tutt’ore,



poniamo chi s’aiunga nostro amore.

If you were to cut off your hair, I would rather be dead,

for I would lose all my solace and delight.

When I walk by and see you, oh, fresh rose of the garden,

you always give me a sense of pleasure.

Let us allow our love to unite us!

4. Damsel:

Chi nostro amori aiungasj?! No’boglio maltalenti!

Si ci ti trova patremo co’ l’altri miei parenti,

guardanò t’aricolgono questi forti currenti.

Como ti seppi bona la venuta,

consiglio chi ti guardi la partuta.

at our love were to unite us is something

I do not wish to desire. If my father and my other kinsmen

were to �nd you here, beware because if they return

they’ll catch you even if they have to chase you.

As it was easy for you to get here,

I advise you to be careful as you leave.

5. Knight:

Si toy parenti trovammi, chi mi pozzono farri?

Una difensa mettoci di dumilia gostari,

non mi toccara patreto per quanto ave a Bari.

Viva l’imperaduri ’n grazi’a Deu!

Intendi, bella, chi ti dico eu?

If your father and relatives were to �nd me here,

what could they do to me? ey would have to pay

a �ne of two-thousand augustales. Not even your father

would try to harm me for all the riches in Bari.

Long live the emperor, thanks be to God!



Do you understand, my beautiful one, what I am telling you?

6. Damsel:

Tu mi no’ lasci vivere né sera né mattino!

Donna mi so’ di perperi, d’àuro massamotino,

si tant’avé donassemi quant’ave Saladino,

et per aiunta quanto lu Soldanu,

toccaremi no’ poteri a lu manu.

You will not let me live in peace

neither by day nor by night.

I am a wealthy woman with Byzantine bezants and Berber gold.

If you were to give me as much as Saladin’s gold,

and moreover all that the sultan owns,

you would not even be able to touch my hand.

7. Knight:

Multi sono le fimmini c’hanno dura la testa,

et l’omo, co’ parabole, l’adimina et ammonesta,

tanto intorno percazzala, fin chi l’ave in podesta.

Femmina d’omo non si po’ tenere,

guàrdati, bella, pur di ripentere.

ere are many stubborn women

and a man is able to conquer them and persuade them;

he hunts them down until he has them under his power.

A woman cannot keep a man away.

Watch out, my beautiful one, for one day you may regret it.

8. Damsel:

Ch’eu mi repentéssendi? Avanti fossi accesa,

ca nulla bona femmina per mi fosse ripresa.

Aersera passastici, correnno a la discesa,

acquistiti riposo, canzoneri!



Le to’ paraole no’ me piaczo gueri.

I will regret it one day? I would rather die

than learn that an honest woman could be blamed

because of me! I saw you walking by my home last night,

running quickly from one side to another.

Calm down, chansonnier, I do not like your words at all.

9. Knight:

Quanti sono le schiantora chi m’hai mise a lu cori!

E solo purpenzànnonde, la dia quanno vo fori!

Fimmina de ’sto secolo tanto no’amai ancori,

quant’amo teve, rosa invidïata,

bene creo chi mi fosti distinata.

How much pain you have caused me to feel in my heart,

and all alone I think about it as I go out each morning!

I have never loved a woman in this world

as much as I love you, oh much envied rose.

I truly believe that you are the woman destined to be with me.

10. Damsel:

Si distinata fosseti, cadèra de l’altezze,

ché male messe forano in teve mie bellezze,

Si tutto addivenissemi, tagliàrami le trezze!

Eu consori m’arenno a una magione,

avanti chi m’attoccano persune.

If you were destined to be with me,

I would be lowering my expectations too much,

for my beauty would be lost in you.

If all this were to happen, I would prefer to cut off my braids

and become a nun in a convent, before you can touch my body.

11. Knight:



Si tu consore arenneti, donna col viso cleri,

a lu mosteru venoci et arennomi confreri,

per tanta prova vencierti, faràllo volonteri!

Con te co’stao la sera et lu mattino,

besogna chi ti tenga al meo dimino.

If you were to become a nun, oh radiant-faced woman,

I would come to the abbey and become a monk.

I would do this immediately in order to win you in this trial.

I would be with you both night and day. I must have you!

12. Damsel:

Oy me tapina misera, com’ào reo distinato!

Gesù Cristo l’altissimo, de ’ntutto se’ airato?

Concepistimi a ’mbàttere in omo blestiemato?

Cerca la terra, ch’este granne assai,

chiù bella donna di me troverai.

Alas, poor me, what a cruel destiny is mine!

e most holy Jesus Christ must truly be angry with me

for He has allowed me to encounter a sacrilegious man.

Search the world that is very vast,

for you will �nd a woman more beautiful than I.

13. Knight:

Cercat’aio Calabria, Toscana et Lumbardia,

Pugla, Costantinopoli, Genoa, Pisa, Soria,

Lamagna et Babilonia, tucta Barbaria.

Donna non ci trovai tanto cortese:

per donna sovrana di mi te prese.

I searched in Calabria, in Tuscany, in Lombardy,

in Apulia, in Constantinople, in Genoa, in Pisa, in Syria,

in Germany, in Babylonia, and in all of North Africa.



In none of these lands have I found such a noble woman

as you. erefore, I have chosen you as my sovereign lady.

14. Damsel:

Poy tanto trabagliastiti, faccioti meo prigheri,

chi tu vai et domannimi a mia mare et a mon peri.

Si dare mi ti degnano, menami a lu mosteri

et sposami davanti da la iente:

eu poi farò le to’ comannamente!

As you have already gone through so much distress,

I beseech you to go see my mother and my father

tomorrow and ask them for my hand.

If they deign to offer me to you in marriage,

take me to the monastery and marry me before everyone.

And then I will obey your every command.

15. Knight:

Di ciò chi dici, vitama, neiente non ti bale,

ca de le to’ parabole fatto n’ao ponti e scale,

penne penzasti mettere, sonti cadute l’ale.

Eu dato t’aio la bolta sottana,

dunque, si poy, manteniti villana.

What you tell me, love of my life,

will not bring you anywhere, for I won’t even mention

what you just told me. You thought you were growing feathers

and instead your wings fell off and I gave you the �nal blow.

erefore, if you can, defend yourself, peasant girl.

16. Damsel:

En paura no’ mettimi di nullo manganiello!

Eu staomine ’n ’sta groria de ’sto forte castiello,

prezzo le to’ parabole meno de ’no zitiello.



Si tu no’ levi e vàitine di quace,

si tu ci fosse morto ben mi chiace.

Don’t even think that you are frightening me

with a mangonel. I am well-protected in my strong castle

and I consider your words less than those of a child.

If you do not leave and go away from here,

I’d be glad if you were dead.

17. Knight:

Dunque vorresti, vitama, ca per te fosse ’strutto!

Si morto essere debboci od intagliato tutto,

di quaci no’ mi mossera, si non ayo lu frutto

lo quale staci ne lo to’ jardino

disìrolo la sera et lu mattinu.

erefore, love of my life, you wish that I be dead?

Even if I were to die or if somebody

were to cut me up into pieces, I would not leave this spot

until I eat the fruit that’s in your garden.

I desire it morning and night.

18. Damsel:

Quello frutto non àvvero conti né cavaleri,

molto lo disirarono conti et iustizieri,

avere no’ nde pottero, gìronde molto fieri.

Intendi bene chi bole dicére

me n’este di mill’unzi lo to’ abere.

Neither counts nor knights have ever partaken

of that fruit. Marquesses and judges have long desired it,

but they couldn’t have it. us they were very angry

when they le. Understand what I am trying to tell you;

your property is worth less than a thousand ounces.



19. Knight:

Molti so’ li garofani, ma non chi salma nd’hai

bella, no’ dispregiaremi s’avanti no’massai.

Si vento è ’n proda, et girasi, agiunge da li prai,

arimembrare t’ao ’ste parole,

ca de ’st’ira, animella, assai mi dole.

You have many cloves but not enough

to make up an entire plot of land. My beautiful,

do not despise me before �rst granting me a chance.

If the wind is in the sails and it changes direction instead

so that I meet up with you on the shore, remember

what I told you, for in my soul I feel a terrible pain.

20. Damsel:

Macara, si dolesseti, chi cadesse angosciato

la iente ci corressoro da traverso e da lato,

tutt’a meve dicessoro ’accorri ’sto malnato!

Non mi degnara porgere la mano,

per quant’ave lu Papa et lu Soldano.

Even if you were to feel so much pain

that you fell down in agony, and people would come

to you from le and right telling me,

“Help this poor man!” I wouldn’t even hold out a hand to help you

for all the wealth of the pope and the sultan.

21. Knight:

Deu lo volesse, vitama, ca fossi morto in casa

l’arma n’andèra cònsola ca di notte fantasa,

la iente ti chiamarano ’oi periura, malvasa

c’ha’ morto l’omo in càsata traìta,

sanz’ogni colpo levimi la vita!



If only God would allow that I were to die in your home,

oh love of my life! My soul that is in a delirium

both day and night will leave comforted. People would call you:

Oh evil liar! You killed a man in your own home,

traitor! Alas, you kill me without even stabbing me.

22. Damsel:

Si tu no’ levi e vàitine co’ la maladizione,

li frati miei ti trovano dentro chissa magione,

bell’omi so s’eu soffero, perdici le persone,

ca meve se’ venuto a sormonare.

Parente oy amico non t’ave a itare.

If you don’t get up and leave, then you shall be cursed;

my brothers will �nd you in this house, and I would gladly accept

that they kill you because you came here to bother me.

Neither a kinsman nor a friend can come and save you.

23. Knight:

A meve non aì tano amichi né parenti

stranio mi sono, carama, enfra ’sta bona ienti.

Ora fa ’n’anno, vitama, ch’entrata mi se’n menti,

dicènnoti: ‘Vististi lu’ntaiuto?’

Bella, da quello jorno so’ feruto.

My friends and relatives cannot help me.

I am a foreigner, my dear, amongst these good people.

It’s been a year, oh my life’s love, since you’ve entered my thoughts.

Ever since you wore that dark dress of mourning.

Since that day, my beauty, have I been wounded.

24. Damsel:

A tanto ’namorastiti, Iuda, hàilo traìto,

como si fosse porpora, iscarlatto o sciamito!



S’a le Vangelie iurimi chi mi sia marito,

avereme no’ poteri a ’sto monno,

avanti in mari ièttomi a perfonno.

Oh! So it was on that occasion that you fell in love,

oh Judas the Traitor, as if I were wearing a scarlet dress

or one made of another precious cloth! Even if you were to swear

on the gospels that you’ll become my husband,

you cannot have me for any price in the world.

I would rather throw myself out into the deepest sea!

25. Knight:

Si ne lu mari ièttiti, donna cortesi et fina,

deretro mi ti misera per tucta la marina.

Da poi ca annegàsseti, trobàrati a la rina

solo per questa cosa adimpretare,

con teco m’ayo a junjiri et peccare.

If you were to throw yourself out into the sea,

oh noble and �ne woman, I would follow you

all along the harbor, and aer you’ve drowned

I would �nd you on the shore to do this one thing:

I must commit a sin by having you for my pleasure.

26. Damsel:

Segnomi in Patri et ’n Filio ed in santo Matteo,

si ca non se’ tu retico, figlio de lu giudeo,

e cotale parabole n’odio redire anch’eu!

Mortasi la fimmina, a lo ’ntutto

perdeci lu saboru et lu desduttu.

I make the sign of the cross in the name of the Father,

and of the Son and of Saint Matthew.

I know that you are neither a heretic nor a Jew,



and I’ve never heard such words before.

If a woman is completely dead, you lose all the fun and pleasure.

27. Knight:

Bene lo faccio, carama; altro no’ pozzo fare,

si quisso non accomplimi, lassone lo cantare.

Fallo, mia donna, plàzati, chi bene lo poi fare.

Ancora tu no’ m’ami, molto t’amo,

sì m’hai preso come lu pesci a l’amo.

I know that well, my dear. ere is nothing else I can do.

If you do not ful�ll my desire now, I will stop singing.

Ful�ll it, my woman, please me, for I know you can.

Even if you don’t love me, I love you dearly.

You have caught me like a �sh on a hook.

28. Damsel:

Sazzo chi m’ami; amoti di core paladino,

lèvati susu e vattene, tornaci a lu mattino.

Si ciò chi dico facimi, di bon cor t’amo e fino.

Quisso eu ti ’mprometto sanza faglia,

te’ la mia fede, chi m’hai in toa baglia.

I know you love me, and I love you with a noble heart.

Now get up and leave. Come back tomorrow morning.

If you do as I tell you, I will love you with all my heart

and faithfully. I promise this to you truthfully.

You have my word; I put myself under your command.

29. Knight:

Per zò chi dici, carama, neiente non mi movo.

Innanti prenni e scannami, to ’sto cortello novo,

’sto fatto fare potesi innanti scalfi ’n’ovo.

Accompli mio talento, amica bella,



ché l’arma co’ lu cori mi si ’nfella.

Because of what you’re telling me, my dear,

I won’t move from here at all. I would prefer

that you slaughter me. Here take this new knife to do it.

We can do this before you cook an egg.

Ful�ll my desire, my beautiful friend,

because my soul and my heart are overcome with sadness.

30. Damsel:

Ben sazzo: l’arma doleti, cumo mo ch’ave arsura.

’Sto fatto no’ potèrasi per null’altra misura,

si non hai le Vangelie, chi mo ti dico: ‘Jura!’

Avereme no’ poi ’n toa podesta.

Innanti prenni et tagliami la testa.

I know this well. Your soul hurts like a man

who is suffering from thirst. is cannot be done

in any other way. You need to have the gospels

with you so that I can ask you to swear by them.

Otherwise I will not surrender to you,

unless you take me and cut off my head.

31. Knight:

Le Vangelie, carama? Ch’eu le porto ’n sino,

a lu mostero presile, non c’era lu patrino.

Sovra ’sto libro juroti: mai non ti vegno mino.

Accompli mio talento in caritate,

ché l’arma me ne sta ’n suttilitate.

e gospels, my dear? I am carrying them in my coat pocket;

I stole them in church while the priest wasn’t there.

Upon this book I swear never to betray you.

Ful�ll my desire, I beg you, for my soul is destroying me!



32. Damsel:

Meu sire, poy jurastimi, eu tucta quanta incenno.

Sono a la toa presenzia, da voy non mi difenno.

S’eu minespreso àioti, merzè, a voy m’arenno.

A lo letto ne gimo, a la bon’ora,

chi chissà cosa n’è data in ventur.

My lord, thanks to your oath my entire body

is now burning with passion. I stand here before you

and I give in to your requests. I ask you to forgive me

if I’ve mistreated you as I now surrender.

Let us �nally go to bed together, for this is our destiny!

NOTES

ese notes, which are not linked to superscript numerals (or letters) in the
text in this edition, are intended merely as useful references for general
readers. Much has been written and published about this poem and, more
generally, the poetry of the Sicilian School. For further commentary see the
works by Panvini, Mangieri and Spampinato Beretta, amongst others.

A. e poem was most likely composed between 1234 and 1242. is dating
re�ects two important facts. Firstly, the gold augustale coin mentioned in
the �h stanza was instituted in 1231 (see also note C below). Secondly, the
Contrasto was clearly in�uenced by a French poem composed around 1230,
namely Le Roman de la Rose (by Guillaume de Lorris with later additions by
Jean de Meun), which may have taken a few years to make its way to Italy.

B. You would have more luck plowing the sea and then attempting to sow it
(second stanza). is is a proverb still in use in Calabria and Sicily, zappari a
l’acqua e siminari a lu ventu, that refers to something impossible or
inconclusive.

C. e phrase dumilia gostari in the �h stanza refers to “two thousand
augustales.” As stated at note A, the augustale was a gold coin issued under



Frederick II beginning in 1231 and minted in Messina and in Brindisi. It was
patterned aer the Roman aureus and was slightly larger than the Arab tarì.
e obverse showed the bust of the emperor according to the classical
Roman style while the reverse bore Frederick’s imperial eagle. e �ne refers
to a statute in Frederick’s Constitutions of Mel�, where article 16, De defensis
imponendis, et quis eas imponere possit, states that somebody who was
attacked could have defended himself by invoking the law, and if this was
not sufficient, the victim could have decided on a sum as compensation for
having been attacked.

D. Babylonia (thirteenth stanza) probably refers to Cairo or Baghdad.

E. By monastery (fourteenth stanza) the poet simply means a church.

F. e mangonel (sixteenth stanza) was a medieval siege weapon. With the
use of military terms such as mangonel, castle and the �nal blow, the poet is
comparing the sexual conquest of a woman to a military battle. is was
common use both in classical and medieval times.

G. e ounce (eighteenth stanza) was a Sicilian gold measurement. One
oncia was equal to thirty tarì, a type of gold coin used in Sicily since Arab
rule. e damsel is telling the knight that he is too poor for her.

H. Cloves (nineteenth stanza) refers to the spice. Many spices were imported
from the east so they were quite expensive. e poet wants to say that even if
the damsel has much to offer, it is not enough to make her “precious.” e
salma was a medieval Sicilian form of measurement for both land and
weight, still in use today in the Sicilian hinterland.

I. For “dark dress of mourning,” in the twenty-third stanza, the poem states,
ti vististi di maiuto, “you wore maiuto.” Much has been debated regarding
what kind of dress the author refers to, but the term is rooted in a Sicilian
word of Arabic origin: tabùt meaning tomb in Arabic is still used in Sicily as
tabùto with the same meaning. Maiuto is a corruption of this term, referring
to a dress worn for mourning. In the origina orhography, the text probably
read ti vististi lo’ntavuto. In the same stanza, “been wounded” meaning
“wounded by your love,” as Cupid wounds one’s heart with his arrows.



J. In the twenty-fourth stanza, with the expression “another precious cloth”
the lady ridicules the suitor for having fallen in love with her while she was
dressed in mourning as if what she was wearing were made of precious
scarlet cloth or something similar.

K. In the twenty-sixth stanza, perhaps Saint Matthew was the woman’s
patron saint; for example she may have been from a town where he was
venerated as the local patron (such as Salerno or Scicli).

L. In the twenty-ninth stanza, inanti che scalfi un uovo, “before you can cook
an egg” is a typical Sicilian and Southern Italian saying, still heard today,
referring to something that happens quickly.

M. In the thirtieth stanza, the word arma sometimes means soul in Sicilian
but weapon in Tuscan. is might be the use of a double meaning referring
to the man’s sex organs. is is supported by the fact that in the same stanza
the damsel is comparing the poet’s sufferance to that of a man dying of
thirst.



Appendix 4

Coronation Rite

e following ordo for the coronation of a Sicilian queen, conserved in the
oldest surviving codex of proven provenance attesting to this ceremony, may
have been used as early as the coronations of Sibylla of Burgundy and
Beatrice of Rethel. Copied around 1200 in Beneventan script, the
manuscript is conserved in the Biblioteca Casanatense (Casanata Library),
in Rome, in Codex 614. In earlier times it was housed in the archive of
Benevento’s cathedral, where it seems to have been the papal copy of the
ordo during the ponti�cate of Innocent III. is is the only ordo known with
reasonable certainty to have been used in the Kingdom of Sicily during the
Norman-Swabian era.

Based on the well-established norms set forth in certain codices
contained in the “Roman-German Ponti�cal,” the so-called Pontificale
Romano-Germanicum (popularly the “PRG”), �rst published by Michel
Andrieu during the last century as Les Ordines Romani du Haute Moyen Age,
it is quite similar to the orders used for other western European queens
consort during this period. Indeed, several sections are nearly identical to
what was used in England during the twelh century.

e �rst study of this ordo was a concise transcription and notes
published by Jacob eodor Schwalm (1865-1931) in his “Reise nach Italien
im Herbst 1894.” See also Reinhard Elze’s “Tre Ordines per l’Incoronazione
di un Re e di una Regina del Regno Normanno in Sicilia,” published in
Palermo in 1974.

e same essential elements are preserved in the only existing order of
coronation still used in our times which could be said to be in�uenced,
albeit to a limited degree, by a Norman ordo, that of England; however, the
English ceremony now includes additional components and is the same for
both kings and regnant queens — the latter most recently crowned in 1838
(Victoria) and 1953 (Elizabeth II).



Beginning with the �rst Sicilian coronation in 1130, the Siculo-Normans
followed established Latin usage, but Elvira was not the �rst Norman queen
to be crowned. at distinction belongs to Matilda of Flanders, wife of
William the Conqueror, the �rst Norman king; she was crowned in 1068. It
is scholarly consensus that Anglo-Saxon queens were not crowned, and the
Lombards who ruled much of southern Italy immediately before the arrival
of the Normans were not kings.

e Sicilian ordo refers to the celebrant as a “metropolitan.” is was
usually the Archbishop of Palermo as Primate of Sicily; in England the
celebrant was the Archbishop of Canterbury or, exceptionally, the
Archbishop of York.

However, as we have seen in the preceding chapters, not all Sicilian
queens of the Norman-Swabian era were crowned in Palermo’s cathedral or
palatine chapel. Nonetheless, either of these would normally be the �rst
choice.

It is to be remembered that, beginning with Constance Hauteville,
several queens of Sicily were also crowned Queen of the Romans (Queen of
the Germans) and Holy Roman Empress, and the orders used in those
ceremonies differed from this one.

Replete with abbreviations and diacritical marks, the Casanata
manuscript is a condensed record. is is its �rst publication in a complete
form with English for the rubrics; the essential format and phraseology have
been retained. It was deemed appropriate to present the spoken sections,
here set in Italics, in the original Latin, though some translations accompany
the original text, because this was the liturgical language used at reginal
coronations during the twelh century; it was what our queens actually
heard and spoke at the ceremony.

Incipit Ordo ad Reginam Noviter Benedicendam

Following the arrival of the neo-queen, the celebrant (archbishop) enters the
church in procession.

Archbishop: Pax huic domui.



Queen: Amen.

Oath

Archbishop: Filia, dominus noster rex, quia placuit sibi, ut cum eo unum
corpus fieres, jussit nobis, ut ad regni fastigium te consecrandam
sublimaremus. Vis itaque promittere, ut sis in omnibus obediens eidem
domino regi et heredibus eius in regno succedentibus juxta apostolum
dicentem: Omnis anima potestatibus sublimioribus subdita sit. [From Romans
13:1.]

Queen: Volo et promitto.

e archbishop recites the following psalm in its entirety: Eructavit cor
meum verbum bonum dico ego opera mea regi lingua mea calamus scribae
velociter scribentis. Speciosus forma prae filiis hominum diffusa est gratia in
labiis tuis propterea benedixit te deus in aeternum. Accingere gladio tuo super
femur tuum potentissime. Specie tua et pulchritudine tua et intende prospere
procede et regna propter veritatem et mansuetudinem et iustitiam et deducet te
mirabiliter dextera tua. Sagittae tuae acutae populi sub te cadent in corde
inimicorum regis. Sedis tua deus in saeculum saeculi virga directionis virga
regni tui. Dilexisti iustitiam et odisti iniquitatem propterea unxit te deus, deus
tuus, oleo laetitiae prae consortibus tuis. Murra et gutta et cassia a vestimentis
tuis a domibus eburneis ex quibus delectaverunt te. Filiae regum in honore tuo
adstetit regina a dextris tuis in vestitu deaurato circumdata varietate. Audi
filia et vide et inclina aurem tuam et obliviscere populum tuum et domum
patris tui. Et concupiscet rex decorem tuum quoniam ipse est dominus tuus et
adorabunt eum. Et filiae Tyri in muneribus vultum tuum deprecabuntur
divites plebis. Omnis gloria eius filiae regis ab intus in fimbriis aureis.
Circumamicta varietatibus adducentur regi virgines post eam proximae eius
adferentur tibi. Adferentur in laetitia et exultatione adducentur in templum
regis. Pro patribus tuis nati sunt tibi filii constitues eos principes super omnem
terram. Memor ero nominis tui in omni generatione et generatione propterea
populi confitebuntur tibi in aeternum et in saeculum saeculi.[Psalm 44 in the
Vulgate (45 in modern texts): My heart has uttered �ne words as I write this
song for the king. My tongue is the pen of a scrivener who writes swily.



You are the most beautiful of men and you speak gracefully. God has blessed
you forever. Gird your sword upon your thigh, mighty king; you are glorious
and majestic. Ride on in majesty to victory for the defense of truth and
justice! Your strength will win you great victories! Your arrows are sharp,
they pierce the hearts of your enemies; nations fall at your feet. e kingdom
that God has given you will last for ever and ever, for the sceptre of your
kingdom is a sceptre of equity; you have loved what is good and detested
what is evil. at is why God, your God, has chosen you and has poured
upon you the oil of more joy than on any other king. Your clothes are
perfumed with myrrh, aloes and cassia; musicians entertain you in palaces
embellished with ivory. Among the women of your court are the daughters
of kings, and to the right of your throne stands the queen, wearing
ornaments of �nest gold. Bride of the king, listen to what I say: Awake, o
daughter! Forget your people and your kin. Your beauty will make the king
desire you; he is your master whom you must obey. e people of Tyre will
bring you gis; the wealthy will try to win your favor. e king’s daughter is
in the palace; how beautiful she is! Her gown is made of gold thread. In her
colorful robes she is led to the king, followed by virgin maidens, who are
also brought forth. With joy and gladness they come and enter the king’s
palace. You, my king, will have many sons to succeed your forefathers as
kings, and you will make them rulers over the whole earth. ey shall
remember your name throughout all generations. And the people shall sing
your praises for ever and ever.]

Following this: Kyrie eleison, Christe eleison, Kyrie eleison.

e archbishop then leads the congregation in the Lord’s Prayer: Pater
noster, qui es in caelis, sanctificetur nomen tuum. Adveniat regnum tuum. Fiat
voluntas tua, sicut in caelo et in terra. Panem nostrum quotidianum da nobis
hodie, et dimitte nobis debita nostra sicut et nos dimittimus debitoribus
nostris. Et ne nos inducas in tentationem, sed libera nos a malo. Amen.

Following this, the archbishop prays: Domine salvam fac ancillam tuam et
exaudi nos in die qua invocaverimus te. Mitte ei auxilium de sancto et de Sion
tueatur te. Domine exaudi orationem meam. [From Psalms 19:10 and 19:3,
with the phrasing slightly altered.]



Congregation: Et clamor meus ad te veniat. [Literally “O let my cry come to
thee,” liturgically “Lord, hear my prayer.” From Psalm 101:2.]

Archbishop: Dominus vobiscum.

Congregation: Et cum spirito tuo.

Investiture

Oration by the archbishop: Omnipotens sempiterne deus, fons et origo tocius
bonitatis, feminei sexus fragilitatem nequaquam reprobando adversaris, sed
dignanter comprobando procius eligis, et qui infirma mundi eligendo forcia
queque confundere decrevisti, quique eciam virtutis triumphum in manu
Judith femine olim judayce plebi de hoste sevissimo resignare voluisti, respice,
quesumus, preces humilitatis nostre, et super hanc famulam tuam [name],
quam supplici devocione in reginam eligimus, benediccionum tuarum dona
multiplica, eamque dextera tue potencie semper et ubique circumda, ut
umbone muniminis tui firmiter undique protecta visibilis hostis nequicias
triumphaliter expugnare valeat, et una cum Sara atque Rebecca, Lia et Rachel
beatis reverendisque feminis uteris sui fecundari seu gratulari mereatur, ad
decorem tocius regni statumque sancte dei ecclesie regendum necnon
protegendum. Per Christum dominum nostrum, qui ex intemerate beate
virginis Marie alvo nasci, visitare ac renovare hunc dignatus est mundum. Qui
tecum vivit et regnat deus in unitate spiritus sancti, per omnia saecula
saeculorum. [Except for minor differences in Latin spelling and style, and
the addition of the name of Leah in the Sicilian version, this prayer is
identical to the analogous text of the ordo used in England during the
twelh century; see Leopold Wickham Legg’s English Coronation Records. It
is translated: Almighty and everlasting God, fount and spring of all
goodness, who does not reject the frailty of woman but rather deigns to
allow and choose it, and by choosing the weaker things of this earth does
confound those who are stronger, who did sometimes cause your people to
triumph over the cruelest foe by the hand of Judith, a woman. Hear our
humble prayers and bestow your blessings upon this your servant (name)
whom in all humble devotion we consecrate our queen. Defend her with
your mighty hand and by your favor protect her on every side, that she may



be able to overcome and triumph over all her enemies, both physical and
spiritual, and that, with Sarah, Rebecca, Leah, Rachel and other blessed and
honorable women, she may multiply and rejoice in the fruit of her womb, to
the honor of this kingdom and your holy church. rough Our Lord Jesus
Christ, who vouchsafed to be born of a purest virgin that he might visit and
redeem the world, and who lives and reigns with you, O Father, in the unity
of the Holy Spirit for ages and ages, world without end. Amen.]

Following this oration, the archbishop vests the queen with her regalia,
reciting: Die autem tertio induta Esther regalibus vestimentis, et stetit in atrio
domus regiae, quod erat interius, contra basilicam regis; at ille sedebat super
solium suum in consistorio palatii contra ostium domus. [From Esther
5:1.]Accipe vestimenta regalia, in nomine patris et filii et spiritus sancti. Amen.
[Sicilian reginal regalia is not precisely described. It included a robe
(actually a silk mantle in this ceremony), and probably a jeweled ring and
bracelets; as an heiress, Constance Hauteville may have been invested with a
sceptre (and perhaps even an orb) at her coronation in Bari.]

Anointing

en the archbishop (celebrant) and other bishops process with the royal
party, chanting the following antiphon: Alma redemptoris mater, quae pervia
caeli, porta manes et stella maris, succurre cadenti, surgere qui curat populo,
tu quae genuisti natura mirante tuum sanctum genitorem, virgo prius ac
posterius, Gabrielis ab ore sumens ilud ave, peccatorum miserere!

Oration by the archbishop: Deus, qui solus habes inmortalitatem lucemque
habitas inacessibilem cuius providencia in sui disposicione non fallitur, qui
fecisti que futura sunt et vocas ea que non sunt tamquam ea que sunt, qui
superbos equo moderamine principatu deicis atque humiles dignanter in
sublime provehis ineffabilem misericordiam tuam supplices exoramus, ut sicut
Esther reginam Israelis causa salutis de captivitatis sue compede solutam ad
regis Assueri thalamum regnique sui consorcium transire fecisti, ita hanc
famulam tuam [name] humilitatis nostre benediccione plebis christiane slautis
gratia ad dignam sublimemque regis nostris copulam regnique sui participium
misericorditer transire concedas, et ut regalis federe coniugii semper manens



pudica proximam virginitati palman continere queat, tibi deo vivo et vero in
omnibus et super omnia jugiter placere desiderat, et, te inspirante, que tibi
placita sunt toto corde perficiat, per omnia saecula saeculorum. [Except for
subtle differences in style, this prayer is nearly identical to the analogous text
of the ordo used in England during the twelh century; see Wickham Legg’s
work cited above. It is translated: “God, who has only immortality and
dwells in light that cannot be approached by man, whose providence never
fails, who has made all things that are and that shall come to be, and calls the
things that are not, as the things that are, who calls down the proud from
their seat and exalts the humble and meek: We humbly beseech you for your
unspeakable mercy, that for the good of your people the Hebrews you
delivered Queen Esther from captivity and brought her to the bed of
Ahasuerus (Xerxes) and to the society of his kingdom. So for the good of
your Christian �ock, you might in your mercy and through our ministry
advance your servant (name) to the most high and royal company of our
king, that in the chastity of wedlock she may obtain the crown that is next to
virginity, and that she may in all things and above all things strive always to
please you, the living God, and by this holy inspiration perform those things
that are acceptable to you, for ages and ages, world without end. Amen.” is
prayer, like the earlier one, was still used in England as recently as the
seventeenth century, though by then it was being recited in English
(Wickham, page lix). For additional background, see “e Coronation
Ceremony in Medieval England” by Paul Ward.]

Aer this prayer, the following antiphon is chanted: Tota pulchea es, Maria,
et macula originalis non est in te. Tu gloria Jerusalem. Tu honorificentia
populi nostri. Tu advocata peccatorum, O Maria, O Maria! Virgo
prudentissima, mater clementissima. Ora pro nobis, intercede pro nobis. Ad
Dominum Jesum Christum.

en the queen is conducted to the altar, where the archbishop asks her: Vis
sanctam fidem a catholicis viris tibi traditam tenere et operibus observare?

Queen: Volo.



en the archbishop anoints the top of the queen’s head with holy oil,
reciting: Ungo te in reginam de oleo sanctificato, in nomine patris et filii et
spiritus sancti. [e celebrant probably used a gold anointing spoon similar
to the one preserved in the collection of the Tower of London. A photograph
follows.]

Queen: Amen.

Crowning

e archbishop says the following prayer: Sancti spiritus gratia humilitatis
nostre officio in te copiosa descendat, ut sicut manibus nostris indignis oleo
materiali oblita pinguescis exterius ita eius invisibili unguedine delibuta et
illicita declinare tota mente et spernere discas seu valeas et utilia anime tue
jugiter cogitare obtare adque operari queas, auxiliante domino nostro Jesu
Christo qui cum deo patre et eodem spiritu sancto vivit et regnat deus in
saecula saeculorum. Amen.

e archbishop then places the crown upon the queen’s head whilst reciting:
Officio indignitatis nostre seu congregacionis in reginam benedicta, accipe
coronam regalis excellencie, que licet ab indignis episcoporum tamen manibus
capiti tuo imponitur. Unde sic exterius auro sapiencie virtutumque gemmis
decorari contendas, quatinus post occasum huius saeculi cum prudentibus
virginibus sponso perhenni domino nostro Jesu Christo coherere valeas. Qui
cum deo patre et spiritu sancto vivit et regnat per infinita saecula saeculorum.
Amen.

Enthroning

With this, the queen is conducted to a throne and seated there. e
archbishop recites the following: Gloria patri, genitaeque proli et tibi compar
utriusque semper, spiritus alme, deus unus, omni tempore saecli. Amen.

Following the celebration of the mass, the royal and archiepiscopal corteges
process out of the church.



Appendix 5

e Last Queen

Elisabeth Wittelsbach of Bavaria became Queen of Sicily in 1250 when her
husband, Conrad, ascended the throne upon the death of his father,
Frederick II. Some six centuries later, young Maria Sophia, who was born
into the same Bavarian dynasty as Elisabeth, became Queen of Sicily in 1859
when her husband, Francesco II de Bourbon of the Two Sicilies, succeeded
his father, Ferdinando II. (Ruled from Naples, the Kingdom of the Two
Sicilies established in 1816 was coterminous to the kingdom founded by
Roger II in 1130 that existed until 1282.)

Born in October 1841, Maria Sophia von Wittelsbach was the daughter
of Maximilian, Duke in Bavaria. She was raised in a rather informal setting
at Possenhofen Castle on the family’s Alpine country estate, developing an
early love for equestrian sports and country life. In this she was not unlike
her siblings, and particularly her elder sister, Elisabeth (“Sissi”), who wed
Emperor Franz Joseph I of Austria. e physical resemblance between
Elisabeth and Maria Sophia was striking but so, it is said, was their
character.

Maximilian was regarded by his contemporaries as something of an
eccentric. He promoted Bavarian folk music and played the zither, and
encouraged his cousin, Ludwig II, to sponsor Richard Wagner. He was a
kindly man. In 1838, during a visit to Egypt, he purchased the freedom of
several slave children. ough unorthodox in some ways, he seems to have
been a positive in�uence on his daughters.

Maria Sophia’s mother, Ludwiga, raised eight children (two others died
in infancy) in what many would have considered a liberal environment
where daughters were treated as the social equals of sons. To say that this
was extremely unusual in the middle of the nineteenth century, even among
royalty, would be an understatement. It seems to have le the Wittelsbach



sisters with a very egalitarian view of how the world should be, and a great
sense of altruism.

Like Elisabeth, Maria Sophia was rather impulsive, independent, and no
slave to tradition or protocol, though she had a great sense of duty. By most
contemporary accounts, both girls were intelligent as well as beautiful. Each
was an exceptionally accomplished equestrienne who could wield a sabre or
ri�e while on horseback.

Maria Sophia and Elisabeth were especially close, while their elder sister,
Helen, was a bit distant. is may be explained by an incident that occurred
in 1853. Ludwiga introduced Helen to Emperor Franz Joseph I of Austria,
hoping for a betrothal, and Elisabeth went along on the trip. e Emperor
was smitten by Elisabeth, who became his bride, leaving Helen feeling sad
and rejected. She eventually married the Prince of urn und Taxis.

Maximilian did not have the good fortune to provide very lavish dowries
for his daughters. Maria Sophia’s would be a “paltry” twenty-�ve thousand
gold ducats, but this was of little consequence when marrying regnant
royalty.

In 1859, the young Maria Sophia wed Francesco of the Two Sicilies.
en styled Duke of Calabria, he was the eldest son and heir apparent of
King Ferdinando II. Maria Sophia’s younger sister, Mathilde, eventually
married Francesco’s half-brother Luigi, a younger son of Ferdinando.

When King Ferdinando died later in the year, Francesco ascended the
throne as King Francesco II. Descended from the House of Bourbon, the
dynasty had reigned in Naples since 1734, and Francesco spoke Neapolitan
as his mother tongue, though he was pro�cient in French, German and
Italian.

Rarely the pragmatist, pious Francesco was not particularly well-suited
to the demands of kingship in a tumultuous era. e House of Savoy had
proffered the crown of a united Italy to his late father, who refused, but
Ferdinando’s deserved reputation as an iron-�sted warrior king willing to
defend his country was sufficient to discourage any attempt at invasion.
What is more, the fact that the young Francesco was greatly in�uenced by
dogmatic Pope Pius IX did not augur well in a political pond full of anti-
clericals and uni�cationists. e monarch’s failure to extricate himself from
the papal spell would write the denouement of Italy’s most prosperous state.



Maria Sophia was an adamant proponent for establishment of a
permanent constitution, something that was already in place in Bavaria, and
she admonished her stoic husband to grant one. Alas, when he �nally
assented it was too late.

Ever convinced of the cause of continued sovereignty for Italy’s South,
Francesco II opposed the goal of Italian political uni�cation as it was
advocated by exponents in Turin. is re�ected no nationalistic or dynastic
bigotry. In fact, Francesco’s mother, Maria Cristina (who had died giving
birth to him), was a Savoy, making Francesco a cousin of King Vittorio
Emanuele of Sardinia, who ruled from Turin.

Nevertheless, Piedmontese-backed troops attacked and occupied Sicily
in 1860 in an undeclared war. Francesco, who commanded Italy’s strongest
army, failed to respond, and additional Savoyard troops eventually invaded
the kingdom’s mainland territories (see the map following this appendix),
beginning with Calabria. Tacit support from the British navy, and treason on
the part of several high officers in the Neapolitan army, made this bloody
campaign that much easier for the invaders to win.

Under the command of loyal officers, the fortress of Messina held out for
months, but Francesco, wishing to avoid a civilian slaughter like the one that
had taken place in Palermo, abandoned Naples in favor of the coastal
stronghold at Gaeta to the north.

Maria Sophia accompanied him, and during the siege in early 1861 she
earned the nickname “Heroine of Gaeta.”

Gaeta �nally fell in February, followed by the citadel of Messina the next
month, but an armed resistance continued in the hinterland, led by military
officers loyal to their king. Soldiers who continued to �ght were branded
“brigands” and several hundred that were captured were incarcerated as the
newly-united Italy’s �rst political prisoners in Fenestrelle, an Alpine fortress.

In response to guerilla warfare, the invading troops sent from Piedmont
committed the kind of atrocities that in our times earn universal
opprobrium. In August, the town of Pontelandolfo suffered mass rape and
murder for two long days.

e royal Neapolitan couple were exiled following the surrender of
Gaeta. A dubious referendum, showing an incredible approval of some



ninety-nine percent, con�rmed Vittorio Emanuele II of Savoy as “King of
Italy.”

Francesco and Maria Sophia then took up residence at Palazzo Farnese,
a family home in Rome. (It currently houses the French Embassy.) e royal
family took virtually none of their possessions or �nancial assets into exile,
and eventually sold this palace.

Some developments during this period were nothing short of bizarre,
and a particularly sobering incident said much about the credibility of the
neocratic Italian state in the eyes of the world. In November 1861, a
Marseille court upheld Francesco’s earlier sale of two Neapolitan ships
despite a vociferous protest from the hubristic Italian ambassador, who
claimed that the vessels belonged to Italy. e splenetic reasoning advanced
for this idea was that Francesco was no longer a reigning king when the
ships were sold, and his former kingdom was by then part of the Kingdom
of Italy. (History would repeat itself nine decades later when Great Britain
refused to relinquish to the Italian Republic several million pounds that the
“patriotic” Savoy kings had stashed in British banks.) Rarely in the decades
to come would the united Italy have anything resembling a cohesive foreign
policy. In the Kingdom of Italy, right up until the realm’s woeful �nal years,
subterfuge oen took the place of statecra.

It has been suggested that Maria Sophia gave birth to the daughter, or
possibly twin daughters, of a military officer during her sojourn in Bavaria
in 1862, but the evidence of this is scant at best, based almost entirely on
hearsay emanating from questionable sources.

She was back in Rome with Francesco the next year. ere, in 1869,
Maria Sophia gave birth to a daughter, Maria Cristina. Her sister, Sissi, was
present for the delivery. Sadly, the baby died aged only three months. e
next year, papal Rome fell to the invading troops of the nascent Kingdom of
Italy, and Francesco and Maria Sophia departed for Paris. Over the next
decades they sometimes lived apart, travelling around Europe visiting their
numerous cousins, particularly in Austria.

Admired by her contemporaries, Maria Sophia passed much of her time
in Paris and Munich. e last decade of the nineteenth century was an
especially trying one. Her sister Helen died in 1890. Her brother Maximilian
died in 1893. Her devoted husband Francesco died in Arco, near Trent (then



part of Austria), in 1894. Her younger sister, Sophia Charlotte, died in a
Paris �re in 1897 at an annual charity bazar while helping the girls who
worked there to escape the blaze. Maria Sophia’s beloved sister Sissi was
killed by an anarchist in Geneva the following year.

Plagued by riots against the government and the Savoys, the Kingdom of
Italy continued to vilify the House of the Two Sicilies, which remained
exiled until the Allied occupation of southern Italy during the Second World
War. Much of this defamation was directed at Maria Sophia, and it said far
more about the tenuous position of the Italian unitary state than it did about
the woman being disparaged. Indeed, the only overtly negative commentary
published about Maria Sophia was hatched in Italy, a country where she
never again set foot aer the age of nineteen.

e more outlandish accusations were little more than unfounded
conspiracy theories associating Maria Sophia with a series of violent
anarchists bent on wreaking havoc in politically fragile Italy, as if a solitary,
exiled woman could bring about the country’s demise. Such revisionism was
part and parcel of Italian nationalist propaganda during this period, making
its way into subsequent historiography; for example, the anarchist who
assassinated King Umberto I in 1900 was painted as an “American” even
though he was born and raised in Italy.

With the outbreak of the First World War, the last Queen of the Two
Sicilies de�nitively abandoned Paris for Munich, where she died in January
1925, six months before her younger sister, Mathilde.

Maria Sophia was immortalised in Proust’s La Prisonnière. She reposes
with her husband and daughter in the Royal Chapel of the Basilica of Santa
Chiara in Naples.

Sir Harold Acton wrote that “age spiritualised her beauty.” Even as an
octogenarian, Her Majesty rode the horses she so loved.

Only with the collapse of the Kingdom of Italy in 1946 following a
disastrous war was there a balanced reassessment of the merits of the
Neapolitan Bourbons and their role in history, and indeed a belated,
pragmatic reappraisal of the Italian uni�cation movement, the Risorgimento.
Excoriating the fallen regime, some Italians began to question whether a
federalist state along the lines of the Swiss or German models would not
have been better than what was introduced in Italy. In view of the



destruction and suffering wrought by the lost war, many ordinary people
began to doubt the hyperbole and aphorisms that had constituted Italian
political thought since 1861.

In addition to Harold Acton’s books, a novel published in English
translation in 1960 brought this issue to the fore. is was e Leopard, by
Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, made into a �lm starring Burt Lancaster in
1963.

In a sense, the post-war establishment of Sicily as a “semi-autonomous”
region con�rmed Francesco’s certitude that the uni�ed Italy would always be
a tenuous ensemble of culturally diverse regions, an opinion shared by a
great many in our times.

In death, Francesco and Maria Sophia became greater symbols of
southern identity and “regionalism” than they were in life.

e most imposing reminder of the dynasty is Caserta Palace,
constructed in a large estate outside Naples on the orders of Charles III
beginning in 1752. e largest royal palace in Italy, Caserta has been
compared to Versailles, and it has occasionally played a part in history since
the fall of Naples in 1861. Housing the Allied military command in 1945, it
was the site of the signing of the formal surrender of German forces in Italy.
Since then, the palace has been the location of everything from international
summits to Hollywood �lms.

Other royal residences of note are the palaces in Naples, Capodimonte,
Portici and (in Sicily) the Norman Palace and Chinese Villa in Palermo, and
the Ficuzza Hunting Lodge near Corleone.

Today most would agree that it was necessary to unify the former Italian
states in some way, probably as a republic rather than a monarchy. In 1861
Palermo was wealthier than Milan. e subsequent northward shi of
national administration and industry le the south less industrialized and
generally less affluent than the north. is provoked mass emigration.

History is based on what actually occurs, not on what might have
happened otherwise. We cannot know with certainty that the Kingdom of
the Two Sicilies, or perhaps a federation of united Italian states, would have
avoided the succession of calamities that plagued the Kingdom of Italy
established in its stead. Among these were the mass genocide perpetrated in



Libya and Ethiopia, the infamous anti-Semitic laws of 1937, and Italy’s
suicidal alliance with Nazi Germany in its war against the Allies, during
which entire historical districts of Milan and Palermo were bombed into
inexistence.

Maria Sophia spent almost her entire adult life, from the age of nineteen,
as an exiled queen, a footnote to history, a curiosity. For many, her very
survival into the twentieth century evoked bittersweet memories of an
earlier, simpler age.

Interview with Princess Urraca of the Two Sicilies

Urraca Maria Isabella Carolina de Bourbon of the Two Sicilies (1913-
1999) was a granddaughter of Prince Alfonso, Count of Caserta (1841-
1934), the younger half-brother and heir of King Francesco II. As a child,
she knew Queen Maria Sophia.

In 1951, acting on the wishes of her father, Prince Ferdinando Pio (1869-
1960), who was then head of the dynasty, Princess Urraca consigned the
private papers of Francesco II to the Naples Archive of State, where the
collection was catalogued two years later.

Her mother, Maria Ludwiga von Wittelsbach of Bavaria (1872-1954),
was descended from the family of the Elisabeth who became Queen of Sicily
in 1250. Urraca was the youngest of six children.

In December 1994, when Princess Urraca visited Palermo to observe the
centennial of the death of her great uncle, King Francesco II, she was
interviewed by a historian specialized in the Kingdom of Sicily who
recognized her as a living link to Queen Maria Sophia. e interview
(translated by this book’s author) is published here for the �rst time.

Interviewer: Your Highness, I know you used to visit Naples and Rome
quite oen, but had you ever been to Palermo before this trip?

Princess Urraca: Yes. e last time was some years ago, around 1977, by
ship, with the Order of Malta, and our [mutual] friend Cyril Toumanoff but
on that occasion we went directly to visit Monreale, and spent very little



time down here in the city. I had never been to the Magione church until
this morning. It is beautiful.

Interviewer: My �rst curiosity, thinking about an era that has become the
subject of historical discussion, even debate, is the exile of your father’s
family beginning in 1861.

Princess Urraca: Well, my mother was German, and I was raised mostly in
Bavaria, so it wasn’t something that touched me very noticeably, personally.
My father was permitted to visit Italy at the height of Fascism, but only on
the condition that he be accompanied everywhere by a police escort, not for
his protection but to protect that paranoid regime. So he decided not to
make such visits a habit even though my sister, Lucia, was married to a
Savoy and lived for some years in Italy, until the fall of the monarchy.

Interviewer: at’s when [beginning in 1946] your father could �nally come
here [to Italy] without those complications.

Princess Urraca: Yes. And around 1950 I began visiting Italy fairly
frequently, especially Rome and Naples. I love Naples.

Interviewer: It is interesting that the Italy you’ve known best has been the
republic, not the kingdom.

Princess Urraca: at is true, but I don’t think the people had changed very
much by 1950 or even 1960, and my interest has always been the people
rather than the government. And especially the people of the south.

Interviewer: Yet your mother’s family ruled Bavaria, which today remains
one of Germany’s most �ercely independent regions. Your mother’s father
was its last monarch. And, looking back to the thirteenth century, a woman
of the Wittelsbach dynasty married a son of Frederick II. at’s quite a
distinguished family history.

Princess Urraca: But a little bit before my time. What I remember most are
the stories my parents told me, and what I’ve read.



Interviewer: Anything in particular that would surprise people?

Princess Urraca: Well, when one is raised in a formerly ruling family, those
stories, or their political implications, are known quite widely. I don’t believe
there are many secrets of substance.

Interviewer: I’ve heard that you knew your great aunt, who was the last
Queen of the Two Sicilies, and of course a Bavarian princess by birth. What
can you tell me about her?

Princess Urraca: Although she seems to have preferred Paris, she had to
leave it when the war broke out in 1914. e war was terrible because it
made enemies out of friends, almost overnight. at’s when she came to live
in Bavaria. So from my earliest years it was normal to see her around. For
some time she spent the warmer months of each year in a cottage in the
country outside Munich so she could be near her horses.

Interviewer: She rode oen?

Princess Urraca: Almost every day, I would say, in good weather. It’s
something I didn’t notice consciously as a little girl, but my aunt, though
slender for a German lady, was not very tall. at probably added to the
effect of a competent equestrienne riding a large horse. One was an Arabian,
a high-spirited breed.

Interviewer: You were about twelve when she died. Do you remember any
conversations with her, or perhaps between her and your mother?

Princess Urraca: Not with a great deal of detail, but what struck one most
about Maria Sophia was her great dignity. It spoke for her. And even at her
age, she was in good health. No problems moving or walking. Her posture
was perfect, and so was her memory. My mother said that Maria Sophia
looked younger than her actual age.

Interviewer: Did she ever seem melancholy, embittered about exile?



Princess Urraca: I never saw that. However, I would say that she was not
very moody, so no highs and lows. She had the aura of a person to be taken
seriously. She had a keen sense of humor, and even when she was scolding
somebody she didn’t raise her voice. She didn’t have to.

Interviewer: Did she seem well-informed?

Princess Urraca: She read the newspapers in German, French and Italian.
ey were delivered to us in Munich a few times each week, and I recall her
saving articles she felt were worth keeping. I would say she understood the
politics of each country very well.

Interviewer: She held strong opinions?

Princess Urraca: at was normal between the two wars, certainly in
Germany and certainly for people of her generation. But yes, the only time
she ever became noticeably angry was when she read the newspapers. So,
yes, I would say she was rather opinionated about some things.

Interviewer: Was she a reactionary?

Princess Urraca: I would not use that word. She was a traditionalist, but she
seemed to believe in the rights of women to vote and to hold political office.
I don’t think she criticized women who supported social progress. Aer she
died, I recall friends of hers, other women, saying she was very loyal to them
even when she disagreed with their social or political views.

Interviewer: Was she devoutly Catholic?

Princess Urraca: Yes, but how does one measure something like devotion?
She sometimes attended mass with us on Sundays.

Interviewer: I realize we’re talking about a cosmopolitan woman, and that
one’s views can change over time, but how would you describe her sense of
identity?



Princess Urraca: Very Neapolitan, by choice. She visited Italian prisoners
during the war, but it transcended nostalgia. I believe she truly loved Naples,
as I do.

Interviewer: A true southerner.

Princess Urraca: Yes, from southern Germany to southern Italy. e sun is
always brighter in the south!

Interviewer: She had been close to her sister, Sissi. Do you recall her ever
talking about the empress?

Princess Urraca: I do, but only in passing. Most of what I learned about
Sissi came from my mother or my teachers, when I was sixteen or seventeen,
aer Maria Sophia was already gone. Bavaria has always had a close
connection with Austria.

Interviewer: Was Maria Sophia reclusive?

Princess Urraca: As I knew her, she never sought attention. She was a
private person, though not reclusive or shy.

Interviewer: I have researched in the family papers that your father donated
to the Italian state, but there’s rather little about Queen Maria Sophia, either
before or aer 1861.

Princess Urraca: Well, there is no single collection of Maria Sophia’s
correspondence, although we have some of it in Germany, so nobody has
access to all of it. In the end, my aunt had very little in the way of jewels. As
you may know, the king and queen took virtually nothing with them when
they le Gaeta for exile, unlike the other dynasty [the Savoys] who had
millions in foreign banks. ey owned some property in Rome, but little
else.

Interviewer: e ignorance of people in this country [Italy] regarding the
uni�cation movement, and even the Fascist regime, is appalling. Maria



Sophia’s life spanned both eras, yet most Italians — even southerners —
have no idea that the last Queen of the Two Sicilies lived until 1925.

Princess Urraca: at is true. ere has been an attempt here to bury
history. Never a good thing. But our family, my cousins and I, are always
very well received in Naples, so somebody remembers us.

Interviewer: Your grandfather [Prince Alfonso], who died in 1934, was the
half-brother of King Francesco II. Did you ever discuss with him anything
regarding the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies?

Princess Urraca: I saw my grandfather only rarely, as he lived in France.
What little I learned of his opinions was through my father, who, of course,
was his heir.

Interviewer: Was there anything in particular?

Princess Urraca: I only recall my grandfather mentioning this or that
comrade from the Siege of Gaeta, things like that. Most of his attention
seemed to focus on his family.

Interviewer: And of course he was the last Italian prince to lead men in
cavalry charges in the manner of a medieval king commanding mounted
knights.

Princess Urraca: Yes, at the Battle of the Volturno, against the Piedmontese
invaders.

Interviewer: I don’t want to pose too many hypothetical questions but,
especially considering that, for example, Italian women were granted the
right to vote only in 1945, and then only by the Allies occupying the very
ground beneath us, how much worse could life have been in southern Italy if
your kinsman, Francesco II, had continued to rule, without Italian
uni�cation? Or perhaps in part of a federalist state like Germany’s?

Princess Urraca: Clearly, grave mistakes were made in the Kingdom of Italy.
Hypothetical discussions can be very complex because one opens a box to



�nd another inside it, and so forth. And empty because the last, smallest
box, contains nothing at all. But war and death are real. I think we can all
agree about that. I saw it in Germany.

Interviewer: What is life like for the Wittelsbachs in Munich?

Princess Urraca: My mother’s family was never exiled, and never divested of
property like the families in East Germany following the war. But it is also
true that my grandfather, and his father, enjoyed a good rapport with the
Bavarians, who viewed them as populists. eir family granted a
constitution early in the nineteenth century, and they were never too aloof
of the people they ruled.

Interviewer: Maria Sophia cited that when encouraging her husband, the
king, to re-institute Sicily’s constitution of 1812, which predated Piedmont’s
by decades.

Princess Urraca: A principle worthy of her parentage and mine.









Sources and Bibliography

e unabridged print edition of this book, Queens of Sicily 1061-1266,
contains a far lengthier bibliography than what follows here. e purpose of
this one is to present an essential outline of the original (primary) sources
consulted in several countries over the course of several years. Secondary
literature is indeed important for its signi�cant studies and other material;
however, it is not included here. Further information about historiography,
research methodology and sources is presented in Sicilian Queenship, the
supplement to Queens of Sicily 1061-1266.

Manuscript Sources

For concordance, a number of charters and other documents were consulted
at archives in Italy and Spain. For the bene�t of scholars wishing to consult
these manuscripts, it should be noted that cataloguing systems change over
time, so since 2007 the collection at the Palermo Archive of State formerly
known as Pergamene Varie (“sundry manuscripts”) has been known as
Pergamene di Diversa Provenienza, literally “manuscripts from various
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Piazza Marina. e Fondo Messina (Messina Collection) of the Fundación
Casa Ducal de Medinaceli, formerly housed in Seville, is now conserved at
the archive of the Hospital de Tavera (de San Juan Bautista) in Toledo. Other
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and chronicles of the twelh century are dated with reference to the
“Spanish era” dating system that begins with the year 38 BC (BCE), probably
based on the infelicitous date that a certain Roman tax was imposed in
Iberia. A few charters, letters and chronicles may be consulted online, where
some published transcriptions and extracts are also made available.

A) Archivio di Stato di Palermo, Tabulario dei Monasteri di San Filippo di
Fragalà e di Santa Maria di Maniace: Manuscript 6 (decree issued on



parchment before 1113, probably circa 1110, by Adelaide in the name of her
son Roger II renewing to the monastery privileges granted by her late
husband replacing the previous decree written on paper).

B) Archivio di Stato di Palermo, Tabulario dei Monasteri di San Filippo di
Fragalà e di Santa Maria di Maniaci: Manuscripts 7, 11, 12 (decrees made
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(reissue in 1109 of former decree of Roger I delimiting territory of abbey of
Saint Barbarus).

C) Archivio di Stato di Palermo, Tabulario dei Monasteri di San Filippo di
Fragalà e di Santa Maria di Maniace: Manuscript 9 (paper letter of March
1109 in Greek on upper half and Arabic on lower half from Adelaide
commanding jurats of Kasr’Janni, now Enna, to protect the monastery of
Saint Philip of Demenna, in the San Marco Valley, under her personal
patronage).

D) Tabulario Cappella Palatina: Manuscript number 13 (royal concession of
ecclesiastical property in Palermo by Margaret and young William, in March
1167, bearing signatures of Matthew of Aiello, Qaid Martin and Walter the
rector and future archbishop).

E) Tabulario della Cattedrale di Palermo: Manuscript number 21 (royal
concession of the feudal rights of the mills on the manor of Brucato, the
Arabic Bur-Ruqqad, to Walter, the newly-consecrated Archbishop of
Palermo, in September 1169).

F) Tabulario della Cattedrale di Palermo: Manuscript number 22 (William
grants Archbishop Walter of Palermo rights to judge adulterers except for
claims falling under civil jurisdiction, 15 April 1172).

G) Tabulario di Santa Maria Nova, Monreale (in the Biblioteca Centrale
della Regione Siciliana, Palermo): Manuscript number 8, 1 March 1174,
(Nicholas, Archbishop of Messina, exempts Abbey of Maniace founded by
Margaret from taxation).



H) Tabulario di Santa Maria Nova, Monreale (in the Biblioteca Centrale
della Regione Siciliana): Manuscript number 20, March 1177, (eobald,
Bishop of Monreale, establishes rights of Abbey of Maniace).

I) Archivio di Stato di Palermo, Pergamene Varie: Manuscript number 3,
November 1146 (recorded in Greek, con�rms the sale of familial property
near the Martorana by the children of Eugenius for a thousand gold tarì,
includes epitaph to George of Antioch, founder of the Martorana, dated
1151).

J) Archivio di Stato di Palermo, Tabulario di Santa Maria Maddalena of
Messina: Manuscript number 50 (Margaret and William order nobles to
exempt a monastery from taxation based on established policy, in 1168).

K) Archivio di Stato di Palermo, Tabulario dei Monasteri di San Filippo di
Fragalà e di Santa Maria di Maniace: Manuscript 17 (TSFF17), 27 November
1171 (unsealed, probably a copy of an original, sealed charter; recorded in
Greek and Latin, con�rms privileges of Roger II protecting said monasteries,
exempting them from the obligation to provide timber and livestock, lodge
men-at-arms, and so forth, effectively exempting them from local civic
authority).

L) Tabulario della Cattedrale di Palermo: Manuscript number 29 (Queen
Constance’s assignment of some serfs, formerly under the feudal jurisdiction
of the late Archbishop Walter, to the authority of the notary Rainaldo, dated
April 1196).

M) Tabulario di Santa Maria Nova, Monreale (in the Biblioteca Centrale
della Regione Siciliana): Manuscript number Balsamo 31, 30 December
1174, (Pope Alexander III grants status and privileges of “major abbey” to
Monreale’s Benedictine monastery).

N) Archivio di Stato di Palermo, Tabulario della Magione: Manuscripts 3
(April 1136) and 4 (January 1145) both copied in February 1291 (King
Roger II grants serfs and lands to Adeline, the wet nurse of his late son
Henry, near Vicari).



O) Vatican Apostolic Library: Codice Vaticano Latino 3880, “Liber
Privilegiorum Sanctae Montis Regalis Ecclesiae” chartulary (transcriptions
of royal and papal charters relative to Monreale Abbey, several during the
reign of William II).

P) Archivo de la Catedral de Tudela: Cajón 1, D. Manuscript number 20
(marriage charter between García Ramírez and Margaret l’Aigle).

Q) British Library, London: Harley Manuscript 5786, folio 79r (trilingual
psalter composed in Sicily in Latin, Greek and Arabic during the reign of
Roger II).

R) Archivio di Stato di Palermo: Direzione Centrale Statistiche (maps drawn
between 1820 and 1850 showing medieval manors in Sicily).

S) Fundación Casa Ducal de Medinaceli (Toledo), Fondo Messina:
Manuscript number 1118, November 1167 (Caïd Martin, acting on orders of
Margaret and William II, issues this directive in Greek and Arabic restoring
authority to Nicholas, Archbishop of Messina; only the Greek text mentions
Margaret).

T) Fundación Casa Ducal de Medinaceli (Toledo), Fondo Messina:
Manuscript number 109, March 1168, 1st indiction (William II and
Margaret cede the Agrò Woods to the Holy Savior monastery of Messina).

U) Fundación Casa Ducal de Medinaceli (Toledo), Fondo Messina:
Manuscript number 528, November 1176, 10th indiction (Margaret renews
a donation effected �ve years earlier of some �at land near Milazzo to the
Cistercian monastery of Santa Maria at Novara).

V) Fundación Casa Ducal de Medinaceli (Toledo), Fondo Messina:
Manuscript number 522, May 1161, 9th indiction (William I con�rms to the
eldest sons of feudal vassals their hereditary rights to succeed their fathers
killed in the service of the king, while conceding the citizens of Messina
certain tax exemptions).



W) Vatican Apostolic Library: Codex Pal. Lat 1071. King Manfred’s copy of
Frederick’s treatise De Arte Venandi cum Avibus.

X) Biblioteca Nacional de España (Madrid): Codex number VITR/26/2
(bdh0000022766), the Historia Bizantina (“Synopsis of Histories”) of
Ioannes Skylitzes, copied in Greek in Palermo circa 1130 from an older
manuscript, chronicling years 811-1057.

Y) Burgerbibliothek, Berne: Codex number 120.2, Liber ad Honorem Augusti
sive de Rebus Siculis by Peter of Eboli, written in Latin verse in Palermo
around 1197.

Z) Vatican Apostolic Library: Codex Vaticanus Latinus 3793 (electronic ID
214430), pages 60, 61, 62. Contrasto of Cielo d’Alcamo.

AA) British Library, London: Yates ompson Manuscript 12, folio 188v
(French translation executed and illuminated aer 1232 of the Historie
d’Outremer originally written in Latin by William of Tyre).

BB) British Library, London: Royal Manuscript 14B.VI (“Royal Chronicle”
showing genealogy of kings of England, composed around 1300, featuring
illumination of a young, blonde Joanna).

CC) British Library, London: Royal Manuscript 20A.II, folios 152v and 154r
(copy of a letter attributed to Queen Joanna written to Hugh IV, King of
Cyprus).

DD) British National Archives, Kew: Document C47/3/3 (account of fabric
issued at Easter 1135 for trousseau of Isabella of England).

EE) Archivio di Stato di Palermo, Tabulario della Magione: Manuscripts 94,
96, charters of July 1262 (Manfred con�rms rights of Magione commandery
of Teutonic Order in Palermo).

FF) Biblioteca Casanatense, Rome: Codex 614, folios 33-36 (rite of reginal
coronation).
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